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INTRODUCTION
By GENERAL A. W. GREELY

Among the many explorations of the unknown regions- recent conlurie.. none have been more fa^cinatin/ nd

has haherto enveloped the in.mediate vicinity of both

fered to he world various hypotheses. Son>e declare Cmtthey are located on an ice-elad ocean, others that he eon glac,er.eovered plateaus. Again the polar reg o 1 „ edeclared to be the abodes of great herds of polar and

e?enThe"Vt
""";• """^ '''" ""^--'^^ "-"fa

While for the most part the polar countries r.re believedto be unmhabUed. except in the lower parts of the 12^0

here are habitable areas, where unknown tribes and^trange peoples, live, far separated from the rest of the

These and kindred polar topics have, for the pa«t fourcentur.es, engaged the attention of the leam d and headventurous, of the scientist and the man of imag^aati n

i?. no , I""'
"'"" """ ''PP^"^'^ volumes descrb

but 17 'f,

"*""' '""'^''"^"'^ "' "- ^-tie circ1.but also fanciful or semi-serious accounts of imaginary"bes. Indeed there have been so.alled scientiTcTo

Z

by American authors that argued the non-e.istenc

•ij

i
'I

'!l

4
r
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INTRODUCTION

either a North or South Pole, and asserted that irithin

the polar circles the surface of the enrth curves gradually

inwards, and that on this interior surface dwell nations

as on the outer surface.

For these and other reasons the production from time

to time of summaries of polar voyages and explorations

are most valuable, as tending to keep alive in the rising

generation that interest in the mysterious and wonderful

in nature, as well as in adventurous action, which the

Polar World peculiarly presents.

The most distinctive feature of polar exploration is not

generally recognized, that is its entire disinterestedness.

From its earlier phases of voyages to foster commercial

intercourse, to stimulate and make more profitable trade

relations, by bringing China and the Orient in quick com-

munication with the marts of Europe, polar explorations

have passed to higher planes and are now confined to

scientific and geographical researches, offering no im-

mediate benefits and free from lure of gain or other

aspects of materialism. While with increasing rarity

polar work is attended by disastrous losses of life, it has

that stimulus to adventurous action, to heroic endurance,

and to a spirit of noble endeavor that makes it attractive

to hearts and minds which yearn for something beyond

the commonplace to stir their pulses.

Nor have polar discoveries been devoid of practical

benefits to the world. Bering's voyage led to the discov-

ery of Alaska, which now produces annually more than

thirty millions of weath for the United States. Hudson's

early Spitzbergen voyages opened up whale fisheries

through which the world has profited to the amount of
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abont seven hundred millions of dollars. Barren of at
tractions as has been Spitzbergen to the tourist visitor it

18 now of such commercial importance that its ownership
IS to be the subject of international conference.
Polar work has had its tragedies and calamities as well

as Its triumphs and successes. Scores of books have been
written on voyages relating to the Northwest Passage in
attempting which Sir John Franklin and one hundred and
twenty-eight other souls pei-ished. Their ships were last
seen moored to an iceberg in Baffin Bay, and thereafter
there have been found no records later than those reciting
the abandonment of their vessels, beset in ice northwest
of King William Land, and their retreat southwards
towards Great Fish river. This miparalled polar mystery
engaged the attention of the world for nearly fifteen
years, until the harrowing story of its fate found at least
a partial solution through the great arctic traveler Mc-
Clintock.

A similar disaster in the middle of the sixteenth cen-
tury befell the first extended maritime venture of Eng
land to distant seas, in the attempted discovery of the
Northeast Passage. Chancellor's two ships, with an
equippage of sixty-two souls, wintered on the barren
shores of Eussian Lapland, where the entire party per-
ished on the dread arctic disease-scurvy. In striking
contrast with Chancellor's experiences, illustrating the
vast improvements in equipment and transportation,
Nordenskiold made the Northeast Passage without cas-
nalty or danger.

i Most fortunately England was not discouraged by this
disaster, through *hich was opened up a lucrative Musco-
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vite trade, but entered on a career of explorations and
enterprises which incidentally led to iDlar expeditions

on a scale never attempted by any other nation.

What stories of real life can be more thrilling to Ameri-
can minds than those set forth in polar annals? There are
the adventures and wintering of Barents on Nova Zembla,
the besetment of Weypreeht and the journey of Payer on
the shores of Franz Josef Land, the three winterings of
Parry in the North American archipelago, the sledge
journeys of Wrangell across the Siberian Ocean, the five

years of Sir John Boss in Boothia Felix and the discov-
ery of the North Magnetic Pole, the vicissitudes of Kane
and the boat journey of Hayes in the Smith Sound region,
Scott among the penguins and on the ice-barrier of vol-
canic Antarctica, the great drift of De Long and the dis-

aster of the Lena delta, McClure's discovery of one North-
west Passage and the navigation of another by Amund-
sen, the successes and sufferings of the men of the Lady
Franklin Bay expedition, the death of Hall and the
miraculous drift of the Polaris crew, and many other
notable voyages culminating in the great northings of
Markham, Lockwood, Nansen, Cagni and the attainment
of the North Pole by Cook and by Peary.
All these, and other varied experiences, bordering on

the marvelous and exceeding many flights of fancy, ap-
peal to the imagination, stimulate emulation, and culti-

vate an ardent appreciation of manly and heroic qualities
exhibited in action.

Wliile the wonderful journey of Shackleton to the vicin-
ity of the South Pole has naturally excited wide-spread
interest, most intense in Great Britain, the astonishing
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the United States, where feeling and interest have been

Z" d " "*"* ""'^°'"^' "^ '"'^- °"''"- -- 0^
«"

he Ari O ' '""'"' '" ''"' °° '•'^ -^ chores of

fT; ^^
««eomplished by energy and resource-fu ness the great task to which he has applied himselffor some twenty-three years.

The discovery of the South Pole by Captain Amundsenof Norway and by Captain Scott of the British Navyone month later, gave the world two great exploits tolre ordeda history. The death of Captain Seott andfour of his brave companions, after their ambition had

Captain Scott and his men will live as long in the annals
of brave men as will the names of Peary and Amundsen.
The Scott party was the best equipped expedition ever

,r /
" -tT'"

''^""^ »°-^ ^«« "ffi^ally authorized
by the British government. The Amundsen party, notso well equipped, won in the race for the south extremity

the earth and its members returned to receive the
plaudits of the nations.

Captain Seott, beset by misfortune from the first-the
loss of his pony transport, and the failure of the food
and fuel supply just when a great blizzard overtook them
-died on the frozen seas in their silken tent. Their
bodies were found and their resting places are marked
by piles of ice erected by the relief expedition which

I:!'

II-.

I.



INTRODUCTION
found .the last camp of Captain Scott.

The poles now are discovered, but scientific research
and adventure will continue to take bold men into the
polar regions and I predict great discoveries in the years
to come, when men freed from the desire to reach the
poles will take more time for scientific observation as
they travel through the ice and snow.

3t>- ĵa_o.
Late Commander Lady Franklin Bay Expedition

THE KING'S LETTER
The following letter was sent by the direction of

the :ing to Mrs. Scott, mother of Capt. Scott:
"Buckingham Palace, Feb. 12, 1913.

Dear Madam,—The King desires me to express
his deep sympathy with you in the loss of your gallant
son, who in the services of his country sacrificed his
life in a perilous and arduous expedition in behalf of
science and discovery. His Majesty knew Captain
Scott intimately, and so mourns the death of a friend
as well as of a distinguished officer of the British
navy.

Believe me, d ir madam.
Yours very truly,

STAMFORDHAM"
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previously.
"^ '*"'•• '^"-only a momh and four days

SETTmc IS FLAG. HE TURNED BACK

It is beyond .he power of menl .1 do
"'"*^ "«"' "'" "-" >« 'ofd.

.ha.tfceldrorco™;^"'''T;^^^^^^^^^^ "^ °' '"' P"--- of

.0 do him homage as i. ha"T„„Ir™,7 ""f
'""''^ '° "^'^'""' •"'" and

pure scienfific s,lri, and tZ^^^l^T i'°™«'
'° '"'• "'» ^^as a

wha. rhad ..ported on myVvln wo,7
""^ ""'"'' '° "-""-""^

this bright horizon ofC and o;,.n
'".''"'' '""'' ^"^ 'hen-acro=s

.bade. Of aefea, indeedr-^^'n'SXr: "' '"""'™ '^'

for a' rd°^;:;^:;^"t^zr o^;rr^- '"»' °' ^-"'^ ^-^ -
things and he brushed tnis asfde"s e h H ? "'T,'

""= "^^ "«'' 'o hard
aside many .imes before. Bu .he h ck shado

'' ""^ ""°='''""« •«"'«
bright horizon ahead.

"'°'' ^'P' '^^«P'"g "P over that

SCURVY, THE DREADED OF ALL DISEASES

because they had perhaos nof tlwn , "
"^^ ™"'"S ''°»'" «" food

of treCth^oX*^ r:^^^^^^^^^^^
'"^ -P--'^ -dships

urally the scurvy follow^ '
''''""'' "'^'^ '"'^'='"« and quite nat-

I suggest this because Captain Evans of th. t xr
by the scurvy a few days after his return tJT ^°^^ P""^ ^^-^ ''«='='«=J
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THE HEROIC DEATH OF CAPTAIN SCOTT
son, did not do its work, and the cold penetrated right through

One of tlie men finally fell exhausted. There were no dogs to pull him
on the now nearly emptied sledges. The other four men, themselves all suf-
fermg terribly from disease, from cold and hunger, attempted to save their
companion by drawing him across the snow. The burden was almost too
much. But they were brave men and they staggered on.

They must reach their provision depot. Then- tliey wo"ld find food rai-
ment, enough and to spare, and they ,vouId pitch their tents and regain 'their
strength. And then—HOME.

THEY HAD MISSED IT!

On and on, sick, freezing and starving, they staggered over the blinding
glare of eternal ice and snow-looking, looking, always looking for that pro-
vision depot-that life-saver. But it never came. At last the truth must
have flashed across them

—

THEY HAD MISSED IT!

But still they went on. All now, perhaps, were being consumed by the
scurvy and were absolutely without food, parts of their bodies were almost
continuously frozen. The suffering must have been horrible. I am conserva-
tive when I say that it must have been the most horrible tragedy that has ever
taken place m a region where tragedies are almost commonplace.

THE DAY OF THE GREAT BLIZZARD
And then one day when it seemed help must come—a great blizzard came

The most terrible blizzard that Scott, to whom blizzards, as a general thing
were little more than vernal zephyrs, ha|il ever encountered. It was too much
for these tempest-tossed, disease-eaten, freezing, starving men.

So they pitched their little tent in the middle of the blizzard—TO DIE'
And there they found them-huddled together, frozen, starved and sick-

ened to death.

But their deaths are more triumphant than most of our lives. For tliey
left records-Captain Scott left a record for honesty, for sincerity, for bru.cry
for everything that makes a MAN. And this to me is greater than everJ
having discovered the pole!

(Signed) ROALD AMUNDSEN.
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Scou Memorial Service in St. Paul's Gatii6(iral
fmpresslve Ceremonies Attended bu tlie Kino

and Relatives of the Deceased
It IS necessary to go back many vear-i tn fin^

*e par. of Londoners .o pay homag to he ^V"
'"""" "' ''"''" """'"^ °"

the Scott memonal service in St Pa rs Cat; h'^.T
"''"""" '" '"' "^ "'

Towards noon all eyes turned ",
u"'

^^"^"^'^^ ^^-'h. '913.

Premier Asquith in the un f I 'f n EM ""p T
"'""^' ""-« -'-"

Asquith, Reginald McKenna th" Hoi .
° " °' '"""'"' """-• «"•

for War, Augustine Birrell ir sh aief.
""'"'' ^°'°"" '«'^' ««= Minister

Govern.;;;rB5iFdTGe^^rSy^^^

CerJ^h- :r ^"° °" ^"'^'"« ^- —<• ^y '"e Bish'op of London and

0-eX::;;SJt-—-- - pay reverence to the heroic dead.

Mrs. and Miss Scott, .other an "s r of c^^ "- '"™'™-
'' -"«'=<'

Mrs. Luddington Scott and Mrs Tho„„
°"' """• "'"' ^™='"' ^"'^

Miss Gates, n,other and sistVr of cZ n '

""' "'-^^P'^'" '^""^ ^rs. and
Gordon McKenzie, cousins Mi 3 Bow

"""• "'"'^ ^^'^ -<i Mrs.
R^dall. sister of Dr.wL^ZZr" "' """ ^''"'- «- Godfrey

King George sat aT he

'

' " ''"'''"'^^ ^"^l '"^^s.
"^

^ediat'ely aftfr It Mat": '^Z't '^7 "^ ""^- ^"^ ^^'^ '''«^"

joining in the hy™„ "Rock of Age
"

t e„ M, 7!"^'"°" ^'^"<""« "P -"
An extract from the li.ur^ of St rh

""^ ^""'^ P"^"'
Servants with Thy Saints,-^ ^^LothrT' "?^ «"*' ° ^ord, to Thy
The Lord's prayer and ve sides afte whLTn

"' '""^"'"^ "^''^ ^"ant.

Thy Fatherly keeping the soutof u.b o V"'"'
"^'^ ''""'"^ '^^ -

Edward Grace Date" Edward Adln W "' M '
'''''°" '™"' ^—^

Edgar Evans." All present Led "
.r™' "' ''°''"'^™ ^°-" -"

followed by the Benediction Th tl ba
"^"' ^""^ """"^ "^ ^^ Soul,"ihen the band played the National Anthem.
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1913, the annals of polar explora iofrt. T u"'"
^'"'"'' °" ^'=''™='^y '».

the records of adventurous mer "^ "' """^^ "'""'"6 ''°^ ol all

.
national race. But The n^d and fl et M '° ^ "^'°"°"' '" '^e inter-

s-rd::^ti'';-:~^^

oi Captain Scotr^^nftne 33^wa?'t °'
T'""^

""•" '"^ '-' ""-S^
overtook the polar exploreT Tt^show ThaT

'" "'"" ^'"^^ ""'"^-^ "^''^^

face to face with death. Ther. was no Tear in T.'
"'" ™^ "^^ '^^^" ""en

tremble. This great document; w sted fro
'

th^.
"'
^t '" "="" '"'^ ""^

^ cieat, by the rescuing part,' senttu IT,IZfl^^'" "'^ '"^^

CAPTAIN SCOTT'S LAST MESSAGE

-^:rppnich^----. organisation, but to mi.

•ater that; fhVdltlt: Z'STZ'lJrl' l''''
"""^^^ ^ *<> ^'"'

narrowed.
^"^^"^ ^^^ ''""= of the stuff transported to be

IJ:
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TFE SOUTH POLE DISCOVERED

..,7^1 T"'" ""°T°"' "" °"'*"'' '"""''y- »"<• "P«ia"y the longgale in 83 degrees south, stopped us.
i~ / « iuins

'The soft snow in the lower reaches of the glacier again reduced the pace.We fought these untoward events with a will, and conquered, but it ateinto our provisions reserve. . —
•

" •«;

"Every detail of cur food supplies, clothing and depots made on the inte-

ouTtTiLrTectbn
°"

'""^
"""'' °' ^°° ""'' '° ""= P°'' '"'' ""^^ *°'-''«'

"The advance party would have returned to the glacier in fine form andwith a surplus of food but for the astonishing failure of the man wh^ wehad least expected to fail.

"Seaman Edgar Evans was thought the strongest man of the party and
the Beardmore glacier is not difficult in fine weather. But on our return wedid not get a single completely fine day. This, with a sick companion, enor-mously increased our anxieties.

"I have said elsewhere that we got into frightfully rough ice and EdgarEvans received a concussion of the brain. He died a natural death, but left
us a shaken party, with the season unduly advanced.

"But all the facts above enumerated were as nothing to the surprise which
awaited us on the barrier. I maintain that rur arrangements fZ returningwere quite adequate, and that no one in the world would have done better in
the weather which we encountered at this time of the year. On the summit,m latitude 85 degrees to 86 degrees, we had minus twenty to minus thirtyOn the barrier in latitude 82 degrees, 10,000 feet lower, we had minus thirW

Lh a
'"''.""""^ forty-seven ai night pretty regularly, with continuous

head winds durmg our day marches.
"It is clear that these circumstances came on very suddenly and our wreck

IS certainly due to this sudden advent of severe weather, which does not seem
to have had any satisfactory cause.

"I do not think human beings ever came through such a month as we havecome through and we should have got through in spite of the weather, but
tor the sickening of a second companion. Captain Gates, and a shortage of
fuel in our depots, for which I cannot account, and finally, but for the storm
which has lallen on us within eleven miles of this depot, at which we bored
to secure the final supplies.

*

"Surely, misfortune could scarcely have exceeded this last blowWe arrived wilhin eleven miles of our c^ld One Ton camp with fuel
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for one hot meal and food for two days. For four days we have been unable
to I*ave the tent, the gale blowing about us, we are weak

"Writing is difficult.

EnZr ""^ °''"
'f' V° "°' "^"' '*'' •"""'"'y' ^•''^h has shown thatEnghshmen can endure hardships, help one another and meet death with as

great a fortitude as ever in the past.

,., JTr.,"""^
"'''• ^' ''""'" '"' '°°'' "''"'• '^'''"S^ have come out against

us and therefore we have no cause for complaint but bow to the will of Prov-
idence, determmed still to do our best to the last.

"But -:' we have been willing to give our lives to this enterprise, which is
for the honor of our country, I appeal to our countrymen to see that thoseWho depend on us are properly cared for.

"Had we lived I should have had a tale to tell of the hardihood, endurance
and courage of my companions which would have stirred the heart of every
l!.nglishman. '

"These rough notes and our dead bodies must tell the tale, but surely
surely a great rich country like ours will see that those who are dependent on
ns are properly provided for. (Signed) R. Scott, March 25, 1912."

Those who died with Captain Scott at the pole were Dr. E A Wilson
chief of the scientific staff; Captain L. E. G. Dates, of the Inniskillen dra-
goons; Lieutenant H. R. Bowers, of the Royal Indian Marines, the commis-
sariat officer, and Petty Officer E. Evans, of the British Royal Navy

Captain Dates sufTered frost-bitten feet and hands several weeks before
«ie end. He kept going, however, but he was slow and hindered the partyTo rel.eve his friends of the necessity of slowing up for h™ the British cap-
tain deliberately walked out of the tent into the blizzard and was frozen

_

Petty Dfficer Evans, the strongest man in the polar party, fell and sus-
tained a fracture of the skull from which he died.

Captain Scott was 45 years old, and had served in the British Navy with
distinction His previous achievements in the Antarctic earned him many
medals In 1902 he led an expe^ition into the Ross Sea and explored the
great Antarctic ice barrier for 400 miles. He it was who made possible the
kiiowledge of the South Polar regions which Sir Ernest Shackleton and Cap-
tain Amundsen used with such gooc ilts.

Altogether, Captain Scott's exp] ,s wer. greater than those of any
other man in the Ant?-rtic. He was .. ned and his wife and three-year-old
son hve m London.

When news of Captain Scott's death was flashed from Christchurch, New
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t

Zealand, Mrs. Scott was on the Pacific ocean sailing to meet liim Wirelessmessages failed to reach her and she was in ignorant of he k^'for sev Sdays after .t had been published in all parts of the world
The lerra Nova sailed from Christchurch on December 14,. ,91,, to the

relief of Captain Scott's antarctic expedition.
yu, to tne

The principal members of the expedition, besides Captain Scott were-
Lieutenant E. Evans, R. N., second in command
Dr. E. A. Wilson, chief of the scientific staff, zoologist and artist
Lieutenant V. L, A. Campbell, R. N., leader of the eastern party!
Lieutenant H. L. L. Penneil, R. N., magnetic meteorological work
Lieutenant H, E. deP. Rennick, R. N., of the western party
Lieutenant H. R. Bowers, Royal Indian Marines, engineer
Lieutenant E. W. Riley, R. N., surgeon.
G. M. Levick, R. N., physician and zoologist.
E. L. Atkinson, R. N.. surgeon, bacteriologist and parasitologist.
t. K. H. Drake, R. N., secretary.

C. H. Meares, in charge of ponie's and dc ,5 for the western party.

n'Pp "i-'c
• ^- °''?' I""'^'^"'^ Drn|:oons, in charge of ponies and dogs.

JJr. (j. L. bimpson, physicist of the western party.
T. Griffith Taylor, geologist.

E. W. Nelson, biologist of the western party.
D. G. Lillie, biologist.

A. Cherry Gerrard, zoologist of the western party.
H. G. Pointing, photographer of the western party.
B. C. Day, motor engineer of the western party.
W. G. Thompson, geologist of the western party.
C. S. Wright, chemist of the western party.
Boatswain T. Feather, in charge of the sledging outfit
Boatsvvain A. Cheetham, of the Terra Nova. .

W. Williams, engineer of the Terra Nova.
W. Lashley, assistant engineer of the western party.
Chief Steward W. Archer, of the Terra Nova.
The expedition consisted of twenty-eight officers and scientists, in addition

to twenty-three picked men from the British navy.
It was expected that Captain Scott and his party would return to civiliza-

tion in February or March, having spent nearly three years in the AntarcticThe Terra Nova brought the latest news of Scott in April, 1912 It said
that on January 3, 19,2, Captain Scott, with a party of four men was 150
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3,

miles from the pole an.l was advancing. He sent them the me.sa^e : i am

In fifteen dnys he covered the remaining ,50 miles, having traveled at the
rate of ten m.Ies a day. It was on his return that he and his party were over-whelmed by one of the terrific bli.zards so prevalent in the Antarctic region.The date of Captam Scott's attainment of the South Pole, January 18

monthtr" r'V" T'f''
'"' ^"'^ °f '"^ ^^P«'"'°" "'most exactly onemonth after Captam Roald Amundsen, the Nor^vegian explorer. CaptainAmundsen s report sent to King Haakon of Norway read-

"Pole attained I4th-i7th December, 191 1. All well"
The report of Captain Scott was destined not to be received by the waitingworld until after his death.

waiimg

The Scott party sailed from London on the Terra Nova on June i iqio
but Captam Scott did not join the expedition until it reached New Zealand

'

Ihe outside vvoiid was given a thrilling story of the battle to reach the
pole during the winter of 1910 and 191., when the Terra Nova returned toNew Zealand in 1912. The ship brought back an account of Captain Scott's
operations m the Antarctic „p to the first of January, 1912, when he wasengaged in making a uesperate effort to gain the pole

At the time the expedition left England Captain Scott and his second incommand. Lieutenant E. R, Evans, claimed to have the best equipped expe-
dition which ever set out for the South Pole. Their supplies included a num-
ber of motor sledges, but they failed to be of use and dogs still hold the place
of the best carriers in the frigid zone.

It was a year after the death of Captain Scott before his relief ship, the
Terra Nova (new land), arrived at Cape Evans, where the main body of the
expedition had waited in the long silence for the vessel which was to takethem back to civilization and give the world the sad news

Those on the Terra Nova confidently expected to find Captain Scott and
all his men They learned that Captain Scott and his companions had found
«ie pole; that they had made their way back to within 155 miles of shelter atCape Evans and had perished eleven miles from the food supplies left to helpthem regain the base of supplies.

This deposit of food was known as "One Ton Deposit," and in good
weather the party could have reached it, if hard pressed, within a few hours
as the^ going at that point was good. But a blizzard continued for nine days
and the famished travelers could make no headway at all and succumbed in
the poor shelter affprded by their silk tent.
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40 THE SOUTH POLE DISCOVERED
B«ide the bodies in perfect preservation, were the written records of thepole dash and geological specimens. The last work of Captain Scott was torecord 'he last days of his life, and among the written messagef were tho :

reached the pole on January 18. 1912. Captain Amundsen, after spending
three days at the pole, left on December 17, 191

1

spenamg

sen'f'inr ""wh""'
P^^y «ad,ed the pole they struck the trail of Amund-sen s dog.. Who can tell what thoughts and feelings passed through themmds the Britishers at that moment? They knew they were nearly to

enL'°H .
'7 '""l*'-""

^™""'^'" "''° ^- " ""-' of\e pole and the

^ t n
'^^ '" "'"?,^^^!^" --^•^'' •" Captain Scott that he had been

,t the H
"^ ''' '" P°'" «P'°^«'i°ns and i- . probably tn,eto the disappomtment was so great that the energy of the leader and of hismen^was weakened and that this one weak spot caused them to die in the icy

Often the last straw makes a burden too great, and may we not reasonably

ZeThV, th T'" ^f ="' ''" ""'" "™"' "-^ ™-'-'> ^" '"--'"o

Zort f ,
'

, ?T '" "''* "'^ P°"=' ^"^^^-'1 •'y "'= 'hought ofmmortal glo^, and wealth, they would undoubtedly have faced the bli^^ard.

was th LT^/' "'m
' "'"™''' '"^^'y- ^"^ disappointment apparentlywas the last straw. Many men in less trying circumstances succumb to dis-ouragement and the death of Scott should be a lesson to all of us and teachthat we should forget our failures as soon as they have been experienced.

AMUNDSEN DISCOVERS SOUTH POLE

«bW
'"' °!

^"''S'".
^"'""'•^^"'^ discovery of the South Pole was sent in atablegram from Hobart, Tasmania, en Thursday, March 8, 1912. The dis-patch was to Captain Amundsen's brother in Christiana, N;rway. It was at

out'the wo"rld' T\'!f "' "'''' '^^ "^^ P"''"^''^^ '" ""^P^P-^ '"rough-out he world. He had gamed preliminary fame as the discoverer of the

Nortwl T""' '""f'
^"'"'" '° ""= '''"''• ^"^ '- "°- -y^ '"at theNorthwest discovery .s of greater importance than his discovery of the South

PnlJt!.''''""' "^l^^
Amundsen expedition and its achievement of the SouthPole success may be summarized as follows

:

MILESTONES ON AMUNDSEN'S DASH- RESULTS OF HIS
RACE TO THE POLE

The determination of the extent and character of the Ross barrier.

:i
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^,

Kmg Kdward VII. Land w,th their continuation in the mighty mountains rur!mng toward the southeast, which were observed as far as 88 degre^ south,but which probably continue across the Antarctic continent
Discovery of new mountain range, 850 kilometers in length.

^^Observation of weather conditions and obtaining other scientific data at

Confirmed discoveries made and reported by Captain Scott
Surveys of Bay of Whales and Barrier Dome made.

EVENTS ALONG MARCH TO POLE
February 10, ,9, ,_start to south from Bay of Whales. Work of build-ing depots begun.

April 22-Sun disappeared to be gone four months; party entered winter
quarters. Whole outfit rebuilt.

• v y ^
<:r<:u wmter

August 24.—Sun returned and preparations for dash were renewed
September 8-Eight men with seven sledges, ninety dogs and four months-

provisions started. Date too early and return to winter qufrters was mT
for?™ r ^T~ 1 """ '''"' '°" "'''«"'' '^f'y-'"" ^°S' ='"d revisions
for four montlis made second start.

October 23._Depot in 80 degrees south reached, where three day^' staywas made; depot at 81 degrees reached on October 31
Novmber 9-South Victoria Land sighted; 84th degree passed on 13th;

climb to top of polar plateau begun on i8th.
November 26.-Party overtaken by great gale which lasted two days.

I'aces of explorers frozen.

Dec^w'^r
i4.-Pole reached; three 'ays' stay made; return, starting on

The pole i^s surrounded by an ice prairie. The approach to the southern
extremity of the earth, as taken by Captain Amundsen, was mostly down hill.The day they arrived at the pole the temperature was fifteen degrees below
zero. The sun shone brightly, there were no high winds and Captain Amund-
sen says that the last lap of his journey was .simply a picnic

While the thermometer registered fifteen below, the effect on the explorers
was milder than winter temperature above zero would be to the ordinary cit-
izen in the middle west of the United States or Canada. In fact, Amundsen
and his associates were suffering from the heat as they hastened, on their
Norwegian sk.es, towards the pole. They removed their fur hoods, took ofT
their glwes, and finally their observations showed they were at the pole They
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The san,e sor. of view L same
1''" uV'' "°"""^ "'" " »'""« •

in .he midst of .he no ,h, e'em n a^ on l'*"
"' ""^ """ ^''° »'-ds

Good fortune and Arc i^do^ ' ^ T""','''"^
''''^ '" '"'<'™"*<'-

explorers as experienced n 1 a d1^ fTT'"" ^"^"^"f"' "^en other
the Arctic circle, crossed u , h' ,

.
"^'°°'' *"' ""^^ '"""

region with u6 dogs in good 'coti^ti::
''"' ""' ""^^^ " '"* -'-"<=

The b,g facts about the South Pole are-

unite;s^::';,^::,;:rrir;^r"^^
^°t"-'

-^^ •- '^^

Th:sri-r;ir=-~-e.,.

gJesi c::Sici:L''rr::r;r '- ^^"'" -^'~ p™^-- -He

Vegetation in the Antar^t fo
'„„""''' ""''*''" ^'"^^ *«' 'hick,

animal life is limited to a spe e o , l:!""'' f"""'^
"' "'°-' '^e land

The only human beings in he An ,f '"'•' ^"^ P'™'"^* '" f°™-
of native inhabitants ha/c^Terl™ rred'""' '" ^''"'"'^"^^ "° '"-

S'riit^;:iro:tr' '^r'

"""^'"'^ ™- '- »- pa-
tents; the surface H^Z^t "'''""• """^"^""^ explorers'cart^ing

filled with plant and animal life
'™' ''' "'"P''^^' «g'°n

".ivJyeLtZt^tfr,S ' "T " ''' ^=""' "- '- '-—
The chief scientVc va ue of heT™" ""f-^-^'y

-^^ twelve months,
it will pive additional ,,o:„io„ of t'""' °' '"' ^°""' ^^'-^ -"' >- '"-'

ing to Prof. Thomas C. Ctamb rh „ LaToT:,"' 1 "" '"""^P"^'"' ^-<'^''-

the Universifv of Chicago
"""'""" ''^='' °f "'e department of geology at

ihe discovery of the South P„i. . .

North Pole."
' ^"'^ ™' '«' dangerous than that of the
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The conquest of the South Pole was the re,„l. „f

*"'

nations were at first ent-red-AmLvr r J " '°"'*'' '" "''''^f' »'*

and Austraha. Each pllnn d to TenTan o"""","
'" ''"'"""• ^'"'^"y' J^P^"

the southern ice, following he rCnfofli^'^",'"
""'' '"' P""""" °^

England in .909, after Jtil ;"'" °f,L'";"="='"' Ernest H. Shackleton to

was knightedl^ King Edward
"" "" ""= "''"' '°^ ""''" '"' ^e

rowfd°d::;M"a's:r::r;«.:'"",' '
™' ""'^"' ''^' •"= "« ^^^ -r.

Captain R. F. Scott r'n d L r" ""T''
"" ''"«''^''' ^^P^"'""<; ^v

person of Cantain k.ald A.nnnl 'i:'''',

^°™' =""" "'= Norwegian, in tl.e

At that time te^ t- 4; "rt;- \ !'7
'"" ^"'""'^ "'" A^«- *hip.

Murdo sound and Me b° of U T '"'' '"^'"'^ "='^''"' '"« "ac-
from the pole It seen.ed .her f :'

":P""^^'>' -^^^h about 750 miles

The route whch to exrH°'''
''" "" "''' ''"' "'""' "" "«" '"ing.

is, with one excX":;;:X'Lf;:: rih '"-int"
"^"""^^"' -'

to explorers is tlie cnn .^;i„ i rf
'" exception, according

c.„c«;: *dS;;:s, p*'
''' "'""' "-" « -."-

«

» i'r*'i"™' s:"sS,"; *"": "•" "*" '- '*"'• '>"

!;,wT !
*"'"''°"' •"' " "a? Btntrally assumed in Norway .hat he w™m

i
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«n would try to establish himself in 7 " '° ""'" «' «•>« Pole. Amimd-
.rrival. and . ,. a star, onreti^^h^xTdir"' ''"" "^'"^ ^'^

abandoned as hi, „ain ^To oLratio "[hou r' '.
"-"""• ""''='' «»" "ad

ba« for subsidiary exploration ' ^ "'" '"""'"''8 '" "«"'« '« .

EdJardV^rnrbrfir'^idr:^ r- "v^'-"
'" '-- - ^'-^

landed a, the nearest conveni!m s^T '
"'"™' "'""^ "" '" •»'"" ««?

base!-: Su'rd'r'rrdt",:^: "^^ °: *•« '"•»-'- -« scot.-.

widely separated at their Le camr^heT ^"^ ."""• ^'- '^«^ •»
"ar routes in the race for the Sou'h Po^e

" "'""°"' '°"°"''' ^"^ ""-

Stat:'^:;:;:^;::^^;\^^:P!t£- an-- Hi, .en reached the United
I«ture. He went the next day to Cht. ' ."' ?"' '" *" '° '""^' "
to the pluck and braveo- o Cantal S T' f^''' "'''' " ^'°*'"» '""ute

The discoverer of ^e Luth Pole ! '
'"'"'"'' '''"•' °' '"P'"""-

cause, of the great catas.roohe 1-^ T .''^. '"^ "" •"' ^°™"«"' « *» the
of praise for fhe Eng sh exl o er a^T' '" 1""""^ "^'"' •»" his word,
tives were enough to start a H™nn T . T'""''^

'°' *''°« ^^o lost rela-

-ccture that event^in h?,Sa° il r.^rf•

"« "'"'' *"''='• "^O "-
New, of the death of SrsZt 1 . T""^ °^ ^'«=°"""-

in the day. It came as a shS and I u'l *^'"'"'*" '^""<'»"' ""X
platform to begin h^narr tive of L "'" -"' ''°"""" """""'^ '"'

He stepped forlard and^rsitt a ^LTŵ 1::^^;^'^""
sa.h^:;^r^:---X=

braJs;:L' scraVdrpo,:: ':::r " "^ '^ ^^-^^^ «^- '"a' fe
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region., when he heard the new, "If l!
""

"""f*
E'""""" '" the Arctic

it *.. through starvation i7a few d ™hZt "^^"
'r""""

•""'"'''

. cr^«e." and complete reportsTe'ritrthnp-rn
*"'" '"' " '' '"" '"•"

ware^r,:^::: cz^^t^z:^!^ ^" ^-r '- - -°^^-""-
cold and exposure. This as fjc, pt '

^'""t
"""' ' """ '' "-'d for

and fuel.
'^' P™'"*' "^'^ «•« causo-shortage of food

Rear Admiral Robert E. Pearv U S m • . .

medal and the thanks of conereTs as the (irV'
'
''^° """'"^ " 8°'''

»id when he received the ne':^f h de oTca': ""T
"" ''""' ^°"'

panions:
""'" °' Captain Scott and his com-

Brit^narn:Z7Z'^ZT'j^^ttr^ ""• '"" =""• '"^ -'- -<•
-ondolencr" ^ "^ '

""'""' ^"'' """t heartfelt sympathy and

weJabi;^sr^.:';^/^-';;:«-"^ "' --' '- ^"''^- '"ex
dogs and always depended unondor/. >

^- "7" ^''P'"^""'' handlers of

any members o'f a po'lar ^rt/is dil ed bv^a >' '
''"''"^- '" "' "'"' '"'"

bers would be seriously^andicaSbv1 1 "'f"?"'^'
"'' °'^'' """"

had mules and ponies and p"a edTss confident"", t'"
""''''''" S'°«

Lieutenant Sir Ernest Shackle nn T « u'"
''°«' ""'" °"'" "plorers.

tain .Scott as a third ^^^0'r^pott^ t.^.r^rar"^
'^'

wegian fiag at the earth's southern h?,K T u '
'^"- P'^"'"" "-^ ^or-

retum to civilization
''"''• '""''' ">' '''"^^ ^''"^^nt after his

of ti-ySore^J:™ ^^^^^^^^^^^^
"^ -P'-". "=" "-e efforts

wasa JdandunscLXTraX ";Z:::fi^^^have been located we can orocee,! rnollt
""^ ^"^- ^""^ that both of them

truths which this regioTisTuT TXm'TLl'TnT^ >'' '''"""^

have nestimable scientific values-the'vate If lo^a,
'!

he 1
"""

sensational and sentimental
locating the poles was more

"One of the first benefits .0 be derived from hitherto unattained familiarity
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then, accurately and definite,; „t n^s" of? T
"''^'' °"''" =""> '"«

"V~^- -"-?- --^^^^^^ .„e. .at

-e us aln; roub^^-r^^r'
^^'^ °" °'^^"^^"°- ^"""^ -'h it wi„

Captam Amundsen began planning early in rn,, f„ •

Arctic reg,on. He lioped his work wouldTnf ^^
,

^ J^""' '"'° '^e
standpoint than any of his other faZ! ' '''™ '™'" '^e scientific

which has the record of far e t northVnTf:.
°" "^ ^"°<' ^"'P F"™'

set sail January i, 19,4, from San Frnn
1"'' '°""'' ''^ ^'^P^^'^d ">

S-. The trip, he behevtd r^hft i^lITtl^ ^
'
T™"-'"^

"""^ P°'"
"Why ,,0 men suffer and ^v se th l^ T "' ^'' ^''"

asked by the writer before his Ct.!': fo X 'nV^:
^^'^'^ -'" '^ ^

^e cr!:i"f^:x:- '°^::-^r
^^r^--—

know what will turn . p at the next momen T T
"' '° ''^P^"^'- ^°" <•<>"''

me and my crew and 'no on rT^^ l,e ;,

"'
'"l''"^

""' "^ 6^' -'°
forging into the unknown spaces"

' "'"' "'*= '""^ '° >* «« again

wirS s:':i;^:::::r::;: ^^.r^d rv
-" "- ^™'' -">

part of the long drift toward Spi.'bTrg™
"

fer
,'

""'" """"« =" '^^^'

'he expedition.
'P'l^uergen, «here the ice .s expected to carry

keep me in touch with things g^ingol',! P°T, %'° ""''"' ^^^''Ses and
you all about the air currems nnd keen vo r !" *'' ''^^ ^ ^°"'d '^l'

would put your weather bure u "n a olid h '"ll
^''"' '"f°™-tion that

weather station farthest north nd the e st vou co I

7' ' 7'" '"™'^'' '"'
an mtermediate station to relay mv infnrln*-

'^° '™"" ^ *° P™"de
"We shall have dogs and L7g s onC" '

7:"'"""-
we can make a dash for the mainland ^ "" "' ^'^ ""<^ °f "
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I m,ght make a dash over and lake a loolc . ,-, -, „ -

, ,

*''

lience IS no longer of interest.
' ''' ''^'^" 'l's'-"vered and

"I never saw a blond Eskimo "
ln„^' >

Stephenson in New York after my' retu n
-" ";;"'"''" "' '"'"^''^d with

to me that blonds ran about one per cent of
.' r'"

°,"'"' "'""' '"-" '^P'^'"^''
possible, of course, althougl, I wa neve/l-k ,

""' "'^^ "" P^'^-^''^

Captain Amundsen recdved I meda, of tLT"' '? "" ^^^°" '"y"
cago in recognition of his work

Geographical Society of Chi-

SIX MONTHS IN AN IGLO

expediti.^Sr^.^^^^S/'-Vo "- pole, Lieut. Campbell's
respects more terrible than '

at o h^tat: n"""
"' ""^"^"^^ '" "-^

spot when winter came upon them VlTrch „f V^' "'-n
'^''' '" ^ ^^"""-^

for summer traveling and had onlv , n^ ,, " ^'">' '^"^ «l"'PPed
had been expecting t'o be ta . off^ Z^l^ TT'^" T''

'''"' '"'^^

turned to New Zealand, but the w^tlJr 7 " ^°™ '''''"•'^ '^ ^e-

to do this and the men were left in ]
"" '™"''' ""' P""" "«= ^hip

determined courage and m^hood' 1;^^, r iri'
°"'^ '"^ "-'

yellow" ,n their characters would have doomed h'm
'"'""' '"" "^

They fought cold, desolation, and curbed tllvweek. They always were hun^rv T ? '" "PP"'"^^ '™<^'^ ='fter

seal blub-ber and in the dos Zners of T, 7 '"^^"^ '''"""^' -•">

-r and filth. I„ this party we Dj viH P
''

,

""^ '"""'" ''°"' 1^-'

Dickerson.
^ '• '-"'*' P""'l3', Abbot, Browning and

well known trail to One Ton Depos t a'
,°" '- ^^'^ '"^'^^ °^^^ 'he

A division of this party undt'wrirfft d" "V "''' "" '"^^" '"^'-^-d.
November 12.

^ ^"^I't discovered Captain Scott's tent on

c^i:t:r;:^r:lrtr ^r^ ""-/r-"^- ^ -- -^
and Evans was continued but'without succL'"

""= ""*" °' ^'-^ °^'«

I'S- '''I

I
;'

H-4
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After finding the bodies of tl.eir leaders, Wright and his detail set out to
reheve Campbell, who they feared had been overcome by cold and starvation

When the relief party under Atkinson reached Hut Point they found that
Campbell had returned with all his men in safety, with a story that will live
ong m the records of polar experiences. This was on November 5, and the
Wright party had not yet found the dead explorers.

When Campbell realized that he was not to be taken back by the ship he
gave orders to prepare to spend another winter in the Antarctic. Fortunately
many seals were found and they began at once to capture these animals and
to lay by a supply of meat and oil for the winter. They decided to weather
the severe cold in an iglo and, choosing a snow drift, made a room less than
fifteen feet long and about ten feet wide. Into this small place they retreated
for warmth and rest. How they survived can not be understood, except by
those who have gone through similar experiences.

For longer than six months the party led an existence that would hive
made a rabbit ashamed of his quarters and his food. It was simply a test of
endurance. Seal meat and grease was almost their only diet.

Records made during the winter show that the explorers wer. constantly
compelled to face a wind that blew with the force of a gale. Tliis cruel blast
struck them every time they stepped from their little iglo shelter, and it cut
through their clothing, which was not the heavy kind worn for winter travelm the frigid zone.

Sickness, due to the food, attacked every member of the party, but none
died, as might have been expected, and when the warmer season came tiiey
were able to hit the trail for Hut Point. The start, however, was delaved
until September 30, when they left their iglo and traveled light, as their sup-
plies were practically gone. On the return trip, v.Iien it seemed that they
could not long survive, they discovered a food depot left several years before
by Griffith Taylor. In this depot were crackers (the big substantial kind
known as sea biscuits). This bread was better than anything they ever had
tasted before. There were raisins and tea and sugar and other polar luxuries
They ate, and who can say that a feast ever tasted so good. Wlien they had
satisfied their appetites they went to bed and slept as only tire.l men in their
condition can sleep.

To sum up the exploit of Lieut. Campbell and his men we shall only have
to point out that they lived six months and s.edged 250 miles on rations and
equipment intended for only one month.

i "i'l
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GENERAL A. W. OREELY
Coramander of the Lady Franklin Bay Arctic expedition in isw w...
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CHAPTER II.

HOW COOK STARTED FOR THE NORTH POLE.
Dr. Cook's dash for the pole, like most of the great actions of history,

was as secretly conceived as it was heroically carried out.

Few even of the explorer's most intim-^e friends suspected he was about
to undertake the most difficult journey within the reach of man The dis-
covery of the North Pole was the termination of a voyage that started osten-
sibly as a fishmg-trip.

On July 3, 1907, Dr. Cook was the guest of John R. Bradley on board his
schooner yacht, the John R. Bradley, which left Gloucester, Mass., to go on
a fishing trip up the Labrador coast. Mr. Bradley is a New York man of
wealth, interested in sports, and has followed Dr. Cook's polar aspirations

Mr. Bradley invited Dr. Cook to go on the fishing trip, never dreaming
that It would end in the Brooklyn man's making a dash for the pole. Aboard
the schooner were half a dozen Newfoundlanders who were thoroughly
familiar with the coast of Labrador and who were to act as guides.

The fishing party ran into treacherous weather and heaw ice packs as it
proceeded along the Labrador coast. Then the gasoline engines got out of
order and the vessel was involved in difficuhies. The ship was at length
headed for Cape York harbor, but owing to the heavy ice it was unable to
land there and a landing was made in North Star Bay. There some days
were spent in hunting and fishing.

While the time was being spent in this way. Dr. Cook became fired with the
ambition to reach the pole. He spoke to Mr. Bradley about it, and the latter
declared that if any such trip was to be made, he would not join it.

Dr. Cook was i isistent. He wanted the emire party to go with him on the
expedition. As Mr. Bradley would not be one of the party Dr Cook or-
ganized a force of Eskimos, and, with Rudolph Franrke, made preparations
for the expedition. Mr. Bradley left in Aug ; ,i, 1907, on his fishing schooner,
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'",^|

rn i''"\f°°''.'!l'1 " '"c""'^
'^"^^""' "** °* ''°»' 'he trip to the pole ought

to be attempted from that followed by Peary and other explorers He eal-
ciilated upon gomg through Nansen Strait and doing his traveling in thewmter months. His reasons for choosing the period of extreme cold was that
the ,ce fields would be smoother and that there would be less danger of en-countenng the jagged passages of ice, through which travel is «treme"y

When Mr. Bradley returned to New York in October, 1907, he told of DrCook s scheme and the preparations for the trip
"Dr. Cook told me before he left Gloucester that it wou'd be a great thing

If we tried to reach the pole befoie we returned," said Mr. Bradley
'I did not give him any encouragement then, but thinking that he miehtmsis upon making the attempt when we reached the farthest point north onour trip. I ordered provisions put aboard that would furnish an arctic ex-pedition for three years.

"When the vessel sailed, therefore, we had everything necessary for apolar expedition. On our trip we went as far north at Etah, Peary'/former

ZnH "^Th
'"

' "" ""'°^'^ ' "^"^ "'" f™" '"^ "igh hills of SmithSound. There was no great amount of ice in the sound, so Dr Cook the
first mate and myself, took a motor boat and went through Smith Sound to
79 degrees north latitude There the farthermost settlements of the E^m
are, and we spent several days among them.

"Dr Cook knows the Eskimo language and had no difficulty in convers-
ing with them. He had been up there on Peary's first expedition and somTofthe Eskimos remembered him.

settl'ZenThTl^T"'
'° ^*^\*^ ''^"Sht the greater part of the Eskimo

settlement back with us. Once back at Etah conditions looked so favorablefor a dash to the pole that Dr. Cook could not resist the impulse. We foundwe could get an the dogs we wanted and all the natives that Dr. Cook wished

^'''tT. ;",; \'^,"'''"^ ''^'' ^"^^''y '^'''^ '"eir winterTup^ly offood I helped them kill walrus, seals, white whales and narwhals to LLment the supply^ The Eskimo women were kept busy catching atic harfsand birds to make their winter clothing.

"Dr. Cook concluded to stay and make the dash for the pole as soon asfeasible after the long, dark night should begin to b«ak. Dr. cLTto^
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n^X^^:;S-~:^^ -'" -- - a Place faJ
had snar;vr..TJr;:sra°'

"'r?"'"^^
«^- w-'^'

before Mr. Bradley bought it fi, ed the rr T '
T'"''"

'^^'""^ ^^^ooner
and rechristened it with hisow„ » "'* ^ ^''''"™ '"'S'""
Moses Bartlett. who i^ad LTL^Lr :At' P

""^
^"

'^''''^^^ "' '=^^-
engaged a Newfoundland crew

^"'^'^ ''''? Roosevelt, and

engfr t:^ CL;Cfi;:r:ir:;:rXr' ^r "--^-^ ^»"-
The route of the Bradley was from riT^ "'"'"' °" ^ P°'" expedition,

thence across Davis Straifto ^he s'uth
p" T "i

'''"''^ "='''«^' L="'^-''or,

countered at Sisco, and it damaLl ,v, T""" "

'"""• ^"^^ ""' ™s en-
Melville Bay, the ^arty acW a ''^7

TTr"
''''" ^"""""^ "-- -

touched at Mccormick, Bowdoin L Rnh'
.""^ ^'^^ ^^-^^ ^ater it

Greenland, Peary's old ;inter quarters
°" '''^^' ''"'^ "^^^'^ ^tah.

Taking the motor boat BraHlpv r,,„i j
Smith Sound to 79 north, and bright ra^TolTt

°"''" '""' "'^"Sh
Cook decided to stay, and with him and tht .

™°' '° ^"'''- ^here
dolph Francke, a member ol the Ldido? r J "'" "'^^ ^^""""<='' «"-
February

:, ,908, across Smith So^'dnTs'trike
;''''' "'^ '° ^'"^ ^f""*

t.on across Ellesmereland to find arooen J ° '" ^ "°^"'"^''«riy direc-

latitude. His reason for going !„ tWs rtr'''
'' =""" "^ degrees north

drift of polar sea ice. He had wifh himL T '™' '° ='™''' ""= ^^'^rly
polar sea. He expected to realh ^heT ? T' '^"'

'" ^'"^ '° "°^^ 'he open
i" about three mfnths. 'tC a^ es TZ^ '"' '° ''^"^ ^''^"~'

westt^r ^f reifa::,^ wifhirr- -' ""-'°^ - ^-^—

-

-cting rrancke to go back 'o^NewTorrT^^ircXidrru™

f I, f,|
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to Annatok by early June. On his nonappearance at that time Francke starteasouthward, endured terrible privations in his struggles over the ice waspicked up at Etah on August ^y by Peary's auxiliat^^steamer ErZ a^d wabrought to St. John's, Newfoundland, whence the news of the possible1 o

Hobo^Tn
"" "' ' ""^"P"- '"""^''' "'"'"«' '° "» "ome in

Francke's story throws vivid light on hardships endured by Dr Cook-He started south accompanied by two Eskimo youths with a sledge andcanvas boat, and hoped to connect with the whalers at North Star lay in

Sos ; "'.f """ '™'" ""^"^ "^^ "•='^- °" *"-= ^^y he met someEskimos to whom he turned over his dog team, as the ice was broken andoose and he had to travel by boat in the open water. Weather was most un-
favorable, ram fog, hail, and gales prevailing, and as the matches they carriedbecame damp he and the Eskimo boys had to eat raw meat and sleep huddled^gether under the overturned boat at night, as they had no fire. Franckebecame afflicted with rheumatism and scurvy and could scarcely hobble over

„.^Tl ''^f"l^^''^
Star Bay he rested and doctored himself, and then

started back for Etah, making ,l,e journey in a little over a month. Bothways the party e.x.sted on the meat of seals, which the Eskimos killed andone polar bear wh,ch met the same fate. While he was absent from Etah
the Eskimos broke mto his house and stole all his supplies. On gettine backhe was so ,11 that he could walk only with two sticks, and until he joined the
ErJc, had to exjst on walrus meat, which the Eskimos gave to their dogs,
as they refused h.m the better provender which they possessed

But Dr. Cook's message to Francke of March 17 stated that he hadmade good progress m crossing Ellesmereland and was then at Cape Hubbardon the northwest side of Ellesmereland, sixty miles below Cape Columbia'
Peary s pomt of departure from land on his journey toward the pole in .906'
He allowed three full months for his dash over the Polar sea and return'
which IS the maximum time usually taken for excursions by sledges

Three months! Even Dr. Cook, experienced explorer that he was, hardly
counted on the torturing delays, the terrible weariness, and other drawbacks
of getting back to civilization once he had pushed beyond its borders

It was a year and four months, and more, before Dr. Cook reached a
point where the electric spark of the telegraph placed him in touch with homeana country.
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Vt 1 Um Clenland Leadw.

"WELL, WHOEVER PUT IT TREEE; IT'S THE STABS AND STRIPES."
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\i-"^i'

Phrase H ,- „, ,_«; JllfJ:^^-^.^;™" '°°^'
"" '"^ -''"'^'

has not been surpa'S by .H'^ri „ He hir^'"",?
'""'"^'"'"''"^

amateur big game hunter in the wo ,d " T„ I Tu
"

'j" '"' «"='"^'

--™.Hesumo.,..«. -rLv^T^e-o^^^llS^^
.^

.i^H^tTo^'';::^0:-;:^raa^°;bVr"^ "'^"'- -^^"^ ^™'"
tribes and were under .he guidance of t """ "'^'"^ *™'" ^"'""^
the Mad Mullah. By playinfone fa«

"'^'*' ^'""^ "'^ '"""'^y °f
to preserve peace and order

'^""' '"°"'"' S'"'"^)' ""^ ^^e

°/h'''' 1i'""
''""' ^""^^"y ''''» written as fo,.o-

WnalTh^g;: roTeTunlT"^' "" ^ """'" ^ •"-- '» a pro-
sportsman hunfs for the „S oS T. tl f^t

'°' '"' "-<''• ' "e

'°^^^i:^r'^r7i-^?-^-::^"~
"a^h^S^^i-ir^rS^^T^-"^
hundred porters.Ven polic m n carrlt SnT" "l

"™"' '"'"^- ' "^1 »
with personal se,vants ^ ^ ^""'" "''<=^' ""<' «'ght gunbearer,.

rou^Vc^-'aru^Cwir^lTvetT-^" ^'^^- ^^ "^"-^ -•-
fora complete African huntirexSoT' ""' '"" ^^"^"^'"^ ""-^'^

and r^: '"Ctti^sirrcar t'h °'r'

'^^ '-^ '- '-^-
The days were intensely It under theT^ ^ t°'

'^'"" '^'"" * ""'" «•

the nights were cool.
' "" "''"^"'^' ^' ""ons the highlands

pn,? Th:s:i\rsrhi„roft,r ^^^ ^-- "- - >--
in thousands around their villaLrManvnft"^ "'.'' '"™''^ '^'"'='' °«'"
-^.cialiy by the rhinocer^ ' ^Z^^^^:2^;-^--^
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head of game, the giraffe, zebra, eland, gazelle, and hartebeest, herding 'o-
gether. The leopard is probably more dangerous than the tiger or lion, next
to the rhinoceros the most formidable of all animals."

Bradley's expedition into Asia was even more thrilling. He was able to
make the hunt through the courtesy of the Russian government, but he met
with considerable trouble with the secret police. Finally, he was given what
was said to have been the strongest credentials ever issued to a traveler in
those parts.

"I shot through the mountains in June, July, and August," he wrote in
reference to this expedition. "It was the mildest part of the year, yet the
storms were terrific and the cold almost unendurable. Even in tliose summer
months the blizzards raged, and I had to sit in my tent, wrapped in furs all
day long, with nothing to do but just smoke and recall the scenes of my recent
tnp unHer the burning skies of equatorial Africa.

"The Atlai mountain sheep is the highest liver known. To get one of
these animals requires a lot of dangerous climbing in a country so stupendous
that you could drop Switzerland and a dozen Yosemite valleys into it and
miss them.

"Hardly a day passed that I did not see from sixty to too sheep, but
I could not get near enough to fire a shot. There were plenty of ibex, Mon-
golian gazelles, big gray wolves, bear, and deer, but it was the sheep that
I was after. They are considered the hardest of game to stalk.

"I found the ibex, like the Rocky moumain goat, to be a stupid animal,
always looking down instead of up. So if the hunter gets above thetn he
can lie in wait behind the rocks umil the animals are feeding on the moss
below and then bring down the game.

In talking of Cook's trip Mr. Bradley took pains to explain that the
Brooklyn explorer's success in reaching the North Pole was not so much the
result of chance as the opinion of several polarlexperts would indicate. "This
was no haphazard expedition," he said, "no intensified Arctic joy ride under-
taken on nerve. We went about our preparations for this thing quietly and
without brassband accompaniment, but every imaginable contingency had been
provided for.

"We studied out the mistakes and misfortunes of other men who had
tried for the pole, hoping to benefit by their errors, and we certainly benefited
hy their examples.

"I am not going to tell what the cost was, but I'll tell you this much : One
single item of the equipment was 5,000 gaUons of gasoline and another was
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CHAPTER III.

DR. COOK'S OWN STORY.

eagerness of Jrn^dLJ ?f '

^ " ""^"^ •'""' ^"<='' «-»' «he mad

W T 'S'll,'"' T," ^^ ^^ " "' "» » '» P^ '- Stan »
i:„>s.L'L"rrzr3' ""*'• ^"' --^-

^e of Smith Sound. We marched in the dark, the daylight of the Arc«?wmter s end be.ng limited to but a few hours. Gloom unreheved elen by heAurora surrounded us. Progress was of necessity slow, the pned„rice

stances to drag dogs and sleighs. The thermometer as we crossed the sounddropped to 83 degrees below zero, Fahrenheit. On the heights of EMesmereSound we suffered our fi,.t losses, several of our dogs being fro«n
"Game trails helped us along through Hansen's Sound to the Und's EndMusk oxen, Arct.c hare and polar bears, which were comparatively pientTfuTsupphed us w.th food. It was, of course, necessarv to eat raw rneat" oursupply of alcohol, the only fuel we carried, was being kept for «ctreme
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Our first real glimpse of the sun we obtained on the nieht of AnrJI nwhen .t swung out over the northern ice. Added to our wfl ^
I'

.lare of the snow which rendered us almost stwlTat^^^^^^^^

s:-irtz^t^:^:^:=ps:
eag^riy spread over the distance to Jman^ed f^r'theX!^ToJ^
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"The ice fields became more remilsr i?.
or oid ice. made our progressasS^y fap^" ^"1 "'•''.''"'^ =™*«'
the eighty-eighth latitude, much to nT "'^ ^'ghty-seventh to
Positive evidence, however was acC 7T T ^""""^ ''^ °f '''"'l-

were marching.on land or sea
^^ " '"'='' ^ ''™" ""^ whether we

Iatitude"^''deSes^?minretrnd iZf7 °7 '"^"'°" "^ '"own as
than too miles from the ^oT ^1^X0 '= ''^"" ^^ "'""'« Le«
action. Once more our weary legs took uo;"""""! "T """= '"^"'d -'»
to go, and still a quick calculation showe7m ""u ^"' "'*" '°° ""«
in six days. " "'°"'^'' "« enough provisions if we did it

"Our speed became a veritable race t;,. .•

mustering of every energy. The ^al'J.,
""*' ^* ^^"^ ^°' '"e last

shelters we gave up. wfwere too^weal'/fhV'^ 1 "" '"' "°"- ^now
them. Huddled together, our dTgs h7^me

°"' "'''^''" '° ''"='
niarched whenever possible. WeTied ou^^i: T ""''' "''=" "^'"^ ""d
shelter us perceptib/y from the bt.e cold I'L

'

'."'
J"""'' " ''"^^ '°

land every day, but could not trust mv. f^""* "*' ^ '»»' ^'gns of
pushed, our hori.on ever mono ^0^"n™"'" k

' ^'""- ""^^^ -
thing Mirages when the sun hone tur^ d he "°l' *"' °' "'*"'' ''"y"
t.ons .ere made at every step to g::ide^ac^^IT"

'"P^^'-urvy. Observa-

-eveii^jt ^:^™s.:t:^^-rr ^ --- ^— - ^
our pace again became. The^errific si d ofth

'^"
T"'"^ '"•P='"^™=e,

could not be maintained, but to try to^o^ ™
•"" ''°''" ' '^^ ^'^^rly

Rest had become a farce to us Even he 7 ™" """^""^ '° ^ "'''"'
enforced stops. April .: I stop^d fhe na tv anT "'^T'

''"'^"^'" =" '"e
tjon. Rough calculation told m^that I

"^
'L """^"l^

'° ''^' "" °^"^-
the point I was seeking. I found ha ouM, •, /"'"''"o''"'

'" '^' ^""'^V °f
46 seconds. The Nor." Pole Z^s ^irhiS"! "'='' «^ "'^-^ 57 minjites

I' was correct. Our latitude was exactly iZ::^^::^^''^Z^
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«rvation. There wa7nom,f!t T'"-
""'°'' '^^""ingly, I took an ot

ine XNortti i'ole was conquered'

Mr. stead adds by way of comment:

"He has a far vivider recollection of the stirring events occurring ,ast
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winter than of the comparatively monotonous rush to the pole. He sees this
polar journey at the end of a long vista of fifteen months, which were crowded
with such stirring episodes, filled with such wearing exertion that—as he told
mi —it seemed as though all the cells of his body and brain were burned out
and replaced in the fire of that strenuous life.

MAP DRAWN AND SIGNED BT DR. OOOK, STlWINa ms ROUTE TO AND FROM THE
NORTH POLE. HIS AUIOOBAPH ATniAitS IN IHl! UPPBR LBJT OORNIR.
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crJil^h!^'* "f
"''» °'" conspicuous-that this American citizen never div

S:'an;Cre,V::r.'"^'-
'^""""' -^^^^ - -«-- -..in.

He impref ;d every one, from the King of Denmark down as a simnle-

™i;,edT T' "°'
l"" °' ' '»""•'"

' «'-« himr.: abSuniffovided by nature with the necessary outfit of a fakir
Cook himself is certain that he got to the pole. He has a certaintv th=t

i. as calm, as immuuble, as the gr^t pyramids/'
^

A DIPLOMATS TRIBUTE TO DR. COOK.
Dr. Maurice Francis Egan, American Minister to Denmark, in a magazine

article wrmen shortly after Dr. Cook's return to the United 3 ?es.Te"a
stra-gh forward way why he believes implicitly in Dr. Cook, and na rLs

foloSr™;' 'i^
"'"™""^ ^'"'' °^- ""^ '" Copenhag;nLmed^^ ;following the explorer's return from the North Pole

Dr. Egan had been prepared for the complete acceptance of Dr. Cook's
^O', which he now expresses, by the attitude of the Danes themselves, whord ed upon the testimony of those who vouched for the intrepid traveer'smuch as upon his own, in view of their especial qualification for judging theveracity of anything that comes out of the frozen North. In the courfeTf his
.nt™<luct,on, leading up to the r^eipt in Copenhagen of the tworWe^lm
announcing Dr. Cook's discovery. Dr. Egan says

:

"u-egrams

'-The people of Scandinavia are natural explorers. One cannot teach an

^heTre^fns"""'tT"' ^"^ ' "'"'"' "^ " ^'^ ="«'-°- mrwhotrom

ZtlZ r T !
"' '° ^^' ''='^"' '° " ^'"' °^ ^ Norwegian onAe lands that he above him or seas that lie beyond him. These peoplTknow

^ the instinct of lo.^ heredity, by constant study of the maps oVd-eenland

f™ M JfT" '"'" "' '"" """'"' """ =>- '°^' '" ">-'. 'he ways of the

andTh T.„H
"'^^"r' States in our Union. To a Dane, Greenland, Icelandand the land which ^ook has seen are subjects of perpetual interest. They areS ^^7 •°""'' '""^ ^°'*''' '"" ^^^'"^ -- f^™ the mystLu"

th^ M '1 ^ T""""'
^"°"^ *''''' P*°P"" «> '*^"» «° think and talk ofthe North and to be intensely interested in it. • * •

"Now the Danish officials in Greenland are cautious folk. Thev are not

the pole they are scrupulously conservative. No emoUon, no sensation moves
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Dans., had nsenL. ber;r;^i^o?r:jrc::;[:i:L'^^^^^^

12^', , I .

Rasmussen's name is a talisman, and the officers in Greenlanddo not take travelers tales seriously unless the travelers have serious caiiT

from^l" OttoWd'
'"^

T.^'^l
^°™'^='" '^•"°- ATundTand

.h^.^Zf
Sverdrup; and then the time of waiting. Even the bovs in

™rLtvrthatThe"'f ''"* ^ "*" °'"''^'' ^o"* ^^" '" circ!.t.e
'^

you Delieve that the cuckoo can prophesy'' 'Yes- onr» in .h. . • x , j
who should be first at the North Pole and it saL "C^^^/ci 'Z^!;.

"'"*

CHILDREN TOOK OFF CAPS.
"The other day Dr. Cook drove with me through the streets of rn™.n

hagjen and along the Strandvej to Charlottenlund, one of h ul^ X"
If he had been an explorer crowned with the laurels won by the discoie^ ofthe South Pole, he would not have been so interesting to the^ little3eb^,he came from a country which they had heard about f^m the momenUt^'£could hear at all-a country which is very near to them * * .

^
., I^",'"^'

^'"'''""^ "'^""'' *=^ « ^'° whom they could understand and

h if":::^^kio"i^m:^f"h ?" -^r '"""°^«' °' "^ KrfCussTnnail an t.skimo himself, who knows all the ways of the Eskimo to whom thesnowand.ce are as theforest bark and leaves are to our Indians,; Enough

n,r'. r.' u["^
^'- ^°°^ "''°"^'' •''^ ''rt''='^' i" the Century and Har-

Tthl-lofr^ '•""'T'"«''''"'^"''''^'''^N'eht.'itwasag^^^^^^
tojlnnk of h,s commg, and to believe that he had added a new glory to OU

"How Cook Came and Went" is the title of Dr. Egan's articles and h,d^lswth details much more fully than have the cables, ^ominj down to t^emormng of Dr. Cook's arrival in Copenhagen, he continues:
^

found^*" "tf" "" ™"~"'' °' '^' '"'»' ">y ~'«hnie„ would havefound ,t .mpossAle to get near the open space reserved for membeTof Jle
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in« .he reception of Dn CooL |; Clydue
""'" °' ""= """""'" """«'-

^2z^X^::^^^^' 'r "'"" "^~ '°

.oknow what pain a Presiln, had ,o^1/ . r''
'™™'''' ""'' ^ '««="'

tory hand-shaking. The Cr"! Pri«e h^^^^7 ' "'"^"^ °' ~"«^=""'^-

.aying of the corLstone o^alfd • bXTtr:^ ''t
'"^ " ""=

punctual. W. n he im^. .« , „ •

""""'"8 " t^" " clock. He is most

LeattheLrtl^e'Xnh ™;ThrKr"''°" H™""
'"= '^ "'"-^^^

five minutes before the time W til waited ThoT - mvariably there

Sociely a„?w n'redlh t^^^^^^^
"^'^^ «°^=" ^"^^P"--'

of the Hans Egede.
'" " '''°" '""' *' ""^ °" '^e deck

PRINCE GREETS HIM

are the first American I have shaken hands with for over two y^s' hTsI^HAfterward he explained, with that careful regard for exacMrafh whi.h
'

,^

.h.ng after we landed was to know how to ge^ to^our carr/Js
"^^ ^'"=

Ihe Crown Pnnce, through the clevemes? nf hi<; rt„™i„ i
•

into his automobile, but Dr. Cook and Mr W T d,
^^,^^'='"' e°t ^f^'X
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nearly lo good as land legs; he had been ' osed to the swaying deck that the

solid soil was new to him. Mr. Stead tooK him in his aims, held him tight and

began to interview him at once.

"It took at least ten minutes to be propelled through a sea of applauding

and hand shaking people. I owe it entirely to the honesty of a Copenhagen

tailor that my coat tails were not torn off and that I was lifted up the steps of

the home of the Geographical Society with no loss except one button. I am
afraid that if the aegis of the United States had not been upon me, which was

both a halo and a nimbus oi this day, at least one of my ribs would have been

broken. The adventure recalled a Georgetown football game on Thanksgiving

Day.

"Dr. ^ook was forced to make a little speech, and then, led by a priyate way,

he finally reached his hotel. There was to be no rest for him, however. Know-
ing this, I arranged that he should come to the Legation to lunch in quietness.

THE DANISH FAREWELL.

"When he left Copenhagen on the afternoon of the tenth, on his way to

meet the Scandinavian-American liner Oscar 11," Dr. Egan writes, "he was the

center of admiring throngs. Among those last to say farewell was Count

Christian Holstein-Ledreborg, the son of the Prime Minister, sent by his iather

to see him olT.

"Flowers were showered upon him. Old men and women asked to clasp

his hand, and at that moment he was the hero of this nation of Vikings. His

speeches on receiving the very high honor of the Royal Danish Geographical

Society's medal and on being made an honorary Doctor of Philosophy in the

University of Copenhagen were brief, direct and simple. This university knows

perfectly well how to blend in its functions solemnity, simplicity ^nd brevity.

None of these functions ever occurs without music forming part of it, and a

great part, and the cantata for an orchestra of stringed ' struments which pre-

ceded the short speeches was an admirable preparation for them.

"On Friday, when he left, he was loaded with honors and followed by

the acclamations of the people. He stood for a few moments on the upper deck

of the Melchior. Admiral de Richelieu had toasted him, the center of a crowd

in the cabin; but now he stood alone, and the cheers that greeted him were as

much a tribute to his personal character as to his epoch making exploit. Kindly,

simple, firm and sincere, he had in a short time made the sons of the Vikings

k)ve him."



CHAPTER IV.

THE EXPLORERS RETURN TO CIVILIZATION.

"I planted the stars and stripes in the ice field, and my heart grew
warm when I saw it wave in the wind."

These were Dr. Cook's words when, on September 4, he arrived at Copen-
hagen, Denmark, to receive the greeting of a vast crowd and to be congratu-
lated by the king of that nation.

"Let the skeptics who disbelieve my story go to the north pjle. There
they will find a small brass tube which I buried under the flag."

This was what he said when he learned that the truth of his statements
had been questioned. A storm of discussion, of sneers, and of disbelief was
rag g in every nation. Scientists were wagging their heads. People were
di< d into camps. And in the Danish capital the sun-browned hero of the
r u calmly received caUers and told them further incidents of his trip.

"On April 21," he said, "we looked for the sun. As soon as we got it
I made several observations. Great joy came over us. We were only sixteen
miles from the desired spot. I said to myself, 'Bully for Frederick.' Then we
went on.

"The last stretch was the easiest I ever made in my life, although I had
still to make two observations and the ice was broken. But my spirits were
high and I shouted like a boy. The Eskimos looked at one another surprised
at my gaiety. They did not share my joy.

"I ftflt that I ought to be there. I made my last observation and found
that I was standinj^ on the pole.

"There is nothing to see there but ice; no water, only ice. There were
more holes there than at the eighty-seventh degree, which shows there is more
movement and drift there; but this and Jther observations I made afterwards
when I got more settled. I stopped two days at the pole, and I assure you'
It wasn t easy to say good-by to the spot.
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LAUGHS AT THE SCOFFERS.

"A» I was sitting at the pole I could not help smiling at the people who
on my return would call the whole expedition a humbug. I was sure t*-

people would say that I had bought my two witnesses and that my notebook
with my daily observations had been manufactured on board this sliip.

'The only thing I can put up against this is what the Yoi!: (iskimos have
told Knud Rasmussen. That tube > liich I buried Under the flag contains a
short statentnt about my trip. I couldn't leave my visiting card, because
I didn't happen to have one with me.

"Perhaps I should have staid there longer had it not begun to freeze us
in our idleness. The Eskimos were umasy and the dogs howled fearfully.

On April 23, therefore, I again tiirnt 1 my nose southward, which was much
easier, as you cannot turn y^v ,se in any other direction when you stand
at the pole."

Describing the return journey, Dr. Cook said:

"Fortune now smiled. We made twenty miles a day until we reached
the ominous eighty-seventh degree. Then I felt the ice moving eastward,
carrying us with it. .\ terrible fog swept around us and kept us there for
three weeks. We got no farther than the eighty-fourth degree. Then began
a heavy walk towards Heibergsland and another three weeks of fog. When
that cleared I saw we had drifted southwest of Ringnesland, where we found
open water and tower high screw ice, which stopped our way eastward.

"We now began to suffer hunger. Our provisions were becoming ex-
hausted and we were unable to find depots. We entered Ringnesland and on
June 20 found the first animals on our return—bear and seal. We shot a bear.

"And now our goal was the whalers at Lancaster Sound. We followed
the drift ice :o the south. Eighty miles a day, but were stopped by pack ice
in Wellingto. Channel, which was imp.assable either by boat or sledge. Here
was lots of game, but we did not dare shoot it. We had taken only a hundred
bullets to the pole and now only fifteen were left. We went into Jones Sound
after walrus and found open calm water. We met polar wolves, with which
some of our dogs made friends and ran away.

"Now we spent day and night in an open boat ten miles from shore.
This lasted for two months, while storms often raged over our head. At
last we got ashore again, but we had no fuel and were obliged to eat birds
raw. One day we found fuel, and what a feast we had. But we suffered
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much hunger during this period. One night a bear came and stole our food.
We had many fights with musk oxen, whicli attacked us. Our best weapon
against them was the lasso.

"Two or three days we had nothing to eat. Then, in a crevice of the
ice, we caught sight of several walruses. I had only a few cartridges left.

I crept along the ice on my stoniacli, approaching the animals slowly, so as
not to scare them. I expended all my cartridges and as a result secured two
of the walruses. Our lives were saved,"

It was after describing these hardships that the haggard traveler, his hair
matted and long and his eyes hollow with suffering, cried, in a burst of joy
at beholding the faces of white men once more

:

"I am the happiest man alive. Tell the whole world I thank God I am
back."

"Rumors about our insufficient equipment were all false," said he. "No
expense had been spared to provide an expedition for every contingency. To
show you we prepared for every emergency, let me explain but one phase of
our equipment. When the yacht was loaded all were promised a delightful
cruise, with study and recreation.

"When we arrived at Smith's Sound, the limits of navigation and the
limits of man's habitation, it was found that many of the best families had
gathered at Anvolok for the winter bear hunt. This summer chase had been
very successful. Great catches of meat had been gathered ; more than one
hundred dogs voiced the Eskimo prosperity. With abundant supplies taken
aboard there, we had the nucleus for a polar expedition.

"Tins were secured and everything was prepared against humidity. Boxes,
which later made excellent building material, were taken along. With these
boxes we built a house and at the end of the first day we slept under our
own roof comfortably sheltered from the storm.

"Now I cannot give you but a general outline of our journey" We had
many days and weeks of suffering. The outcome of the venture seems to
be sufficient reward for the expended energy. The art of Arctic sledging
has been advanced; a new highway with an interesting strip of animated
nature has 'jeen examined. Big game haunts have been located which will

extend the Eskimo horizon and delight the sportsman.

"The boreal center has been pierced, new land has been discovered, and
if we allow a horizon about fifteen miles to each side of our course a triangle

of about thirty thousand square miles has been cut out of the Arctic blank.
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In relating further incidents of his expedition, when there remained bat
two faithful Eskimos as an escort as he plunged over the vast extent of polar
seas, Dr. Cook gave another version of the final dash. On approaching the
pole, he said, the icy plain took on animated motion, as if rotating on an
invisiljle pivot.

"A great fissure then opened up behind," he added, "and it seemed as
if we were isolated from the world. My two Eskimos threw themselves
at my feet and, bursting into tears, refused to continue either one way or
another, so paralyzed with fear were they. Nevertheless, I cahned them
and we resumed our journey.

"You ask my impression on reaching the pole. Let me confess 1 was dis-

appointed. Man is a child, dreaming of
,

prodigies. I had reached the pole
and now at a moment when I should have been thrilled with pride and joy,
I was invaded with a sudden fear of the dangers and sufferings of the return."

The most northerly land he saw was between 84 and 86 degrees. There
,were two bodies of land at this point east of his route. One was about 1,000
feet high. He could not say whether they were islands or not, as he was not
equipped to make a detour to explore them.

Dr. Cook said he was strongly of the opinion that no white man could
reach the pole unless he was able to wear the same clothes, eat the same food
and live in all ways just as do the Eskimos. He said he owed his success
largely to choice of a route where game was more plentiful on the routes
formerly attempted, and to the fact that he traveled in winter.

Although the lowest temperature experienced was 83 degrees below zero,
the explorer said he did not feel the cold nearly so much then as in higher
temperatures when the wind was blowing.

For a long time the explorer lived on musk oxen; he wore the fur of these
animals, ate their meat and used their fat to bum in lamps.

By way of contrast with Dr. Cook's description of polar scenes is given
this word picture bygone of his predecessors

:

"The air was warm, almost as a summer's night at home, and yet there
were the icebergs and the bleak mountains, with which the fancy, in this

land of green hills and waving forests, can associate nothing but cold re-

pulsiveness. The sky was bright and soft, and strangely inspiring as the
skies of Italy. The bergs had wholly lost their chilly aspect, and glittering

in tht blaze of the brilliant heavens, seemed in the dt'itance like masses of
tarnished metal or solid flame. Nearer at hand, they were huge blocks of
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Parian marble, inlaid with mammoth gems of pearl and opal. One in par-
ticular exhibited the perfection of the grand. Its form was not unlike that
of the Colosseum, and it lay so far away that half its height was buried
beneath the line of the blood-red waters. The sun, slowly rolling along the
horizon, passed behind it, and it seemed as if the old Roman ruin had suddenly
taken fire and were in flames.

For further comparison, take this passage, from Capt. McQurr's account
of his discovery of the northwest passage in 1850:

"I cannot describe my feelings. Can it be possible that this water com-
municates with Barrow's Strait, and shall prove to be the long-sought north-
west passage? Can it be that so humble a creature as I am will be permitted
to perform what has baffled the talents' and wise for hundreds of years?
Btit all praise be ascribed unto Him who hath conducted us so far in safety.
His ways are not our ways: nor the means that He ses to accomplish His
ends within our comprehension. The wisdom of the world is foolishness
^.ith Him."
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CHAPTER V.

A NATION'S HOMAGE TO A HERO.

Such were Dr. Cook's first scattering accounts of his journey. Before
he could calmly give forth his proofs and furnish the facts scientists were
awaiting he was caught in the whirl of a reception such as rarely falls to a
man's lot.

The explorer arrived in Copenhagen on the Hans Egede at lo o'clock
in the morning of September 4. As soon as the steamer entered the harbor
it was boarded by Crown Prince Christian, heir to the throne of Denmark,
by Maurice Francis Egan, the American minister to Denmark, by the Danish
minister of commerce and by committees representing various public bodies.
These extended to Dr. Cook a formal welcome in the name of the Danish
nation and the city of Copenhagen.

It was a weather beaten and shabby but elated hero who was welcomed,
and with the same honors that are customarily used in the greeting of royal
families.

Dr. Cook stood on the bridge of the Hans Egede wearing a shabby brown
suit that had been loaned to him by a seaman. On his head was a disreputable
old cap, and his feet were clad in leather moccasins. His blond hair was
long and shaggy and his mustache rough and straggling. His complexion
was sallow, but his face was full. He was a strange figure for the center
of such a brilliant scene as greeted his return to civilization.

A bright sun lit up the blue waters of Copenhagen harbor. Ships and
yachts on every side were gay with flags and the shore and piers were crowded
with people.

Two big American flags flanked the landing stage where Crown Prince
Christian and other notable personages awaited for one hour the appearance
of the Hans Egede. Hundreds of small boats containing sightseers swarmed
over the waters of the harbor. Many of these boats were filled with American
tourists waving the stars and stripes.

When the Hans Egede was a mile away, slowly coming in with an en-
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thuaiastic following of small craft in her wake, Crown Prince Christian and

the members of his staff embarked on a launch which took them to the side of

the steamer bearing the explorer.

The moment the anchor was dropped the crown prince sprang up the

gangway, Dr. Cook, at the same time, appeared at the bead of the ladder

and awaited the prince.

The people in the surrounding boats, who had expected from the news-

paper pictures to see a bearded man, recognized the expbrer for the Hrst

time and sent up a loud cheer.

Prince Christian, who is a tall and handsome young irisn, was dressed in

a silk hat and frock coat. He grasped the hand of Dr. Cook and congratu-

lated him.

The ceremotiies on shipboard concluded, the entire party, including the

explorer, entered the launch and started toward the city.

When the launch approached the pier with Prince Christian and Dr. Cook

side by side, a tremendous roar of cheers burst out from the people on shore

and from the assemblage of small craft, including yachts, motor boats, land-

yig boats from the Russian warship in the harbor and racing shells, clustered

thick about the pier.

Dr. Cook stepped ashore and in an instant the police were powerless as

children to make a way for the party. Dr. Cook and those about him were

engulfed and swept along by a clamorous crowd. Minister Egan and the

Danish oiScials literally clung to Dr. Cook. Together the party fought its

way desperately to a point near the Meteorological institute. Dr. Cook wss

bruised and capless and part of his sle>.ve was torn off.

"I used to be a football player, but this is the worst I ever saw," he panted.

Dr. Cook and Mr. Egan finally succeeded in reaching a balcony of the

institute. The people crowding the streets and the adjoining park yelled fran-

tically when they appeared. Mr. Egan waved his hand toward Dr. Cook as

an introduction, whereupon the explorer made a brief address in English.

"My friends," he said, "I have had too hard a time getting here to make

a speech. I can only say that I consider it an honor to be able to put my {oot

first on Danish soil."

After more cheering Commodore Hovgaard took Dr. Cook in a carriage

and drove with him through the crowded streets to the Phoenix hotel, where

he became the guest of the Gcogri4>hical Society.

The hallways of the hotel were decorated with American flags and masses

!•
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of flowers. Johan Hansen, the minister of commerce, and a committee of the
Geographical Society gave a reception to Dr. Cook at the hotel. The minister
made a speech of welcome, in which he said

:

"Before retiring to your much-needed rest. Dr. Cook, I hope you will give
us an opportunity of bidding you welcome to Denmark. I thank you on
behalf of my countrymen for the noble deeds which you so successfully have
performed."

The minister then invited Dr. Cook, on behalf of the government, the
municipality and the Geographical Society, "as our honored guest," to a
banquet tonight at the town hall.

Dr. Cook thanked the minister "lor the very kind reception you already
have granted in Denmark, and with which I feel most delighted."

Minister Hansen, over a bottle of champagne, then led in "Three cheers
and a long life for Dr. Cook."

The members of the reception committee withdrew and were succeeded
by a numerous delegation of tailors, bootmakers and barbers. The explorer
placed himself in their hands, and several tradesmen wererat work on him
at the same time.

At the end of an hour Dr. Cook emerged with his hair neatly trimmed,
his mustache cropped close and in a new suit, hat and boots. He then went
to the American legation and had luncheon with Minister Egan.

In the evening a banquet was held in the magnificent municipal building.
Four hundred persons, many of them women, attended, while thousands con-
gregated in the streets in a drenching rainstorm to catch sight of the explorer
when he entered.

There was a preliminary reception in the lofty and spacious entrance hall
The spectacle with so many of the men wearing orders must have impressed
the explorer by contrast with his recent experience. The company marched
upstairs to the air of the "Star Spangled Banner." After all had been seated
the mmister of commerce, Johan Hansen, escorted Dr. Cook to the chair of
honor amid a demonstration which caused him to color deeply.

Minister Egan sat at Dr. Cook's right, with the Mayor of Copenhagen
and Miss Egan beyond. Mrs. Gamel, a wealthy Copenhagen woman, who
has contributed extensively to arctic exploration and has been closely identi-
fied with it, was at the chairman's left. The menu presented a lithograph of
the crown prince greeting Dr. Cook and a map of the arctic circle, giving Dr.
Cock"! nmte and a facsimile of his autograph, with the date.
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The speeches teemed with compliments to Dr. Cook. The Mayor of Co-

penhagen first rendered tribute. Minister Egan briefly proposed a toast to

the King of Denmark, and the corporation president, in proposing a toast

to the President of the United States, spoke of the pride that must be felt

by the nation which could boast that it was her son who first planted the flag

where no human being had ever before set foot.

The minister of commerce, in proposing the health of Dr. Cook, paid a

warm tribute to "his noble deed." He thanked him for spending a little time

in Denmark and said that the privations of the explorer were appreciated

most by the men of Denmark whose names are written with honor on the

ice rocks of Denmark's northern colony.

When the nation was first thrilled by the news of Cook's exploit he said

he must confess there was some skepticism', but afterward it was confirmed,

and he hoped that Dr. Cook would try for the south pole with the Same

success.

When the minister raised his glass to "Our Noble Guest," there were

nine hurrahs.

Commodore Hovgaard spoke from the standpoint of an expert explorer

and commended Cook's methods.

Dr. Cook replied in a few words, modestly saying:

"I thank you very much for the warm and eloquent words, but 1 am

unable to express myself properly. It was a rather hard day for me, but I

never enjoyed a day better. The Danes have taken no active part in polar

explorations, but they have been of much importance as silent partners in

almost all arctic expeditions in recent years. The most important factor in

my expedition was the Eskimo and dog world and I cannot be too thankful

to the Danes for their care of the Eskimo, and now they also have instituted

a mission at Cape York. Had I not met with the right Eskimos and the

right dogs and the right provisions I could not have reached the pole.' I owe

much to the Danish nation for my success."

A telegram was read conveying the congratulations of the King of Sweden

for "a brilliant deed, of which the American people may rightly b? proud."

On the same day Dr. Cook was received in private audience by King

Frederick of Denmark. The explorer was presented to the monarch by Min-

ister Egan. The queen and her three daughters were present.

It remained only for the hero to receive tribute from the chief magistrate
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of his own nation. This came the same evening when Dr. Cook sent the
following cablegram to President Taft

:

"Copenhagen, Sept. 4.—President, the White House, Washington: I

have the honor to report to the chief magistrate of the United States that I

have returned, having reached the North Pole.

"Frederick A. Cook."

The president, who was at his summer home in Massachusetts, replied

as follows

:

"Beverly, Mass., Sept. 4.—Frederick A. Cook, Copcniiagei., Denmark:
Your dispatch received. Your report that you have reached the iS'orth Pole
calls for my heartiest congraiulalions, and stirs the pride of all .\mericans
that this feat which has so long baffled the world has been accomplished by
the intelligent energy and wonderful endurance of a fellow countryman.

"William H. Taft."

Further honors were in store for Dr. Cook in Denmark, On Sept. 9 the
degree of doctor honoris causa ("doctor because of having achieved great
honor"), was conferred on him by the University of Copenhagen in the
presence of Crown Prince Christian of Denmark and a distinguished gathering.

FAITH IS UNSHAKEN BY PEARY.

Professor Torp, rector of the university, in presenting the diploma to Dr.
Cook, spoke of the admiration his achievement had aroused in the university.

In expressing his thanks Dr. Cook said he accepted the honor as testimony
of the genuineness of his journey. He promised to send the university his

complete records, and he said it was his intention to dispatch a ship to Green-
land at his own expense to bring down the two Eskimos who accompanied
him on his expedition. This was later given up. In conclusion the doctor
said:

"I can say no more, I can do no more; I show you my hands."

Dr. Cook's words in leferring to the records he said he would send the

university were

:

"I can produce all desirable evidence that I reached the North Pole."

He added that his Eskimo companions would be taken to New York,
where they could be examined by impartial men of science.
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The function of conferring the degree was impressive. The ceremonx
took place in the great hall of the university in the presence of a con^ny
numbering 1,200 persons, including a number of scientists.

In honor of Dr. Cook the entire body of professors and students entered

the hall in procession. They were accompanied by the Danish ministers of
education and commerce and Maurice F. Egan, the American minister to

Denmark. An orchestra rendered one of Beethoven's symphonies.

Professor Torp said that the honor conferred on Dr. Cook was the highest

in the gift of the university.

The professor complimented the explorer on the courage and self-sacrifice

which enabled him to go where no iiuman being has even set his foot before,

lie declared that Denmark and the United States would now be neighbors

in the far North.

Then, warming up to his subject, Professor Torp said with enthusiasm
that the Danish people not only admired Dr. Cook for his deeds, but also

because he was an American.

When Professor Torp handed the parchment to Dr. Cook, the explorer

arose to reply, but he was unable to speak for five minutes on account of the

continued applause.

A crowd of more than 1,000 persons that had congregated outside the

hall cheered Dr. Cook as he left, and followed him to his motor car.

On Sept. 10 Dr. Cook left Copenhagen by sea for Christiansand, Norway,
where he boarded the steamer Oscar II, which sailed for New York the

following day. A large crowd bade him farewell.

When Dr. Cook boarded the special steamer that took him to Christiansand

the water front was lined with spectators and the ships in the harbor were
dressed with flags.

Committees from the Geographical society and the faculty of the University

of Copenhagen saw the explorer off. A director of ihe company owning the

ship on which Dr. Cook traveled made an address in which he thanked the

explorer for the honor of leaving on a Danish ship. He said that while

envy and jealousy had been at work, Denmark believed in Dr. Cook absolutely.

The ovation to the explorer was continued 'when he reached Norway.
Special honors were shown him by orders from King Haakon.

The greeting given Dr. Cook savored strongly of the triumphal return

to his own country of a victorious warrior.

m>i:
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hJlZV °'t^ '\'h
""'"'"^ ''y "* '""« 'he vessel from Copenhaeenhad cast her anchor a cable's length from the Oscar II

l^^nnagen

,r.LZ,t^l^^\-^°^T''
Christiansand had been watching for the en-tnmce of the Melch.or. Evety vessel in the harbor was gayly decorated w!thfl^. and all the available small craft had been chartered to^^i^ig out sightrrs

A salute of seven guns was fired from the deck of the Melchior and an^we^y s«-en guns f.^ .he Christiansand fort. This honor wsaordedUr. Cook, a civilian, by direction of the king
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^^ .'''''''' '^"'' P'^^^" "^''^ Star-spangled

WL .K
*'?™"«"" deputation, paid homage to the explorer

n,J«,T' ""f """'"Pf" authorities boarded the vessel the Burgomaster of

«r,LrT\ :"^ ' "P^" °' *'="°™' '" ""ich he congrftS theexplorer on his achievement.
si<"ui«icu me

Dr. Cook, in his reply, eulogued the explorers of Norway.
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CHAPTER VI.

COOK'S PREPARATION FOR HIS GREAT TASK.

tn.« and jZlief
'"'""« "'^"Kh alternaiing feeling, of

comparatively lit.l. known3 had .«"?. ""?" ""''"'*""' "•"' "'=" =>

in for so ,nany centuries Asstn , ,^ T^ ''°"' "'^'" ™" '''^'l f "'"'

two camps arose: Tho« whoZ .'. ',

"'"' ^""^"^ °'" "'<—
who said, "I don', beh^":'" Who ir';hi^cJ:r^.''"F ""r*"'

='"' '""»
tongue ,0 talk with joined in the clack If oLeT l'

^'"^"""^ ^^"^ '''"^ "

reasons for and against A fZT / T ^'^"""^ gave out weighty
.he explorer could furnish htXfrXoXrlH '"' '""""'"' ""•"
statement, purporting to show how ron^ m

°''* '"'° "'* °P*" with

Itwaseve^suggested^hatt dLZmTghtLle'.r'V""' ""^ ^one it.

magined he reached the pole Hint, ^i ,h
°' ™"''''- ""<' ^ave

l**" a "faker," and thatChad ^^7,1 °"" °"' """ ^°°^ •««" ^^ways
covery before he even left America

' '""'"' '°^ ""= "="" "^ »is dis-

But had Cook always been a "faker'"

Frte A ^r T"' '""""^ '" P™^* 'h* '""'"ry.l-redenck A. Cook was bom Tune lo iS/;, j .

year, and ten months old when he dT^ov^eSe"^, ""u""''""
'""y-'""

third birthday while struggling backTcros fhl « m
^" ^"^ ^'' ^°»y-

of human habitation; hifforty-y^rth ?„ ' r
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,
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'" ""= ""^'' ?'»=«
strength to move on ^gain.

^"^'"""'' ^*"''™"t, awaiting

He was of German-American oarentatre Tt,. t •,

ally Koch. Frederick's birthplace wTthe mi.J T^ """' *"' ""S*""
county. New York state, among hrhils oh "^ ^''"^°°". " Sullivan

When still a youth he Zlu ht ortune
"°

m' - "^" ^'^"
working hi, way through the !:<:,£ Xlll^s^JtrSstr^t
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•• COOK'S PREPARATiON

succeeded in establishing for himself a practice of the profession in that
city.

As a surgeon of the Peary expedition, in 1891-92 at the age of 26, he
first identified himself with the work of arctic exploration. On this expedition
he was the first scientist who devoted special attention to the studies of the
arctic highlanders.

In 1894 he organized the famous Miranda expedition of sportsmen,
scientists and explorers. Though the Miranda never returned from this
trip, Dr. Cook won fame for himself through an incident of the expedition
when their ship was disabled at Sukkertoppen, by leading the party safely
through a perilous trip in an open boat to Holsteinberg, where they obtained
relief. Later he shared with the late Captain Dixon of the Gloucester
schooner Riegel, the arduous duty of the return voyage.

In September, 1897, Dr. Cook was honored by the appointment to the
post of surgeon of the Belgian antarctic expedition. Two years after he had
joined the ship at Rio Janeiro to assume his new position he returned with the
party all in good health and with the loss of only one man. He had performed
the unique feac of leading the crew safely throught the first antarctic night.
For this service he received gold medals from the Geographical Societies of
Belgium and was given the rank of chevalier from King Leopold. Dr. Cook
later published the narrative and a rename of the scientific work of this expe-
dition in a volume entitled "Through the First Antarctic Night."

As surgeon of the Peary "Erik" auxiliary expedition in 1901, Dr. Cook
wvisited the scenes of his northern work of ten ye.irs before. A year later
he married Miss Mary Hunt in Brx»klyn.

On October 3, 1906, just three years after he led the first expedition to
attempt the approach and ascent of the unknown Mt. McKinley in Alaska,
he satisfied his ambition and reached the summit of the unexplored mountaihi
20,464 feet above the surface of the Pacific Ocean. Dr. Cook's was the first

ascent of this mountain on record, and he achieved success only after repeated
failures and many thrilling adventures, which he described in his book, "To
the Top of the Continent."

"i A member of the party that accompanied Cook to Mt. McKinley has
describixl some of the incidents of t'..e trip, as well as Cook's bearing on that
occasion. Says this man:

"lie was a quiet man and did not talk much and was not given to boasting
of his deeds. I have been vith him for weeks at a time among the mountain

%\
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3 Danish governor, and from there Dr. Cook with a small party set out to

look for assistance. H -•. finally got in touch with a Gloucester fishing schooner,

the Rigel, commanded Dy Captain Dixon. The big-hearted captain gave up
his fishing trip, the first that he had attempted off the coast of Greenland,

and came to the rescue of the Miranda and her party of stranded explorers.

The Miranda and the Rigel were connected by cable and, the steamer towing

the schooner, started for home.

"Dr. Cook and the rest of us took up our quarters on the Rigel, the officers

and crew of the Miranda alone remaining on that ship. On the second night

out, however, a stormy one, the ballast tank of the Miranda began to give

way and a signal of distress went up from the Miranda, and dories manned
by the Rigel's crew went over to the Miranda and brought over the officers

and crew of that ship. The cable connecting the two vessels was cut and
the Miranda was abandoned to her fate upon the high seas.

".She contained all the worldly collections we had bK—ght with us, our

extra clothes, outfits, gitns, ammunition, stores, etc., and all the collections

that various members had made in I-abrador and Greenland, probably rather

undigestiblc food even for .Arctic lishes. After dodging for a time among
icebergs, the little Rigel finally landed seventeen days later at Sydney, Cape
Breton Island, whence the wrecked party had no trouble in making its way
back to New York."

Mr. Walsh also tells some of Dr. Cook's personal traits

:

"Naturally, at the meetings of the Explnrer*' club and at the me«ings of

its officers and directors, I was thrown in much widi Dr. Cook, and also had

the pleasure at times of visiting him in his own home, and always found

him a delightful and hospitable ho.st, and it was pleasant to see the kindly

domestic side of this man who spent so many years in wild and far-away

places, where the gentler and domestic side of a man has little chance of de-

vdopment.

"I was minded of Bayard Taylor's wcll-km)wn couplet

:

"The bravest are the tenderest.

The loving are the daring."

"I have been asked to tell something about Dr. Cook's pastimes and
favorite amusements, but as far as 1 know he seems to care but little for

the ordinary pastimes and amu.sements. I have never seen him play any game
of cards, but in one of the upper rooms of his Brooklyn home he had a pool

» •••
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CHAPTER VII.

PEARY FINDS THE POLE.

HnJl'n!!''' ""'f u'
*""""" """'"^'y '° ''^"^'^ 'he narrative of Dr Cook for ..n^ and record the extraordinary fact that a second message came fromhe Lrnorth

;

a second hero appeared to receive his share of glory

Another man had discovered the North Pole!

This was the message:

New Yo^k" ""s^:- 'fcf'"^' ^"..^"P* ^'''' S^'- 6-To Associated P,^.«ew York
.

btars and Stripes nailed to North Pole.

"Pearv."
In a few minutes the dispatch was in the office of every newsiraner in th.world. There „ere more incredulous smiles. It was en^ugh^HTve ™mfive days recordmg s. astonishing a fact as the discovery ofVhe NorthSand now came a second claim and in a short time the Pea7v teWr,™ ^

dering out from the big presses to st.r.le the world
' ^^ """ '^'"

was^e pre... theory^ This, .o^trIpee^ d^^vfd'^Co)^^^^Peary, he.vi,, w.nng uM sending a duplicate message to Renter's Td^
.Hismessage was from Peary. Btidl^rJ^rks^^^^^^^^^^^^^

::^'t:tisird"inTe':or^
^"'^ '''- °"'^

'° '^^ ^- ^-^ °^=^
Said this message:
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"Indian Harbor, via Cape Ray, N. F., Sept. 6.—Herbert L. Bridgman,

Brooklyn, N. Y. : Pole reached. Roosevelt safe.

"Pearv."

And then there was a third telegram, revealing a heart bounding with joy,

and eager to express itself to a loved one. It read

:

"Indian .Harbor, via Cape Ray, Sept. 6, 1909.—Mrs. R. E. Peary, South

Harpswell, Maine : Have made good at last. I have the old pole. Am well.

Love. Will wire again from Chateau.

"Bert."

These, with a few messages to other men, none of which added to the in-

formation contained in the foregoing, was all that was heard of Peary for sev-

eral days. He did not find the same facilities for an immediate description of

his trip that Cook did. He was sailing along the Labrador coast ; intent on

reaching a large seaport as soon as possible. And he was content for a time with

sending the bare news of his victory. Only the date, of his discovery—April

6, 1909—and the fact he and his ship were safe ; that was all he vouchsafed.

And with this silence the clamor of the debaters, and the fever of specula-

tion, rose higher. Higher, indeed, than they had over the mere question of Dr.

Cook's veracity. For now two men were involved in p gigantic problem that

concerned whether one man's story discredited the other, and raised the ques-

tion which was first at the pole.

The Peary advocates, who had already, openly or by hints, sought to pour

cold water on Cix)k's clain s. at once declared Peary's news was true, and that

he was the real discoverer. One of the most enthusiastic of these was Rear-Ad-

miral Melville, of the United States navy, himself an old-time explorer, who
said:

"If IVary has telegraphed that he lias found the pole. 1 3elie\e 11, and say

bully for bim.

"I have known Peary personalty for a long tiB» aivi as he was well equip-

ped lor an expeditum I think he hW at least as mijcti chance as Dr. Cook had

tor discovering the pole Peary .- ..« withm 200 miles oi the pole in Ian last

expe<1»tion ami vas prevwited from r"««>g tix-r by the opening of the « sacks.

He ha> \vm gonr king emafih v> V up reacsnl there.

"It w;*s the rrazy diipatches porporttr;* to have con» frnm Hr. Cook about

tht* conr- .on he found there anfi either things that .-aused a do%ibt in mv icind
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On the other side of the water, where the chief purveyors of opinion theLondon newspapers, had been chary of accepting CoolTs claims, the Lws iromPeary was received with acclaim.
The Daily Mail said editorially

:

"Just at the moment when men were saying that only the evidence of anmdependem witness who himself had visited the North Pole could establish te"yond quesfon or cavil the claim of Coot that very witness has ap^ared^

^iZtXbroT:-;^
'~ '-' ^-'^^ '^ '^^ "^°'^ -'-^^ --'^

in Z^Vi^'T "^'l? ^'*
""" "'"^^ "™- ''^ '^ l™'*" how to win a victorym the end Indomitable has been his perseverance, iron iris fortitude her^c th^sp.nt wh,ch has led him to laugh a. every disappointment, andtos by h estrength of character, to reach his self-appointed goal

^

"As the glory of attaining the north pole has been denied to British efTort

a d"toth"t' T'"
'" "" '^"^" '° ™^ "' -^ ''™- thfseaand to such a kmsman. Amenca well may be proud of sons like Commander

"Greatly as Commander Peary's ach««ment would have moved the world

oil T\ '"T^
''

"I'
"^""^ " "'' ^ ^P^"^' -d absorbing intres?

Potwir 71 '
"""u

""" "' ^'^™ "^ ^^'^ '" have reached^he Nor h

Wstrne r" '" ?' """"• '''" '""^ "^^-'^ '" -hich he recounted
h,s journey was by general consent pronounced unconvincing and the furtlierparticulars wh.ch he communicated since land,ng at CopeJ^gen hive rT™moved a ground for doubt. Though Danish scientistsThig'h repjat^ a"c^his claim a large section of the public still entertains doubts and asks why

h the T JT *'*' ''" "'^ ^°"™' ^"" '"^'^"^'' observations to es7al^^»h the ruth of h,s statements. Now, on the very eve of the day on whi-hCook will receive a gold medal from the Danish Geographical society, a w"„ «comes forth from the unknown who has looked upon the pole
"

to sa°v"*

°^ "'' """' -conservative of London journals. The Standard, had this

"No discredit is cast on Dr. Cook's story by assuming that the success of amore experienced and better known voyager mus, be capable of verificatLFor the present, therefore, we must hail and congratulate Peary as th dC":erer of the pole, .uhject only to the reservation that a prior claTm has been ad-
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vanced and remains to be verified. Happily both claimants are citizens of the

United States and one possible reason for bitterness does not exist. In any

case, the American stars and stripes float literally or metaphorically in the

coveted breezes of the northernmost point of the globe."

A Chicago scientist, Prof. T. C. Chamberlain, of the University of Chi-

cago, said

:

"A message that had the real ring bacl< of it, the rin , i solid gold, was the

one to Peary's wife in which he declared, according t. ine dispatch from her

home, that he had found 'the darn old pole.'

"One has to appreciate the hardships and trials which Peary has suffered in

his former defeats to know just how much the success means to him. The mes-

sage to his wife was the typical outburst of enthusiasm which I should expect

after the success of his long-attempted discovery,

"I have known Peary for a long time and I know him to be a man of his

word. He is ambitious and it was always his great desire to be the first to plant

the American flag on the most northern spot in the world."

To show how those closest to Commander Peary received the news there

must be told here the manner in which it came to Mrs. Peary. She was stay-

ing in Eagle Island, Me., across a bay from South Harpswell, the village in

which Mrs. Cook was passing the summer,—another of the singular coin-

cidences of this remarkable history.

A newspaper correspondent, just provided with the news from New York,

had hurried to Eagle Island, and to the cottage of the Pearys. There he found

Marie A. Peary, the sixteen-year-old daughter of the explorer. The girl cried

"Glory, mamma. Papa has been heard from."

And then, seizing the message containing the news of Peary's discovery

from the hands of the correspondent. Miss Peary rushed upstairs to bear the

glad and wonderful tidings to her mother, who only a few minutes before had

gone to her room with a headache.

An hour and a half later, Arthur Palmer, the storekeeper at West Harps-

well, arrived at Eagle Island with a personal telegram from the intrepid Arctic

explorer to his wife and family.

When Mrs. Peary arose that morning and looked out across the broad ex-

panse of the Atlantic Ocean to be seen from the Peary summer home she was so

impressed by the beauty of the day and the scene before her that she remarked

to her daughter

:

"With such a beautiful day as today we surely ought to hear good news."

J^JTJC^f.A
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Mrs. Peary had been so sure that it was a message of a different kind that

she went back to the cottage and retired to her room. At 4:10 the corres-

pondent arrived and delivered the dispatch announcing the safe arrival of

Peary at Indian Harbor.
.

The surf was rolling high on the beach and it was impossible to land with-

out wetting one's feet. When the Peary cottage was reached Miss Mane

Peary was reclining on a couch in the pleasant sitting room and was the only

member of the party to be seen.

She came to the door and almost by intuition asked if there were good

news for her. l 1. j »u.
"Mrs. Peary was not slow in coming downstairs when she heard tne

news, and when asked for an interview, said

:

"What do you want me to say? God bless you, I'll say anything. I m

tickled to death."

Then she added

:

"I can't find words to express my feelings. Mr. Peary's twenty-three years

of work and hardship have been crowned with success. God bless him."

1:
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CHAPTER VIII.

PEARY'S SUCCESSFUL VOYAGE.

The suit of Commander Peary's victorious journey to the pole was far
differen, from that of Dr. Cook. The latter kept his plans secret from all
but a few mtimates; h« ship went north in the guise of a hunting expediti ,n.
Peary, on the other hand, set sail with acclaim of crowds and the Godspeed ulhosu of friends. Furthermore, he received the enthusiastic best wishes of
Theodore Roosevelt, then president, after whom Peary's vessel was named

Peary and his party left New York July 6, 1908. Forty guests of the
Peary Arctic Qub, along with Commander and Mrs. Peary, accompanied the
steamer to City Island and returned to the city later on the navv tug N'arkeeta.

Commander and Mrs. Peary and Herbert L. Bridgmani secretary and
treasurer of the Arctic Club, left later for Oyster Bay to have luncheon with
President and Mrs. Roosevelt. President and Mrs. Roosevelt inspected the
vessel and Capt. Bartlett continued upon his long journev, heading for Sydney
Cape Breton.

* /J'.

The crowd that lined the pier cheered Peary enthusiastically as the boat
left New York.

Peary took off his hat and waved a handkerchief in acknowledgment
Most of the guests had gotten there ahead of him. Gen. Thomas H. Hubbard
president of the Arctic Club, and Mr. Bridgman wire in charge. Among
those present were: John W. Flagler, Anton Ra>cn. Hnry Parish Mr and
Mrs. William Guggenheim, Arva B. Johnson, president of the Philadelphia
Arctic Club; Dr. Theodore Le Boutillier, secretary of the Philadelphia Arctic
Club; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Guggenheim, and C. K. G. Billings..

Just before sailing Peary wem below to see that all the gifts he was taking
to the Eskimos were safely aboard. Money does not look good to those in
the far north and it takes looking glasses, silver thimbles, shot guns and things
like that in the way of presents to coax them along. Likewise Peary droppedm to see if Dave Henson, the negro cook, was in his proper place.
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Dave has been with him on each trip. His work was to boss the Eskimo

drivers and hunters. Dave speaks their native tongue with ease.

The Roosevelt left its landing at the foot of East Twenty-fourth street on

the minute. It was pushed into the river by the Narkceta, and such a din as

went up hasn't been heard in those parts for some time. A hearty-looking

ferryboat started the fun by tooting a regular salute of three short blasts.

This was taken up with a vim by a dozen yachts of the New York Yacht Club.

Then came the din of the crowd on the recreation pier, yeUing itself hoarse

to the accompaniment of the whistles of numerous factories along the river

shores.

Capt. Bartlett at first tried to acknowledge all the salutes, but they came so

fast that before proceeding with his task he ordered a chair and made himself

comfortable on deck with an improvised rope up to the whistle. He tooted

until the steam gave out and it was up to the Narkeela to answer for awhile,

and the navy folks certainly did the thing up in style. No craft was too little

or too big or too squeaky to get a speedy acknowledgment.

Possibly the greatest reception the Uttle ship got was from the Mayflower,

the president's yacht, which was anchored off Whitestone, Long Island. The
ship was manned in a hurry, and after a salute was tooted the jackies set up

a cheer that brought Peary from the lower deck in a hurry. He doffed his hat

and waved his handkerchief like a good fellow, and was tickled clear down to

his shoes. To cap the climax, the Mayflower's occupants slowly dipped the

American flag aft. Peary himself answered this by dropping his flag in the

same fashion. The incident stirred his navy blood and the veteran skipper

danced around like a boy.

The Roosevelt left Sydney, N. S., July 26. It was next reported at Dom-
ino, Labrador, July 29, from which point it crossed to Greenland. It passed

Cape York August 7, 1905, and reached Etah August 16 of that year. The

expedition's auxiliary steamer Erik, in the meantime, had visited various set-

tlements in Greenland and secured natives and dogs for the explorer and

turned them over to the Roosevelt. At Etah the Roosevelt overhauled its

machinery, took on board the last supply of coal from the Erik and thence

proceeded north with Eskimos to the number of twenty-three on board and

about 200 dogs.

Peary's start from Etah on the second stage of his journey into the far

north in search of the pole was described in a letter received in New York

October 8, 1908, from Capt. Samuel W. Bartlett.
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The letter was written by Capt. Bartlett on his arrival at St. John's N F
after carrying supplies to the Peary expedition in the steamer Erik. Capt!
Bartlett said the weather condition., at Etah were anything but pleasant It
had been an unusually wet and foggy sumnv.r and I'eary s departure north
in the Roosevelt was delayed twenty-fou. hours because of dense fog and
high winds.

It had been planned to start on August 17, b..t it was the i8th before the
steamer got away. The fog was still dense, but Capt. Bartlett said he was
sure the Roosevelt had a good trip up Smith Sound, as the prevailing winds
were south, which woi-i, pack the ice over on the Greenland side. Nothing
was seen of the Roosevelt after it left Etah harbor.

•u S'T^^'',"
^'"^'' '"^" "°'>' °^ ^'^ preparations for his dash toward

the North Pole, dated Etah, Greenland, September 20, 1908, follows-
"Here we are at Etah, the Roosevelt stripped and sponged for the second

round As when the Roosevelt headed away acr.ss the gulf of Maine from™iock Reef lightship, so now, on heading due north from Sydney harbor
the weather was of the finest.

'

"Here the little tug which had accompanied us thus far swung off and
turned back, carrying Mrs. Peary and the children, and Borup's father with
two or three friends.

"Throughout the night we steamed steadily northward across Cabot Strait
with Polaris shming directly over the fore topmast. Tliis in striking contrast
to three years ago, when we crossed the straits in dense fog to the accompani-
ment of a long swell which kept the main deck constantly awash. In the
foren«)n we passed Cape Ray, and in the afternoon the magnificent headland
l.ape St. George.

"Early the day following we entered the harbor of Cape St. Charles and
dropped anchor in front of the whaling station just as the costal steamer Pros-
pero passed out with numbers of tourists on board.

"Two whales captured the day before offered opportunity for securing
some whale meat without delay, and I immediately engaged one, which was at
once hauled out on the slide, while Bartlett, with Marvin, McMillan and
Borup, took one of the whaleboats and pulled across to Battle harbor some
five miles distant, to learn what was the outlook for whale meat at Hawke's
harbor by wireless.

"About noon Bartlett and the boys returned with news of abundance of
whale nwat at Hawke's harbor, the supply engaged here amounting to about

VM%
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18,000 pounds, it came late in the afternoon and was hoisted on the quarter

deck between the coal bags and the after end of the deck house. This done,

we steamed out, and with the big lugsail set to a following breeze and the

engines just barely turning over, we drifted down the coast toward Hawke's

harbor, so as to arrive early in the morning.

"We had expected to run direct for the Greenland coast from here, but

a consignment of Labrador skin boots which were to have been at Hawke's

harbor were not here, and I determined to follow the coast to Tumavik land,

where they were.

"In a continuance of fine weather we came in sight of Tumavik late in

the afternoon of the following day. Before reaching the island, however,

we encountered a furious thunder storm, and finally dropped anchor amid a

half gale. At the island ice was reported a few miles outside, and this, with

the darkness and the force of the wind, resulted in our lying at Tumavik

until the next morning.

"The weather now for the first time was distinctly dirty, wind, rain, fog

and seething of a sea. All these, however, moderated in the afternoon. In the

evening it came off entirely clear, and for some three hours we passed through

a stream of scattered, waterworn and rotten ice. After this the weather con-

tinued fine, with light, favoring westerly winds until Saturday evening.

"Saturday night we ran into fof,-, and for the first time encountered an un-

compromising head wind, which continued with distinct violence until late

Monday and then with less force th.-oughout Tuesday.

"During a portion of this timi. ti'ere was a pronounced sea running, and

for the first time the Roosevelt had the (experience of driving dead on through

a head sea. No ship could make rapid progress under these conditions (our

log from noon Monday to noon Wednesday was eight-four miles), but in

every other way the Roosevelt proved satisfactory in this test as in others

which she has encountered. She rises easily, meets and parts the waves

readily and recovers from a lunge buoyantly and without shock. Of course

her length is an important factor in this. I could not help thinking how un-

comfortable the poor little, stumpy Fram would be under similar circumstances.

"Following is a complete roster of those who are with me on board the

Roosevelt

:

"John W. Goodsell, surgeon of the expedition, was born of native Penn-

sylvanians at Leechburg, Pa., January 19, 1873. He is 35 years of age, un-

married, 5 feet 10 inches in height, and weighs 200 pounds. In addition to
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his work as a general practitioner. Dr. Goodsell built up a considerable prac-
tice as a consulting microscopist. Dr. GoodseU expects to make a special investi-
gation of tubercular conditions among the natives and the curative effects of
the Arctic atmosphere.

"Prof. Ross G. Marvin of the college of civil engineering, Cornell Uni-
versity, IS on leave of absence from that institution in order to complete the
work begun on the previous expedition of i905-'o6. Prof. Marvin is 28 years
of age, 5 feet II inches in height, and weighs 160 pounds. He received the
degree of A. B. from Cornell University in June, 1905, and immediately upon
graduation was chosen as my secretary and assistant for the expedition
of 1905-06.

"Donald B. McMillan, an assistant in the expedition party, was born in
Provincetown, Mass., November 10, .874. He is 33 years of age, unmarried,
S feet 9 inches in height, and weighs 165 pounds. He comes from a family
of seafaring people.

"George Borup, an assistant in the expedition party, was born at Sing
Sing, N. Y., September 2, 1885, a son of Lieut. Col. Borup, U. S A retired
He IS 23 years of age, 5 feet 8% inches in height and weighs 155 pounds.

'Matthew Henson, Commander Peary's personal assistant, was bom of
negro parentage at Washington, D. C, August 8, 1867. He is 41 years of
age, 5 feet 10 inches in height, and weighs 150 pounds.

"Charles Perqr, steward of the Roosevelt, is one of the men who have
been with her since she was built. Born of native parentage at Brigus, N. F

,

September 15, 1850, he is now 58 years old, 5 feet 1 1 inches tall.

"Capt. Robert A. Bartlett, sailing master and ice navigator of the Roose-
velt, was bom at Brigus, Conception Bay, near St. John's, N. F., August 15,
1875. Thirty-three years of age, 6 feet tall and weighing 170 pounds, he is'

the ideal type of the hardy Newfoundland sealer and fisherman. His great-
uncle. Capt. Isaac, rescued the Tyson party from an ice floe after their perilous
drift of many momhs. His uncles, Capt. Harry, Capt. John, and Capt. Sam,
have all made trips into the Arctic at various times in command of ships.

"His father, Capt. William Bartlett, is a successful sealer and fisherman
with a thriving fishing station at Turnavik island, on the Labrador coast.

"Bank Scott, second engineer of the Roosevelt, is the second new officer
aboard the Roosevelt. He was born at St. John's, N. F., July 4, 1880, 28
years of age, 5 feet 9 inches in height, and weighs 150 pounds.

"Other members of the crew are Seamen John Barnes, John Cody, and

:.
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Dennis Murphy; Oilers John Bentley and Patrick Joyce; Firemen Richard

Butler, George Percy, Patrick Skeans, and John Wiseman, and William

Pritchard, mess boy.

"Thomas Gushue, matt- of the Roosevelt, is a new officer aboard the ship.

Bom of native parents at Grigus, Conception bay, Newfoundland, November

3, 1861, he is 47 years of age and S feet 10 inches in height. His sea service

Wram Ow Wiitiliiunn Bur.
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CHAPTER IX.

1:1..

EARLY LIFE OF PEARY.

The career of Commander Peary, like that of Dr. Cook, has be..i given

over almost wholly to adventure and exploration. With Peary, however, it

h-3 been, almost from the first, a cepselefs quest for that farthest north both

now have seen.

Peary is a veteran of the Arctic. A chronology of his trips into polar

seas is as follows

:

1^86—'..cached 70 degress north latitude on Greenland's inland ice cape, east

of Disco Bay.

ii<9i-92—Discovered Melville Land and Heilprin Land and proved Greenland

an island, working as chief of the expedition of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia. Reached latitude ii degrees 37 minutes north.

1893-95—Failed '" "-** northern G.eenland, but discovered Iron Mountain.

1896-97—Brought Cape York meteorites to the United States.

1898-1902—Rounded most northerly cape in the world—Cape Morris, 83

degrees, 39 minutes—and reached "farthest north," 84 degrees 17 min-

utes. In command of expedition of the Peary .\rctic Club.

1906—Attained nearest point to the pole at that tiine, 87 degrees 6 minutes.

1909—Reached the goal of his ambition at last.

Before presenting a narrative of these voyages, some account must be

given of the youth that went to mold Peary's illustrious maturity.

Polar exploration was the great passion of Peary's life. That passion

had its beginning when, as a boy, he read the story of Kane's exploits in the

far north. Through all vicissitudes of fortune, changes of circumstances,

alterations in environment, his mind seemed to turn steadily and constantly

toward the North Pole. At an age when young men of his age were just enter-

ing upon their life careers, Peary si.t forth upon his first expedition into the

land of eternal cold.

Peary was bom in Cressen, Pa.. May 6, 1856. As a boy he wlj big and

boisterous. After he had finished the work of the schools at Cressen his parents

;* i i
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sent him to Bowdoin. He was graduated ler- at the head ol a class of fifty-
one, being in addition fe school's prize essayist. His niotl er, of notable
ci„.racter, exerted a great intluence on Jic dcvclopmcrt of her son She went
to the college town with him and made him a home where !iis friemis were
always welcome.

At the end of his college career Peary astonished his fiiends by going
out to the little town of Fryeburg in the mountains of Maine, where he became
a land surveyor. At 23 he got a place in the coast and geodetic survey at
Washmgton. Thereafter he .spent two years patiently making maps. Then
suddenly he rented a room .-.iid spent several weeks at mysterious studies.
When finally he gave up the room he surprised his fellow employes by an-
nouncmg thai he intended taking the examination held by the Navy Depart-
ment for the admission of engineers. When the records of that test were
compared it was found that out of the forty who took it, Peary was the
youngest of the four who passed.

In the very first year of his naval service he was ordered to make a report
on plans for a new pier for Key West, Fla. Contractors had given up this
pier as impossible of construction at the figure set by the government. Peary
reported that the pier n->t only could be built, hut that it could be built for at
least $25,000 less than the government estimatt.

The Secretary of the Navy ordered Peary to build the pier himself. When
the pier was finished it was found that he had saved the Navy Department
$30,000.

In 1885 an incident occurred which started him on his first expedition
northward.

"One evening," he writes, "in an old bookstore A Washington I came
upon a fugitive paper on the inland ice of Iceland. A chord, which, as a boy
had vibrated intensely in me at the reading of Kane's wonderful book was
touched again ' -e,id all I could on e subject and felt that 1 must see for
myself what the truth vas of this mysterious interior."

No record of the life of Commander Robert E. Peary could be complete
which did not in 'e an account of the loyal part his wife played in it.

Mrs. Peary is possessed to a marked degree of some rf the characteristics
of her husband. By virtue of native ability, persistence and remarkable cour-
age she has carved for herself a place in the history of polar exploration un-
equalled by any woman in the world

Mrs. Peary, whose maiden name was Josephine Dietitsch, was bom and

n
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cducatcd in Waihington, D. C. As a girl she was fond of outdoor exercise

and upon reaching womanhood she was possessed of an uncommonly rugged

constitution. She was married to Commander, then Lieutenant Peary, in

1888 and first accompanied him on an expedition into the north in 1891. This

was when her husband headed the Arctic expedition of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia, the trip lasting until September, 1892. She also

went with the explorer in 1803, when for two years he devoted himself to

explorations in Greenland. On both occasions Mrs. Peary went with her

husband as far as the winter quarters in Greenland.

It was while they were on the last Arctic trip thit a baby was bom to

them. This occurred September la, 1893, on the northweM coast of Green-

land at Bowdoin Bay, Inglefield Gulf, 77 degrees 40 minutes of north latitude.

The baby was christened Marie Ahnighito Peary, the second name meaning

"snow baby." The Eskimos gathered from far and near to sec the child and

called it the "snow baby" because of the whiteness of its skin. In using the

latter appellation they spoke of it as "Ah-Poo-Mik-A-Nin-Ny."

In addition to Marie, the Pearys have a son, Robert E. Peary, Jr. Mrs.

Peary is an honorary member of the Philadelphia Geographical Society and

the American Alpine Club, and honorary vice president of the Alaska Geo-

graphical Society. Among her writings is a volume entitled "My Arctic

Journal," written in 1894, and "The Snow Baby," published in 1901.



CHAPTER X.

PEARY'S FINAL DASH
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pole caused a little suiiirlse when first it became known. Yet is was recognized
as just that the leader and inspirer of it all should have the glory. His were the
nsks; then why not his t^e honor? So, with bitter disappointment perhaps yet
with unquestionmg obedience to orders, the faithful companions of Peary
stopped, one by one, within a few days' march of the pole and let him go ahead
with his one swarthy companion.

The expedition started in sections, as was Peary's cautious habit.

Capt. Robert A. Bartlett and George Borup started February 27 from
Cape Columbia, with a number of Eskimos and dogs, on the march across the
ice, heading north. On March i Commander Peary left Cape Columbia with
his party, consisting of seven whiie men, seventeen Eskimos and 136 dogs On
March 4 Peary came up with Bartlett, who had ni'ched his camp at the side of
a lead of water which it was impossible to cross. The combined parties had to
wait until March 11, seven days, before further progress was possible. The
sun was seen for the first time March 5, and an observation showed that the
explorers were a short way from the eighty-fourth parallel. The supply of
alcohol was running short, and Borup returned to Cape Columbia for a fresh
stock.

On March 14 Borup overtook Peary again and brought a supply of oil and
alcohol. The division under Prof. Ross G. Marvin joined Peary the same dayAt his point Prof. Ronald B. McMillan was sent back, his feet havihg been
badly frozen. "

Peary deeply regretted the necessity of sending McMillan back, as this mem-
ber of the party was young and an athlete,-a valuable man on the trail His
departure left a party of sixteen men, with twelve sledges and one hundred
dogs. The.se pushed on with all speed, dashing over the ice and making a hand-
some spectacle as they sped over the white expanse.

Thus far little really severe weather had been encountered, but there was
constant peril from the "leads," which kept opening and showing startling
depths of black water, almost under the runners of the sledges. Once one of
the men-George Borup, a Yale University man-fell in, with his dog team,
and emerged half-frozen. Another time a huge lead opened just after the
whole caravan had passed over. Had it broken under them, some or all of the
travelers would probably have drowned in the terrible icy water.

Indeed, tragedy was even then threatening the expedition. Prof Ross
Marvin, of Cornell University, was to be the sole victim of the great polar vic-
tory. His last duty for Peary was performed when he broke the trail as far as

Iviil'
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"'"'' "'" ^'^''S^ ''™''«
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The ice was still o-ooH anH .1,. j
high as twenty-five n^lTa day ' ^^' ""' '" ^^^' '''^P*- They made as
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as a frozen sea. Peary tried to take a sounding, but got no bottom at 1,500
fathoms.

Peary stayed at the pole for thirty-four hours and then sUrted on his return

journey the afternoon of April 7.

The flags hoisted at the pole were

:

Silk American flag presented to the Commander fifteen years ago, and a
piece of which he left at his northernmost point on each of his expeditions.

The naval ensign.

Flag of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.

A flag of peace.

Peary's attendant, Henson, told a story that gives some graphic details of
the supreme moment when the pole was reached. Said he:

"We arrived at the pole just before noon, April 6, the party consisting of
the commander, myself, four Eskimos, and thirty-six dogs, divided into two
detachments equal in number and headed respectively by Commander Peary
and myself. We had left the last supporting party when we separated from
Capt. Bartlett, who was photographed by the commander. Capt. Bartlett

regretted that he did not have a British flag to erect on the ice at this spot, so

that the photograph might show this as the farthest north to which the ban-
ner of Britian had been advanced.

"Our first task on reaching the pole was to build two igloos as the weather
was hazy and prevented taking accurate observations to confirm the distance

traveled from Cape Columbia. Having completed the snowhouses, we had
dinner, which included tea made on our alcohol stove, and then retired to

rest, thus sleeping one night at the North Pole,

"The Arctic sun was shining when I awoke and found the commander
already up. There was only wind enough to blow out the small flags. The
ensigns were hoisted toward noon from tent poles and tied with fish line.

"We had figured out the distance pretty closely and did not go beyond the

pole. The flags were up about midday on April 7 and were not moved until

late that evening. The haze had cleared away early, but we wanted some
hours to make observations. We made three close together.

"When we first raised the American flag its position was behind the igloos,

which, t ocording to our initial observations, was the position of the pole, but

on taking subsequent observations the stars and stripes were moved and placed

150 yards west of the first position, the difference in the observations being

due perhaps to the moving ice.
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saw land they offered up strange prayers of thankfulness to their gods, and
then, with their chief, turned in for solid rest.

All slept the sleep of the dead for the most of two days, occasionally waking
and giving the time to drying their clothing. Afttr repairing their ice-
damaged sledges and giving the long-suffering dogs a thorough rest they
resuined their journey and reached the ship Roosevelt, April 27.

How the crew of the Roosevelt cheered when they spied their gallant
chief coming over the ice-fields with his caravan. One shout, "We got to the
pole," and all knew that the hope of all was a reality.

It was not until Peary reached his ship that he learned of Marvin's fate.

The story of the professor's death was obtained from one of the Eskimos.
April 10 Marvin was forty-five miles from Cape Columbia. He started out
that morning walking ahead. The Eskimos were delayed in packing the
sledges, a fact that permitted Marvin to get a good start on them. When
the Eskimos arrived at an open lead they noticed that the young ice was
broken about twenty-five yards out and they saw what looked like a man's
body floating in the center of the lead.

Ov^-ing to the treacherous condition of the ice the Eskimos could not
venture out. They returned to the Roosevelt and reported. Captain Bart-
lett then went back to the point they designated and recovered Prof. Marvin's
spare boots, clotliing and personal belongings, which were still on the ice
where the Eskimos had left them. The superstitions of their race prevented
the natives from bringing the dead man s effects with them. Prof. Marvin's
records and observations were saved.

One of Peary's first acts on reaching civilization was to telegraph to L. C.
Beamont, of Ithaca, N. Y., who was a member of the Peary relief expedition
of 1901, as follows:

"Break news of Marvin's death to his mother immediately before she sees
it in the papers. Drowned April 10, forty-five miles north of Cape Columbia
while returning from 86.39 north latitude. Great loss to me and to the expedi-
tion. Every member sends deepest sympathy. PEARY."

Through friends in Elmira, N. Y., where Marvin's aged mother lived the
message was conveyed to her. A movement had been started to give Mr.
Marvin a great welcome on his return from the north and the members of
the family were planning a celebration on his homecoming.

Ross Marvin was born Jan. 28, 1880. He graduated from the high school
in Elmira, won a scholarship to Cornell universi' and worked his way through
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overcoat fluttered from his shoulders, and his matted sandy hair was sur-mounted by an ancient, battered black felt hat.
With an energy most characteristic he shook hands with the whole erouparound him. * '^

"I'll get your name later," he said. Then some one asked : "Commanderwo want to know all about that pole of yours."

M i,^'"" f
^"''* '""P °* "'^ ^^'^ ^'""^ P°'"'«<> '° the e^easy deck. The

Mubber of seventy walruses, which had been slaughter. . and brought aboard

W. f^w Tp I T,^
'""^ '"•° ^"^^'^ ^"^ '"'"^"^ f"^ distribution among

his faithful Eskimo followers, had left the ship slimy and noisome
Although the vessel had been lying in Battle Harbor for more than aweek for the purpose of being cleaned and overhauled, little work seemed

to have been done. On every side, and even hanging over him from the
shrouds, were trophies of Arctic hunts, skins of bears, seals, foxes, wolves
antlers and horns of musk oxen, deer, walruses and other creatures most
strange to a Southern eye, all drying in the sun.

"This is no place for an interview, gentlemen," said the commander "I
think ,t would be much more convenient if we were to adjourn to the attic of
that fish house yonder. It is a rough place and you will have to associate with
nets, fish barrels and salt boxes; but I think we will be comfortable. And in
order that you shall not be disappointed when we get to the inqu.sition chamber
over there. I will state now that I shall answer only those questions which at
this time I regard appropriate."

This precautionary remark was generally interpreted as meaning that Pearv
was not going to discuss Dr. Cook., prior claim of the discovery of the North
Pole any more than he could help.

With an abrupt bow. Peary suddenly retired to his little cabin, which
cj^ns upon the rear deck. It looked to be a very cozy place, where, despite
he assault of Arctic climes, one might think he was iu some genial Southern

latitude The walls were covered with books, scientific and historical, with
here and there such a book of fiction as the "Last Davs of Pompeii " Here
also were to be seen the choicest prizes of Arctic exploration-queer birds,
fantastic teeth and bones and bits of strange-looking rock

When Peary had retired the chief object of attention was Henson, .ho
helped him nail the Stars and Stripes" to the pole. When first asked about
his rip to the top of the earth Henson shrugged his soulders with the reply:

I just got there, that's all."

. Iu
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"All I shall say concerning Mr. Cook," said Mr. Peary, with some show
of irritation, "is contained in two telegrams." The telegrams were as follows:

"Cook was not at the North Pole on April 21, 1908, or at any other time.

This statement is made advisedly."

Following an abrupt pause, a gentle youth on a box of salt at the further

end of the loft put this question

:

"How cold was it at the pole ?"

Instantly the tense face of the explorer relaxed.

"Not so cold as you sometimes get it in the Adirondacks," he answered.

"The maximum temperature was 1 1 below and the minimum 32 degrees below,

Fahrenheit. My last preliminary observations before reaching the pole were

at 89.57 w'tli a sextant and artificial horizon. Of my observations at the

pole I shall say more later."

When a remark was made concerning the rapidity of his return march

he replied

:

"Our spc' i was not unusual when you consider the favorable weather with

which we were blessed. We were not vexed with cross winds. Instead of

blowing east or west and filling up the trail, so as to impede the retreat they

came almost continually from the north. They packed the ice still harder

against the land on the southern shores of the Polar Sea and held it firm. We
were not carried away from our course by the eastward drift as on previous

expeditions.

"Our new type of sUuges also helped greatly. One which reached the pole

was named the Morris K. Jesup. They cut down the strain on the dogs one-

third and on the men nearly one-half. Without them I should never have

reached the pole."

"Do you ride on the sledges ?" asked somebody.

"Ride?" inquired the bronze-faced Peary, astonished. "Sir, in -Arctic

expeditions a man is lucky if he is able to walk without pushing his sledge.

Usually he may grip the rear and thrust it ahead. It is like guiding a breaking

plow drawn by oxen. You must also expect at any moment that the sledge may
strike some pressure ridge that will wrench you off your feet.

"My return trip was twice as rapid as the advance, for the further reason

that our equipment grew lighter and lighter. In going north we had used up

two-thirds of the rations. The cracking of the ice and the formation of open

leads or lanes of water were not as formidable as on previous expeditions.

This good luck was also the result of favorable winds."

U'
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THE BATTLE OF THE HEROES.

The btttle of brawn was destined to be followed by a battle of brains.

Such an achievement as the pole discovery is always likely to bring a host

of unpleasant developments in its wake; and it is sometimes followed by a
quarrel. Damage suits and fights with deadly weapons have attended the
great discoveries of riches. The heroism of American sailors in the war
with Spain had, unfortunately to be followed by the Sampson-Schley contro-
versy. And in the case of the North Pole discovery a quarrel was even more
inevitable than in similar circumstances in the past. It was not in human
nature that two men should stand at once on the pinnacle of fame.

This chapter does lot aim to plead the cause of either Cook or Peary. It

is included simply because the controversy, and the developments thereof,

are vital parts of the history of the gre.t polar discovery.

The trouble started promptly on the arrival of Peary at Indian Harbor,
Labrador, the first port he touched on his return journey. One may readily

understand the b'tter, the almost unbearable 'disappointment of Commander
Peary when there was brought to him, as almost the first news from his native

land, the announcement that Cook had outstri.iped him by a year. It meant
that he had fulfilled an ambition that had inspired him from boyhood, only to
find himself outdistanced in the final stretch. Under this torturing sensation
Peary rushed two telegrams to America before he had seen or talked with a
relative or an adviser. The first telegram was to his wife, he other to the
Associated Press. Said the former message:

"Delayed by gale. Don't worry about Cook. Eskimos .= y Cook never
left sight of land. Tribe confirms. BERT."

The dispatch to the Associated Press read

:

"Indian Harbor, Labrador (By Wireless Via Cape Ray, N. F.), Sept. 7.

—To Associated Press, New York: I have nailed the stars and stripes to
the North Pole. This is authoritative and correct.

"Cook's story should not be taken too seriously. The two Eskimos who
IM
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•aomp«|W him tty h« went no diitance north, and not out of sight o( landutner members of the tnbe corroborate their story. ROBERT E PEARY"
Later he sent the following to New York

;

"Do not trouble about Cook's story or attempt to explain any discrepancies
mhissutements. The affair wiU settle itself.

x^repancies

"He has not been at the pole on April 21, 1908, or at any other time. He
has simply handed the public a gold brick.

"These statements are made advisedly, and I have proof of them. When

«S.' ' -f ""'T"
°' ''" '"^"^ °'"' •"' »"f™'"™ '<> >°^ K^

that he ha, re^hed he pole, I shall be in a position to furnish material thatmay prove distmctly interesting reading for the public.

"ROBERT E. PEARY."

n„t'.'Jt! 'I''* '.'T'"'""-''"'
""equivocal charge that Cook had falsified.But the least exoted man .n the world was Dr. Cook, the physician, who at

that moment was being cheered in Denmark as the conquert. of the Ar^ic

P.3. H^^.T.''^^**"^""
'" *" ^"°' '" Copenhagen when CommanderPeary . dispatch to ITie Associated Prt.ss was read to him. Dr. ' ook lost

Uttle tm« m ^ding to New York a number of cablegrams. i„ all oTwhW.

^,^^trU!"/!''"iS''*'°''
'*"' ^'^'y ^^ »'» "^^^ the pofc and an-

tZ h^had^
that Peary's observations would amply verify hi, own claim

that he had been to the furthermost point of the compass. Dr. Cook was
jarticularty joyous that, xvith Commander Peary's success, which he did not inhe lea,, doubt, all the honor for the achievement was siirely l^rfl „one cablegram to New York Dr. Cook declared that the science of "xplora"
.on would benefit immeasurably through the fact that Peary reached ZTlc
withThTc^ri/T'"'r ^""""^ "'""'" "^«' """"-" »p««S
^™nh^^

observations, clearing a mystery which had perplexed geo^graphers for many centuries.
"*

tothe°eLtTrrLT''''""^;"'J''- ^^ "^"^ "^^ 8°'"» "^h '"rtl"'to he east than I did Commander Peary has cut out of the unknown an enor-mous space which, of conr«. will be va,tly useful and scientifically inter^stC"

for Peaiyl Sii^ce he has telegraphed an announcement that he ha, reachedthe pole then it i, true, and I congratulate him."
Ariced whether Commander Peary was likely to have found trace, of his

I. II,
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progress over the polar seas. Dr. Cook replied : "No he scarcely would have

come across my tracks."

Dr. Cook then said: "I understand that a rumor is current about my

having taken some of Peary's provisions at Etah ; this is founded on Eskimo

gossip and misunderstanding. I desire no controversy. I simply say in reply

to any such assertion, 'No.' Commander Peary is a friend of mine,"

Cook's heartv congratulations did not check Peary's charges. On Sep-

tember 14 he w . 'nterviewed under picturesque circumstances on the deck of

the Roosevelt off Battle Harbor, Labrador. On this occasion he said : "I am
the only white man who has ever reached the North Pole and I am prepared

to prove it."

The Associated Press tug Douglas Thomas, after a stormy passage up

the west coast of Newfoundland and through the Strait of Belle Isle from

Sydney, arrived at the lonely whaling and mission settlemetit at noon Septem-

ber 14. A squall of rain was sweeping over the harbor as the Thomas steamed

in, but with glasses it was possible to make out the mast and hull of the Arctic

steamer Roosevelt moored in the inner bay. The Thomas broke out the

"North Pole" flag, the same emblem that was flying from the mizzenmast of

the Ruosevelt, and signaled "The Associated Press congratulates you."

The Roosevelt then signaled the thanks of Commander Peary for this

message, whereupon the Thomas gave three loud blasts of her whistle. In

response there came from the Roosevelt a chorus of barking and yelping from

the Eskimo dogs on board, that echoed back from the surrounding hills.

The Thomas drew near to the Roosevelt. The steamer looked little the

worse for her second trip to the polar regions. Along the rail weri: gathered

the members of her famous crew, among them the redoubtable Capt. Robert

Bartlett, who was at once recognized.

Capt. Bartlett invited the Thomas to tie alongside and the correspondent

to come on board without delay. The correspondent clambered over tlie

weather-beaten bulwarks and proceeded direct to the cabin to meet the man

who has stood upon the apex of the world.

Peary said : "I have already stated publicly that Cook has not been to the

pole. This I reaffirm, and I will stand by it, but I decline to discuss the details

of the matter. These will come out later.

"I have said that Dr. Cook's statement that he reached the pole should not

be taken seriously, and that I 'have him nailed' by concrete proofs to support

my statement."
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"'°" """'/''^ '"^"^ "'" controversy, until tl>e two explorersstood m the pos.t>on of calling each other thieves as well as liars Each

iTnlv rt" ""',™'^'"^;- °f -'PP>- -'ended for the ule' of on^nonly This arose from the fact that both made Etah, Greenland a base

made by Cook
s

fr.ends was thai Peary opened Cook's letters; but this va"indignantly denied by Peary and not proven '

y Cook.

.ion°a"Danrnh^-^ ^"'" °"\ "' "" '™"" "^^ ^"PP""' '" '"- 'O""^-

ZJ ,T 1^ '" "'°" " '«'^'' ™'"^'' "'^'"e sensational reading forthose watchmg the argument. This letter said

:

-""ng loi

"Now that Dr. Cook has gone (from Greenland), I am no longer under

about the house ,n Annatok, a story which Dr. Cook himself had too muchdehcacy to relate to the world. I write it according to my memory in thesa^e rnanner that Cook in Egedesminde told it to me, and I am uli; covmced that m no details are m;- recollections wrong.
^

"Dr. Cook had built his house for stores in Annatok, north of Etah and itwas th.s depot which he started to reach in February, ,909, crossD s4hSound It was a pretty large house, the walls bei'g btT of l,eav«dprov,s.on boxes, so that Dr. Cook knew when this important pott was reacdeverythmg was safe. He had, before the start, arranged wi ha ^althvyoung f„end named Harry Whitney that he hav^ the right t^l th^ lousewhile hummg musk oxen for sport in the winter of igog-'op

witZ'^h
?''5°°'' ""'' •"' '"" ^*™°^' ^^"^^"^'ed and half starved camew.thm a shot s distance of the house in Annatok young Whitney came o uToW htm welcome, but inside the house was a stranger, a giant Newfound nd

^kTZC: "'''"•. ?r^" "=" '"'=" P'^"^ '" °'-- Co'k's houre by mrywhen the latter passed Etah with his ship bound north.
^

"Peary had given the boatswain a written order, which commenced with

D clrT ^°"''': '?'^ """" ""'""^^ •" D^- l--'erick A Coot.Dr Cook .s long ago dead and there is no use to search after him. Ther fo

^"r ^^ ^°^^ E- P'^^y- '"«"» "^y boatswain in this deserted house

'

Dr Cnol' Tl*f '"'"'""''"• ''^° '""'"^ ""'^'' "^-l ""^ ^"i'e, exhibited toDr. Cook and the latter took a copy of this wonderful document

Whitnev^°°'^ ^T ™! V'™'^
''~""' °f ''°" "«= y°""S niillionaire, Mr.Whttney, dunng the whole winter was treated like a dog by the giant boat-
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swain, and how he had calmly witnessed the sailor bartering Dr. Cook's pro-
visions for fox and bear skins for himself.

"Dr. Cook also had to put a good face on the unpleasant situation. He
had to beg to get into his own house, and had to make a compromise with the
boatswain with strong fists.

"Dr. Cook made a present of the house with all its contents to his two
faithful Eskimos, with the provision that Whitney was to have the use of the
house as long as his hunting trip lasted, but lie was compelled to let the New-
foundland boatswain continue his watch. The boatswain, however, received
strict orders not to exchange any more of the provisions or guns."

The other side of this argument was presented by Herbert L. Bridgmaii,
who said

:

"A false light has been put on the account of taking Dr. Cook's stores. I

have received documents from Commander Peary which prove that his taking
those abandoned stores was right.

"Rudolph Francke of the Cook expedhion came down, Peary took care of
him. Peary found at various stations letters from Francke, the most imploring
letters filled with wild appeals for aid.

"Commander Peary took Francke with him to his doctor at Etah. The
doctor himself has written me to that effect. He found Francke sufifering from
scurvy. He had him cared for.

"Then Peary pushed along to the points where he found Cook's stores that
he established the year before. He guarded these from bears and gave aid to
members of the party. He even offered to send scouts to endeavor to locate
Dr. Cook. Nothing more could have been done by mortal man than Peary did.

"When he found abandoned stores he took them. As an officer of the

United States navy he had a right to these. It is quite the common practice

among explorers to take all abandoned stores. By his action Peary simply
followed custom. All his letters, written long before this controversy arose,

prove conclusively that Peary was guilty of no offense against Dr. Cook."
Still another, from the Peary camp, was that the instruments Dr. Cook

had with him were borrowed from Commander Peary for another purpose.

This man, who has been among the leaders of those who have insisted that

Dr. Cook must submit incontrovertible proof, declares the Brooklyn physician
borrowed the astronomical instnmients for the purpose of making observations
"while on a fishing and hunting trip along the Labrador coast."

Members of the Peary club also declared the Eskimos used by Dr. Cook
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belonged to Commander Peary and that he had no permission to seek their
assistance.

Cook's statement on this point was this:

"I will not enter into any controversy over the subject with Commander
Peary further than to say that if he says I have taken his Eskimos my reply
IS that Eskimos are n n-ds. They are owned by nobody, and are not the
private property of eithv -ommander Peary or myself. The Eskimos engaged
by me w. ; paid ten tin. „ what they demanded to accompany me.

"As to the story that Commander Peary says I took provisions stored by
him, my reply is that Peary took my provisions, obtaining them from the
custodian on the plea that I had been so long absent that he was to organize
relief stations for me in case I should be alive. Of this I have documentary
proof. '

The above gives a fair idea of the counter-charges brought by the rival
explorers and their friends. The more vital accusations, affecting the veracity
of the two men, remained to be settled before a "jury of their peers "-the
men of science, doubters by profession, who were to determine what the world
gained in knowledge by the two dashes northward. Of this no account can
be given here. The controversy was evidently one of those ever to be settled
by a verdict even of so formidable a jury as that described. The tnie verdict
will be that of posterity. And it is not very venturesome to suggest that the
p ain citizen of years to come will ar^ord equal honor to the men who risked
aU that they might stand on the eart' ixis.

Admiral Schley, made just by the fury of his experience in the Sampson
matter, said when he heard of Peary's triumph

:

"lam as fully delighted with the news that Commander Peary has been
successful as I was when word was received from Dr. Cook. He will share the
great honors for although Dr. Cook was the first to be successful in the quest
Peary comes m for equal honors as his feat is no less wonderful than that of
the doctor.

"There is no question in my mind as to the veracity of Peary's state-
ment as I know him to be a man of the highest integrity and he probably has
ample records and proofs to back up his contemions that he has reached the
point of highest latitude. The announcement that he has succeeded wUl domuch to dispel the skepticism manifest in certain quarters as to the ability ofany human being to penetrate to the pole.

"This country has much to be proud of because of the fact that two of
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its representatives have brought such a great honor home. It is a wonderful

triumph for American determination, grit, and physical endurance and skill.

"It would be just as impossible for Peary to forge records and data as it

would for Dr. Cook. There should be no skepticism because the men report

their success with such a short interval between. Each was determined to do
or die in the last expedition and Peary deserves as much credit for succeeding

as does Cook.

"All hail to the gallant commander, again I say. I rejoice over his success

and that it is to the credit of this nation that two of our intrepid explorers

have been the only ones to reach the long sought for goal."

WHERE PEARY CORROBORATES COOK.
The question whether Cook or Peary discovered the North Pole may never

be settled. It bids fair to become one of history's conundrums and to remain
a matter of one man's word against another's.

Peary has now told the detailed story of his dash to the pole. In read-

ing it one can not escape the surprising fact that it tends to corroborate

Cook's narrative in several ^irliculars.

The Arctic sharps and wiseacres doubted Cook when he said he covered

fifteen miles a day. They doubted him when he spoke of "purple snoivs"

and "milling ice." They doubted him because he took no soundings of the

sub-polar sea. They doubted him because he said he had pressed toward
the pole in winter. They doubted him because there was no white man with
him—only two Eskimos who knew nothing of latitude and longtitude. They
doubted him because he brought out only the records of his own observations

and reckonings to prove his word.

So much for Cook. Now what of Peary ?

Peary was the only white man of his party to re^ch the pole. He was
accompanied by four Eskimos and Matt Henson, his negro liody servant. He
alone made observations and reckonings at the pole. None of the men with
him knew anything about determining latitude or longtitude. They could not

have known they had reached the pole unless Peary h-.d told them. Like

Cook, Peary brought back practically his own word alone to support his

claim that he had attained the earth's apex.

When we come to rate travel, Cook's fifteen miles a day seems modest in

comparison with the distance Peary covered. When near the eighty-eighth

parallel Peary decided to attempt to reach the pole in five days' marches.

iV
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According to his story, h
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-de twenty-five miles on the first day, twenty on
.d, tw ty-five on the fourth and forty—^yes

- last five days he traveled at an average rate

tlie second, twenty on (

forty!—on the fifth. Oii

of twent; •; miles a day.

And on the return trip from the pole to Cape Columbia he made ttren
btttei time. He tried, he says, on his return trip to make double the distance
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he covered on his dash to the pole. "As a matter o£ fact," he declares, "we

nearly did this, covering regularly on our return journey five outward marches

in three return marches." . . _^

It is easy to figure out the average rate of speed he made on h« return

trip He started back from the pole, he says, on April 7 and reached Cape

Columbia on April 23, covering the 450 raUes in sixteen days. This is a

daily rate of 28.12 miles a day.

Will the Arctic experts who declared it impossible for Cook to make fifteen

miles a day charge Peary with falsehood when he says he made forty?

In the matter of soundings what did Peary do? Five miles from the pole,

he says, he made a hole in some new ice and took soundings. All his w.re,

I 500 fathoms, he says, was sent down without finding bottom. In puling

it up the wire parted and lead and wire were lost. Peary threw the rest 0.

his sounding apparatus way. ,. • .1.

We lea™ ?rom Peary's story that he started for the pole earlier in the

season than Cook. He started in February, Cook in March. He /cached

the pole fifteen days earlier in the seasoiv-^ook fixes the date as Aprd 21 and

P«^ as April 6. This would seem to dispel all doubt about Cook's ability

to travel in what is winter weather in the Arctic.

Cook's references to "milling ice" and "pui-ple snows" would sMm unim-

portant, except that the doubting Thomases have seized upon it. P^r/^^V^

*at as he approached the pole he found the ice in motion that was both vs^e

andTudible And, though he say, nothing of "purple snows," he describes

the surface of the old floes as being "dotted with the sapphire ice of the previ-

ous summer's lakes."
. . -n » ».J U ,„«

So if we doubt Cook, why should we not doubt Peary? And if we

believe Peary, why should we not believe Cook? Peary's is the unernot.onal

dltail^: m^tler-of-fact story of a scientist Cook's is the breathless and

-exultant tale of a triumphant adventurer. ... ,u (,™ of

If both Peary and Cook reached the pole-and there is, on the face of

things, no more reason to doubt one than to doubt the other-their exp^di-

ttol i^iust remain distinct in purpose and character. The one was a scientific

achievement, the other a heroic adventure.
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CHAPTER XII.

PEARY'S FIRST VOYAGES.

The determination to probe the mysteries of the far north which throbbed

in Peary's blood found full vent when, in 1891, he set out on a journey which

was to comprehend an overland journey to the north coast of Greenland.

Owing to the disasters that had overtaken several government expeditions,

Peary "vas unable to secure support for his scheme from the navy department.

This support, however, he secured from the Philadelphia Academy of Nat-

lual Sciences. He had already gained experience by a short journey in 1886.

The trip of 1891 was momentous in several respects; and in one way it

was unique : a woman was in the party. This was Mrs. Peary, the same

woman \vho cried out her delight eighteen years later over her husband's at-

taitjnent of his life ambition.

The accounts of the journey which follow are taken from G. Firth Scott's

book, "From Franklin to Nansen." Describing the start of the expedition,

the writer says

:

"The party left New York on June 6, 1891, on board the steamer Kite,

for Whale Sound, on the northwest coast of Greenland. The voyage was

satisfactory in every way until Jime 24, when an unfortunate accident befell

the leader.

"The Kite had encountered some ice which was heavy enough to check

her progress, and, to get through it, the captain had to ram his ship. This

necessitated a constant change from going ahead to going astern, and, as there

was a good deal of loose ice floating about, the rudder frequently came into

collision with it when the vessel was backing. Lieutenant Peary, who was on

deck during one of these maneuvers, went over to the wheclhouse to see

how the rudder was bearing the strain. As he stood behind the wheelhouse,

the rudder (truck a heavy piece of ice and was forcibly jerked over, the tiller,

as it swung, catching Lieutenant Peary by the leg and pinning him against the

wall of the house. There was no escape from the position, and the pressure

of the tiller gradually increased until the bone of the leg snapped.
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"The doctor, who formed one of the party, immediately set the limb;

but the sufferer refused to return home, and when, a few days later, ths

Kite reached McCormick Bay (tiear latitude 78 degrees) he was carried

ashore strapped to a plank.

"The material for a comfortably-sized house was part of the outfit of

the expedition, and this was in course of erection the day that Lieutenant

Peary was landed. For the accommodation of himself and wife, a tent was

put up behind the half-completed house, and, as a high wind arose, the re-

mainder of the party returned on board the V e.

"As the hours passed away the wind became stronger. The tent swayed

to and fro, and Mrs. Peary, as she sat beside her invalid and sleeping husband,

realized what it was to be lonely and helpless. She and her husband were the

only people on shore for miles ; her husband was unable to move, and she was

without even a revolver with which to defend herself. What, she asked

herself, would be the result if a bear came into the tent? She could not make

the people on board the Kite hear, and she was without a weapon. Through-

out the stay in the North, Mrs. Peary proved herself not only to be a woman

of strong nerve and self-reliance, but also an excellent shot with either gun,

rifle or revolver. It was, however, as much as she could stand when her

anxious ears caught the sound of heavy breathing outside the tent.

"For a time she sat still, fearing to disturb her husband, until the con-

tinuance of the sound compelled her to look out. A school of white whales

were playing close inshore, and it was the noise of their blowing, softened

by the wind, which had so disturbed her. But so self-possessed was she over

it that her husband did not know till long afterwards the anxiety she had

experienced during the first night she spent on the Greenland shore.

"The following day rapid progress was made with the house, and some

of the party stayed on shore for the night, so that there was always someone

within call of the invalid's tent until the house was completed and he was

removed into it. By that time the Kite had started home again, and the

little party of seven were left to make all their arrangements for the winter.

"They had determined to rely entirely upon their own exertions for the

supply of meat for the winter at.d also to obtain their fur clothing on the

spot, killing the animals necessary for the material and engaging some of the

local Eskimo to mal:e up the suits. Deer would give both meat and fur, and

as there was every prospect of the neighborhood affording them in plenty, as
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joon as the house was up and the stores packed, the majority started away
in search of game.

"The spot where they were landed, and where they had erected their camp,

was on a verdure-covered slope lying between the sea and the high range of bluff

hills which towered about i ,000 feet over them. In the spring the ground was
covered with grass and flowers; the bay in front was full of seal, walrus,

whales and other marine inhabitants, and along the hills behind experience

showed that game was present in abundance. The F.tah Eskimo, the most

northerly people in existence, lived their quaint, out-of-the-world lives along

the shore of the bay and neighboring inlets, and, as soon as the camp was
settled, they were kept busily employed in the maki.ig of fur garments, proving

themselves docile and peaceful. It was often difficult for the members of the

expedition to realize that the site of their camp, with the abundance of food

to be had, was only from fifty to eighty miles from the spots where the cast-

aways of the Polaris suffered so acutely and the members of the Greely expe-

dition slowly starved, many of them to death. For more than a year the little

party of seven lived in good health, without a suggestion of scurvy making
its appearance and with only one fatality, which, moreover, was accidental."

The Pearys gave much time on this expedition to study of the life of the

Eskimos, whose traits will be considered later on in this volume. Some of the

interesting things they learned were as follows

:

"Mrs. Peary, as the first white woman the Eskimos had ever seen, was a

particular object of attention. As their custom is for men and women to dress

very much alike, they could not quite understand Mrs. Peary's costume, and

when the first arrivals saw her and Lieutenant Peary torjetlier, they looked from

one to the other, and ultimately had to ask which of the two was the white

woman.

"The tribe did not number two hundred in all ; they held no communica-

tion with the Eskimo farther south, and, except for the occasional visit of a

sealer or a whaler, knew nothing of the outer world. None had ever seen

a tree growing, nor had they ever penetrated over the ridge of land which lay

back from the coast, and over which glimpses were caught of the great ice-cap.

The latter, they said, was where the Eskimo went when they died, and if

any man attempted to go so far the spirits would get hold of him and keep

him there. They consequently warned Lieutenant Peary against venturing.

There was no seal up there ; no bear ; no deer ; only ice and snow and spirits,

so what reason had a man for going?
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"Their belongings were extremely simple. A kayak, a sledge, one or two

dogs, a tent made of walrus hide or sealskin, some weapons, and a stone lamp,

comprised, with the clothes they wore, their property. Wood was the most

valuable article they knew, because they could use it for so many purposes, and

had so little of it. The possession of knives and needles was greatly desired,

but scissors did not appeal to them, since what they could not cut with a knife

they could bite with their close even teeth. Money had neither a suggestion

nor a use with them; trade, if carried out at all, being merely the bartering of

one article for another.

"The animals they liked best were dogs and seals; the former being their

beast of burden and constant companion, the latter the provider of food,

raiment, covering and light. Every seal killed belonged to the man who

killed it, but the rules of the tribe required that all larger animals should be

shared among the members in the neighborhood ; the skin of a bear, however,

remaining in the puiscssion of the man who secured it. But so unsophisticfited

and easy-going are the contented little people that individual property scarcely

exists with them; every one is ready and willing to share what he has with

another if need be. The articles borrowed, however, are always returned, or

made good if broken or lost. No one can either read or write ; the boys are

taught how to hunt, how to manage the kayak and sledge, and how to make

and use the weapons of the chase, while the girls are taught liow to sew the

fur garments, and keep the stone lamp burning with blubber and moss, so

as to prepare the drinking water and the frizzled seal flesh they eat. For

the rest, their chief desire is to live as happily as they can, and this, according

to those who have been amongst them, they manage to do merrily and well.

"During the visits paid to the different encampments by Lieutenant Peary

and his wife, about a score of dogs were obtained, a number which would be

sufficient to carry out the work of the ensuing spring. They were usually

obtained in exchange for needles and knives, but the purpose for which they

were needed always formed a subject of wonder to the unambitious 'huskies.'

"

The winter in Greenland passed without extraordinary incident. By the

middle of April preparations were made for pushing on to a point where

further knowledge could be gleaned. It was Lieutenant Peary's plan to

journey with one sledge—which was followed by a supporting party—into

the unknown interior of Greenland, and over a great ice-cap that makes the

center of the country a huge mountain. Tlie start was made April 30. Each

sledge had a team of ten dogs and was hden with food and scientific instru-
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Sayimenu. Mrs. Peary, of course, remained in her temporary home.

Mr. Scott in deuribing this trip:

"The two parties kept together until the costal range was surmounted, and

the beginning of the ice-cap was reached. Here (he sledge which was to do

the great journey was laden with a full load, and the two explorers started

forward. Lieutenant Peaiy leading the way with a staff to which was at-

tkrhed a silk banner—tne Stars and Stripes—worked by Mrs. Peary.

'The first of the ice-cap was a stretch of some fifteen miles of ice, formed

into enormous dome-shaped mass"?. They toiled up one side but traveled

easily down the other, and so on, up and down, until they had attained an

altitude of nearly 9,000 feet above the sea level, when they found that they

were on a vast expanse of snow. The white unbroken surface stretched away

as far as the eye could reach, unbroken by a ridge or rise, everywhere flat,

white and immense. This was the great ice-cap, the frozen covering of the

interior of Greenland, the unknown region where no man had yet set foot.

"But it was a mistake to term it an ice-cap. They found it to be rather

a desert, a Sahara with dry drifting snow instead of the dry burning sand.

And, like Sahara, it had its days of storm, when the snow whirled in clouds

just as the sand rises before the scorching blast of the simoom. Very won-

derful was the first experience of this Greenland dust-storm. The sky over-

head was filled with dull grey clouds, heavy and opaque, and the gloom spread

ill around, so that whichever way one looked there was the same impenetrable

veil of grey gloomy haze. The snow lost its dazzling whiteness and tool; in-

stead the tint of the gloom of the surrounding atmosphere. Then the wind

came, at first in fitful gusts but later growing into a steady blow, the opening

squalls lifting the dry surface snow and whirling it up in the air. The steady

breeze caught it and carried it along in a constantly moving stream some two

feet deep, and it was then that the effect of the storm was most pronounced.

The drifting particles of snow made a curious rustling noise as they moved

and as they whirled a. .md the travelers' legs the feet were hidden beneath

the dense moving veil. As a result, it was as though one were walking on

nothing and going nowhere, for the grey gloom all around made one un-

conscious of e-'her direction or space, and the moving snow prevented one

•eting the feet or reali ig that there was anything solid under them.

"The steady hum of the drifting snow, together with its movement, made

the brain dizzy, and the two explorers generally found it necessary to form a

camp when such a storm came on, the snow soon piling up against their shelter
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tent and effectually protecting them {rom the wind. Then, when the breeze

had died away and the »now ceased moving, they wett able to dig out their

tiedge and proceed.

"A distinct contrast to these stormy days was given by the period of dear

sunshine. Then the sky, innocent of a cloud, was a wonderful blue vault over-

head, while the snow-covered plateau stretched away on ail sides until it was

lost in the distance of the horizon. The wonderfully clear air enabled the ex-

plorers to see a great distance ahead. At the end of the second day's march

after reaching this great snow desert, they found that the surface was gradu-

ally sloping north and south. They were on the dividing ridge and, as iliiy

passed over onto the downward slope, their progress was naturally at a more

rapid rate. A storm, such as has been described, accompanied by falling snow.

overtook them, and for three days they had to stay in their shelter. When

at length the weather moderated and they were able to get out again they

discovered, before resuming the journey, that the dogs meanwhile had eaten

six pounds of cranberry jam and the foot off one of the sleep='.g> . s—

a

fairly good example of a dog's appetite during a snow-storm.

"On May 31 in magnificently clear weather they looked out upon a scene

on which no white man had ever yet gazed. In his description of the journey

the leader wrote ; 'We looked down into the basin of the Petermann Glacier,

the greatest amphitheatre of snow and rugged ice that human eye has ever

seen.' Away beyond it, a range of black mountains towered in dome-shaped

hills, and they made their camp with the expectation of being able to see more

of the distant range at the end of another march. But by the time they were

able to resume their march a thick fog had come into the air, and for three

days they could only see the snow at their feet. They directed their course

entirely by compass, but as they were unable to see long distances ahead, they

were unprepared for a change in the surface. Before they could avoid it, they

found themselves amongst rough ice and open crevices. They were getting

onto the Sherard Osborne Glacier, and, in the misty weather they were ex-

periencing, it was difficult to get back onto the smooth ice again. Over a

fortnight was spent in getting beypnd this rough ground, and at length, on

the weather clearing, they found that straight ahead of them a range of hills

showed along the horizon above the ice-cap. The appearance of the hills

directly in their path decided them to turn their course from due east to south-

east, and they were soon able to make out the line of a deep channel running

from the northeast to the southwest

. W'
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"On July I, after fifty-^c. -n ,',iy:, of travel, they came to the limits of the
ice-cap and stood, silent ar 1 amazed, !oo:,ing down from the summit of the
snow desert across a wide p..-

1 plain cov red with vegetation, with here and
there a snowdrift showing v ! it-, ai'tl wich herds of musk oxen contentedly
grazmg over it. Such a discovery was absolutely so unexpected that at first
they could scarcely believe their eyes. There was no sign of any human habi-
tation on the land, and, tor all that could be learned to the contrary, they were
the first human beings who had ever trod upon that plain, on which the yellow
Arctic poppies were waving in bloom and over which the drone of the humble
bee sounded, though for hundreds of miles around it the accumulated snow
of centuries lay frozen into the great mysterious snow-cap and its glaciers.

"Having proved that they really were not dreaming, they shot a musk ox,
which they used for their own and their dogs' refreshment. Then they stacked
their stores and set out with reduced loads across the plain. They walked
for four days, exploring, surveying, and examining ; and on the fourth of July
the anniversary of the Declaration of Indepndence by the United States, they
stood on a summit of a magnificent range of cliflfs, 3,500 feet high, and over-
looking a large bay, which in honour of the date, they named Independence
Bay.

"The latitude was nearly 82 degrees N., and Lieutenant Peary, writing of
the discovery, says: 'It was almost impossible for us to believe that we were
standing on the northern shore of Greenland as we gazed from the summit
of this precipitous cliff with the most brilliant sunshine all about us, with yellow
poppies growing between the rocks around our feet and a herd of musk oxen
in the valley behind us. In that valley we had also found the dandelion in
bloom and had heard the heavy drone and seen the bullet-like flight of the
humble bee.'

"

For a week the party of investigators remained in this isolated region
6.000 miles from their friends, and then journeyed back. Over the glistening
ice surface they made fast time, and often reached an average of thirty miles
a day. Sometimes, when the wind was good, sails were put up on the sledges
and they flew along, like boys with their sleds on a pond. On August 8 the
party arrived back at the place where Mrs. Peary had been left, and a short
time later the Kite sailed for America, reaching New York September 20
1092. '

From a scientific standpoint the results of this expedition were:
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The discovery and naming of Independence Bay, at 6i degrees north

latitude.

Determination of the insularity of Greenland, for which Peary receiveu

medals from a number of geographical societies.

Discovery of Melville Land and Heilprin Land.
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CHAPTER XIII.

PEARY'S LATER VOYAGES.

The ppetite of the polar adventurer was now well whetted for the pursuit
of a nortlitrn goal; his spirit and his physique had both became sturdy; and
he was ready to accomplish greater work.

Such a triumph as "farthest north," was, however, to be delayed for
many years. Although Peary went north again in 1893, he did not attempt
to reach the pole, yet his investigations were of moment to sci;nce. He had
read of a great "iron mountain," which was first heard of through Ross, an
English explorer, in 1818. Now, more than seventy years later, the Ameri-
can explorer determined to find that mountain and determine its nature. He
did find it, and proved that it was a marvelous rock indeed,—a meteorite, the
largest known, and weighing more than ninety tons.

Experiences similar to those described in the last chapter characterized
this trip, as Mrs. Peai v -. her husband's companion on this trip also; and
the voyage was disting by another event, also. A daughter was born
to the Pearys while they ..ere in the Arctic region. Though sixteen years old,
she is still known as "the snow baby."

In 1896 and 1897 Peary made short trips to his adopted country, Green-
land, and made discoveries of minor importance. In the latter year he broaght
home a number of wonderful meteorites.

By this time the Peary Arctic Club, under whose auspices the pole-reaching
exploit was carried out, had come into being, and under its auspices Peai-y
made a long journey, lasting from 1898 to 1902. This was an important expe-
dition, full of thrilling experiences and also of large scientific value.

During these four years Peary spent away from his home and beyond
the realm of white men he rounded the northern extremity of the Greenland
archipelago, which is the most northerly land in the world. He named the
cape he found there after Morris K. Jesup, the Philadelphia capitalist, who
was enthusiastic in Peary's support, and who died without seeing his protege's
final success. On this trip Peary attained a far northern record, reaching
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84 degrees north latitude. The expedition of 1905-6, however, was more
important than any Peary had undertaken as a stepping-stone toward his atnin-
ment of the North pole. This time he dashed as far as latitude 87, the hignest
mark yet attained by any polar explorer. This expedition is worth consider-
ing in some detail. Peary and his followers left New York July 16, 1905.
The loyal old Kite had long since been out of service, and a staunch new boat,
one of the best ever designed for polar service, was the vessel on which the
explorer rode out of New York harbor. It had been christened by Mrs.
Peary, who appropriately broke a piece of ice over its bows, and its name
was the Roosevelt. As the reader will recognize, this was the same craft that
took Peary to Greenland on the pole-finding trip of 1909.

The Roosevelt sailed up Baffin Bay to Etah, Greenland, the favorite port
for Arctic travelers, and there was put in final shape for a hard journey amid
the ice. After taking on board a large party of Eskimos, to act as hunters
and guides, the boat sailed from Etah Aug. ,17 of the same year. Among the
most important travelers were 200 Eskimo dogs. After cruising about for
some time in an effort to find the best place from which to begin a swift journey
toward the pole, Peary ran his craft into a nook under Cape Sheridan, one of
the most northerly capes of Grant Land. Here some terrible experiences

were met, which are vividly told in one of Peary's own accounts of the expe-
dition :

"Sept. 16," says Peary, "a large floe pivoted around Cape Sheridan, crush-

ing everything before it, until at last it held the ship mercilessly between its

blue side and the unyielding face of the ice-foot. Its slow, resistless motion
was frightful, yet fascinating. * * * The pressure was terrific ; the Roose-
velt's ribs and interior bracing cracked like the discharge of musketry. The
main deck amidships bulged up several inches, the main rigging hung slack,

and the masts and rigging shook as in a v'olent gale; then, with a mighty
tremor and a sound which reminded one of an athlete inhaling his breath for

a supreme effort, the ship jumped upward. The big floe snapped againsi the

edge of the ice-foot forward and aft under us, crumpling up its edge and
driving it inshore some yards, and the commotion was transferred to the outer

edge of the floe, which crumbled away with a dull roar as other floes smashed

against it and tore off great pieces in the onward rush—Laving us stranded

but safe. This incident, of course, put an end to all thoughts of further

advance."

Further advance by ship, Peary meant. He hid no thought of being dis-
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heartened by savage ice or bitter cold. The whole party prepared to quit
the Roosevelt, and take to the sledges. Before this was possible, however, a
long winter was to be faced, and food must be procured for scores of men. It
was impossible to make the sledge-trip in the darkness of the winter, but it

was still possible to hunt game, for those experienced enough to bring down
their prey without the light of the sun to aid their eyesight. Peary and his
Eskimo went forth and became huntsmen. They brought down 250 musk
oxen, which form one of the staples of food in that region. Also tncy were
fortunate enough to find many score of the rare and beautiful Arctic reindeer,
which are snow-white and as graceful as their brethren of farther south.

On October 12 they saw the sun go down, to be seen no more for months.
Then ih' black winter, in which the little ship cast forth the only light for
hundreds of miles arounu. The winter passed without serious mishap to any
of the human members of the party; but eighty of the dogs died of poisoning
caused by the whale-meat which had been taken along for their sustenance.
This caused the hunting to be redoubled, since the trip was all but hopeless
should th'j remainder of the animals suffer the same fate.

It was a hard winter in more ways than one. Sometimes the ice would
break away from the shore, and the seas would dash against the Roosevelt,
threatening to swamp her.

"Simultaneously," says Peary, "a violent southerly gale blew up, threat-
ening to tear the ship from her moorings. The port anchor and cable and
every steel and manila cable on board were made fast to the ice-foot. * * *

The next three weeks were a period of constant anxiety, the ice-pack surging
back and forth along shore on each tide, and liable »o crush in upon us at
any time. Every one slept in his clothes, all lanterns and portable lights were
kept below and trimmed, and provision was made for the instant extinguish-
ment of all fires."

Peary does not add that it became necessary to put out the fires, and the
party must have been thankful that what little heat they had was spared. With
February the sun reappeared, and those on board ship were split up into four
parties, to take dogs and sledges and work northward. Peary headed the last

sledge-party. The sun shone out on March 6. A few days later Peary en-
countered several of the other parties and learned from them of the difficulties

of advance. He then determined that supporting parties were useless, and
that he himself must make a dash.
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"At Storm Camp," he writes, "we abandoned everything not absolutely
necessary and I bent every energy to setting a record pace.

"The first march of ten hours, myself in the lead with the compass, some-
times on a dog trot, the sledges following in Indian file with drivers running
beside or behind, placed us thirty miles to the good—my Eskimos said forty.
Four hours out on the second march I overtook Hcnson (head of one of the
supporting parties) in his third camp, beside a lead which was closed. When
I arrived, he hitclied up and followed behind my hurrying party. I had with
me now seven men and six teams with less than half a load for each.

"As we advanced, the character of the ice improved, the floes becoming
much larger and pressure ridges infrequent, but the cracks and narrow leads
increased, and were nearly all active. These cracks were uniformly at right

angles to our course, and the ice on the northern side was moving more rapidly
eastward than that on the southern.

"As dogs gave out, unable to keep the pace, they were fed to the others.
April 20 we came into a region of open leads, trending nearly north and .«outh,

and the ice motion became more pronounced. Hurrying on between these leads,

a forced march was made. Then we slept a few hours, and starting again
soon after midnight, pushed on till noon of the 2ist.

"My observation then gave 87° 6'. So far as history records this is the
nearest approach to the north pole ever made by human beings.

"I thanked God with as good a grace as possible for what I had been ablfr

to accomplish, though it v^as but an empty bauble compared with the splendid

jewel for which I was straining my life out. But, looking at the skeleton

forms of my remaining dogs and the nearly empty sledges, and bearing in

mind the drifting ice and the unknown quantity of the big lead between us
and the nearest land, I felt that I had cut the margin as narrow as could be.

reasonably expected.

"My flags were flung out from the summit of the highest pinnacle near us,

and a hundred feet or so beyond this, I left a bottle containing a brief record

and a piece of the silk flag which six years before I had carried around the

northern end of Greenland."

The scientific results of this expedition were the following:

Reached 8- degrees N. latitude April 21, 1906.

Traversed and delineated an unknown portion of the north coast of Grant
Land.

Discovered new land near Parallel 83 and Meridian 100.
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Made a new and accurate census of the Eskimo people
More important tiian the scientific resuUs, however, were the moral re.alts

At amment of a pomt within three degrees of the pole showed Peary that by a
little more effort, a litt'. more suffering, and a little more luck, he could com-
pass the few score miles and "nail the stars and strip.s" to the pole.

The great year of 1909 was near.
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CHAPTER XIV.

TROUBLES OF THE POLAR EXPLORER.

It is doubtful whether Dr. Cook will ever be able to paint in vivid enough
colors the privations he endured in his rush toward the north. To him, prob-

ably, much of what he endured will appear as a nightmare. He will start

from his pillow, some nights, fancying himself still driving a dog sled through

blinding snows. Even if his memory retains distinctly what he suffered, he

will doubtless find it hard to pick out words to convey the idea to others.

To understand it at all, one may go back to the records that are left of the

deeds of Cook's predecessors in polar search. No more thrilling suggestion

could be found of the experiences men are willing to suffer in the pursuit

of knowledge for the sake of outstripping others.

The early arctic explorers, of course, endured much that Cook was saved

through his being able to profit by experience, and through his taking advati-

tage of modern methods. Scurvy, for example, the disease that has brought a

horrible end to so many who lived for months in bitter cold, did not threaten

him. iHe knew how to guard against it, and he had foods that did not contain

the seeds of that malady. But the death he faced was the same that carried

away some eight hundred men who sought the pole at one time or another

—

the death, slow, torturing, and malignant, caused by intense cold.

Farther on in this volume will be found an account of some of the early

arctic voyages that ended in tragedy. Here, however, an effort will be made

to give some idea of the sight and sounds peculiar to the polar region.

At the north pole itself the sun rises and .wts only once in twelve months.

From March 21 to September 23 daylight continues; from September 23 to

March 21 the sun is never visible. Dr. Cook arrived at the pole during the

period of daylight ; yet it must have been a cheerless daylight he saw. For

what is daylight unless it reveals life and beauty? At the pole, so Dr. Cook

himself says, there was no sign of animation at all—either of man or beast.

It was, he says, "an endless field of purple snows. No life. No land. No

1<8
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sight to relieve the monotony of frost. We (he and his two Eskimo compan-
ions) were the only pulsating creatures in a dead world of ice."

The heat at midsummer in the polar region is hardly ever above the
freezing point; at midwinter, the cold is so intense that one's eyes would
freeze m their sockets if exposed to it. And there are other strange and
ternfymg features. As st-ifrer -ives place to the cold of autumn, and aswmter gives way to the mild temperature of spring, there comes down upon
the water a dense mass or fog, to which the name of "frost-smoke- is givenAn ancient Greek mariner, Pytheas, who sailed far north, was led by this
frost smoke" to give a curious account of his trip. He was there during

the SIX momhs darkness, and he says he came to a great dark wall rising up
out of the sea. He could not see beyond it. At the same time, according to
his story, something seized his ship and held it motionless on the water so
the winds could not move it. He supposed he had come to a place where a
parapet ran around the world to keep men from falling over (for in the time
of this explorer, of course, men believed the world was flat). So this voyagei
hurried home and told his friends he had reached the limits of the earth

Laternavigators saw sights som^of which are to be experienced today.Many of these manners got far enough north to see the great icebergs, floating
majes„ca ly in the sea and towering like mountains. Some saw the animals
that dwell in the far north-the polar bear with its coat of shaggy white fur-
the walrus, with its gleaming tusks hanging down from its upper jaws- the
ungainly seals; the penguins, Grange birds with short stumps of wings and
uncouth cries; and whales, spouting and floundering in the sea

The sounds are sometimes as terrifying as the siglits. The frosty air
carries noises a long distance. When Commander Peary was on a far north-
ern island he says he heard the voices of men talking a mile away

"In the depth of winter," says a writer, "when the cold has its' icy grip on
everything, the silence is unbroken along the shores of the Polar Sea- butwhen the frost sets in, and again when the winter gives way to spring, there is
abundance of noise. As the frost comes down along the coast, rocks are split
asunder with a noise of big guns, and the sound goes booming away across
the frozen tracts, startling the slouching bear in his lonely haunts, and causing
him to give vent to his hoarse, barking roar in answer. The ice, just forming
into sheets, creaks and cracks as the rising or falling tide strains it along the
shore; fragments falling loose upon its skid across the surface with the ringing
sound which travels so far. In the spring the melting ice-fioes groan as the.
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break asunder; with a mighty crash the unbalanccil bergs (all over, churniiij,'

the water imo fuani with ihcir plunge, ami bears and foxes and all the uiIkt

arctic animals call and bark to one another as they awaken fiom their winlL-r

sleep."

A source of trouble to arctic travelers often are the characteristics of tile

skimo dogs. These animals are the only ones that can be depended on to

draw the sledges, for no others could endure the cold and the lack of food

that accompanies travel in regions of solid ice. But no f ivcler, unless he

be as experienced as Dr. Cook, who used them exclusively after leaving his

ship, can manage the queer creatures. Soine of their trait.s are interestingly

described by " writer on polar exploration, as follows;

"When a uog team is harnessed up to a sle<lge, every dog does not pull

his hanlest, and a suggestion from the whip is advisable. The dog, however,

is inclined to resent it, and at once biles his neighlxjr by way of protest. The

neighbor in turn bites his neighbor, who does the same, until the whole team

has received the sting arising from the first lash, and ali 'he dogs are howliir<

and snapiiing and jumping over <: another. The application of the whi[>

haiulle instead of the whip lash is liien necessary, and when at length quiet is

restored, the driver has to set to work to unplait the harness, which has been

twisted and lied into a terrible tangle by the antics of the team. When, at

the expense of a great deal of patience and time, everything is ready for a

fresh start, *he inexperienced driver is able to estimate the value of cracking

the whip over, instead of on, the back of a lazy dog.

"Even then, however, it is not all plain .sailing. The dogs pos.sess a wis-

dom of their own, and they never act so welt together as when they reach

a piece of particularly rough Ice over which the sledge does not move easily.

Directly they find that they have to lean heavily against the collar to pull the

load forward, they with one a cord turn around, sit down, and look at the

driver. If he is inexperienced, he lashes about him with his whip, and the

dogs fight and tangle the harness ; if he knows his animals, he pu's his shoulder

to the sledge, pushes it forward on to t' o toes of the team, whereupon each

one gets up, hurries out of the way of the threatening sledge runners, and

together pull it easily over the rough place.

"Another peculiarity of the dogs is their extraordinary appetite for leather.

Shark skin the Eskimo consider to be bad for them because of its excessive

roughness, but birds' skin, with the feathers on. are greatly relished by tire

insatiable feeders, and, as has been said, leather is an especial luxury. The
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dogs arc incorrigible thieves, and frequently sneak into the tents or, if on
board ship, into cabins, in search of plunder. They arc generally greeted

with a kick, but should it Ix' sufficiently energetic to dislodge the kicker's >hoc,

the dog at once seizes tlie <!elicacy and makes for a ([uiet sjjot on the ice where
he can devour it at his leisure."

Desperate courage and the skill of a big-game hunter are reciuired if one

journeys in the arctic. When the rations run out. as they did in Ur. Cook's

case before his return journey was over, the traveler has to depend on his

ability to bring down the animals of the region.

Some of the e.\periences of an exploring party under these conditions arc

thus desciibed

:

"A small opening in the ice pack was discovercJ a mile or so from the

camp, and on the ice around the walef three seals were resting, liavinif evi-

dently been caught in the ice when it closed. With great care the hunters

crept over the ice toward the animals, whose sacrifice meant so much to tlic

castaways. Only two had rides, the others carrying h;ir|)oons they had maile

from the tent poles, and which were anything bv;t reliable weapons. Steady
aim was taken by the two men who had the rifles at the two larger of the

seals. Firing together one seal fell dead ; tlie one which was not aimed at

plunged into the water, and the other, badly wounded, hobbled to the e<Ige

of the ice. In another moment he would have been over and probably sunk to

the bottom, had not one of the men flung away his harpoon and, springing

forward, managed to seize the hind flippers of the w-ounded creature. His
comrades rushed to his assistance and dragged b<ith him and the seal back
from the opening onto the ice, where the latter was quickly despatched.

"They were harnessing themsehcs to their victims in orikr to drag them
over to the camp, when a loud snort from the openin!" caused ihcni to start

around just in time to see the third seal disappearing under the water. .\t

once they understood the situation. The opening was the only one for miles,

and the seal was compelled to come to the surface there to breathe, as he could

not reach the top anywhere else for the ice. It was at once decided to wait

for him, but as, if he were shot while in the water, he would inevitably sink

to the bottom and be lost to them, they determined to lay a trap for hitn.

"The seals already killed were placed in natural attitudes near the water,

and the men hastily retired to sheltering hammocks, to wait the return. The
men with the rifles were both to fire upon him as soon as he emerged onto the

ice, for he was too valuable to be lost They had not waited very long before

#
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he reappeared and, raising his head high out of the water looked around.
Seeing nothing but the two seals on the ice, he swam leisurely round ami
round the opening before scrambling up onto the ice. As he rearhed it and
moved towards his two companions, the men, who had been carefully aiming
at him, fired and kilkil him.

"With the three seals, the party returned to the camp in high spirits, their

arrival being the signal for general rejoicing, for not only would the blubber
of the seals keep the lamp supplied with oil, but their skins were very welcome
additions to the stock of warm coverings and the meat was an invaluallt

addition to the larder.

"Really it was more, but of that they were not aware until two days lalcr,

when one of the men was awakened by a short barking roar of a bear. Ik-

quickly roused his companions, and they made their way out of the hut with
what weapons they possessed.

"The flesh of the seals had been suspended on a line between two poks
near the other provisions so as to protect it from any chance visit by wolves
or bears. As the first man peered out from the hut opening, he saw in the

dim twilight two bears standing underneath the line of meat, snifF.ng up at

it and growling. They had, it was afterwards learned, picked up the trail

where the dead seals had been dragged from the opening in the ice, and had
followed it to the camp.

"The man whispered back to his companions what he saw, and another
man, armed with a rifle, crept to his side. Aiming together behind the shoul-

der of the larger of the bears, they fired simultaneously and brought their quarry
down. Immediately the other bear turned towards the opening and with
snarling teeth advanced. A third rifle was fired point-blank at its head,

but the bullet failed to penetrate the massive skull, though it made the beast

change its direction. As it turned away the men realized what it meant '.
it

escaped, and there was a rush after it, the men loading and firing as quickly

as they could load, so as to secure it before it disappeared in the dim grey
twilight. It fell wounded, and was despatched by means of the impromptu
spears."

Major-General A. \V. Greeley, himself a polar hero, has this to say, in

his 'THandbook of Polar Discoveries," of the hardships encountered in the

ice fastnesses

:

"If one would gain an adequate idea of the true aspects of such voyaging

he must turn to the original journals, penned in the great White North by
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brave men whose 'purpose held to sail beyond the sunset.' In those volumes
will be found talcs of ships beset not only months, but years, of ice packs and
ice fields of extent, thickness and mass so enurmous that description conveys
no idea; of boat journeys where constant watchfulness alone prevented instant
death by drifting bergs or commingling ice floes; of land marshes when ex-
hausted humanity staggered along, leaving traces of blood on >now or rock

,

of sledge journeys over chaotic masses of ice, when humble heroes si raining
at the drag ropes struggled on because the failure of one compromised the
safety of all

;
of solitude and monotony, terrible in the weeks of constant polar

sunlight, but unsettling the reason in the months of continuous Arctic dark-
ness; of silence awful at all times, but made yet more startling by astounding
phenomena that appeal noiselessly to the eye; of darkness so continuous and
mtense that the disturbed mind is driven to wonder whether the ordinary
course of nature will bring back the sun or whether the world has bein cast
out of its orbit in the planetary universe into new conditions; of cold stj in-
tense that any exposure is followed by instant freezing: of monui.jnous sur-
roundings that threaten with time to unbalance the reason; of deprivations
wastmg the body and so impairing the mind; of failure in all things, not only
of food, fuel and clothing and shelter—for Arctic service lortsliadr.ws such
contingencies-but the bitter failure of plans and aspirations, which brings
almost inevitably despair in its train.

"Failure of all things, did I say? Nay, failure, be it admitted, of all the
physical accessories of conceived and accomplished action, but not failure in
thehi^'h^'v .MM ^nore essential attributes—not of the mental and moral quali-
ties "i;it

, , M . loundation of fortitude, fidelity and honor. 1 ailure in this
latter respect have been so rare in Arctic service as to justly make each of-
fender a byword and scorn to his fellow laborers and successors. Patience,
courage, fortitude, foresight, self-reliance, helpfulness—these grand charac-
teristics of developed humanity everywhere, but which we are inclined to claim
as especial endownments of the Teutonic races, find ample expression in the de-
tailed history of Arctic exploration. If one seeks to learn to what extent
man's determination and elTort dominate even the most adverse environment,
the simple narratives of Arctic exploration will not fail to furnish striking ex-
amples."

Many interesting accounts are given of the terrible cold, which, after all,

is the worst of the polar explorers' troubles.
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Capt. John Franklin—afterwards admiral—speaks of fish being frozen,

saying

:

"It may be worthy of notice here, that the fish froze as they were taken

out of the nets, and in a short time became a solid mass of ice, and by a blow

or two of the hatchet were easily split open, when the intestines might be

removed in one lump. If, in this completely frozen state, they were thawed

before the fire, they recovered their animation. This was particularly the

case with the carp; and we had occasion to observe it repeatedly, as Dr.

Richardson (one of the party) occupied himself in examining the structure

of tlie different species of fish, and was always, in the winter, under the

necessity of thawing them before he could cut them. We have seen a carp

recover so far as to leip about with much vigor after it had been frozen for

thirty-six hours."

If such is the effects on fish, what of men? This same Dr. Richardson

nearly lost his life while the expedition of which he and Franklin were mem-

bers in 182 1 was exploring the north coast of America. They traveled for

a time in canoes, and their food gave out. Daily they became weaker, and

less capable of exertion; one of the canoes was so much broken by a fall.

that it was burned to cook a supper; the resource of fishing, too, was denied

them, for some of the men, in the recklessness of misery, threw away the nets.

Rivers were to be crossed by wading, or in the canoe ; on one of these occasions

Franklin took his seat with two of the voyageurs in their frail bark, when

they were driven by the force of the stream and the wind to the verge of a

frightful rapid, in which the canoe upset, and, but for a rock on which they

found footing, they would there have perished. On June 19th, previous to

setting out, the whole party ate the remains of their old shoes, and whatever

scraps of leather they had, to strengthen their stomachs for the fatigue of

the day's journey. "These," adds Franklin, "would have satisfied us in or-

dinary times, but we were now almost exhausted by slender fare and travel,

and our appetites had become ravenous. We looked, however, with humble

confidence to the great Author and Giver of all good for a continuance of the

support which had hitherto been always supplied to us at our greatest need."

Dr. Richardson finally undertook to swim the Copperwire river, carrying

a line by which a raft might be hauled over.

"He launched into the stream," says Franklin, "with the line round his

middle, but when he had got to a short distance from the opposite bank,

his arms became benumbed with cold, and he lost the power of moving them;
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still he persevered, and, turning on his back, had nearly gained the opposite

shore, when his legs also became powerless, and, to our inhnite alarm, we

beheld him sink. We instantly hauled upon the line, and he came again on

the surface, and was gradually drawn ashore in an almost lifeless state. Being

rolled up in blankets, he was placed before a good fire of willows, and, for-

tunately, was just able to speak sufficiently to give some slight directions

respecting the manner of treating him. He recovered strength gradually,

and, through the blessing of God, was enabled, in the course of a few hours,

to converse, and by the evening was sufficiently recovered to remove into

the tent. We then regretted to learn that the skin of his whole left side was

deprived of feeling, in consequence of exposure to too great heat. He did

not perfectly recover the sensation of that side until the following summer.

I cannot describe what every one felt at beholding the skeleton which the

doctor's debilitated frame exhibited. When he stripped, the Canadians sim-

ultaneously exclaimed, 'All! que nous sommcs maigres!'"

After reading that, could one imagine a mosquito in the Arctic ? Yet they

are a terrible pest there. Captain Hall describes a walk in July, in the follow-

ing language

:

"The sun was about five degrees high. Not a breath of air stirring, the

sun shining hot, and the mosquitoes desperately intent on getting all the

blood of the only white man of the country. I kept up a constant battling

with my seal-skin mittens directly before my face, now and then letting them

slap first on one and then on the other of my hands, which operations crushed

many a foe. It seemed to me at times as if I never would get back. Minutes

were like hours, and the distance of about two miles seemed more like half a

score. At length I got back to my home, both temperature and temper high.

I made quick work in throwing open the canvas roof of our stores, and, getting

to our medicine-chest, snatched a half-pint bottle of mosquito-proof oil, and with

a little of this be£:Tieared every exposable part of my person. How glorious

and sudden was the change ! A thousand devils, each armed with lancet and

blood-pump, courageously battling my very face, departed at once in supreme

disgust at the confounded stink the coal-oil had diffused about me."

Of the dreadful thirst l' the Arctic, which some seek to allay by eating

snow, the diary of an explorer of the last century says

:

"The use of snow when persons are thirsty does not by any means allay

the insatiable desire for water; on the contrary, it appears to be increased

in proportion to the quantity used, and the frequency with which it is put into

W|r . 1
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the mouth. For example: a person walking along feels intensely thirsty,

and he looks to his feet with coveting eyes; but his sense and firm resolutions

are not to be overcome so easily, and he withdraws the open hand that was
to grasp the delicious morsel and convey it into his parching mouth. He has
several miles of a journey to accomplish, and his thirst is every moment
increasing; he is perspiring profusely, and feels quite hot and oppressed. At
length his good resolutions stagger, and he partakes of the smallest particle,

which produces a most exhilarating effect; in less than ten minutes he tastes

again and again, always increasing the quantity; and in half an hour he has a

gum-stick of condensed snow, which he masticates with avidity, and replaces

with assiduity the moment that it has melted away. But his thirst is not

allayed in the slightest degree; he is as hot as ever, and still perspires; his

mouth is in flames, and he is driven to the necessity of quenching them vvitli

snow, which adds fuel to the fire. The melting snow ceases to please the palate,

and it feels like red-hot coals, which, like a fire-eater, he shifts about with

his tongue, and swallows without the addition of saliva. He is in despair;

but habit has taken the place of his reasoning faculties, and he moves on witli

languid steps, lamenting the severe fate which forces him to persist in a practice

which in an unguarded moment he allowed to begin. ... I believe the

true cause of such intense thirst is the extreme dryness of the air when the

temperature is low."

The woes of the explorer cannot better be told than by extracts from the

diary of John Herron, one of a party left adrift on an ice-raft during the

expedition of the ship Polaris, under Charles F. Hall, in 1872. There were

nineteen persons in his party, including two women and four children.

Describing the way the party was lost, Herron says

:

"October 15.—Gale from the southwest; ship made fast to floe; bergs

pressed in and nipped the ship until we thought she was going down; threw

provisions overboard, and nineteen souls got on the floe to receive them and

haul them up on the ice. A large berg came sailing down, struck the floe,

shivered it to pieces, and freed the ship. She was out of sight in five minutes.

We were afloat on different pieces of ice. We had two boats. Our men were

picked up, myself among them, and landed on the main floe, which we founl

to be cracked in many places. Saved very little provisions.

"October 16.—We remained shivering all night. Morning fine; light

breeze from the north; close to the cast shore. The berg that did so much

damage half a mile to the northeast of us. Captain Tyson reports a small
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DB. COOK LANDING AT COPENHAGEN.

Dr. Cook, who reported from Lerwick, on September 2, that he bad reached the North
Pole (on April 21, IdOS), reached Copeahagen in the Orefoland Govern-

ment Steamer Hani Egede, on Saturday morning, and waa met
bj a vast crowd, beaded by tb« Crown Prince of

Denmark. This picture Hbowa him bareheaded.
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and succeeded in getting a ha bor Sh. Z . u ,
^^' '""' '"™ "?

came down with her ads se Hh f f " " "'^ '" "^ "" '^'='"'' ='"''wiin ner sails set—jib foresad, ma nsa 1 and stavsail si,. „„=have seen us, as the island was four or five miles off We exited he7tosave „s. as there was plenty of open water, beset with ice, whTl 'ink s ^could have gotten through. I„ the evening we started with the boms forshore. Had we reached it, we could have walked on board in othut
,

e ice set in so fast when near the shore that we cou^t pTtl

^

:nh:::t::ir::::r:;!:^:j"T^rSt:rr- "f'-
--^

yards, to a h„. place, where we .h'Ju^h:^t^rr "VntrmZtgand made for our provisions, which were on a distant pa /the floe W^

snow-drift has covered our late tracks
" provisions, the

.-.e Sr.;;Z"Z^^^ ^"'"""^- "' ^'^ ^°'-- ^^''^-y 'eserted

"i don't think Captain Buddington meant to abandon us; he either thou<.hf

tWnk he Ir ""T' " ^'^^ "^^ ^°""' -' S« through he ceVdo'n"think he would do anything of the kind; standing on the ship you wouldnaturaly think we could get ashore; it may have loLd to him tha't we
™

e

? s o e"a„d thLt dV'r'^'
'^ '"' '"'^'^ "'^' "« '"-«'' ---^get asnore. and that he didn't understand our signals

"

^ThurT" ^""°"f^":u
""'"'"''"^ P°''"°"^- H'^ ='«°»nt reads:Thursday, Nov. 28.-Thanksgiving ,o-day; we have had a feast-fourpint cans of mock turtle soup, six pint cans of green corn, made into scouchAfte^oon, three ouncesofbreadand the lastof our chocola^e-ourdS^^^^^^^^^^

The next day. the 29th, they did not fare so well; they had .0 be content

;:::::^:f:om:'^t:em':"'
'"^ '"'^'^""^ °' "-^ "^^^ '^^^^ "-^ -•'--"

.luce^l't'^"

extracts from .the same source show the straits they were re-

anv,'wn?T'^','r^°
"""" ""'" *"' ''"" ''"" '°^ "'""''^ ^^y' ' ^='""<" catchanythmg. Land has been seen foi; several days; cannot determine what shore
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llin' !' it is, E. or W. It has been so cloudy tliat we cannot select a star to go by

;

some think it is the E. land ; for my part, I thinlt it 's the W. Boiled some
seal-skin to-day and ate it—blubber, hair and tough skin. The men ate

it ; I could not. The hair is too thick, and we have no means of getting it off.

"December 5.—Light wind; a little thick; 15° below zero. A fox came
too near to-day ; Bill Lindemann shot him ; skinned and cut him up for cook-

ing. Fox in this country is all hair and hair.

"December 6.—Very light wind; cold and clear. The poor fox was de-

voured to-day by seven of the men, who liked it; they had a mouthful each

for their share ; I did not think it worth while, myself, to commence with so

small an allowance, so I did not try Mr. Fox. Last night fine northern lights.

"December 8.—All in good health. The only thing that troubles us is

hunger—that is very severe; we feel sometimes as though we could eat each

other. Very weak, but, please God, we will weather it all.

"December 13.—Light wind; cloudy; 19° below zero. Hans caught a

small white fox in a trap yesterday. The nights are brilliant, cold and clear.

The scene is charming, if we were only In a position to appreciate it.

"December 20.—Light wind; cloudy. Joe found a crack yesterday and

three seals. Too dark to shoot. It is a good thing to have game underneath

us. It would be much better to have them on the floe for starving men.

"December 22.—Calm and clear as a bell; the best twilight we have seen

for a month. It must have been cloudy or we are drifting south fast. Ouf
spirits are up, but the body is weak; 15° below zero."

They began now to count the days until they could expect the sun to

shine forth, with how much joy we can partially imagine, when we recollect

that for nearly three months he had hidden his glorious face, and they had

been groping in the darkness of an Arctic winter. Herron tells of their

Christmas

:

December 24.—Christmas Eve. We are longing for to-morrow, when we
shall have quite a feast—half pound of raw ham, which we have been saving

nearly a month for Christmas. A month ago our ham gave out, so we saved

this for the feast. Yesterday, 9 degrees below zero ; to-day, 4 degrees above

zero.

"December 25.—This is a day of jubilee at home, and certainly here for

us; for besides the approaching daylight, which we feel thankful to God for

sparing us to see, we have quite a feast to-day—one ounce of bread extra p^r

man, which made our soup for breakfast a little thicker than for dinner. We
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had soup made from a pound of seal blood, which we had saved for a month
a two-pound can of sausage meat, the last of the canned meat ; a few ounces of
seal, which we saved with the blood, all cut up fine; last of our u-n of apples
which we saved also for Christmas. Tl-e v.hole was coiled to a thick soup!
which I think was the sweetest meal I ever ate. This, widi half pound of ham
and two ounces of bread, gave us our Christmas dinner."

As Spring came on the experiences became dreadful. Herron says •

"April s.—Blowing a gale from the N. E., and a fearful sea running
Two pieces broke from tlie lloe. We are on one close to the ten At 5 a m
removed our things to the centre. Another piece broke off, carrying Joe's hut
(just built) with It; luckily, it gave some warning, so that they had time
to throw out some things before it parted. A dreadfiU day; cannot do any-
thing to help ourselves. If the ice break up much more, we must break up
with It ; set a ^atch all night.

"April 6.—Wind changed to N. W.; blowing a very severe gale Still
on the same ice; cannot get ofif. At the mercy of the elements. Joe lost
another hut to-day. The ice. with a roar, split across the floe, cutting Joe's
hut right m two. We have but a small piece left. Cannot lie down to-
mght. Put a few things in the boat, and now standing by for a jump- such
is the night.

"April 7.-Wind W. N. W.; still blowing a gale, with a fearful sea run-
ning. The ice split nght across our tent this morning at 6 a. m. Whil" get-
ting a fe>v ounces of bread and pemmican we lost our breakfast in scrambliiio-
out of our tent, and nearly lost our boat, which would have been terribleWe could not catch any seal after the storm set in, so we are obliged to starve
for a while, hoping in God it will not be for a long time. The worst of it
is we have no blubber for the lamp, and cannot cook or melt any water. Every-
thing looks very gloomy. Set a watch; half the men are lying down, the
others walking outside the tent.

"April 8.—Last night, at twelve o'clock, the ice broke again between the
tent and the boat, which were close together—so close that a man could not
walk between them. There the ice split, separating the boat and tent, carry-
ing away boat, kayak and Mr. Meyer. There we stood, helpless, looking
at each other. It was blowing and snowing, very cold, and a fearful sea
running. The ice was breaking, lapping and crashing. The sight was grand,
but dreadful to us in our position. Mr. Meyer cast the kayak adrift, but it

went to leeward of us. He can do nothing with the boat alone, so they

'««"-!;
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are lost to us unless God returns them. The natives went off on a piece of

ice with their paddles and ice-spears. The work looks dangerous; we may

never see them again. But we are lost without the boat, so that they arc

as well off. After an hour's struggle we can make out, with what littfe

light there is, that they have reached the boat, about half amile off.

"There they appear to be helpless, the ice closing in all around, and we can

do nothing until daylight. Daylifrht at last—3 a. m. There we lo" them

with the boat ; they can do nothing with her. The kayak is the same distance

in another direction. We must venture off; may as well be crushed by the

ice and drowned as to remain here without the boat. Off we venture, all but

two, who dare not make the attempt. We jump or step from one piece to

another as the swell heaves it and the ice comes close together, one piece beins

high, the other low, so that you watch your chance to jump. All who ventured

reached the boat in safety, thank God ! and after a long struggle we got her

safe to camp again."

"April 20.—The wind here from the northwest. Blowing a gale in the

northeast. The swell comes from there, and is very heavy. The first warning

we had—the man on watch sang out at the moment—a sea struck us, and

washing over us, carried away everything that was loose. This happened at

nine o'clock last night. We shipped sea after sea, five and ten minutes after

each other, carrying away everything we had in our tent, skins and most of our

bedclothing, leaving us destitute, with only the few things we could get into

the boat. There we stood from nine in the evening until seven next morning,

enduring, I should say, what man never stood before. The few things we

saved and the children were placed in the boat. The sea broke over us during

that night and morning. Every fifteen or twenty minutes a sea would come,

lift the boat and us with it, carry us along the ice, and lose its strength near

the edge and sometimes on it. Then it would take us the next fifteen minutes

to get back to a safe place, ready tor the next roller. So we stood that long

hour, not a word spoken, but the commands to "Hold on, my hearties ; bear

down on her; put on all your weight," and so we did, bearing down and hold-

ing on like grim death. Cold, hungry, wet and little prospect ahead."

The crisis seemed to be rapidly drawing near. Their little ice-cake, already

too small for the erection of a hut on it, was wasting away hourly, and at

last, on the 25th, the gale reached them, and they were compelled at great

risk to embark again in their boat. They were forced back to the floe, however.

At the end of Aoril a steamer appeared. Herrons tells of it thus:
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»„r'^'"'"u^~^^''
°' *'"'' 'P™"e up from the west. Heavy sea runnine-water washmg over the floe. All ready and standing by our boat aTnght"

for nnn 7 '"!
''f

'^' """^ ™^'"- ^"0* squall! ail night and during

o the h""*
'"' "'' "' ''''^"S*" (3.30 a. m.), but could get nowher!

H u'ed u„ on
;"' "'/"'

""T
"'""^ "'""'"^ " «="«= "^h. in our teeth,

thretll . ,
P"^^\°V'' "' ^ =' "• ""'' "^'^ => f'* hours' sleep, but werethreatened be smashed to pieces by some bergs. They were fighting qui e

thet /" ^' ™'"' =""' "^"""^ "S"" f°^ "=• We called the watch, launched

We^ef ::
/:'

-"y- '"«. wind blowing moderately and the sea going downWe left at i p. m The ice is much slacker, and there is more water than

lonr rch'^'- V^°'t''Z """^ ^^^"-o^-i -is on the ice co^
north nf

"" w l"'^'J^u'-
4-3°' '"^"" "ght ahead and a little to

Iff T^\ T' ' '"'"'"' "" '=°'°"' P""^'» ""'» dark, trying to cut her

In ;^' k!'L"°.
'" "'• ^"^ '^ " ''^"^^' ^"'"S southwest Once sheappeared to be bearmg nght down upon us, but I suppose she was workinghrough he ,ce. What joy she caused I We found a lall piece ofTe anfboarded ,t for the night Night calm and clear. The stars are out the first

Tltr I T'n" ,";"'' " " ""^ "X""- The sea quiet, and splendid
northern hghts. D.v.ded into two watches, four hours' sleep each; intend

,?M ^tl^« f
' ^°°^ P"" "'"' «f'""°°n: -"ade some westing. Cooked

with blubber fire. Kept a good one all night, so that we could be seen "

The morning of the 29th Herron says :-"Morning fine and calm; the
water qmet At daylight sighted the steamer five miles off. Called the watch
launched the boat and made for her. After an hour's pull gained on her agood deal. And they finally reached the steamer and were rescued,' in latitude
53 -SS- > he vessel was the Tiqess, of St. John's, N. F.

Sometimes polar explorers are able to save lives. The loss of the transport
Bredalbane in Aug. 21, 1853, near Cape Riley, was such an instance.Vhe
steamer Pho^mx being the agent of rescue. Mr. Fowekher, agent for the
Bredalbane, tells the story thus:

About ten minutes past four the ice passing the ship awoke me. I put onmy clothes, and on getting up, found some hands on the ice endeavoring to

t7hJMh pI'' f'''
"""' '""^""y ""*'='' '° P'^«'- I went forward

to hail the Phcemx, for men to save the boats; and whilst doing so the ropes

tfemwfr ^'"
T""^

'"'*'''• ""'' ^ ^""^ "'P '°°^ 'he ship, making ^r
remble an over, and every timber in her creak. I looked in the main hold,and saw the beams givmg way; I haUed those on the ice, and told them of our
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critical situation. I then rushed to my cabin, and called to those in their beds

to save their lives. C reaching the deck, those on the ice called out to me
to jump over the side—that the ship was going over. I jumped on the loose

ice, ami, with difficulty, and the assistance of those on the i,.., succeeded in

getting on the unbroken part. After being on the ice about five minutes, the

timbers in the ship crackir g up as matches would in the hand, the nip eased

for a short time, and I, witi; some others, returned to the ship, with the view

of saving some of our effects. Captain Inglefield now came running toward

the ship. He ordered me to see if the ice was through the ship; and, on look-

ing down in the hold, I found all the beams, &c., falling about in a manner

that would have been certain death to me had I ventured down there. It was

too evident that the ship could not last many minutes. I then sounded the

well, and found five feet in the hold; and whilst in the act of sounding, a

heavier nip than before pressed out the starboard-bow, and the ice was forced

right into the forecastle. Every one then abandoned the ship, with what few

clothes he could save—some with only what they had on. The ship now bcgati

to sink fast, and from the time her bowsprit touched the ice until her mast-

heads were out of sight it was not above one minute and a half. From the

time the first nip took her until her disappearance, it was not more than

fifteen minutes."

' it
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CHAPTER XV.

THE EARLIEST POLAR EXPLORATIONS.

Perhaps it is because of the obstacles ami perils of polar investigation,
rather tlian in spite of them, that the north has had a special fascination for
men of daring. Certain it is that ever since modern history lx:gan, and even
before that, explorers have been trying to push into tlie land of ice.

Some historians believe that in the dim days before America or even
Europe was populated, a strange race of men found the Xorth Pole, and even
dwelt there part of the year. They may have been some of the prehistoric
peoples who penetrated many quarters of the glolie, including /Vmerica, and left

traces of their life in buried cities and monuments. Perhaps in the years to
come, when many men have been to the North Pole, some evidence of the ear-
liest exploration in the region may come to light. But in our day nothing
authentic is known of what was done in those times.

It has been definitely enough established, however, that for more than
four hundred years the pole has lured on men of all nations to suffering and
death.

The white races of Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were
eager for a new and speedier route to India than the one then made use of.

These same races believed a speedier route to China existed. Columbus was
only a searcher for this route. There is no positive historical evidence that
he sought more than this when he left Spain. And he was preceded by scores
of searchers braver and worthier than he in this quest.

Those who came after him for decades did not accept America as a con-
tinent with an entity of its own. Jean Nicollet, coming in 1634 to what is

now northern Wisconsin, dressed himself in the robes of a Chinese mandarin
when he met the Menomini because he believed he was on the road to China
and was about to confront one of the ndcrs of that country.

In this chase for the royal road to the celestial empire it came about that
the first lines of the tragedy of the North Pole were written—the last are yet
to be inscribed. The white men from Europe were not alone content to
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search for this way through central Xortli America; they pushed north and

west of Labrador ; they penetrated BaHin bay ; they came to the open sea ti);it

surrounds the ice pack of the pole, and they sunk their ships there and died

like men for the honor of their native lands and the spirit of discovery.

The geographers and the mapmakers gave them the location of the North

Pole; legend-makers threw their deceptive veils over its se?-; governmenis

offered rewards for its discovery, and so apace grew the tragedy until today

the piles of its victims and sunken treasure mnrl: innumerable spots in the

northern wastes.

Fridtjof Nansen, t Norwegian, reached 80 degrees 14 minutes April 7,

1896. Of known explorers he was the first to draw that near to the pole.

He endured a temperature of 90 degrees below zero. He lived upon food uf

the v'lest kind. So far he idvanccd, and then was driven back for life.

In 1266, a few yeaii after the Magna Charta became part of history, a

band of Norse sailors, men of Nanscn's type and race, lost themselves in the

wilds of Icela: (!. '. hey reached as far north as 75 degrees 46 minutes. Thai

is, it is suppose 1 c. ;ey did, for traces of their wreckage w ere found as far nortli

as this latitude centuries afterward, but not beyond.

If they made record of what they discovered the ice and the polar waters

swallowed it up. They did not come within 900 miles of the pole, but even at

that the baleful influences of the world of cold came upon them and they

perished by King William's Land.

Next came John Davis, whose name is now borne by the waters between

Greenland and the Cumberland peninsula. He entered Baffin's hay and llie

Middle Ice, and in 1585 was just on the Arctic Circle at Cape Dyer. Two

years later he had only reached latitude 72 degrees 12 minutes and there he

quit, with many warnings as to the impossibility of conquering the ice.

Baffin followed him in 1616. He was an English navigator and explorer

who aged before his time und;r the strain of Arctic travel. He was pilot of

the Discovery, which in 161 5 was dispatched by the Muscovy company to

North America in search of the baffling northwest passage.

The search was given up at latitude 77. The ice between Grinnell Land

and Greenland came down upon the Discove.-y with such force, provisions

were so scarce, that it was a question of turning backward and fighting the

way to the open sea for safety. Beyond the definite location of Baffin's bay

the expedition amounted to but little. Scurvy attacked the sailors, scientific

observations were few, the northwest passage a myth—so said the explorers.
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Their dismal tales filled England with horror, Corporations hesitated to

send new searchers out. Baffin himself would not (jo again. He died in 1OJ3
in battle, fighting with the English against the Portuguese at Kishm is'

the Persian gulf.

The tragedy, once started, "-"w in proportions as men's daring waxed
more fierce. Harems and Hecmsliirck had wintered in i59f>-97 •>' Barents'

bay, on the western tongue of Nova Zembla. Willoughby was there in 1553
and Burrough in 1556. The latitude was 75, and the open waters at tiic

point were given the name of Barents' sea.

Barents advanced toward the ix)lc as far as latitude 76 in 1594, but no
farther. He met floating ice everywhere, ice that tossed his ship aliout as

though it were an eggshell; cold that penetrated to the marrow of his men.
He, too, surrend^;^ed.

Afterward, all through the eighteenth century, hunters on ships, adven-
turers behind masts, geographers and others skirted just the outer edge of the

polar world in a vain essay to fiml an o\Kn passage that would carry them
safely through to the other side of the world.

No attempts during this century were made to break into the scilid ice

pack that girts the pole. It was not approached near enough to make it cer-

tain of existence. The approaches were confined to the fields of floating ice

outside of the pack, frozen mountains that bore down upon ships atid buried

them in the sea with but a moment's warning,

So the seekers for the way kept to tlie Taimur peninsula, to the Finnish

and Icelandic coast, to the western borders of Greenland or close to the Rus-
sian coast.

Sir William Edward Parry, though, brought to Arctic exploration tlie

determination to enter the forbidden lands as far as his resources would
pennit. He made his first reputation as an officer in the English navy. He
accompanied the Ross polar expedition, which accomplished nothing, and
then in 1819 led one of his own.

He entered the Arctic regions from the south and east. He explored and
named Barrow strait. Prince Regent's inlet and Wellington's sound. He
reached Melville island in September, 1819, and to the group to which it

belongs gave the name of Parry islands.

Sir William found that distress and suffering produced cannibalism in
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the north islands; that the aborigines he came in contact with knew nothing of

the ice belt surrounding the pole, or, if they did, could not tell.

Parry's explorations were between latitude 75 and 78, and by crossing

longitude no west he won the $25,000 prize offered by parliament for the

feat. Three times after 1819 by different approaches Parry sought to enter

the polar ice, but failed. Some of his traveling companions went mad. Others

prematurely aged or suddenly died. In 1827 he reached 82 degrees 45

minutes.

Parry describes the affliction of snow-blindness, something from which

most Arctic explorers have suffered

:

"Some of our men," says Parry, "having, in the course of their shooting

excursions, been exposed for several hours to the glare of the sun and snow,

returned at night much affected with that painful inflammation in the eyes

occasioned by the reflection of intense light from the snow, aided by the

warmth of the sun, and called in America 'snow blindness.' This complaint, of

which the sensation exactly resembles that produced by large particles of sand

or dust in the eyes, is cured by some tribes of American Indians by holding

them over the steam of warm water; but we found a cooling wash, made by

a small quantity of acetate of lead mixed with cold water, more efficacious in

relieving the irritation, which was always done in three or four days, even

in the most severe cases, provided the eyes were carefully guarded from the

light. As a preventive of this complaint, a piece of black crape was given to

each man, to be worn as a kind of short veil attached to the hat, which we

found to be very serviceable. A still more convenient mode, adopted by some

of the officers, was found equally efficacious ; this consisted in taking the glasses

out of a pair of spectacles, and substituting black or green crape, the glass

having been found to heat the eyes and increase the irritation."

Parry also describes some of the characteristics of summer in the Arctic, the

obse'-vations being taken in June.

"Having observed," says Parry, "that the sorrel was now so far advanced

in foliage as to be easily gathered in sufficient quantity for eating, I gave

orders that two afternoons in each week should be occupied by all hands m

collecting the leaves of this plant; each man being required to bring in, for the

present, one ounce, to be served in lieu of lemon-juice, pickles, and dried herbs,

which had been hitherto issued. The growth of the sorrel was from this t.me

so quick, and the quantity of it so great on every part of the ground about

the harbor, that we shortly after sent the men out every afternoon for an hour
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or two; in which limc, besides the advantage of a heahhy walk, they could,

without difficulty, pick nearly a pound each of this valuable antiscorbutic, of

which they were all extremely fond.

"By the 20th of June, the land in the immediate neighborhood of the

ships, and especially in low and sheltered situations, was much covered with

the handsome purple flower of the saxifraga oppositifoiia, which was at this

time in great perfection, and gave something like cheerfulness and animation

to a scene hitherto indescribably dreary in its appearance.

"The suddenness with which the changes take phce during the short season

which may be called summer in this climate, must appear very striking when
it is remembered that, for a part of the first week in June, we were under the

necessity of thawicig artificially the snow which we made use of for water

during the early part of our journey to the northward ; that, (luring the second

week, the ground was i- most parts so wet and swampy that we could with

difficulty travel; and that, had we not returned before the end of the third

week, we should probably have been
;

evented doing so for some time, by the

impossibility of crossing the ravines without great danger of being carried

away by the torrents,—an accident that happened !> our hunting parties

on one or two occasions in endeavoring to return with their game to the ships."

Another bold explorer was Admiral Von Wrangell, who was sent out in

1820 by Emporer Alexander, of Russia. The parly attempted to discover a

northern continent, and failed after many privations. Wrangell reached

latitude 70 :5 1 , longitude 1 75 :27 west. The ice they traversed was thin and

weak. In the distance, at the end of their journey they saw signs of open

water. Says the admiral : "Notwithstanding this sure sign of the impossibility

of proceeding further, we continued to go due north for about nine versts,

when we arrived at the edge of an immense break in the ice, extending east

and west further than the eye could reach, and which at the narrowest part

was more than a hundred and fifty fathoms across. . . . We climbed one

of the loftiest icehills, where we obtained an extensive view toward the north

and whence we beheld the wide, immeasurable ocean spread before our gaze.

It was a fearful and magnificent, but to us a melancholy spectacle. Frag-

ments of ice of enormous size floated on the surface of the agitated ocean,

and were thrown by the waves with awful violence against the edge of the ice-

field on the further side of the channel before us. Tlie collisions were so

tremendous, that large masses were every instant broken away; and it was

evident that the portion of ice which still divided the ihannel from the open

i'll?«Lmm
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ocean would soon be completely destroyed. Had we attempted to have ferried

ourselves across upon one of the floating pieces of ice, we should not have
found firm footing upon our arrival. Even on our own side, fresh lanes of
water were continually forming, and extending in every direction in the field

of ice behind us. With a painful feeling of the impossibility of overcoming the
obstacles which nature opposed to us, our last hope vanished of discovering the
land, which we yet believed to exist."

On returning from this extreme limit of their adventurous journey, the

party were placed in a situation of extreme risk.

"We had hardly proceeded one werst," writes M. von Wrangell, "when
we found ourselves in a fresh labyrinth of lanes of water, which hemmed
us in on every side. As all the floating pieces around us were smaller than
the one on which we stood, which was seventy-five fathoms across, and as we
saw many certain indications of an approaching storm, I thought it better to
remain on the larger mass, which offered ns somewhat more security ; and thus
we waited quietly whatever Providence should decree. Dark clouds now rose
from the west, and the whole atmosphere became filled with a damp vapor.
A strong breeze suddenly sprang up from the west, and increased in less than
half an hour to a storm. Every moment huge masses of ice around us were
dashed against each other, and broken into a thousand fragments. Our little

party remained fast on our ice-island, which was tossed to and fro by the

waves. We gazed in most painful inactivity on the wild conflict of the elements,
expecting every moment to be swallowed up. We had been three long hours
in this position, and still the mass of ice beneath us held together, when sud-
denly it was caught by the storm, and hurled against a large field of ice. The
crash was terrific, and the mass beneath us was shattered into fragments. At
that dreadful moment, when escape seemed impossible, the impulse of self-

preservation implanted in every living being saved us. Instinctively we all

sprang at once on the sledges, and urged the dogs to their full speed. They
flew across the yielding fragments to the field on which we had been stranded,

and safely reached a part of it of firmer character, on which were several

himmocks, and where the dogs immediately ceased running, conscious, ap-

parently, that the danger was past. We were saved : we joyfully embraced
?ach other, and united in thanks to God for our preservation from sucli

imminent peril."

More than once during this trip the party heard from natives that land

could be seen far away in the northern seas. The part of the coast alluded to
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On May 24 of that year they reached latitude 74 loneitude i7-jn „=,

slIfiliHlsS
in various directions architectural 'edifices, grot" and aves h

"1^",^"
ghttering as if with precious metals."
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^^^Ltterestin? accounts of the habits of Arctic birds are given in Beechey's

"From an early hour in the morning until the period of rest returned the

numerous, that "we have frequently seen an uninterrupted line of th^m ex-
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tending full half-way over the uay, or to a distance of more than three miles,

and so close together that tiiirty have fallen at one shot. This living column

might be about six yards broad and as many deep; so that, allowing sixteen

birds to a cubic yard, there would be four millions of these creatures on the

wing at one time.

"The reindeer," he says, "showed evident marks of affection for each

other. They were at this time in pairs, and when one was shot the other would

hang over it, and occasionally lick it, apparently bemoaning its fate; and, if not

immediately killed, would stand three or four shots rather than desert its

fallen companion."

Beechey also describes some ice-avalanches, a truly marvelous sight.

"The first was occasioned by the discharge of a musket at about half a

mile's distance from the glacier. Immediali ly after the report of the gun,

a noise resembling thunder was heard in the direction of the iceberg (glacier)

.

and in a few seconds more an immense piece broke away, and fell headlong

into the sea. The crew of the launch, supposing themselves beyond the reach

of its influence, quietly looked upon the scene, when presently a sea arose and

rolled toward the shore with such rapidity, that the crew had not time to take

any precautions, and the boat was in consequence washed upon the beach, and

completely filled by the succeeding wave. As soon as their astonishment had

subsided, they examined the boat, and found her so badly stove that it became

necessary to repair her in order to return to the ship. They had also the

curiosity to measure the distance the boat had been carried by the wave, and

found it to be ninety-six feet."

In viewing the same glacier from a boat at a distance, a second avalanche

took place, which afforded them the gratification of witnessing the creation,

as it were, of a sea iceberg; an opportunity which has occurred to few, though

it is generally understood that such monsters can only be generated on shore.

"This occurred on a remarkably fine day, when the quietness of the bay

was first interrupted Ijy the noise of the falling body. Lieutenant Franklin and

myself had approached one of these stupendous walls of ice, and were endeav-

oring to search into the innermost recess of a deep cavern that was near the

foot of the glacier, when we heard a report as if of a cannon, and, turning to

the quarter w hence it proceeded, we perceived an immense piece of the front

of the berg sliding down from the height of two hundred feet at least into the

sea, and dispersing the water in every direction, accompanied by a loud, grind-

ing noise, and followed by a quantity of water, which, being previously lodged
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in the fissures, now made its escape in numberless small cataracts over the
front of the glacier."

The plunge of the enormous mass caused the Dorothea to careen, though
at a distance of four miles. Continuing, Beechey says:

"The piece that had been disengaged at first wholly disappeared under
water, and nothing was seen but a violent boiling of the sea, and a shooting up
of clouds of spray, like that which occurs at the foot of a great cataract. After
a short time it reappeared, raising its head full a hundred feet above the surface,
with water pouring down from all parts of it ; and then, laboring as if doubtful
which way it should fall, it rolled over, and after rocking about some minutes,
at length became settled. We now approached it, and found it nearly a quarter
of a mile in circum/erence, and sixty feet out of water. Knowing its sjiecific

gravity, and making a fair allowance for its inequalities, we computed its

weight at 421,660 tons. A stream of salt water was still pouring down its sides,

and there was a continual cracking noise, as loud as that of a cart-whip, occa-
sioned, I suppose, by the escape of confined air."

Another thrilling marine adventure is described by DeLong, whose ship

Jeannette was lost in 188 1. DeLong's journal of June 12 reads as follows

:

"At 7 :30 a. m. the ice commenced to move toward the port side, but after
advancing a foot or two came to rest. Employed one watch in hauling heavy
floe into a small canal on the port bow, to close it up and receive the greater
part of the thrust.

_

"At 4 p. m. the ice came down in great force all along the port side, jam-
ming the ship hard against the ice on the starboard side, causing her to heel
l6° to starboard. From the snapping and cracking of the bunker sides and
starting in of the starboard ceiling, as well as the opening of the seams in the
ceiling to the width of one and one-fourth inches, it was feared that the ship
was about to be seriously endangered, and orders were accordingly given to
lower the starboard boats and haul them away from the ship to a safe position
on the ice-floe. This was done quietly and without confusion. The ice, in
coming in on the port side, also had a movement toward the stern, and this

last movement not only raised her port bow, but buried the starboard quarter,
and jamming it and the stern against the heavy ice, effectually prevented the
ship rising to pressure. Mr. Melville (chief engineer), while below in the
engine-room, saw a break across the ship in the wake of the boilers and engines,
showing that so solidly were the stern and starboard quarters held by the ice

that the ship was breaking in two from the pressure upward exerted on the

m
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port bow of the ship. The starboard side of the ship was also evidently broken

in, because water was rising rapidly in the starboard coal-bunkers. Orders were

now given to land one-half of the pemmican in the deck-house, and all the

bread which was on deck, and the sleds and dogs were likewise carried to a

position of safety. The ship was heeled 22° to starboard, and was raised

forward 4' 6", the entire port bow being visible also to a height of 4' 6" from

the forefoot. * • *

"At 5 p. m. the pressure was renewed, and continued with tremendous

force, the ship cracking in every part. The spar-deck commenced to buckle

up, and the starboard side seemed again on the point of coming in. Orders

were now given to get out provisions, clothing, bedding, ship's books and

papers, and to remove all sick to a place of safety. While engaged in this work

another tremendous pressure was received, and at 6 p. m. it was found that the

vessel was beginning to fill. From that time forward every effort was devoted

to getting provisions, etc., on the ice, and it was not desisted from until the

water had risen to the spar-dak, the ship being now heeled to starboard 30°.

The starboard side was evidently broken in abreast of the mainmast, and the

ship was settling fast. Our ensign had been hoisted at the mizzen, and every

preparation made for abandoning the .ship, and at 8 p. m. everybody was

ordered to leave her. Assembling on the floe, we dragged all our boats and

provisions clear of bad cracks, and prepared to camp down for the night."

'If
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE VOYAGE AND DEATH OF SIR JOHN FRANKLIN.

that of St John tranklm. It is famous for what he discovered and becauseof the terr,ble en<hng of a promising enterprise. Of all the stories of dreadfulwant and agony that have been preserved from the records of Arctic travelersnone surpasses that concerning these Englishmen whose fate remained amystery for years.

Franklin was a bold English searfarer,-one of those born adventurerso whom even war seems to be too commonplace. His eyes were ever toward
the unknown parts of the globe. He was tmly of the mold of those towhom prnatton and a struggle with the terrible and mysterious is more allur-mg than domestic comfort.

He made several exploratory trips in his early years which were, in away, a preparation for the climax of his career. He was about sixty yearsold ,vhen, m 1845, he started on his journey which was to be his last
The Erebus and Terror, which formed the fleet, had already proved tlieir

capacity for withstanding the strain and pressure of the ice floes Thev

TLTTf^ '^ ?"': "™.'?""-'^ '^7 ""^'"' """^ "^"' ^""^ *hile Franklin ,00k

V Cant! r ::
' ?"'''" ^''"J""^^' "'^ "^'""^ -=' commanded

by Capta n Crozier. The ships were provisioned for three years, and the

he Pacific Oceans. ,he intention of the Government was to ascertain
uhether or „ot this passage existed and Franklin was instructed to go byLancaster Sound to Cape Walker (lat. 74 degrees N. ; long. 98 degrees W )amUhence south and west to push through Behring's Straits to the other

Ti 7T^^t '™' ^"" °^ ^""'"'i»'>" >s to the outcome of the expedition.That
1

would prove the existence of the passage he had no doubt, and subse-
quent events justified h.m. But he had bigger notions then merely proving
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the passage. 'I believe it is possible to reach the pole over the ice by winter-

ing at Spitzbcrgen and gn'ig in the spring before the ice breaks up,' he-

said before starting, and no one would have been surprised had he returned

in the three years with a record of the journey. Public interest was thor-

oughly aroused in the enterprise, and when the two vessels set sail from

Grccnhithe on May 19, 1845, they had a brilliant send-off. On June I tlicy

arrived at Stromness in the Orkney Islands, and on July 4 at Whale Fish

Island, off the coast of Greenland, where the dispatch boat Barreto Junior

parted company with them to bring home Franklin's dispatches to the Admir-

alty, reporting 'All Well.' Later on came the news that Captain Dannett, of

the whaler Prince of Wales, had spoken them in Melville Bay."

This was the last direct news from Franklin's ships for many years.

—

in fact, the last ever seen of the voyagers by any eye save that of Eskimos.

From what was learned later, however, it appears that the ships manage. 1

to reach Beecliy Island at the entrance of Wellington Channel, and then pro-

cecilctl to Barrows' Strait, nearly 100 miles west of the channel entrance. At

this point the ships made anchorage, and the men faced the first winter with

plenty of supplies, with the best of health, and without fear of the future.

"The first Christmas festival of the voyage was kept up with high revel.

If fresh beef was not available, venison was, and there was plenty of material

for the manufacture of the time-honoured 'duff.' The officers and men, clad

in their thick, heavy fur garments, clustered together as the simple religious

service was read, and over the silent white covering of sea and land the

sound of their voices rolled as they sang the hymns and carols which were

being sung in their native land. Then came the merry-making and the feast-

ing in cabins decked with bunting, for no green stuff was available for deco-

rating.

"The first New Year's Day was saddened by the death of one of their

comrades, and the silent ice fields witnessed another impressive sight when

the crews of both vessels slowly marched ashore to the grave dug in tlie

frozen soil of Beechy Island. The body, wrapped in a Union Jack, was borne

by the deceased man's messmates, the members of his watch headed by their

officers following, and after them the remainder of the officers and crew. The

bells of each ship tolled as the cortege passed over the ice, the crunching of the

crisp snow under foot being the only other sound till the grave was reached.

There the solemn and impressive service of a sailor's funeral was said, the

mingled voices as they repeated the responses passing as a great hum through
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as the ice broke up they would be away into the sea they had seen from

Point Victory, and sailing home with their mission accomplished, their task

completed, and nothing but honour and glory waiting them at home, A>
soon as they came within sight o{ the two ships, perched up among the kc

ridges, they shouted out to their comrades to let them know of the success

achieved. Round about the ships they saw men standing in groups, but

instead of answering cheers, the men only looked in their direction. Unable

to understand why so much indifference was displayed, Lieutenant Gore and

his companions hurried forward, and, as they came nearer, some of the men
separated themselves from the groups and came to meet them with slow steps.

"Soon the cause of their depression was made known to the returned

explorers. The leader of the expedition lay dying in his cabin on board

the Erebus."

No more tragic picture lives in all history than that of the white-haired

British naval officer, lying in torment in his dark cabin, while the haggard

men he had sent to spy out the land told him brokenly of their success. He
knew that he had done what no other man had done; but he also knew he

must die without receiving the plaudits of the multitudes at home. And so

he died, June 1 1, 1847, amid the sobs of his officers.

When the leader of a desperate hope perishes, the fate of his followers

hangs by a thread. So it was with the Franklin party. Capt. Crozier was

named the leader, and he took up the burden as soon as Franklin was buricil.

there in the Arctic ice. Hopeless indeed seemed the situation. The ships could

go neither forward nor backward ; the food supply was dwindling. The men
were beginning to show the effect of the long imprisonment. Yet all the time

they were moving nearer the goal, for the mass of ice which held the ships

was carrying them on.

Winter again. Now the scurvy invaded the crew. Men's minds began to

fail. Some could not walk. Many lay helpless in their bunks. By April,

1848, twenty were dead.

It was agreed at last to take the desperate measure of abandoning tlie

ships, and dashing for the spot Gore had discovered,—^the brave Gore, who
had by now succumbed with others. On April 22, a march was begun over

the mainland, in an effort to reach the Great Fish river, where Eskimo camps

might be found. But soon it was plain that not all of the men could reacii

the goal alive.

"A coundl wa« held, and it was decided that the strongest should take
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enough .,,plie, ,o last them for a time and push forward a. .rMdly as possi-b., wh,le the remamder should follow at a slower rate and .y l,^oLT.^ZThe n,.„or,ty were in the latter division, and only a few days dapsed X;h «„aller band, numbering about thirty, had l-f,. before the ravnl, oscurvy and sem.-starvation made it possible for c.,„ ..ss than five miles a daybc.,g covered So debilitated were all the mcnbers that further alvwl

- was abandoned until they had, by another lo,„ rest, tried .rrecutr ethetr e„erg,es. But the terrible bleakness of the place where they'llwrought havoc among them, and every day ,ne„ fell down never 'or seagam, un d the only hope for the surviv„rs l.y in rcurr.^n. ,o 1V,h pswhere, at least, they would have shelter.
. 'o n. snips,

his Zv"'^
""^ "'^^^""^ °'" "'* ™^S.-d ice .idffo., each man expending

.s re™,„,„g energtes m striving to carry pr.visi..n,, vi.nom .vhi.h onlydeath awaited them. Men fell as they walke.l, ,„„K„iced by ,h,.,r co2

Z':zi:z:f^ "";
""

': '^^ "^'^ '° "-^ ''">'• -" -'-••• '-»' ^»

171^ 1 to understand anything else. Blindly, but ,lop,edly. theytumbled onward, sdent in their agony, brave to the l.st wht w^oriou"nature gave way and they sank down, one after the other, till none was lefta^.ve and only the still figures, lying face downwards on the frozen "no" bore

buT J rT p'"" "'^ "'" "'^'"^ '^""^'^ -^ -«-<» i" t"- dutybut had d.ed, as Britons always should die, true to the end "

,, J. ul^l"'^"
"^™'''' '"' "'^" «™ "'"«; °">ers pushed ahead, and

last t-eached the cairn established by Gore. They placed within i, anther

end and t
'""' °' "''"'' """ "'''''" »^"'"« '^e story of Franklin-

end, and givmg the names of the few survivors.

nf ,17^' l""'"
"{""^ **""' '° *' performing a service for the dead. None

ZtJ\ . u
""'. "''^ ^"^''^"^- ''"^^'"S °" => ^'^''g' ^ heavy boat,he,r only hope ,f they should reach open water. Then came the crTwning

vl "ItT"/""'"' '°^'' *^''' f"^ ^"PP"" '-«"''. Then all wasover. The few strongest who had gone on ahead turned back to the com-rades they had left behind. Together, then, they died, and the Ir«°c snows ofmany a winter drifted over their bones.
e /^raic snows of

,h. ?"".".f''"^
y"" Publ'-c sentiment had passed from pride in the daring of

hLT^l^r
'o-x,ety over its fate, and finally into a great clamor that soL-thmg should be done m thetr relief. Many enterprises of succor were
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planned; many met with failure. It was years before any definite evidence

of the fate of Franklin and his men was gleaned from the great frozen

mystery.

In 1849 as many as eight expeditions, some sent by England, some by the

United States, went in scarcli of Franklin. l"he first to find traces of the dead

was that of Capt. Shepherd Osborne, sent by the Hudson Bay Company. On
the 23rd of ^Vugust, 1850, when exploring Beechy Island, he found relics

scattered over an area of sevcml miles. They consisted of rmpty tin cans,

the embankment of a house, and, finally, the graves of three men who had

been members of the crews of the Erebus and the Terror.

Aroused by these discoveries five more parties went north in 1852, and as

many more in 1853. The results of these were conclusive. In 1854 Dr. Rae

met a hand of Eskimos who had articles of silv:'rware that had come from

the missing ships. By trading with the Eskimos Dr. Rae got possession i;)f

a number of these relics. In the meantime a British expedition headed by Capt.

McClure, in the Investigator, had been cruising in search during four years and

when llcClure was rescued from the plight in which his expedition h.id

became caught, it was learned that he had found an Eskimo ^ -
; 'ng,^in his ear

a brass button cut from the clothing of one of Franklin's sailoi.3. This led to

the belief that tnt man had been murdered by the natives; buL no proof

of it was ever forthcoming.

Very important were the discoveries made by Sir L. F. McCIintock, who

went north in 1857 at the head of a party organized by the widow of Frank-

lin. McCIintock went direct to King Williams' Land, and found confirmatory

evidence of the death of the Franklin party.

"On May 25, 1859, McCIintock, while walking along a sandy ridge from

whence the snow had disappeared, he noticed something white shining through

the sand. ITe stooped to examine it, thinking it to be a round \;hite stone, but

closer in.spection showed it to be the back of a skull. Upon the sand beiiif;

removed, the entire skeleton was found, lying face downwards, with frag-

ments of blue cloth still adhering to its bleached bones. The man had evi-

dently lieen young, lightly built, and of the average height. Near by were

found a Sjiiall potkct brush and cnnib. and a pocket-book containing two coin^

and some scraps of writing. He had evidently fallen forward as he was walk-

ing, and never risen. \u an old Eskimo woman toUl Dr. Rae, 'they fell down

and died as they walked along,' overcome with cold, hunger and sickness.

"The explorers were now in the region where all their finds were to he
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made. Five days later McClintock came upon a boat which he round, from a
note attached to it, that Hobson had already examined. It had evidently
escaped the notice of the Eskimo, and, until the white men found it, Iiad
probably not been touched by human hands from the moment its occupants
had died. It was mounted on a sledge, as though it had been hauled over
the ice; but from tht fact that its bows pointed towards the spot where the
ships had been, it wa. surmised that the men were dragging it back to the
vessels when they were overcome.

"Inside were two bodies, one lying on its side under a pile of clothing
towards the stern, and the other in the bows, in such a position as to suggest
that the man had crawled forward, had laboriously pulled himself up to"""io<,k

over the gunwale, and had then slipped down and died where he fell. Beside
him were two guns, loaded and ready cocked, as though the man had been
apprehensive of attack. There was also as many as five watches, several
books (mostly with the name of Graham Gore or initials G. G in them), abun-
dance of clothes and other articles such as knives, pieces of sheet lead, files
sounding leads and lines, spoons and forks, oars, a sail, and two chronometers!
but of food only some tea and chocolate.

"The story mutely told by these relics was only too plain. Weary with
hauling it, the majority of the men had left the boat in order to get back to
the ships and obtain a fresh supply of provi.Mons, leaving two, wlio were too
weak to struggle on, in the boat as conif<jrtal)Ie as they could be made until
some of the others could get back to help them. Then the days had pas.se<l
until the store of provisions had been consumed and the two' sufferers liad
grown weary with waiting, so weary that one had slept an<l died under his
wraps, and the other, with his remaining vestige of strength, had crawled
forward to peep out once more for the help that was so long in coining. Hut
only ice had met his gaze, and, sinking down, he had also passed into that
overwhelming sleep, and had lain undisturbed for twelve years under the
covering of the Arctic snows."

Others who helped prove Franklin's fate v«re Grinnell, an American;
Peabody. an Englishman, and Sir John Ross also a Briton, and Capt. Charles
Francis Hall, of Xcw London, Conn. While prosecuting their search they
explored much territory and made discoveries of great value to science.

Most noted of all the explorers who thus turned the Franklin tragedy
into great .-iccount for the ad\;incement of leaining was Eli-ha Kent Kane, .an

American physician. Dr. Kane's book, "Arctic Explorations," is one of the
l'^ -
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in(>st interesting and authoritative of all written in that period. Moreover, it

was this volume, full of the romance of the mysterious north, that first fired

Peary, the pole discoverer, with zeal to visit the Arctic region. The following

chapter is given to Dr. Kane's work.

Thrilling in the extreme were the experiences of McClintock, McClurc,
Rae, and others. Not the least dramatic were the discovery of records of

earlier expeditions.

McClintock, in 1850, tells of finding the place where Parry camped thirty

years before. This was in a cove on Melville Island.

"On reaching the ravine leading into the cove," he says, "«e spread across,

and walked up, and easily found the encampment, although the p.jie had fallen

down. The very accurate report published of his journey saved us much labor

in finding the tin cylinder and ammunition. The crevices between the y.ones

piled over them were filled with ice and ow ; the powder completely destroyed,

and cylinder eaten through with rust, and filled with ice. From the extreme
difficulty of descending into such a ravine with any vehicle, 1 .upposed 'hai ll-

most direct route, where all seemed equally bad, was selected ; therefore sent

men directly up the northern bank, in search of the wheels w.jch were lei

where the cart broke down. They fortunately found them at once; erect-d ::

cairn about the remains of the wall built to shelter the tent; placed a rccor.l

on it, in one tin case within another. We then collected a few relics of our

predecessors, and returned with the remains of -he cart to our encampment.

An excellent fire had Ijeen mack with willow stems; and uoon this a kettli,

containing Parry's cylinder, was placed. As soon as the ice was thawed out it

it, the "-ecord it contained was carefully taken out. I could only just distiti-

guish the date. Had it been in a better state of preservation, I would han
restored it to its lonely position."

Capt. Inglefield, in the Isabel, a steamer fitted out by Lady Franklin in

185:!, tells of a gale during which he attempted to land on the coast of Smitli'-

Sound in latitude 78:28. After describing the impossibility of landing Ingle-

field says:

"The re« of the 27th and the following day were spent in reaching, under

snug sail, on either tack, whilst the pitiless northerly gale drove the sleet and

snow into our faces, and rendered it painful work to watch for the icebersfs.

that we were continually passing. On this account, I could not heave the slii|i

to. as the difficulty of discerning objects rendered it imperative that she should

be kept continually under full command of the helm. The temperature, 25°,
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McClure describes some experiences of the breaking up of the ice July 24,
185 1, off Point Armstrong.

"The wind, veering to the westward during the night," says he, "set large
bodies of ice into the water we occupied, which was rapidly filling. To prevent
being forced on shore, we were obliged, at 8 a. m, of the 25th, to run into the
pack, where we drifted, according to the tide, about a mile and a hnlf from the
beach

;
but, during the twenty-four hours, made about two miles and a half to

the northeast, from which, when taken with the quantity of drift-wood that
is thickly strewed along the beach, I am of opinion that on this side of the
strait there is a slight current to the northeast, while upon tlie opposite one it

sets to the southward, upon which there is scarcely any wood, and our progress,
while similarly situated, was in a southern direction. We continued drifting
in the pack, without meeting any obstruction, until 10 a. m. of the 1st of
August, when a sudden and most unexpected motion of the ice swept us with
much velocity to the northeast, toward a low point, off which were several
shoals, having many heavy pieces of grounded ice upon them, toward which we
were directly setting, decreasing the soundings from twenty-four to nine and
a half fathoms. Destruction was apparently not far distant, when, most oppor-
tunely, the ice eased a little, and, a fresh wind coming from the land, sail was
immediately made, which, assisted by warps, enabled the ship to be forced
ahead about two hundred yards, which shot us clear of the ice and the point
into sixteen and a half fathoms, in which water we rounded the shoals; tlie

ice then again closed, and the ship became fixed until the 14th of August, when
the fog, which since the previous day had been very dense, cleared, and dis-

closed open water about half a mile from the vessel, with the ice loose about
her."

The difficulty of clearing away large masses of ice was, to some extent,
obviated by blasting. "Previously to quitting the floe," says McClure, "I was
desirous of trying what effect blastmg would have upon such a mass. A jar

containing thirty-six pounds of powder was let down twelve feet into the

water near the center; the average thickness was eleven feet, and its diameter
four hundred yards. The result was most satisfactory, rending it in every dire' -

tion, so that with ease we could effect a passage through any part of it."

McQure also tells of one of those dramatic meetings in the ice-fields tli.it

often occur. Says he

:

"While walking near the ship, in conversation with the first lieutenant upon
the subject of digging a grave for a man who had just died, and discussing how
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by which he had come was the best for us; and, having lightened the men's
sledges, we travelled with more facility. We were now joined by another of
the natives, who liad been absent seal-hunting yesterday, but, being anxious
to see us, had visited our snow-house early this morning, and then followed up
our track. This man was very communicative, and, on putting to him tlic

usual questions as to his having seen 'whi'.'" man' before, or any ships or boats,
he replied in the negative; but said that a party of 'Kabloomans' had died of
starvation a long distance to the west of where we then were, and beyond a
large river. He stated that he did not know the exact place, that he never had
been there, and that he could not accompany us so far. The substance of tlie

information then and subsequently obtained from various sources was to the
following effect:

"In the spring, four winters past (1850), while some Esquimo families

were killing seals near the north shore of a large island, named in Arrow-
smith's charts King William's Land, about forty white men were seen trav-
elling in company southward over the ice, and dragging a boat and sledges with
them. They were passing along the west shore of the above-named island.

None of the party could speak the Esquimo language so well as to be under-
stood, but by signs the natives were led to believe that the ship or ships had
been crushed by ice, and that they were now going to where they expected to

find deer to shoot. I'rom the appearance of the men—all of whom, with the
exception of an officer, were hauling on the drag-ropes of the sledge, and
looked thill—they were then supposed t" be getting short of provisions; and
they purchased a small seal, or piece of seal, from the natives. The officer was
described as being a t.ill, stout, middle-aged man. When their day's journey
terminated, they pitched tents to rest in.

"At a later date the same season, but previous to the disruption of the ice

the corpses of some thirty persons and some graves were discovered on the

cont-nent.

The following is a list of tile articles uutaincd from the Esquimos bv Dr
Rae

:

One silver taWt-fork—crest, am annual's head willi wings extended above:

three silver tatile <its—crest, a liin! akfi wings cxteaded ; one silver table-

spo..11—crest, with mitials-F. R. M. C." (Captain Cn.ziCT, Terror) : one silver

table-spoon rod (wr sork—crest, bird with laurel-branch in mouth, motto,
' Sfer I mehora oi» silver table-spoon one tea-spoon, and one dessert-fork

—

crest, a fish's hod looking upwards, wuli laurel-branches on each side ; one
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one silver dessert-spoon—initials, "J. S. P." ( John S Peddiesurgeon Erebu.); a rottnd silver plate, engraved, "Sir ^^ohn Fr!nS
MDCCCXV "
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"Mr. Bellot sat for half an hour in conversation with us, talking on thedanger ot our position. I ,o,d him I w.. „„ ,f„i,,. ,„j „.;, ,,T!Zi^,expedition was dnv™ up and down this channel by the ice. He replied,
™Z

tottch:r^
and when the Lord protect, us, not a hair of our heads shall li:

"I then asked Mr. Bellot what time it was. He said, 'About quarter nasteigh a. m.' (Thursday, the ,8,h). and then .ashed up hi., books, and sadhwot go and see how the icc was drivmg. He had only been go^e abou fouminutes, when I went round the .same hummock under which we were shelt red

stick on the oppo.^.e side o, a crack, alx,ut five fatlioms wide, and the ice allbreaking up. T then called out "Mr. Bellot!' but no answer-fat hi imblowing very heavy). After this, I again searche.1 round, but could see not"!

"I believe that when he got from the shelter the wind blew him into thecrack, and, his south-wester being tied down, he could not rise. Fin.lii ^h revasno hope of again seeing Lieut. Bellot, I said to Hook. Tm not afraid rknow ^,e Lor.l u-ill always su.„a,n us.' U'e commenced travelhng to rv t.

Cape De Haven, could not get on shore; and returned for -his side, endeavor-
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ing to get to the southward, as the ice was driving to the northward. \Vc were

that night and the following day in coming across, and came into the land on

the eastern shore a long way to the northward of the place where we were

driven off. We got into the land at what Lieut. Bellot told us was Point

Hogarth.

"In drifting up the straits towar :. ihe Polar Sea, we saw an icfberg lyins

close to the shore, and found it on i'r.» ground. We succeeded in getting on it,

and remained for six hours. I said i J David Hook, 'Don't be af»';'.id ; we must

make a boat of a piece of ice.' Accordingly, we got on to a piece passing, anil

I had a paddle belonging to the India-rubber boat. By this piece of drifl-icc

we managed to reach the shore, and then proceeded to where the accident hap-

pened. Reached it on Friday. Could not find our shipmates, or any provisions.

Went on for Cape Bowden, and reached it on Friday night."

When the Esquimos heard of Bellot's death, they shed tears, and cried

"Poor Bellot ! poor Bellot !" Two years before, he had seen an Esquinio dra,i(-

ging himself over the ice, with a broken leg. He called the carpenter and gave

him directions to make a wooden leg for the poor fellow, and to teach him to

walk with it.

II



CHAPTER XVII.

KANE, THE MODEL OF PEARY.

"An Arctic day a^ul an Arctic night," says Dr. Kane in one part of his
book, "age a man more rapidly and harshly than a year anywhere else in all
this weary world." Dr. Kane was not yet forty years of age when he went
to the north. When he returned he was a physical wreck, with barely
strength to pen the volume that still lives in the libraries of explorers.

The expedition under the command of Dr. Kane sailed from New York
on the ,10th day of May, 1853, It consisted of eighteen chosen men, besides
the commander, embarked in a small brig of one hundred and forty-four tons
burden, named the Advance. Dr. Kane's predetermined course was to enter
the strait discovered the previous year by Captain Inglefield, at the top of
Baffin's Bay, and to push as far northward through it as practicable. |He
was to cross Melville Bay in the wake of the vast icebergs with which the sea
is there strewn. These huge frozen masses are often driven one ./ay by a
deep current, while the floes are drifted in anotlier by winds and surface-
streams, disruptions being thus necessarily caused in the vast ice-fields. The
doctor's tactics were to dodge about in the rear of these floating ice-moun-
tains, holding upon them whenever adverse winds were troublesome, and
pressing forward whenever an opportunity occurred.

Dr. Kane's plan was based upon the probably extension of the land-
masses of Greenland to the far north—a fact at that time not verified by
travel, but sustained by the analogies of physical geography.

With this plan in mind. Dr. Kane pushed the ship Ativance to Melville
Bay, where the first great difficulties were encountered. By arduous work,
however, they reached Littleton Island, and deposited some slores. A long
battle with ice and storm followed, lasting through the momh of August,
and the ship finally reached Cape George Russell, where the ship was pre-
pared for a long imprisonmenr.

Many interestijiif things were met with during the winter that followed.

191
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Temperature readings were made hourly, and the lowest found was in Feb-

ruary, when seventy degrees Fahrenheit was reached. At this temperature

chloroform froze and even chloric ether, never before known to freeie, became
congealed. The ship was then in latitude 78.

By March, 1854, the party showed heavy signs of their privation. Scurvy

spots mottled their faces, and many could do no hard work. Dr. Kane him-

self, never a very strong man, was much exhausted. But he never rela.xed

in his determination to push north. He organized a party of men, placed

himself at their head, and planned to force a way over bergs and mountains.

First, however, he sent out an advance expedition with supplies—and this

party came to grief, owing to a heavy gale, accompanied by a temperature of

57 degrees below. Three members of the party managed to force their way
back, and on hearing their story Dr. Kane sought to go to the rescue. He
started out with nine men.

His own story of the trip contains this:

"We had been nearly eighteen hours out without water or food, when
a new hope cheered us. I think it was Hans, our Esquimaux hunter, who
thought he saw a broad sledge-track. The drift had nearly effaced it, and
we were some of us doubtful at first whether it was not one those accidental

rifts which the gales make in the surface-snow. But, as we traced it on to the

deep snow among the hummocks, we were led to footsteps; and, following

these with religious care, we at last came in sight of a small American flag

fluttering from a hummock, and lower down a little Masonic banner hang-

ing from a tent-pole hardly above the drift. It was the camp of our dis-

abled comrades ; we reached it after an unbroken march of twenty-one hours.

"The little tent was nearly covered. I was not among the first to come
up; but when I reached the tent-airtain, the men were standing in silent file

on each side of it. With more kindness and delicacy of feeling than is often

supposed to belong to sailors, but wtiicli is almost characteristic, they inti-

mated their wish that I should go in alone. As I crawled in, and, coming
upon the darkness, heard before me the burst of welcome gladness that came
from the four poor fellows streiched on their backs, and then for the first

time the cheer outside, my weakness and my gratitude together almost over-

came me. 'They had expected me ; they were sure I would come !' "

This is Dr. Kane's account of the retreat of the party, now consisting of

fifteen men

:

"It was fortunate indeed that we were jiot inexperienced in sledging over

l::^'*
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pcrate, for our strength failed us anew, and we began to lose our self-control.

We could not abstain any longer from eating snow; our mouths swelled, and

some of us became speechless. Happily, the day was warmed by a clear

sunshine, and the thermometer rose to —4° in the shade; otherwise we must

have frozen.

"Our halts multiplied, and we fell half-sleeping on the mow. I could

not prevent it. Strange to say, it refreshed us. I ventured upon the experi-

ment myself, making Riley wake me at the end of three minutes; and I felt

so much benefited by it that I timed the men in the same way. They sat on

the runners of the sledge, fell asleep instantly, and were forced to wakefulness

when .their three minutes were out

"By eight in the evening we emerged from the floes. The sight of the

Pinnady Berg revived us. Brandy, an invaluable resource in emergency, had

already been served out in table-spoonful doses. We now took a longer

rest, and a last but stouter dram, and reached the brig at one p. m., we believe,

without a halt.

"I say we believe; and here, perhaps, is the most decided proof of our

sufferings; we were quite delirious, and had ceased to entertain a sane appre-

hension of the circumstances about us. We moved on like men in a dream.

Our foot-marks, seen afterwards, showed that we had steered a bee-line for

the brig. It must have been by a sort of instinct, for it left no impress on the

memory. Bonsall was sent staggering ahead, and reached the brig, God

knows how, for he had fallen repeatedly at the track-lines; but he delivered,

with punctilious accuracy, the messages I had sent by him to Dr. Hayes. I

though myself the soundest of all; for I went through all the fonrula of

sanity, and can recall the muttering delirium of my comrades when we got

back into the cabin of our brig. Yet I have been told since of some speeches,

and some orders, too, of mine, which I should have remembered for their

absurdity, if my mind had retained its balance."

Undaunted by such experiences as this Dr. Kane started in April on a

•ledge expedition to the north, seeking, he says, "for an outlet to the mys-

terious channels beyond (Greenland)." He was so weak by that time that he

was at one time delirious for a week, and nearly died. Yet he achieved

several remarkable discoveries. One was "Tennyson's Monument," a soli-

tary column, or "minaret tower" of greenstone, the length of whose shaft

was four hundred and eighty feet. It rose on a pedestal, itself two hundred

and eighty feet high, as sharply finished as if it had been cast for the Place
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Vendoroe. But by far the mo>t remarkable feature in the inland Greenland
sea IS the sonalled "Great Glacier of Humboldt." Of this glacier Dr Kane
gives a description which constitutes one of the pieces of word-painting that
fired Peary s imagination. "This line of cliff rose in solid glassy wall three
hundred feet above the water level, with an unknown, unfathomable depth
below It; and ,ts curved face, sixty miles in length, from Cape Agassiz to
Cape Forbes, vanished into unknown space at not more than a single day's
railroad-travel from the pole. The interior with which it communicated
and from which it issued, was an unsurveyed mer de glace, an ice-ocean, to the
eye of boundless dimensions.

"It was in fuU sight-the mighty crystal bridge which connects the two
continents of America and Greenland. I say continents, for Greenland how-
ever insulated it may ultimately prove to be, is in mass strictly cominental.
Its least possible axis, measured from Cape PareweU to the line of this glacierm the neighborhood of the eightieth parallel, gives a length of more than
twelve hundred miIes,-not materiaUy less than that of Australia from its
northern to its southern cape.

"Imagine now the center v{ such a continent, occupied through nearly its
whole extent by a deep unbroken sea of ice, that gathers peremiial increase
from the water-shed of vast snow-covered mountains, and all the precipita-
tions of the atmosphere upon its own surface. Imagine this moving onward
like a great glacial river, seeking outlets at every fiord and valley rolling
icy cataracts into the Atlantic and Greenland seas; and, having at last reach^
the northern limit of the land that has borne it up, pouring out a mighty
frozen torrent into unknown Arctic space."

In the summer of 1834 Dr. Kane began his return to civilization. It was
a journey full of peril, but never of despair, though by the end of the trip
the men were starving, human wredcs. As they crossed Melville Bay death
stared them in the face. They were going largely on foot, and making a
mile a day.

*
Dr. Kane's description of his rescue is typical of the thriUing descriptive

passages in his book. He and his men were on the coast, awaiting they knew
not what.

"Just then," says the book, "a familiar sound came to us over the watecWe had often listened to the screeching of the guHs, or the bark of the fox
and mistaken it for the 'Huk' of the Esquimaux; but this had about it aii
inflection not to be mistaken, for it died away in the familiar cadence
of a 'haloo.'
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"'Listen Petersen! Oars—men? What is it?' and he listened quietly

at first, and then trembling, said, in a haif-whisper, 'Dannemarkersl'

"

It was a vessel from Uppemavik, one of the large Greenland ports, and

in a few days the explorers reached this point from which their return to

America was easy.

A meeting with Dr. Kane after the latter's rescue, is described graphically

by his brother. After telling of a terrible gale in Baffin's Bay, he said

:

"After this gale we had little or no more trouble with the ice; one or two

trifling detentions of a few days brought us to the open water. We had drifted

so far to the south that Lievely was nearer than Upemavik, and Captain Hart-

stein determined to put in there. We had a heavy gale the night after we

left the ice ; but so glad were we all to get clear of it, that I heard no complaints

about rough weather. It cleared away beautifully towards morning, and we

were all on the deck, admiring the clear water, and the fantastic shapes of the

water-washed icebergs. AH hands were in high spirits ; the gale had blown in

the right direction, and in a few hours wi should be in Lievely. The rocks of

its land-locked harbor were already in sight. We were discussing our news by

anticipation, when the man in the crow's nest cried out, 'A brig in the harbor
!'

and the next minute, before we had time to congratulate each other on the

chance of sending letters home, that she had hoisted American colors—a deli-

cate compliment, we thought, on the part of our friends, the Danes.

"I believe our captain was about to return it, when, to our surprise, she

hoisted another flag', the veritable one which had gone out v.-ith the Advance,

bearing the name of Mr. Henry Grinnell. At the same moment, two boats

were seen rounding the point, and pulling towards us. Did they contain our

lost friends? Yes; the sailors had settled that. 'Those are Yankees, sir; no

Danes ever feathered their oars that way,' said an old whaler to me.

"For those who had friends among the mis;ing party, the few minutes that

followed were of bitter anxiety ; for the men in the boats were long-bearded

and weather-beaten ; they had strange, wild costumes ; there was no possibility

of recognition. Dr. Kane, standing upright in the stem of the first boat, with

his spy-glass slung around his neck, was the first identified ; then the big form

of Mr. Brooks ; in another moment all hands of them were on board of us.

"It was curious to watch the effects of the excitement in different people,

—

the intense quietude of some, the boisterous dehght of others ; how one man
would become intensely loquacious, another would do nothing but laugh, and

a third would creep away to some out-of-the-way corner, as if he were afraid
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again. ^ repeated themselves ever and over

re.'^Voi.'^Swten^^aXdirsL^^^
hishoaseand^ablc';ereal:ay7foJ^«r^rASh^^^^
more delightful days than those las^dars^ Lieve^ b1n.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE GREELY EXPEDITION.

One of the great tragedies of tie Arctic grew out of the expedition of

Adolphus W. Greely, then a lieutenait of the United States army, and now a

major-general, in 1881-4. Ml the horrors of whi-S the froKn north is capa-

ble befell this party. Misfortune was their lot, and death overtook a majority

of the travelers. Yet there is no page in the history of Arctic exploits more

thrilling, for it showed, just as war does, the stuff of which American soldiers

are made. The fortitude of Ckeely and his followers and the pluck with

which they pursued the search for knowledge in the face of starvation -nd

sickness, has served as an example to every polar explorer in later ;
ears.

Lieut Greely, after gallant service in the civil war, had given his atten-

tion to the work of the signal corps, of which he was an officer. He had

become an ardent student of the Arctic, and was eager to venture into the

north In 1880 came the opportunity, when congress appropriated funds

for the establishment of polar stations,-half-way spots by which it was

hoped the pole could be reached by easy stages. Greely's enthusiasm pushed

him to the front, at this time, and to his delight he was given the command

of the expedition. On the steamer Proteus he and his party sailed from St.

John's N F , July 7, 1881, and made a quick trip up Baffin's Bay, and into

the regions where previous explorers had "staked out their claims." The

destination was almost reached when a solid ice-pack delayed the vessel m

the southwest part of Lady Franklin Bay. This ice, however, moved to the

eastward in time to send the ship on her way after a week, and Discovery

Harbor was attained. At -:his point Lieut. Greely established h>s s""^"

ment, and named it Fort Conger, a name destined to be surrounded with

suggestions of tragedy for all time. After the party had built a substantial

htmse, and landed large stores of provisions and coal the Proteus returned .0

America, leaving the explorers to their investigations.

From August l, 1882, for a year, the scientific work proceeded without

misadventure. Enough was accomplished in this period to give the tnp fame

aoo
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on this account alone. There was then no thought of the bitter future.

Besides performing the studies in meteorology, astronomy, and magnetism,
which was the prime object of the trip, there was time for trips of a purely

exploratory nature, and these were notably successful. Greely had the ^.itis-

faction of having one of his men (one who never lived to see his native land

again) achieve the farthest north record. Of this Grt.ly"s official dispatches

had this to say

:

"For the first time in three centuries England yields the honor of the

furthest north. Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainerd. May 13,

reached Lockwood Island, latitude 83° 24' north, longitude .14° 5' west.

They saw from 2,000 feet elevation no land north, or northwest, but to north-

east Greenland, Cape Robert Lincoln, latitude 83° 35', longitude 38°. Lieu-

tenant Lockwood was turned back in 1883 by open water on North Green-
land shore, the party barely escaping drift into the Polar Ocean. Dr. Pavy,

in 1882, who followed Markham's route, was adrift one day in the Polar

Ocean north of Cape Joseph Henry, and escaped to land, abandoning nearly

everything.

"In 1882 I made a spring and later summer trip into the interior of Grin-

nell Land, discovering Lake Hazen, some sixty by ten miles in extent, which
fed by ice-caps of Nonh Grinnell Land, drains Ruggles River and Weyprecht
Fiord into Conybeare Bay and Archer Fiord. From the summit of Mount
Arthur, 5,000 feet, the contour of land west of the Conger Mountains con-

vinced me that Grinnell Land travels directly south from Lieutenant Aldrich's

furthest in 1876.

"In 1883 Lie"tenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainerd succeeded in cross-

ing Grinnell Land, and ninety miles from Beatrix Bay, the head of Archer
Fiord, struck the head of a fiord from the western sea, temporarily named by
Lockwood the Greely Fiord. From the center of the fiord, in latitude 80° 30',

longitude 78° 30' Lieutenant Lockwood saw the northern shore termina-

tion, some twenty miles west, the southern shore extending some fifty miles,

with Cape Lockwood some seventy miles distant—apparently a separate land

from Grinnell Land. Have named the new land Arthur Land. Lieutenant

Lockwood followed, going and returning, on an ice cape averaging aboitt one

hundred and fifty feet perpendictdar face. It follows that the Grinnell Land
interior is ice-capped, with a belt of country some sixty miles wide between

the northern and southern iceopes.

"In March, 1884, Sergeant Long, while hunting from the northwest side
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of ^ Tount Carey to Hayes Sound, saw on the northern coast three capes west-

ward of the furthest seen by Nares in 1876. The so"nd extends some twen.y

miles further west than is shown by the Enghsh rhart, but is possibly shut

in by land which showed up across the western end.

"The two years' station duties, observations, all explorations, and the

retreat to Cape Sabine, were -ccomplished without loss of life, disease, seri-

ous accident, or even severe frostbites."

Although the attainment nf the latitude Lockwood reached meant an

advance of on!/ four miles toward the po.;, it lives in history with the records

of Ka. e, who reached latitude 80 degrees, 30 minutes in 1854; of Hall, who

attained 82 degrees, 16 minutes in 1871, and Nares, who five years later got

as far as 83 degrees, 30 minutes. These, of course, do not taki into the ac-

count the later marks of Peary and oi Nansen.

The lif< of the explorers there in the cold and lonely land was not unpleas-

ant at that time. They were under military discipline, and their habits were

prescribed with an especial view to their health and comfort. There was

plenty of good food then, and everything seemed to point to a triumphant

return.

Then came the chapters of misfortune. Greely had orders from 'he

War Department based upon the theory that relief would be sent him,

and he would be taken off from Fort Conger. These orders, however, did

not cover th.; possibility of ships being unable to get through to the party.

These were the orders

:

"In cast no vessel reaches the permanent stition in 1882, a vessel sent in

1883 will remain in Smith's Sound until there is danger of closing by ice,

and on leaving will land all her supplies and a party at Littleton Island,

which party will be prepared for a winter's st,iy, and will be instructed to

send sledge parties up the east side of Grinnell Land to meet this party. If

not visited in 1882, Lieutenant Greely will abandon his station 1 'vtr than

September i, 1883, and will retreat southward by boat, following closely the

east coast of Grinnell Land until the relieving vessel is met or Littleton Islaiid

is reached."

It is the part of army men to obey orders; and on August 9, 1883, Greely

and his men left Fort Conger, and journeyed to Cape Sabine by boats. This

trip took two months, and as attended by great privation. At one time

the party was adrift for thirty days on an ice-floe, but they were driven upon

Cape Sabine, and made camp there. Now they learned of the destruction of
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tht good old Pronus, which haj been hastening to their relief. They had
no sh.p to take thi n home. They faced a long winter, with only the food—a comp.-..ratively scant supply—brought from Fort Conger.

At this poin- the health of -he men began to weaken. Rations were
shortened up. four ounces of meat w.^s allowed each man a dav. Game
swam, or flew before them, but could not be secured, there by the 'open sea
without hoats,-and the boats had been lost. Starvation stared the partym the face.

Some of the feelings of the men in this situation are gleaned from the
diary of Lieut. Lockwood, the officer who planted the flag farthest north

On September 26 of that year he wrol;: "The northwest gale at this
hour (about 4:30 p. m.) still continues. V/e are apparency immovable just
now; are probably packed and jammed in ice somewhat. God knows what
the end of all this will be. I see nothing but starvation and death. The
spirits of the party, however, are remarkably good.

Later entries in Lockwood's journal are these

:

"October 21. Tonight we have coffee. We are now in our hut; but it is

not yet finished, and is cold and uncomfortable. Our -onstant talk is alwut
so.iething to eat, and the different dishes we have enjoyed. How often our
thoughts turn toward home and the dear ones there

"We have found out some scraps of news from slips of papers wrapp^n
around the lemons.

"December 3. Breakfast this morning consisted of chocolate and a few
scraps of butter—no bread, for \ ate all my bread last night. Many of us eat
all our bread at night, and many try to save and manipulate their ,l,.le ot
food m a jozen ways to make the mite of food seem more filling. I have
saved from yesterday some scraps of sealskin » • • I ate them hair and
all.

"December 24. Tonight is Christmas eve, and my thoughts aa turned
toward home. God preserve me to see this day next year, and enioy it at
home with those I love."

But God willed it otherwise. The man who so j-rayed to be once more
with his loved ones succumbed April 9, of the following year. His mind had
weakened, and ins diary began to contain pitiful entries in which he described
dainties of the table.

"Memorandum: Roast turkey," he would write while he was -lining off
the frozen foo^ of a fox. With a constitution shattered by lack of ix)d, an'l
with his reason all but gone, he died.

H
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One of the most tragic incidents of this part of the terrible story was the

attempt of Corporal Joseph Elison and three other men to reach a cache ot

meat that had lieen buried by Sir George Nares. an English explorer, m 1875

The goal was only thirty miles from the Greely camp, yet its attammem

under the conditions and with the men half dead, proved disastrous The

meat was not found, and on the return journey Elison fro« his hands, feet

and face. His comrade, stopped to do for him what they could ""d would

have lost their own lives had not one of them, Sergeant Rice, walked the

thirty miles ba.!- to the camp to take word of Elison's pl.ght. He wen. U,e

distance without food, and when he staggered imo camp he was scarcely able

to gasp out what had befallen. As soon as he made it known, however. Ser-

geant Brainerd and a party were sem to rescue Elison. Sergeant Eramerd.

diary, preserved in Greely's report to the government, tells the story as fol-

""'The darkness was intense when we started, and Christiansen (Brain-

erd's sole companion) and myself floundered about among the hummocks

and through the deep snow for some time without advancmg very far. Wo

stumbled frequemly, and often fell on the rubble, receiving senous bruises.

The monotony of the tramp was sometimes broken by my compamon. who

uttered half suppressed oaths whenever he fell over a projeCmg ^mt of .ce

About noon we reached the bay and found our three brave comrades huddled

together in the one sleeping bag in a semi-frozen state. El.son was st.U al.ve

and somewhat better than when Rice had left him. Elison repeatedly .mplor d

me to kill him that the others might be saved. I tried to cheer h.m w.th the

assurance that we would all escape from these hospitable shores and ro urn

,0 our homes together, but. shaking his head sadly, he would repeat in a lovv,

pleading tone. 'Please kill me. wont you."
"

Brainerd did what he could to cheer the sufferer, and camped near by to

await the morning. He returned early to make a second attempt at rescue.

"^
"The poor fellows had not slept in my absence and when I reached them

they were shivering with the cold. It is almost surprising that they survMve.l

thl'cold of last night. They were in a
•<''»t^"'''' ^''-'Tt^runr

and the merciless storm had been incessantly beatmg down on their unpro

ected covering of buffalo-skin.

"I stopped for a moment to contemplate the scene. Nothing could be

more utterly desolate, dreary and forsaken than the rpot on which these brave
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fellowi were l]''g;. Without shelter except luch as was afforded by a small

tent-fly, their bag was lying on a narrow terrace only a few feet above the

ice-foot and the tide, where it was fully exposed to the fury of the winds."

In spite of the exposure and hunger. Elison did not die—not then. Some

months ler, after a brave fight for life, he suc'- "bed.

As a sharp contrast with the courage sh wii ly these men was the case

of Private Charles Henry, who was proveo nave stolen food from the

general stores. When first caught, he promised to reform, and for a long time

Greely restrained the talk of harsh measures. At last, when it was seen

Henry could not withstand the temptation, and his stealings were endanger-

ing the lives of the others, Greely ordered him shot, and this was done.

The commander of the expedition made a formal report of the incident to

the war department, and h!s action was fully upheld.

It is a! ost impossible not to feel pity for Henry, in spite of the despicable

nature of s act. He was starving. Yet in the far north, even more strik-

ingly than elsewhere, the law of the survival of the fittest prevails,—and

Henry was not one cf the fit.

Rather turn again to t' e diary of brave Brainerd, who was one of the few

who got back to Amerir. He tells with great pathos of the joy caused by

the killing of a bear. Say ;

:

"What words are adequate to express the rejoicing in our little party

tonight ? There are none. • * Life had seemed something in the misty

distance, which was beyond our power to retain or control. Life now seems

ten times sweeter than at any former period of our existence."

This same Brainerd wrote, on June 19 of that year:

"The party is now yielding slowly but surely to the inevitable approach

of death."

But even then relief was at hand. Providence did not mean that brave

Greely should perish.
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CHAPTER XIX.

RESCUE OF THE GREELY PARTY.

Two days after Brainerd sent up that desperate cry a party of American

seamen, sent by the government, saved the perishing members of Greely's

ill-fated expedition.

The rescuers were headed by Winfield Scott Schley, then a captain in

the navy ; years later a hero of the Spanish-American war. Schley had been

chosen to find Greely and bring him home, if alive. The commander headed

a squadron of three vessels, one of which, the Alert, was furnished by the

British government. These three boats sailed nprth in April, 1884, and in

June passed into the polar sea, anchoring finally at Cape Sabine. Parties

were sent out from this point over the ice to seek traces of the lost.

On June 21, after the searchers had been busy for three days, a seaman

rushed up to the ship and delivered to Commander Schley a faded paper. It

was one of several records left by Greely where it might be found by search-

ers. Under date of October, 1883, it read: "My party is now permanently

in camp on the west side of a small neck of land which connects the wrecked

cache cove, and the one to its west, distant about equally from Cape Sabine

and Cocked Hat h'.and. All well." The last words had a terrible irony

in view of what Schley and his men found. They proceeded with all speed

to the point described, and there found the Greely party in a terrible plight.

It is vividly described in Schley's official report, from which the following

is taken

:

"Lieutenant Greely was found in his sleeping bag, his body inclined for-

ward and head resting upon his left hand. The Book of Common Prayer

was open and held in his right hand. He appeared to be reading prayers to

Private Connell, whose condition was most desperate and -.ritical. He was

cold to the waist; all sensation of hunger gone; was speechless and almost

breathless: his eyes were fixed and glassy. Indeed, his weakness was such

that it was with difficulty he swallowed the stimulants given him by Drs.
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Gre«, and Ames; his jaws had dropped, his heart was barely pulsating andhis body temperature very low.

t-uisiimg, ana

"This tender scene of a helpless, almost famished, officer consoling a dvin^companion, was m itself one that brought tears to the eyes of 2!t~fand s^utest of those who stood about them on the merciful errand of hefSergeants Brainerd and Fredericks and Hospital-Steward Bierderbickwere extremely weak and hardly able to stand; they were no long r ab^ o

Z He 7Y-
^'"rP '° ^'^'^ ^°'^' "°^ '" P«P"^ 'he simpleZ of

^1. h'
"" ° "'"'' ""'""'' "°^ '° ^^'* shrimps, upon which theyhad to depend to a great extent to sustain life. Their fac«, hands andlunbs were swollen to such an extent that they could no. be recognized Th"smdicated that the entire party had but a short lease of life4rob b,v „«more than forty-eight hours at most. This fact was recognized bv them aHand had come to them from their experience during that long and de»Ia ewinter in watching their dying companions, as one after another rssedaway from among them forever.

^

helZrj hTT' ^1'*°" ""' ^°""'' '" *"' ''"P'"e ^S. where he had lainhelpless and hopeless for months, with hands and feet frozen off. Strapped
to one of the stumps was found a spoon, which some companion had secu«dhere to enable him to feed himself. His physical condition otherwise appea ed

t^^l /I
'"^ °^"'' ™™™"' ""'l "''^ "^y ^ ^""buted to the facttha each of his compamons had doled out to him from their small allowance

iTtr". if-

'° ""? """' °" =''~""' °^ "'^ ^"'P'"^ helplessness toadd anything to his own by hunting about the rocks for lichens or shrimpsHe suffered no waste of strength by exertion incidem thereto. This care of
Elison was such as only brave and. generous men, suffering with each other
under the most desperate circumstances, could think of.

"Sergeam Long was very much reduced, though in somewhat better con-
dition than some of the others. His office of hunter for the starving partyhad made it necessary to increase slightly his pittance of food to maintain his
strength, that he might cominue the battle for food and life to the helpless
In his case however, the effect of this cominued effort had told its story in
his wasted form. Shorter and shorter journeys were made in good weather
while m the frequent bad weather of that region his strength was so much
mpaired that when the joyful signal whistle was heard he had onlv enough
left to stagger out to the rocks overlooking the water to see if the signal had
proceeded from ships in sight. His first visit was a bitter disappointment

m
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» he saw nothing. A second visit, fifteen minutes later, brought him within

fifty yards of the W. steam^tter and in view of the reUef sh.ps com-ng

alundCape Sabine. When the steam^tter ran into '^e beachjh„
Long was ^n he rolled down the ice<overed dift and was taken mto the

„tur. He informed Lieutenant Colwell that the location of the camp wa,

^"'S'Lfof Sergeant Elison the medical officers were fearful f^m the

first that his chances of life were very small. As soon as Pr°P<r food was

available and the digestive functions should be re-estabhshed fully, th hea,*

ful round of blood circulation would begin its distribution of new hfe to the

n ured parts, and inflammation would naturally occur. If El.sons s rength

Sd in'^rea;e more rapidly than the inflammation, -Putat^n °f the m.ur^^d

parts would perhaps save his life. Several days after h.s '«^;- J""«f' °^

Green reported that Elison was threatened w.th congestion of the bram m
s^ptomrincreased rapidly until the poor fellow lost h.s reason^ At God-

Cen his condition was so critical that the surgeon of-the '-P^d"""-/'!^

colltation, determined to amputate both feet above *e arfclejs rte oriy

chance of life left the sufferer. Disease, however, triumphed and amid the

"scenes that had surrounded him for three years in h.s heroic sacrifice,

and whtothe desolate solitude of that region of everlasting .ce and snow

surrounded by his sorrowing comrades, he passed away about 3 a. m. of July

7 three davs after the amputation.
''

"L eute'nant Greely was physically the weakest, but mentaUy the most vig-

orous of his party. He had lain in his sleeping bag for weeks on account of h.

rruallyfamng strength. He was unable to stand alone for any length of

£ nd was Lost helpless except in a sitting posture; all pangs of hunge

h?d eased- his appearance was wild; his hair was long and unkempt; h.s face

and hands were ^ered with sooty black dirt; his body was scantily covered

wkh worn-out clothes; his form was wasted, his joints were swollen, and h,s

'^^"S:tt"uiry .-as if they were not Englishmen, but when he was told

that we were his own countrymen, he paused for a moment as .f reflecting,

then said, 'And I am glad to see yon.'
.

"The condition of his camp was in keeping with the scene .nside the ten.

desperate and desolate; the bleak barrenness of the spot over which the wM

A^rd would not fly, the row of graves on a little ""ge, one hundr^

f^ away, with the protruding heads and feet of those lately buned, a sad but
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silent witness to the daily increasing weakness of the little band of survivors

;

the deserted winter quarters in the hollow below, with its broken wall invaded

by the water from the meking snow and ice above it; the dead bodies of two
companions stretched on the ice-foot that remained; the wretched apology for

cooking utensils improvised by them in their sore distress, hardly de:erving the

name ; the scattered and worn-out clothes and sleeping bags of the dead ; the

absence of all food save a few cupfuls of boiled seal-skin scraps ; the wild and
weird scene of snow, ice, and glaciers overlooking and overhanging this des-

olate camp, completed a picture as startling as it was impressive. I hope never

again in my life to look upon such wretchedness and such destitution. The
picture was more startling ind more deeply pathetic than I had ever dreamed

could be possible. In beholding it I stood for a moment almost unmanned, and

then realized that if the expedition had demonstrated any one thing more than

another it was that an hour had its value to at least one of that party. Stouter

hearts than mine felt full of sorrow. Eyes that had not wept for years were

moistened with tears in the solemnity of that precious hour in the lives of that

heroic little band of sufferers, until this moment so hopeless and helpless.

"In preparing the bodies of the dead for transportation in alcohol to St.

John's, it was found that six of them—Lieutenant Kislingbury, Sergeants

Jewell and Ralston, Privates Whistler, Henry, and Ellis—had been cut, and

the fleshy parts removed to a greater or less extent. All other bodies were

found intact. When the bodies of the dead were exposed in preparing them

the identification was found complete. Some of them riuld be recognized by

aid of a picture taken with us from home ; others, whose features had decayed,

were identified by other characteristics. I am therefore satisfied that no mis-

take was made in this important matter, which so impressed us from the

beginning."

The ships reached St. John's, N. F., July 17. From that point Schley

telegraphed the Secretary of the Navy of his success, and told other details of

the voyage as follows:

"The channel between Cape Sabine and Littleton Island did not close, on
account of violent gales, all winter, so that 240 rations at the latter point could

not be reached. All of Greely's records and all the instruments brought by him
from Fort Conger are recovered and are on board. From Hare Island to

Smith's Sound I had a constant and furious struggle with ice in impassable

floes. The solid barriers were overcome by watchfulness and patience. No
opportunity to advance a mile escaped me, and for several hundred miles the
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ships were forced to ram their way from lead to lead, through ice varying in

thickness from three to six feet, and when rafted much greater.

"The Thetis and the Bear reached Cape York, June i8, after a passage of

twenty-one days in Melville Bay, and two advance ships of a Dundee whaling

fleet, and continued to Cape Sabine. Returning seven days later, we fell in

with seven others of this fleet off Wostenholme Island, and announced Greely's

rescue to them, that they might not be delayed from their fishing grounds nor

be tempted into the dangerous Smith's Sound in view of the reward of $25,000

offered by Congress. Returning across Melville Bay we fall in with the Alert

and Loch Garry off Devil's Thumb, struggling through the ice. Commander

Cofl'.n did admirably to get along so far with the transport so early in the

season before the opening had occurred. Lieutenant Emory, with the Bear

has supported me throughout with great skillfulness and unflinching readiness

in accomplishing the great duty of relieving Lieutenant Greely. The Greely

party are very much improved since the rescue, but were critical in the ex-

treme when found and for several days after. Forty-eight hours' delay in

reaching them would have been fatal to all now living. The season north is

late and the coolest for years. Smith's Sound was not open when I left Cape

Sabine. The winter about Melville Bay was the most severe for twenty years.

This great result is entirely due to the unwearied energy of yourself and the

Secretary of War in fitting out this expedition for the work it has the honor

of accomplishing.

"W. S. Schley, Commander."

The return voyage consumed, all told, almost six weeks. On August i the

squadron arrived in Portsmouth harbor with six living and twelve dead mem-

bers of the Greely party on board. Wars' ^ps were drawn up to give a

welcome, and the yards were manned, and bands played. Then, in the cabin

of Schley's ship, Lieut. Greely was reunited with his wife and his mother. On

the following Monday there was a great demonstration on land. A parade of

all the naval forces available was held in the streets of Portsmouth, and as the

men in blue passed in all their strength, the shattered, haggard survivors

looked on from the balcony of a hotel.

One of the most interesting features of Peary's pole-finding expedition was

the discovery of relics of the Greely party. The finder was Prof. Donald

McMillan.

He told of wearing army coats and picking up scraps of letters and mes-

sages of 'e that were lying around the ground in perfect condition after almost
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RESCUE OF CREELY PARTY gu
thirty years; of finding letters-veriuble messages of the dead-and leave*

plorers from relatives far away.

and fi'rJwrd"™'
"•"" """""" °* ""^'^ ""^ """ " ^'^ '«*' ""y Lock""^

ou. Z'?!!' !,
"^' T ^^^ ^'""''''"'" •" "'*• "^ """"d '° "^ke several tripsout into the desolate country to see what I could learn about the geology of tte

terntoty and the habits, customs and religion of the people. On onYof Z
CrtTr V°°^r *'^''f

/"" Eskimos and started, skirting the east coast ofG^nt Land and Gnnnell Und. I slowly made my way down to Fort Conger,abou s«ty-five m.les from the Roosevelt, and ran upon the last camp oHhe
Greely expedition of 1881-1884.

"Here I foimd relics, all of which were in the same condition as when theywere discarded by the ill-fated members of that expedition. I found cofKhominy cam,ed rhubarb, canned potatoes, breakfast food and all sorts of sup^

Sl'e time'^rir " '°^ " ""' """ ' '"^^''^ ^"^^'^ °" "'^ ^

f!J'.?'"f.,°'"'^''i"'"'^'^
°'''"°*'' *'"" 'he buttons on it, was about the

\Z ^'h* tT""'^- ^
"'"'' •"' '=°''*' """» '^hile I stayed here I presume

x«d tion" O r ''
°"%"r °' ^"°*" "" ^'°"^'"« °' "" 'he meS in thexpedition On the ground I also found the trunk that had been carried by

J'^'" r'! T°'"<'^"'"
had been made < :he caches of provisions which

Sphereth fn'
' ""'' '1 ''"'"^''

' =" "'^' "-""'« "« -""d "adbeen left there when the men started south to Cape Sabine, where seventeen ofthe twenty-five members perished. /

-i^n ui

,„ ,Zv\™"
''*''

^l"
'^'" '° ^°" ^°"^" •'y 'h^ P™'e"= a"d had been told

mthl^rhT " T. y'"u
°''""^ ''' '"'"'" 'h« ^'^'"^hip tried toget through, but was crushed in the ice.

"Orders had been issued to the party that if the relief ship did not arrive
the party was to make its way to the south and reach Cape Sabine. When theProteus failed to arrive the party started.

to1iZ!'*T-T'V°''' u
'"''"'' "" '''^^^ '^'^'P' "'"<= P°""ds, and in orderto lighten their loads to that extent these goods, stores and personal belonrin«

were left beh „d. It was these that I had found after a lapse of almost th.r^
years. Nothmg had been destroyed. Everything was in a'n excellent stlterf
preservation. Those members of the party who did not perish at Sabine were

1-1
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mcued by Commodore (afterward Rear Admiral) Winfield S. Schkjr on hit

relief expedition Knt out for the purpose of rescue.

"Fluttering about the camp was a slip of paper that had been taken from

the flyleaf of a notebook. It was a voice from the dead. Written as the in-

troduction to a speech at a banquet that the expedition had evidently arranged

to kill the monotony of the long winter, the words were in the nature of a

chaffing of the various members of the party. The author little knew at the

time that he penciled his words that they would be found almost a generation

afterward, the simple story of a tragedy of the Arctic.

"Here I also found other papers and magazines. Carefully placed between

the pages of a magazine were several photographic plates tha» had been taken

by George W. Rice, who was the official photographer of the expedition. The

magazine was still readable, despite the fact that it had been the plaything of

the elements there for twenty-eight years. The plates, however, were ruined,

and I was unable t..; discover to just what extent the expedition had penetrated

into the Arctic.

"One of the treasures concealed by the leaves of the magazine wis a photo-

graph of General Greely. The features were still distinct. One of the relics

was the fly leaf of a book. It had written upon it 'Lieutenant Frederick

Kisslingbury. To my dear father, from his affectionate son, Harry Kissling-

bury. May God be with you and return you safely to us.'

"The fly leaf had been torn from a textbook that had evidently been passed

from one student to another. The names of several persons, evidently students,

had been written, but a pencil mark had been drawn through them. The first

name at the top of the page was Henry Satreau. Underneath was Victor

Ooutier, Assumption College. These had been scratched out and under them

written 'Harry Kisslingbury, Fort Custer, Mont, now at Assumption College,

Sandwich, Ontario, Jan. 15, 1881.'

"The fate of Kisslingbury is tragic. He had become estranged from General

Greely at Fort Conger and resigned his position in the army. He rin for

the shore to board the Proteus, intending to return to America, but just as he

reached there he saw the smoke of the steamer in the distance. He had arrived

too late.
A,- ^

"Kisslingbury returned to camp, did not ask for reinstatement, and lived

with the expedition as a private citizen. He was among those who perished

later.

"Another of Kisslingtury's possessions which I found was a temperance

hymn book on the fly leaf of which was written : 'T» Lieutenant Kisslingbury,
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^L.^•^;/f ''o/'''
'"""* '"^ "'" *'»''«'•' the author. Georee W ClarkL«n..t M,ch., .86.

' Lying i„ .he stores was an ocarink, a Z^^^.
at which fort Conger had been established.

«,r,!rilt'^'"7;r' T^"
"'*'''" °' J'"'''y ' ^"""-l '^"'"d "°"n<l- It was«^rpns.ng to find the stores in such excellent condition It only goes to show

often from the abandoned Greely stores. One of the most striking relics Ifound here, and one that showed the proclivities of the owner, was a recoM oall the horse trotfng events of the time in America. . . had U^n wt^ttenln theowner's hand, and embodied a description and record of all the trat er andtrottmg marks in the hiscory of the turf.

"It seemed that I was to be fortunate in discovering the abandoned camns

Th Tr^L"''''"r'- ^ "="' ^"'^" " ""'« 1^'" -d ">"« across he caTptf»t had been established by Co"^n,odore Hall in :88,. This party had Wn^u^ north by the United States steamship Polaris. Like theLe^ earner"the Polaris was also crushed in the ice at Littleton Island
Here I found a wooden house, i6 feet

' . 35, which had been eret ed asa winter quarters. The house was still standing

t,""^*"^'

the Polaris had been crashed, nineteen of the party took to the ice«kes and tried to drift to safety. They were picked up by the Tigr ss offNewfoundland after they had floated to the coast of Labrador, not a hundredUMles from here. The other members were rescued by the Ravens^rarofDundee, Scotland. I found all the ropes, sails and clothing that l^d Lenabandoned in most excellent shape. The sails were like new.On pother sledging trip I ran across the headquarters of Sir GeoreeNares and Markham. who made an expedition in .875 and 1876 I^Scrockery, coal bags, wood and cartridges, some of which were loaded'

nn.h ^r^w.?'"^ *'^"' "^ '"'""''"y '"' *»' 'hat I ran across a hand

the camp. The tracks 01 u.e cart still remamed in the sand as sharply de-

is^tT'iT.T,"^ "" "1" ^'= ""^ ' '"" ^^y «"= •''^"h of the mens benefited. Instead of going into a regular course of athletic training there

sledging It IS only a question of time ^vhen the men become so harde^d andacclimated that they are in perfect physical condition for the wori^"

r
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CHAPTER XX.

NAN8EN. THE MODERN VIKING.

Fridtjof Namen, subject of the king of Norway,
'^*»~™>»»»°J^^'

**!?«;

who braved the perils of ice and storm in early ages surpassed Gr«lys

^totteT^rth," and established a record which it renained for Peary o beat.

?^Ce been few poUr explorers of greater courage and Phy'-calequ-P-

^mfo^the hardship, of the Arctic than Nansen. Of powerful frame and

Zitl^ bravery he is a mighty hunter, a man of Uemendou, determmation,

Sl^wd il^ ways of the 'wilderness. Had it not been given to Peary

SSold the^ in ,909. H ™y weU be believed that Nansen would

"•"ThTt^ 'iiVeSoiff"; which Nansen is famous is the crossing of

Gre^ndXh meant the traversing of the immense glacier wh.ch cover,

Sn^e cTtral part of the island, the scaling of enormous ice-mountams.

J^H""^ force wild beasts, lest he himself be slaia The feat wasac-

r\^ i„"th, summer of 1888, five men accompanying Nansen, and mak-

rSrt ^ he"by s e^^ which they hauled themselves as they had

S. VJ:« -" ''-^ -er ^eat snow-wastes. -"
^j^'V^^^^^

~
footed UP mountains, some of which were 9.000 feet high. Part of the way

W o^r watTr to cros; which it was necessary for the party to drag a tot

do^^ Fmiuently the thermometer fell 4° below zero; once to 49 below

^?ioun,» a dUtance of about 800 miles, was accomplished in mnety days^

S^his^I^m Nanl found himself a hero. He arrived in Copenhagen May

iic «^' "esult of this was that when, a year or two later Nansen o^n-

cei^ thT^i^o. to reach the north pole, he received enthususfc support.

216
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He had • »tartling theory he desired to prove. ThU wa< that in a ihip bailt
•tanchly enough to endure any amount of ice-pretiure, he could drift aeroM
the 'oo of the earth, and thus claim the distinction of being first in that latitude.
Ht .^sed his idea on the experience of the steamer Jeannette, which was aban^
doned north of the New Siberia Island in June, 1881, and pieces of which were
recovered on the shore of West Greenland.

Nansen said: "It struck me that if objects from a ship could drift tiiia

way, a ship, too, might go the same route, provided she was strong enough to
withstand the pressure of the ice."

The theory did not meet with unanimous support from other explorers, but
Nansen was encouraged to keep on, and in Novembtr, tSgo, the fhip Fram
was christened in Norway. The Fram, which is still in service, is perhaps the
strongest boat ever built. Her dimensions are: Ungth of keel, 103, and
water line, 113 feet. Breadth at water line, 34 feet; depth of hoid, 17 feet.
The total thickness of the ship's sides is 24 to 28 inches, braced by powerful
beams of wood and iron, and aJ the material used in the construction is the
toughest and most durable that could be procured from any part of the world.

As showing the enthusiasm aroused by the project, the foUowing list of
contributions for it is given

:

Appropriation by the Government of Norway, about $75,500
The King's private panr and individuals 28,500
Collections by a committee 6100
Dr. Nansen's contributi >n -'j^,

London Geographical Society j[ooo
A private gentleman of Riga (not named)

Ijjo
Interest account . j'-og

'^°'*'
$121,550

The Fram left Christiana Fjord, Norway, June 23, 1893, with a crew of
fourteen men, and provisions for two years. It sailed to Siberia, where Nan-
sen hoped to strike the current that apparently took the Jeannette west. In
August the ship gained the open sea and drifted to latitude 79; but later the
cantankerous current started the other way, and carried the Fram southeast
to tatitude '•' -re she became frozen in, and subject to an enormous pres-
sure of ice. ;,,. .owever, only served to bring out the strength of the vessel.

i,Jl. l"\
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which w«i ipecUlly conitnicted to the ice, instead of cruitang her, would

ilide along her lidej.

In March of that year, after the party had endured the longert polar night

ever seen by man—owing to their long »tay above the 70th parallel,—Nansen

decided on a sledge journey. He had concluded the drift project was too un-

certain. The greatest risks attended this venture, and Nansen determined to

make it himself, with only one companion, a man named Johansea On March

3 the sun appeared, and eleven days Uter the two started out. The trip was

one of the most trying any explorer has suffered, but it was also one of

the most triumphant, for it was by this means Nansen achieved his

"farthest north"—86 degrees, 14 minutes, north latitude. The best previous

record was that of the Gt«ely party. Nansen reached to within 225 geograph-

kal miles of the north pole.

Nansen writes: "In order to investigate the state of the ice, and the pos-

sibility of advance, I went further north on ski (slet.^er snow-shoes that re-

semble sled runners) but could discern no likely way. From the highest hum-

mock I could find, I saw only packed and piW • ;asfarasthehonron.Here,

as during our whole journey, we saw no sig! ind in any direction. The ice

appeared to drift before the wind without bein( topped by mainland or islands.

If it were like this in the direction of Franz j «f Und, we might have dif-

ficulty enough getting there, and the ice grew so bad that I thought it unad-

visable to continue our journey any further toward the north."

The loneliness of the trip was somewhat relieved by the hunting of game,

in which the two had many thrilling experiences. One of the most notable of

these was an adventure which Nansen describes as follows:

"We were just about to cross a channel on the ice in our kayalcs. This

was generally accomplished by tying the two kayaks together on the ice, then

placing them on the water, and after creeping with the dogs out onto the decks,

paddling across. Suddenly I heard a noise behind me, and turning saw Johan-

ten on his back with a bear over him, he holding the bear by the throat. I

caught at my gun v.hich lay on the fore-deck of my kayak; but at the same

moment the boat slid into the water, and the gun with it. By exerting all my

strength I hauled th< heavy laden kayak up again, but while doing so I heard

Tohansen quietly remark, 'You must hurry up if you don't want to be too late.

At last 1 got the gun out of the case ; and ^ I turned round with it cocked, the

bear was just in front of me. In tl.e hurry of the moment I had cocked the

right barrel, which was loaded with shot; but the charge took effect behind the
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w.and the bear fell down dead between u.. The only wound that JohanMn
feaiyed was a ihght scratch on the back of one hand, and we went on our way
well laden with fresh bear meat.

'

"The bear must have followed oiir track like a cat, and, covered by the ice-
block., have slunk up while we were clearing the ice from the lane and had our
backs to him. We could see by the trail how it had crept over a small ridgt
just behmd us under cover of a mound by Johanscn's k.iyak. While the latter
without suspecting anything or looking rouml, went back ami stooped down to
pick up the hauling rope, he suddenly caught sight of an animal crouched up
at the end of the kayak, but thought it was Suggen (the dog) ; and before he
tad tune to realize that it was so big he received a cuff on the ear which made
him see fireworks, and over he went on his back. • * • It was just as the
bear was about to bite Johansen in the head that he uttered the memorable
words. Look sharp!' • • • Johansen let go his hohl on the bear and
wiggled out, while the bear gave Suggen a cuff which made him howl lustily
Then Kaifas (the other dog) got a slap on the nose. Meanwhile Johansen tad
struggled to his feet and when I fired had got his gun, which was sticking out
of the kayak hole."

"

After their long journey across the frozen seas, Nansen and Johansen
reached land near the 8ist

,
arallel, only to become imprisoned in the ice This

forced them to winter nia..y miles from the Fram. So hardy were they how-
ever, that they passed the winter in perfect health. Immense quamities of^e were near them, also, and they were able to get bear, walrus, at any time
There were also quantities of foxes, "which almost every night," Nansen de-
clares, "constantly sat upon the roof of our hut, whence we could perpetually
hear their gnawing of our frozen meat. These foxes were of both the white
variety and the valuable dark-furred kind, and had we been so inclined we
could easily have laid by a store of valuable furs. Our supply of ammunition
however, was not so large as to allow of our spending it upon them, for it
seamed to me that bears were the smallest game that could give us any return
for our cartridges.

"At last came the spring, with sunshine and birds. How well I remember
thjt first evening, a few days before the sun had appeared above the horizon
when we suddenly saw a flock of little auks sail pa.st us along the mountains to
the north. It was like the first greeting from life and spring. Many followed
in their train, and soon the mountains around us swarmed with these Uttle

*
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230 NANSEN. THE MODERN FIXING

summer visitors of the north, which enlivened everything with their cheerful

twittering."

May 19 the travelers started south again, and coming to water, they tried

voyaging in their kayaks, with an improvised mast and sail. This proved an

adventurous trip. Says Nansen

;

"One day, when we had been sailing along the shore, we lay to in the

evening to reconnoiter our farther way westward. In leaving the kayaks, we

made them fast to the ice by a strong strap, which we thought was perfectly

reliable. While we were a little way off on the top of a hummock, however,

we discovered that our linked boats had broken from their moorings and wer-

rapidly drifting away from the ice, carried along by the wind. All our pro-

visions were on board, our whole outfit, our guns, and our ammunition. There

we stood upon the ice, entirely without resource. Our only safely lay in reach-

ing our kayaks, and I had no choice but tb spring into the water and try to

reach them by swimming. It was, however, a struggle for life, for the kayaks

seemed to drift more rapidly before the wind than I could swim; the icy water

gradually robbed my whole body of feeling, and it became more and more dif-

ficult to use my limbs. At length I reached the side of our craft; but it wan

only by summoning up my last energies that I finally succeeded in getting on

board, and we were saved."

This remarkable journey was to have as its climax one of those meetings

of men in a strange country which are dramatic incidents in the world's history.

While cooking breakfast one day, and not in the least suspecting the presence

of a white man within hundreds of miles, he heard a dog bark, looked up, and

saw F. G. Jackson, an English explorer, who was studying Franz Joseph land.

Nansen embarked on Jackson's steamer and returned home in August, 1896, to

find himself the chief hero of Norway, and a man of redoubled fame in the rest

of the world.



CHAPTER XXI.

TWO BALLOONISTS WHO FAILED.

The North Pole madness has so invaded the blood of mankind that almost«rery mode of transportation, short of ox-teams and railroad trains, has^,^bought of for reaching the goal. Even automobiles have been ugges^though laughed to scorn by those who have experienced the woe of hfX asledge oyer an .ce-hummock. It was this very difficulty of progress over landand sea that led two men of daring to consider an aerial trip. This, thL ar-

gued would necessarily avoid the delay and despair of combating ice-Lgsand mountams and be a short, swift, easy route

daunt most human bemgs was as nothing. They were enthusiasts in balloon-u«, and to t..e enthus.ast m that sport it is said even racing through a thun-de storn, a m.le m a.r is a joy. But bold as they were, neither came witWn

wi , w?'"^ ^^'""=• °"^ """ " S"^"^' S. A. Andree; the othe"Walter Welhnan, an American.
Andree was an engineer in the patent office at Stockohlm. He had becomean experienced aeronaut, though he had never "set the world on fire" andwhen he proposed crossing the Atlantic Ocean, from Africa to South America

there were many who approved the schemt-so long as they did not have to'

taveler fnd he
^"

"'k
='PP™v«i was Nordenskjold, a well known Arctic

Zt,',T M *?° ^™ ^"''^ ""= '"^"^ °f '^'"e f°^ 'he north pole.

tn^Zl,T^" "l"""^
'*^™'' P'""'- ^"^ =^""S 'he necessary money,

nf «??l^ t
". t''^°"e'> 'he aid of King Oscar of Sweden. The sum

Hd^'T Tn"
''"'^''' °^ ''^^^ "'' """S h™^<=" gave $8,000. Andree

sCrtJj'
^'."°-""^,--.'".'" ^""«' -here a balloon was specially con!tmcted or h.m. Following is a description of the craft, publisheSjust beforethe expedition got started

:

.
*-

j
i ucrure

h.iil!'
'• ^ ''°""« halloon, or rather a balloon in a balloon. The first or innerMoon IS made of a specially made silk cloth of three folds and covered^th

a two-proof varnish. Over this, covering two-thirds of the balloon, comls a
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222 TWO BALLOONISTS WHO FAILES

the balloon and the girdle will prevent this.

"The balloon has a diameter of 20.5 meters (one meter is 39-37 """"J

sa.1 secured to *e^P« °'

^

^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ j^,

dra/o:rtr.:^rrin.eU.^^^^^^^

s:;;rj;^^einXiin:rwirJ^^^^^^^
other eyelets motion in^^^^^^^^

for four and a half

mo:rarnr: btrhe'Tv^ clothing, a^nd every necessity that ex^

rience has shown is required.
balloon
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of plan aroused the scoffers, and Andree's exploit became something of a by-word; but the explorer was undaunted, and in 1897 he again went to Spitz-
bergen The mflation of the balloon was completed this time on June 22 anda few days were spent in making the great craft "seaworthy" in every way Itwas given a name-the "Ornen," which is Swedish for eagle. Finally on July
II everythmg was ready. Andree wrote two messages of thanks, one to
a Stockholm newspaper and the other to the King, and he and his two com-
^nions chmbed in. The names of these companions were Nils Strindberg and
Ferdinand Frankel. °

Before the crowd of onlookers the balloonists shook hands with their
friends and at 2:40 p. m. Andree gave the word, "Cast off." The monster
tolloon rose m the air, and sailed over the heads of the spectators, while the
three men in the basket waved handkerchiefs and shouted last adieus

And they were last adieus indeed. Those fast-dwindling forms, swaying
beneath the great dark gas-bag against the sky, were never seen again Whether
they came down, with gas exhausted, in open water and were drowned
whether they crashed against a berg and so died; or whether they landed insome ice-wilderness and starved.-these are mysteries which iron-hearted na-
ture has thus far refused to reveal.

Wellman's plans were of a different kind. He did not propose to trust to
air-currents to waft hin across the polar sea, as did Andree, but designed an

at wiU
"^'"^ °' ^ '""^'"^ "' ^^'"^ 'heoretically could be turned

The bold adventure was backed by a Chicago newspaper, and passed years
naking his preparations. Interest of explorers and aeronauts everywhere

»as aroused, and doubt and confidence were divided. The doubters said that
«ie fickle a.r would not do what it was claimed it would; the supporters ofWelhnan urge that, if air ships could travel hours with ease, why noVdays?

«J!, ZT '.'^{' ^'"'""" "''''^ '"^ ""' ='"' f™-" Spitzbergen. He
started boldly and with good hope; but it proved that the machinery of his
craft was too dehcate; and after the balloon had proceeded a short distance,
something went wrong with the guide-rope, which, like Andree, Wellman had
railing after the airship. The balloon crashed against the side of an ice moun-

returned to Europe in safety. Of course, however, no furth,.- attempt wasmade that year. Again, in August, .909, Welhnan got his ship and his men
together and prepared to start, but this, too, ended in failure
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CHAPTER XXII.

LIFE AMONG THE ESKIMOS.

to reach the north P°l« *hese peopi
,

,

P
christianized; and they

S .^ta,rf <,» fc **, 11.^ ™, „»» th.«" •1"~J '"P™-
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and seemed to have a greater number near him than the rest. He evidently
understood the movement; for he at once, like a brave fellow, leaped down
upon the floe, and advanced to meet me fully half-way.

"He was nearly a head taller than.myself, extremely powerful and well-
built, with swarthy complexion, and black eyes. His dress was a hooded capote
at jumper, of mixed white and blue fox-pelts, arranged with something of
fancy; and booted trousers of white bear-skin, which, at the end of the foot,
were made to terminate with the claws of the animal.

"I soon came to an understanding with this gallant diplomatist. Almost
as soon as we commenced our parley, his companions, probably receiving sig-
nals from him, flocked in and surrounded us; but we had no difliculty in mak-
ing them know, positively, that they must remain where they were, while Metek
went with me on board the ship. This gave me the advantage of negotiating
with an important hostage."

The Eskimos were taken aboard ship. Says Dr. Kane

:

"They were lost in barbarous amaze at the new fuel,—too hard for blub-
ber, too soft for rire-stone,—but they were content to believe it might cook as
well as seal's fat. They borrowed from us an iron pot, and some melted water,
and parboiled a couple of pieces of walrus-meat ; but, the real pike de resistance,
some five pounds of head, they preferred to eat raw. Yet there was something
of the gourmet in their mode of assorting their mouthfuls of beef and blubber.
Slices of each, or rather strips, passed between the lips, either together or in
strict alternation, and with a regularity of sequence that kept the molars well
to their work.

"They did not eat all at once, but each man when and as often as the im-
pulse prompted. Each slef. after eating, his raw chunk lying beside him on
the buflFalo-skin

;
and, as he woke, the first act was to eat, and the next to sleep

again. They did not lie down, but slumbered away in a sitting posture, with
the head declined upon the breast, some of them snoring famously.

"In the morning they were anxious to go; but I had given orders to detain
them for a parting interview with myself. It resulted in a treaty, brief in
its terms, that it might be certainly r.membered; and mutually beneficial, that it
might possibly be kept. I tried to make them understand what a powerful
Prospero they had had for a host, and how beneficent he would prove himself so
long as they did his bidding. And, as an earnest of my favor, I bought all the
walrus-meat they had to spare, and four of their dogs; enriching them, in re-
turn, with needles and beads, and a treasure of old cask-staves."
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A brother of Dr. Kane, who was one of a relief party sent out in l8s5. has

this to say of the Eskimos:
_ ^

"Improvidence is another trait of these 'fresh children of impulse. We

were at their village as late as the 19th of August. Yet, although the auks

were flying round them in such quantities that one man could have been aUe

to catch a thousand an hour, they had not enough prepared for winter to last

two days. They were all disgustingly fat, and always eating,—perhaps an

average ration of eighteen pounds per diem,—yet they had lost seven by star-

vation during th^ last winter, though relieved, as far as we could make it out,

by the Dokto Kayens.

"They suffer dreadfully from cold, too; yet there is an abundance of ex-

cellent peat, which they might dig during the summer. They know its value

as fuel, and are simply too lazy to stack it. The little auk, which forms their

principal food, may be said also to be their only fuel. Indeed, It quite fills the

pUce which the seal holds among the more southern Esquimaux. Their clothes

are Hned with its skins, they burn the fat, and, setting aside the livers and

hearts, to be dried, and consumed as bonbons during the winter, they eat the

meat and intestines cooked and raw, both cold and at blood heat.

"They are very hospitable; the minute we arrived, all hands began to catch

birds and prepare them for us. Tearing off the skins wich their teeth they

stripped the breasts to be cooked, and presented us with the juicy entrails and

remaining portions to eat raw, and stay our appetites. The viands did not look

inviting to us, who had witnessed their preparation; but they appeared so hurt

at our refusing to eat, that we had to explain that it was not cooked but raw

birds we wanted. This was satisfactory. They set out at once to catch some for

us; and in a few moments three of them were on their way down to our boat

loaded with birds."

Dr. Nansen, in recounting his crossing of Greenland, describes many do-

mestic traits of the Eskimos with a touch of realism. He tells thus of entering

the home of an Eskimo family

:

t,- 1, ~„1
"We had been at once invited to sit down upon some chests which stood

by the skin-curtain at the entrance. These are the seats which are always

nut at the disposal of visitors, while the occupants have their places upon the

long bench or couch which fills the back part of the tent. This couch is made

of planks, is deep enough to give room for a body reclining at full length, and

is as broad as the full length of the tent. It is covered with several layers of

sealskin, and upon it the occupants spend their whole indoor hfe, men and
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women alike, sitting often cross-legged as they work, and taking their meals
and rest an-*, slec^.

'

"The tent itself is of a very peculiar construction. The framework con-
sists of a high trestle, upon which a number of poles are laid, forming a semi-
circle below and converging more or less to a point at the top. Over these
poles a double layer of skins is stretched, the inner coat with tlie hair turned
inward, and the outer generally consisting of the old coverings of boats and
kayaks. The entrance is under the above-mentioned trestle, v.Iiich is covered

^ the thin curtain of which I have just spoken. This particular tent housed
four or five different families, each having their own particular partition
marked off upon the common couch. Before every famil) stall a train-oil lamp
was burning with a broad flame. These lamps are flat, semi-circular vessels of
pot-stone, about a foot in length. The wick is made of dried moss, which is
placed against one side of the lamp and continually fed with pieces of fresh
blubber, which soon melt into oil. The lamps are in charge of the women,
who have special sticks to manipulate the wicks with, to keep them both from
smoking and burning too low. Great pots of the same stone hang above, and
in them the Esquimaux cook all their food, which they do n'-* eat raw. Strange
to say, they use neither peat nor wood for cooking purposes, :hough such fuel
is not difficult to procure. The lamps are kept burning night and day; they
serve for both heating and lighting purposes, for Esquimaux do not sleep in
the dark, like other people; and they also serve to maintain a permanent odor
of train-oil which, as I have said, our European senses at first found not alto-
gether attractive, but which we soon learned not only to tolerate, but to take
pleasure in. * *

"The man embraced a fat woman, and thereupon the pair with extreme
complacency pointed to some younger individuals, the whole pantomime giving
us to understand that the party together formed a family of husband, wife, and
children. The man then proceeded to stroke his wife down the back, and to
pinch her here and there, to show us how charming and delightful she was, and
how fond he was of her, the process giving her at the same time evident sat-
isfaction. Curiously enough, none of the men in this tent seemed to have more
than one wife, though it is a common thing among the east coast Esquimaux
for a man to keep two if he can afford them, though never more. As a rule the
men are good to their wives, and a couple may even be seen to kiss each other
at times, though the process is not carried out on European Hues, but by a mu-
taal rubbing of noses. Domestic strife is, however, not unknown, and it some-
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women alike, sitting often cross-legged as they work, and taking their meals
and rest an-*, slec^.

"The tent itself is of a very peculiar constniction. The framework con-
sists of a high trestle, upon which a number of poles are laid, forming a semi-
circle below and converging more or less to a point at the top. Over these
poles a double layer of skins is stretched, the inner coat with tlie hair turned
inward, and the outer generally consisting of the old coverings of boats and
kayaks. The entrance is under the above-mentioned trestle, v.Iiich is covered
by the thin curtain of which I have just spoken. This particular tent housed
four or five different families, each having their own particular partition
marked off upon the common couch. Before every familj stall a train-oil lamp
was burning with a broad flame. These lamps are flat, semi-circular vessels of
pot-stone, about a foot in length. The wick is made of dried moss, which is
placed against one side of the lamp and continually fed with pieces of fresh
blubber, which soon melt into oil. The lamps are in charge of the women,
who have special sticks to manipulate the wicks with, to keep them both from
smoking and burning too low. Great pots of the same stone hang above, and
in them the Esquimaux cook all their food, which they do n^* eat raw. Strange
to say, they use neither peat nor wood for cooking purposes, though such fuel
is not difficult to procure. The lamps are kept burning night and day; they
serve fnr hnfh hpatinor -^r^A i;n>Ut:«^ c t:- __ _ .
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times leads to violent scenes, the end of which generally is that the woman re-

ceives either a vigorous castigation or the blade of a knife in her arm or leg.

after which the relation between the two becomes as cordial as ever, especially

if the woman has children. * * * ...,,. j ti,.:,

"Their hands and feet are alike unusually small and well shaped The.r

hair is absolutely black and quite straight, resembling horse hair. The men

often tie it back from the forehead with a string of beads and leave it to fal

down over the shoulders. Some who wear no such band have the hair cu

above the forehead, or round the whole head, with the jawbone of a shark, as

their superstitions will not allow them on any account to let iron come in con-

tact with ^t But, curiously enough a man who has begun to cut his hair in his

youth .....St necessarily cominue the practice all his life The women gather

their hair up from behind and tie it with a string of sealskin mto a cone, which

must stand's perpendicularly as possible. This convention - -P«--"y/'""-

Eent in the case of young unmarried women, who, to obtain the desired result

detel hair back from the forehead and temples so tightly that by degrees it

gradually gives way, and they become bald at a very early age.

Tne hospitality of this desolate coast is quite unbounded. A man will re-

ceive his worst enemy, and entertain him for momhs if circumstances throw

h m in his way. The nature of their surroundings and the wandenng life

wWch they lead have forced them to offer and accept universal hospitality, and

the habit has gradually become a law among them.

Eskimo s«:iety has one great principle underiying it: Community of in-

terest H a hunte'r finds game and buries it under a stone, another hunter may

come that way and take the meat without any protest ^^-S
J^^^- ^y^J^

trup who accompanied Peary m his first great journey: The tribe form

aTngrfamily, and each member, without exception, consecrates the work of

*"'

"u !s^x;:;~om'.hat Esquimaux quarrel, and when a disagreement

occurs s a very tame affair. The parties do not talk loudly or call each

X names, but simply separate. They are quiet and genUe people, and very

much dislike anything in the way of disturbance or discord.

Another thing th!t may not be generally credited to these swarthy f°lk

that they are intelligent, and almost invariably truthful. Simple-hearted thy

of course are so that by promises of beads and other ornaments explorers ha^.

^rabrtocl-ince [hem of things that were not true; but it is the unani-

mous belief of most men who have lived among the north people that their
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morals and their domestic relations as regards the division of labor be.wcn,man and woman mclude much that might well be copied by other nations
The inethod of building an Eskimo snow-house is told by one of the ex-

plorers who learned the trick from the natives. He ays

.J.l^'J"^"' K
'=°"''™"'"» » s-^ow-house goes on something in this wav.vaned, of course by circumstances of time, place, an.l materials. I.'irst. n nn,,'-

wi h T?, "T" "" ™' "' ""^ '•••"WHf.ed bank of snow you can nux,

of blocks of salt sold m ine donkey-carts in the streets of London. The dimen-
s,ons we generally selected were two feet in length by fourteen inches in height,and nme mches m breadth. A layer of these blocks is laid on the ground nenrlv

JhtlvT .
" "Tu'

'""^ '"'" ""°"'" '">" °" '"is cut so ns to incline
hghtly mwards and the corner blocks laid diagonally over those un.lcrnea.h,

so as to cut off the angles. Other layers follow in the same wav . until von have
gradually a dome-shaped structure rising before you. out of which ;„u h.ive

fn"!^ w T !""f ''^•' ^°' ' '^°°'- '° ''"'' y°"^'''f ^"'"" » ^-T lipl't. com-
fortable-bokmg bee-h,ve on a large scale, in which you can bid defianre towind and weather Any chinks between the blocks are filled up with loo.,esnow with the hand from outside; as these are best detectcl from within a man
.s usually sent m to drive a thin rod through the sp,„ where he <li.,cover. achmk, wh>ch IS immediately plastered over by some one from without, till the
whole house is as air-tight as an egg."

The Eskimos are well cared for by the government of Denmark, and alwav,
have been as far back as .851. Kennedy wrote. Speaking of Cpernavik

'

"^V'.°"^°^
"'*' '"'"^=""8 ef°"P of little colonies with which the enter-

Sn ,1! A .""r-"?"',

''°""' "" '"'" ™'=' °' Greenland. Here, considerablvw thin the Arctic Crcle. we found a Christian community, not only living, but'
after a fashion, thriving. We were informed by the governor thai there^vere
e en at this ear y period of the season, one thousand Danish tons of oil andb ubber stored, from the produce of the summer fishery. There was likewise
.^ble evidence in every direction of an abundance of venison, water-fowl, andeggs, as well as seals. The houses were built of wood, very small, and had asingularly amphibious look about them, from being covered with tar from top

tobottom,-appearing, for all the world, like so many upturned herring-boats
ready, on any emergency, to take to the water.

„J'^ ^"!^ "^ ""^ ^^1"™°=' ^"^'^hed to the settlement, had come in with the
produce of some hunting e:ccursion in which they had been engaged; and I

' ,i
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wu much struck with their intelliBcncc, and their well-clad, comfortable, and

healthy appearance. This, I learned, was in a great measure due to the benevo-

lent interest of the Danish government in their behalf. There is not a station.

I was given to understand, along the whole coast of Greenland, which has net

its missionary and its schoolmaster for the instruction of the natives; and.

judging from what we saw and learned at Upernavik, the Damsh exchequer

is not without material and substantial proofs of the gratitude of the poor

•IntiuU: Thus instructed, cared for, and their energies disciplinol and

directed, the Esquimos of Greenland give employment to six ships annually, m

carrying the produce of their hunts and fisheries to Denmark."

Eskimos are, of course, among the most skilful big-game hunters of the

world.

They are especially wary in stalking the walrus. .An Eskimo hunter will

approach as near as possible on a sledge and then leave vehicle and dogs

behind and continue on foot.

Describing what follows, .\5trup (one of Peary's men) writes: "Soon then-

seems to be a singing and crachi 't'
i V ice ;

t^cr there is a break mto many

pieces, and up through the opening thus formed a bea. Jed walrus quietly ar..

majestically lifts its large head and grinning face. You hear its deep breath

ing which in the twilight of the forenoon seems to resemble a slow snoring,

and you see its breath like a cloud of vapor, which in the very low temperature

that prevails looks as white and shining as the steam from an engine. A

moment afterward the animal slowly disappears in the deep. It is usually

while the walrus is engaged in breaking the thin ice in order to form a breath-

ing-hole that the Esquimo rushes to the attack, though sometimes, in spite 01

the cold, one is found that has crept upon the ice where it is strong enough to

bear the weight."

Capt. Hall once harpooned a seal according to the Eskimo method. He was

watched by a number of Innuits (natives) as he took his seat by a seal-ho.e,

which is an excavation under the ice where the animal dwells below the frozen

surface Hall at length heard breathing and scratching at the spot. He jabbed

his harpoon down and in a moment the line was jerked from his hand, bm.

"quick as a flash," he says, "I seized it again, or I would have lost my prize, a-

well as the harpoon and line. The sealers far and near saw that I was fa^t

to a seal, and although I called to Nu-kcr-dwo, 'kictc! kicter—come here,

come here!—there was no necessity for it, for before I uttered a word he ami

all the others were making their way to me. Had I caught a whale there could
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Z "l" w,***" T'.
""^"'"^ ""'' ^^^^ '°"'' "«'" ""« 'hes. Innuits on find-ing I «a, really fast ,o a seal. Laughter, hilarity, joyous ringing voice,-

Sourer I^rn'"'r''"T'"'
•'' '^ ''"^' ''"^B-S" «=" -Wch he ha.l jus,captured. Las of all came the young ladies. Tuk-loo and Now-xcr, with dog.

^^fntr:^ :
'"' "'''' "-"""' "="' '»''" => ""'^ -'"" befor; All .ti

L^e,?h^'' '"," "'' ''" '"' " ^™' "'PP'"? "-"y -l""" i" ^alt water

other V,' T"'?" '"'u
'"' ""'

'" ""' '"'' "' ""y "™ '^"i" I "''• o" 'o "«

,t„^,
;^.'-* '--;^<"'. »"h h,s />./«„g (long knife), then cut away the snow,

^,n h .r ?''u^
'^' '""''"'"^ J"'' """^^ "'^ '°''- Soon the seal cam.up to breathe, and then the death-blow was given to it H a thrust of thesptndle of the spear directly into the thin skull. The prize was drawn fonh-a larger seal than euher Ou-c-laS or Ar-mcS. Again the air resounded withshouts and joyous laughter. It was the first case among them of a white man's

success m harpooning"

Despite their skill in the hunt, the Esquimos often suffer from hungerCapt Tyson, who was with Capt. Hall on the Polaris, told of a visit to the
Init of an Esquimo Vnown as Hans, to see a sick boy. He says

:

"The misefable group of children made me sad at heart. The mother wastrymg to pick a few scraps of 'tried-out' blubber out of their lamp, to give to thecrymg children. Augustina is almost as large as her mother, and is twelveor thirteen years old. She is naturally a fat. heavy-built girl, but she looks
peaked enough now. Tobias is in her lap, or partly so. his head resting on her
as she sits on the ground, with a skin drawn over her. She seemed to have a
l.ttle scrap of something she was chewing on. though I could not see that she
.swallowed anything. The little girl, Succi, about four vears old, was crying-
a kind of chronic hunger whine-and I could just see the baby's head in themothers hood, or capote. The babies have no clothing whatever, and areearned about m this hood, which hangs down the mother's back, like young
kangaroos in the maternal pouch, only on the reversed si.le of the body All
1 could do was to encourage them a little I had nothing that I could givehem to make them any more comfortaL; . I was glad, at least, to see that
tney had some oil left."

This same Capt. Tyson interestingly describes the capture of a whale-
Captain Tyson, who was with Captain Hall in the Polaris expedition ' thus

describes the killing of a whale, in which he p.irticipatcd

^)l
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"I once had, when I was boat-steerer, quite an adventure with a whale

which was determined not to die. It was a large and valuable balleener. Soon

after the boat was lowered we got alongside. .-Ks I rose to heave the harpoon

it seemed, almost in an instant, that the whale had plunged down to the bottom

of the bay; as the rope uncoiled and went over the gunwale it fairly smoked

with the intense rapidity of the friction, and I had to order it 'doused' to pre^

vent its taking lire. It came, too, within a hair-breadth of capsizing us. For-

tunately, tlie line was over seventy fathoms long, and of the strongest kind.

After she plunged we followed on, it taking all our strength to brmg the boat

near enough to keep the line slack. She stayed under water the first time so

long that we thought she was dead and sunk. It was nearly an hour before

she rose; and when she did, the jerk almost snapped our strong line, already

weakened by the friction and unusual tension.

"As soon as she appeared she began to beat the water with her flukes, and

swirled around so that it appeared impossible to get a lance into her, and, while

I was endeavoring to do this, our line parted, and away she went, carrying

the harpoon with her. We followed with all the speed we could force, and at

last after several hours' hard pull, came up with her. She seemed to know we

were following, and several times disappeared, and then would come up tc.

blow, perhaps half a mile off ; but we were bound to have her. On and on she

wert on and on we followed. The moon was shining, and the Arctic sumnu-r

night was almost as liglit as day, and deep into the night we followed her.

Down she went, tor the sixth or seventh time, but fatigue was gettmg the

better of her. She was weakening, while with all the fatigue our spirits, and

strength, too, were kept up by the excitement. At last, when we had been

nearly twenty-four hours on the chase, I got another harpoon in her. Ihis

seemed to mad.len her afresh. Another plunge, which had nearly carried us

with her ; but this time she did not stay down more than ten or twelve minutes.

Up she came once more, the water all around covered with blood, and we

knew she was done for. Three or four lances were hurled into her ponderous

bulk, and at last our exertions were rewarded by seeing her roll over on her

side She was dead. We bent on another strong line, and soon towed her to

a floe But we found ourselves with our prize, a good nine miles from the ship

We could not, therefore, save the blubber but we made a good haul of balleen.

with which we loaded our boat to its utmost capacity, and then dragged her.

with her heavy cargo, the whole distance over the ice to the ship, which is what

I call a fair day's work."
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CHAPTER XXIII.

SHACKELTON'S "FARTHEST SOUTH."

And now the South Pole is all there is left to discover. It scarcely can
be doubted that in a few years the flag of some nation will be planted at
the Antarctic axis of the earth. Already one nian-an l-nglishn,an-has
corne wtthm loo miles of the goal. A little more grit, a little tnore food,
and a little more luck—it will be reached.

Lieut. Ernest H. Shackleton is the man who holds the Antarctic record.
He achieved it at the outset of the great year of 1909, and would have
attamed the pole itself had he not found it necessary to turn back to save his
life and those of tlie men with him.

Shackleton left England in the ship Nimrod in July, 1907. He had al-
ready risked his life in the South Polar regions when a member of the party
of Capt. Scott, and he had acquire<l a valuable amount of e.xperience in fij,dit-ng his way over the ice. On the trip of 1909 he was the leader, and he had
the enthusiastic good wishes of all England, with the ki^' and ,,ueen cheer-
ing him on. When departing on his voyage Shackelton was given a Union
Jack—the British naval banner—and this flag, that has kindle.1 the hearts of
Britons for hundreds of years, he was to plant at the pole, or the nearest point
thereto attainable. On presenting the flag the king said

:

"May this Union Jack, which I entrust to your keeping, lead vou safely
to the South Pole."

'

Though Shackelton did not reach the southern a.xis of the globe he <lid
these things

:

Reached latitude 88:23 south; longtitude 162. Traveled 1.708 statute
miles within the Arctic circle.

Went 340 miles farther south than his predecessor and preceptor. Cant.
Scott.

Found the South Magnetic Pole, declared to be of more value to science
than the geographical pole.

Discovered 100 new mountain peaks.
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Ascended Mount Erebus, the southernmosi volcano of the world, 13,200

feet high, this feat being in the face of a terrific blizzard.

The expedition on leaving New Zealand sailed to a point from which

sledge journeys would be favorable, and there split up into investi ,ating

parties, one of which, under Shackelton, went south; and the other, with

Prof. Edworth Da\ is at its head, went northward. It was Shackelton's pur-

pose to dash direct to the pole. For this attempt he had as cui aid something

new in the field of polar effort—automobile sledges. The good old dogs that

had tried the souls—and saved the lives—of so many travelers in the ice

realms, were discounted by gasoline. I'or what the sledges could not do,

the e.xplorers had ponies. These proved of chief value as food.

Lieut. Shackleton says in his description of his final dash toward the

South Pole

:

"The southern party. Adams, Marshall, Wild and I, with four pomes and

a supporting party consisting of Sir Philip Rrocklehurst and Messrs. Joyce.

Marson, Armytage and Priestly, left Cape Royd on October 29, 1908. We

left Hutpomt November 3 with ninety-one days' provisions. We were held

up at White Island from November 5 for four days by a blizzard. The

supporting party returned November 7.

"Owing to the bad light among the ice crevasses, Adams' pony was nearly

lost. We reached November 13 the depot laid out in September in latitude

79:36, longitude 168 east. We took on the pony maize, and provisions pre-

viously left there and commenced reducing our daily rations. We travelci!

south along meridian 168 over a varying surface of high ridges and moumls

of snow alternating with soft snow. The ponies often sank to their bellies.

In latitude 81 we shot the pony. Chinaman, and made a depot for oil, biscuit

and pony meat. The remainder of the pony meat we took on to eke out

our dried rat'ons.

"On November 26 we reached the Discovery expedition's southernmast

latitude. The surface now was extremely soft with large undulations. Tlie

ponies were attacked with snow blindness. On November -'8 the pony, Christ

was shot. We made a depot in latitude 82:45, longitude 170. Piny Quan

was shot on November 30.

"Steering south southeast, we now were approaching a high range of new

mountains trending to the southeast. We found on December 2 a barrier

that, influenced by great pressure and ridges of snow and ice, had turned

into'land. We discovered a glacier 120 miles long and approximately forty

miles wide, running in a south southwesterly direction.
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"We started on December 5 to ascend the glacier at latitude of 83:33,
longiludc 172. The glacier was badly crevasscd as a result of the huge pres-

sure. The surface on December 6 was so crevassed that it took a whole day
to fight our way 600 yards.

"On December 7 the pony. Socks, breaking through a snow lid, disap-
peared in a crevasse of unlnown depth. The singletree snapping we saved
Wild and the sledge, which was badly damaged. The party was now hauling
a weight of 250 pounds per man.

"The clouds disappearing on December 8 we discovered new mountain
ranges trending south .southwest. Moving up the glacier over the treacherous

snow covering the crevasses, we frequently fell through but "'ere saved by our
harness and were pulled out witli an .\lpine rope. A second sledge was badly
damaged by the kni fe-edge crevasses.

"Similar conditions obtained on our way up the glacier from December
18. when we reached an altitude of 6,800 feet. In latitude 85:10 we made
a depot and left everything there but our food, instruments, and camp equip-

ment, and reduced our rations to twenty ounces per man daily.

"We reached on December 26 a plateau after crossing ice falls at an altitude

of 9,000 feet, thence rising gradually in long ridgts to 10,500 feet. Finishing

the relay work, we discarded our second sledge. There was a constant
southerly blizzard, the wind drifting the snow, with a temperature ranging
from 37 to 70 degrees of frost. We lost sight of the new mountains December
27. Finding the party weakening from the effects of a shortage of food and
the rarified air and cold, I decided to risk making a depot on a plateau.

"We proceeded on January 4 with cne tent, utilizing the poles of the
second tent for guiding marks for our return. The surface became so(t and
the blizzard continued. For sixty hours during January 7, 8, and 9 a blizzard

raged with 72 degrees of frost and the wind blowing seventy miles an hour.

It was impossible to move. Members of the party were frequently frost-

bitten in their sleeping hags."

And then follows this laconic description of the discovery of "farthest

south"

:

"We left camp on January 9 and reached latitude 88:23 longitude 16:32.

This is the most southerly point ever reached. Here \vc hoisted the Union
Jack presented to us by the queen. No mountains .were visible. We saw a

plain stretching to the south."

Continuing the story Shackleton says

:
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"We returned to pick up our depot on the plateau, guided by our outward
tracks, for the flags attached to th; tent poles had been blown away. The
less violent blizzards blowing on our backs helped us to travel from twenty

to twenty-nine miles daily. We reached the upper glacier depot January ly.

"The snow had been blown from the glacier surface, leaving a slippery

blue ice. The descent was slow work in the heavy gale. The sledge was
lowered by stages by an .Mpine rope. On the morning of January 26 our

food was finished. It was slow going. Si.xteen miles were covered in twenty-

two hours' march. The snow was two feet deep, concealing the crevasses.

We reached the lower glacier depot in latitude 83:45 on the afternoon of

January 27. There we obtained food, and proceeding, reached the Grisi

depot, named after a dead pony, on February 2. There was no food remaining.

"The entire party were prostrated on 1- .bruary 4 and were unable to move.

This lasted eight days, but helped by strpng southerly blizzards we reached

the Chinaman depot on February 13. The food had again run out."

By this time the situation so calmly recounted by Shackleton was some-

what alarming. Many men in a similar pinch would have conside: ed it des-

perate. But these Britons, true to the tradition of their predecessors in brav-

ing polar hardships, pushed on.

"The bhzzards continued, with fifty degrees of frost. We discarded every-

thing except our camp outfit and geological specimens, and on February 20

reached the ne.xt depot, all our food being finished. Helped by a southerly

blizzard which was accompanied by sixty-seven degrees of frost, we rearhed

on February 23, the depot at Minna Bluff, which had been laid by the Joyce

party in January.

"Here we received news from our ship. Marshall had a relapse and re-

turn of illness. We made a forced march of twenty-four miles February 2h.

Marshi.ll was suflfering greatly. On February 27 Marshall was unable to

march. I left him in charge of Adams while Wild and I made a forced marcli

to the ship for relief. I returned March i with a relief party and reached the

ship at Hut Point March 4 in a blizzard.

"The total distance of the journey, including relays, was 172 statute miles

The time occupied was 126 days. The main result was a geological collection.

We also made a complete meteorological record. We discovered eight moun-

tain ranges and over 100 mountains. The geographical South Pole doutbless

is situated on a plateau from 10,000 to 11,000 feet above sea level. Violent

blizzards i,i latitude 88 show that if a 'polar calm' exists it must be in a small

area or not coincident with the geographical pole."
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CHAPTER XXIV.

ill

THE SOUTH POLE WILL BE FOUND.

When Shackleton reached latitude 88 south, lie lincl traveled far beyond

the best record of Capt. Scott, his mentor, in 1892, and had gone 18 degrees

fanher than the best previous mark. This was made by C. E. Borchgrevink,

a Dane, in March, 1900. Borchgrevink's e.xact record was latitude 70 de-

grees 50 minutes. Before him came a German and a Scotch expedition

—

these in addition to the Belgian party with which Dr. Cook got his training.

The German party under Capt. Ruser made a trip in 1901 which was without

sensational incident. The Scotch expedition, headed by Capt. Bruce sailed in

the ship Scotia in 1903. Neither of these parties established a notable record.

Of the various trips, however, the combined results were such as to prove the

utterly desolate character of the Antarctic, and threw much added light on

the basic discoveries made by Capt. Cook, an i8th century hero and navigator

whose book "Capt. Cook's Voyages," is one of the celebrated books of the

world. Cook, in 1773-5. first circumnavigated the southern continents and was

really the discoverer of the Antarctic region, which even in modern times had

been supposed by many excellent folk to be non-existent, except as an un-

broken sea.

It is now known that the Antarctic, though mainly composed of vast stretches

of ocean, does include some comparatively small areas of land. These, how-

ever, are so ice-covered and bleak as scarcely to be distinguished from the

frozen seas. There is no vegetation, and for the most part, no animal life

whatever. Explorers cannot, as Nansen, Cook and others did in the Arctic,

shoot quantities of life-saving game when near the South Pole.

There have been three recognized routes of exploration to the lands lying

south of the Antarctic circle,—Patagonia, Kerguenlen Island, and Tasmania.

The first American Antarctic traveler was a whaler named Nathaniel B.

Palmer. He made his attempt in 1821 and discovered what is known as the

Palmer Archipelago, lying north of what is supposed to be the .Antarctic con-

240
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tinem. In the above three named routes the most important discoveries have
been made by way of Tasmania.

In recent yeirs a new Hne of travel has been used. Lieut. Shackleton's
was the most reient. He sailed from New Zealand for the somhern regions.

Prof. T. VV. E. David who made a trip to the southern magnetic pole
asserts that in company with two other explorers he found the Magnetic
Pole after a journey of 1,260 miles which lasted four monlhs. Prof, liavid

describes the Magnetic Pole as a circular area about thirty miles in diamelcr,
within which the pole is situated from time to time during ditiferent days and
at different hours of the day the pole constantly moving around.

Prof. David said that when his party got to the -Antarctic Magnetic Pole
the needle of the ordinary compass refused to work, but their position was
more accurately told by an instrument which contained a number of magnetic
needles, which tilted up vertically the nearer they got to the Magnetic Pole
till at the Magnetic Pole itself they were upright. The compass would act

in a similar manner in the Arctic magnetic circle.

That the South Pole will be discovered, and speedily, was asserted in

an earlier chapter. Activity in this line was immensely stimulated by the
discoveries of Cook and Peary. Explorers who had hoped to be the first to
plant the flag of their nation at the northernmost point began to yearn for
the glory of finding the .southernmost. X'o sooner had the success of the
Xorth-pole-finders become known than preparations were begun by several

travelers to go to the Antarctic. For a time it was believed both Cook and
Peary w^ould try for the South Pole, but later Peary announced he was
through with polar travel. Cook did not give out his intentions immediately.

In the meantime announcement was made that Capt. Scott, the Englishman,
had received the backing of the Royal Geographical Society for a South Pole
trip in which he expected to use motor sledges and all the other most modern
means of polar travel. He expected to establish two bases, one in McMurdo
Sound and the other in King Edward Land.

The Antarctic has not furnished the same black record of death, starva-
tion and misery that has attended the search for the farthest north. This,

perhaps, is because there has not existed the same fever of desire to reach the

South Pole, But the day of discovery is coming. They will push forward,
these intrepid voyagers, into the great white waste of the Antarctic, until the
lail discoverable land is charted, the last mountains climbed, and all that is

knowable about the South Pole, as well as the North, will be known. And
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they will find—a waste, and nothing more. The Antarctic cannot be populated,

unless with increasing knowledge mankind can devise some now undreametl-of

method of making life possible in the lands of perpetual ice.

There is at the South Pole no race of Eskimos who have learned by years

of slow and dearly-bought experiences how to exist in the face of nature's

sternest obstacles. And yet it is conceivable that, in the far-distant future, as

civilization expands, and the wildernesses are inhabited, bands of pioneers will

penetrate the Antarctic and force their livelihood from its rocks and its frozen

seas. By such time, it may be believed, the Arctic region will already have

been seized upon by men of the skill and hardihood needful for those who blaze

the way.

Then will the names of Franklin, Greely and Nansen, of Peary and

Cook, of Scott and Shackleton, have a luster far different from that which

shines about the heads of men who achieve great but empty feats. To men

like those will accrue the glory of heroes who extended the boundaries of the

earth and discovered a foundation-place for the homes of the world's future

millions.

Admiral Schley, the man who rescued Greely, has discussed most force-

fully the question : "Does Arctic exploration pay ?" Says he:

"There are two sides to this Arctic problem. There is a material side and

there is a scientific side. ... It has been asked. What is the use of all

this loss of Hfe? What is the use of all these expeditions? It may be said

from the material side that millions of square miles of discovered territory

have been added to our geography ; that the gospel of Christ has been sent

into this north land ; that the domain of civilization has been extended ;
that

the empire of commerce has been made to penetrate into this polar ocean,

which has resulted in adding millions of money to our material pos.5ession

and circulation. That being the case, it does seem to me that there is some

compensation, certainly, for the small loss of life which has attended these

expeditions."



CHAPTER XXV.

COOK IN THE ANTARCTIC.

For what he had of the lore of travel on ice-bound oceans, Dr. Cook owed
much to his journey to the antarctic region in 1897.

On that expedition lie figured, as the niedic(il man of a p-ny of Belgian
scientists, who sought to traverse and chart some of the dim, uiiKnown lands <m
llic "lx)ttom of the world." As every reader knows, a venture into the far

.-outh is as perilous as a journey in the arctic. Indeed, the dangers are in some
respect greater. The paths where a few men have trod are not .so well known
down there, and the cold is eiiually severe. Then, loo, the south polar seas

are much farther from any of the great centers of civilization. Countries of
Soutli America, themselves homes of comparative savagery, lie nearest to the

"frozen south," instead of great seaports, with endless quantities of .supplies.

Woe betide the explorer who, tempest-tossed and with his soul amost frozcu

within him, seeks shelter on the bleak coast of extreme South .\merica.

Into this vast and terrifying region, however. Dr. Cook was chosen to go-

With a large party of scientists and adventurers he left Antwerp in .'\ugust,

1897. By January 23 of the following year the vessel had reached the Palmer
archipelago, nearly at the limit of where men had penetrated. The party was
seeking knowledge rather than attempting a pole-finding feat, and they gave
much time to the exploration of five hundr'-I miles of new land in the South
Pacific. In the meantime winter came upon them, and though during many
of the coldest months they succeeded in keeping clear of the drift, by March
4, i8g8, they were fast in the ice in latitude 71 degrees, 22 minutes, and long-

itude 84 degrees, 55 minutes. This meant that they were to the southwest

of South America, and about midway between that continent and the pole.

Dr. Cook has thrillingly dascribed their succeeding experiences. They
dritte<l two thousaifd miles in a year. Says Dr. Cook

:

"Our acquaintance with the south polar pack ice dates from February 13.

1898, and ends with our escape on March 14, 1899. We first encountered

it oflf the eastern border of Graham Land, before crossing the polait circle. Here
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it was broken into small pieces, mixed with many glacial fragments and studded

l,y innumerable icebergs. While trying to keep the coast in view, we stear.ied

among a number of streams of small fragments of drift ice. An on-shore

swell forced the ice together, and we were hopelessly held for the night of the

13lh To the east of us wc the high peaks and limitless glaciers of Graham

Land The country was viMble for only short periods and m patches, for a

high fog hung constantly over llie land, leaving only an opening here and there.

"To the west the sky was perfectly clear. A dark smoky zone near the

horizon indicated the limits of the ice and an open sea b»yond. Those wea.-

of a si^e and type quite similar to those of the Arctic Sea. The entire mass-

icebergs u>a-ice, and the ship—rose and tell with the gigantic heave of the Sou-h

I'.icific, and for a time it seemeil as though we should be carried with the mov-

i.-.r drift against one of i number of small island.s. But a change m the d«-ec-

t: n of the wind on the following morning so separated the ice that we were

able to force our way into the open sea westward.

"After the first experience of the ensnaring powers of the drift ice, we

did not easily put ourselves in a position to be again entangled. The season

for a campaign to the far south was past, but M. de Cerlache, (one of the lead-

ers of the e.spcdition) thought it incumbent upon himself to make as strong an

effort as possible to push into the main body of the pack and beat the "farthest

south" of other explorers. The emire scientific staff were oppo.sed to this effort,

because it was thought to be too late ir the season. Xo direct opposition, how-

ever was offered when the 'Belgica' was headed southwar.l. She was forced

into the pack and out again, time after time, making after e,ach rebuff a new ef-

fort farther westward. On February 28th. we were forced to take to the ice

tliat the ship might better ride out a howling storm.

"I can imagine nothing more desperate than a storm on the edge of the

pack a best it is a cold, dull and gloomy region, with a high humidity and

constant drizzly fogs. Clear weather here is a rare exception. Storm with

rain, sleet and snow is the normal weather con.lition throughout the entire

vear. ,. , ,

'

"During the day of the 28th, we were unable to get a glimpse of the sun.

and were in consequence in doubt as to our actual position. There was some-

thing about the sea and sky which promised a night of unusual terrors. The

wind came in a stead'' torrent from the east, and with it came alternate squalls

of rain and sleet and ,ow. Hour after hour it blew harder, and before night

it brought with it a heavy sea studded with moving mountains of blackness.
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The 'Dclgica' ran wi'stcrly iK-fcirc it, aliivist under bare poles „m(1 edged
closer and closer toward llic fragments of ice to the soiiili. where the sea was
easier.

"The sky to the north and east was smoky .md wavv, as if a number of huge
fires were there sending«ut gusts of smoke. On the southern sky there was a
bright pearly zone. This was an ice 'blink,' a reflection of the ice beyonil our
horizon upon the particles of watery vapor suspended in the air. As night
came upon us it Ix'came necessary to choose between the forbidibng blackness
of the north and the more cheerful, bttt less Iiospitable whiteness of tlie south.
With icebergs on every side, always in our course, cnminf as suddenly out of
the thick^-ning ilarkness as if drop|H'd from the skies, it was not w ise or prudent
either 'o move out of it, or to rest in our ixjsition. To Ix- more friendly with
the ice, or to rid ourselves entirely of its companionship was plainly i>ur iliuy.

"We circided to seek the harboring iuHucnce of the pack, as an e.Nperimeiit

:

to ride out the increasing fury of the tempest. The 'Uelgica' was headed south-
ward anil quickly ploughed through the icy seas, but the noise and conimoiion
which came to a climax every time she ri 'o a crest of a great swell were
terrible. The wind beat through the rigging .ike the blasts out of a blow-pipe,
the quivering mass swept the sky with the regularity of a pendulum; the
entire ship was covered with a sheet of ice. .\s the eye drop|H>d over the side of
the ship, the sea glittered with the brightness of a winter's sky. The brightness
of the sea, with the sooty blackness of tlie heavens over it, formed a weird con-
trast never to be forgotten. Here and there were sparkling semi-luminr.us
pieces of ice which sprang from the darkness with meteoric swiftness, and were
again as quickly lost in the gathering blackness behind us. These fragments in-

creased in number and size as we pressed poleward: but the 'Belgica' would
strike and push them aside as a broom moves dust.

"After a short but very exciting time, the pieces of ice became itiore numer-
ous and of larger dimensions, and the birds were so closely grouped that fur-
ther progress seemed impossible. The sea rolled more and more, in long, easy
swells, as we passed through the ice. This eased the ship and made mat-
ters more comforting to the sufferers frotii seasickness.

"I must hasten to confess that about one half of us were thus afflicted at

this time, still we tried to be cheerful. I cannot imagine any scene more de-
spairing, though, than the 'Belgica,' as she pushed into the pack during this

black night. The noise was maddening. Every swell that drove against the
ship brought with it tons of ice which was thrown against the ribs with a thun-
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iloiiiig crash. The wind litiwled a> it riishi-il [w^i ii>. ;iiul canii- witli a force

ihiil made U5 Kra»|i tlii' rails to keep fruni being thn wi; nilu the chnrning seas.

The giKxl old ship kept up a aiiisiant scream of toniplainls as she sirnck piece

after piece of the masses tjf ice. (kcasioiially we wniild try In talk, httt the

deafening noises of the storm, the siiueakiiii; strains of the shij) and the tliiiinp-

ingof the ice made every effort at sjnTch inattclihle. With our sinmachs dis-

satisfied, anil our minds raised to a fever height of c.NCiteincnl. atid with a

prospect of striking an icelierg at any tnotnent and goitig to the bottom of

the sea, we were, lo say the least, nncinnfortable. When we had entered

stiffitien'.iy into the Ixnly of the pack, and were snugly surrounded by closely

packed ice floes, the sea subsided, and here the overworked sliip rested for

night."

And this is what the Belgica and her crew endured for more than a year!

To further illuslralc the woes of travel on shiplK)ard in polar seas, there

may be given here an experience of one of the parties in tlie last century. This

was the crew of the Investigator, one of the ships that went north in an en-

deavor to find traces of Sir John Franklin's expedition.

Says the descriptitut of this mishap:

"It was a very narrow escape from destruction. \ light breeze .springing

up the day after open water appeared among the floes, the pack to .h't !i 'i

Investigator was attached began to drift. It was carried towards a 'k ,
i

which a huge mass of ice was grounded. A corner of the pack came m con-

tact with the great stationary mass with a grinding shock that sent pieces of

twelve and fourteen feet square flying compl'-.ely out of the water, and as the

immense weight of the moving pack pressed forward, there was a sound as of

distar;t thunder as it crushed onwards. The weight at the back caused an

enormous mass to upheave in the middle of the pack, as though under the in-

fluence of a volcanic eruption. The great field was rent asunder, the block

to which the Investigator was attached taking the ground and remaining fixed,

while the lighter portioti swung round and, with accelerated speed, came

directly towards the vessel's stern.

"To let go every cable and hawser which held her to the block was the

work of a moment, for every one was on deck keenly on the lookout. The

tnoving mass caught her stern and forced her ahead and from between the

moving floe and the stationary mass. The two came into grinding collision,

and the men on the deck of the vessel saw the great bulk to which they had been

attached slowly rise. It went np and up until it had risen thirty feet above
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would collapse under them, when the result of the gunner's blast was made

manifest. It had cracked the mass in three places, and the pressure of the

ship's stem forced the cracks open. The liberation from the obstacle was at

once evident as the mass slowly divided and, falling over, floated off the shoal.

The cable holding the vessel to the floe parted as she surged forward and the

ice-anchors drew out, while the blocks of ice, as they turned over, lifted her

bows up out of the water and heeled her over ; but the cheer which broke from

the assembled crew drowned all other noise, for it was as though they had

been snatched from the very jaws of death."

DISCOVERY OF THE NORTH POLE HARD TO PROVE.



CHAPTER XXVI.

WHAT SCIENTISTS SAID OF THE RIVALS.
In an earlier chapter some of the first developments of the Cook-Pearv rontroversy .ere described. On the return of the rfvals to AmeriS^t war brotout wth renewed v.gor. AH the living explorers of note took sMe . Ld lengt

apportion the glory in "qual parts

few yeatfS'or^td' Th'!".'
'"'^1'"" °' ''''' ^°^" A""""-^-"' -"o a

QuX C^wt fi f
'""^^ ""= "°"''^^^^' P^^^^e^- Amundsen, afterquoting Cook s first announcement of his discovery, said •

rf™l "^'"!f '^^u
"'^ ^"' """'^^^ ^'""' ">* achievement of this great object tolddo'ly and without much ado, without a flourish of trumpets, h wasS ikehe man who sent it. For centuries the battle had been going on VeTl h „d

mLdr„. """V' """" '"^" ^'""^^""^ ^"^-^ "y ^^^. inch by in h; the

aJd wen r"^; "':;''•'' '°"^'' "'^'""'^" "^™"^'' '-""e ice desserts, gr aand well equipped expeditions had taken up the struggle of solving the problemimmense sums of money had been expended and mf^ lives sacrm d,'a"d f^;a long time it seemed as if nature would win in the great battle

,h„„7 K TI ^^^
^r''*'

^'""'"''=' °" ^^P'''"'^^ '. '=™'=.' therefore, as athunderbolt down on the civilized world. All that scores of men and weU

maT'^ThT IT,"'.^ ^'" """''" '° ^'•"'"^ "*^ accomplished by a singleman. The North Pole had been reached.

Yn„"tf''"T'^'"'°"^''"""''°''*°^''^-
Was it true? Who was Cook?You had never heard anything about him before, and I think it was right thatonly a very few believed the news.

" ^
"On my part, on the other hand, who knew Cook very well, the news didn'tcome as any surprise. The man was entirely adequate to the task. Fred ACook was bom on June lo, 1864, in Callicoon, Sullivan County N Y His

parents came from Hamburg, Germany, to America about 1850, where his
father settled down as a surgeon. In 1891 Cook became himself a surgeon The

«^Z H r' r. ^u"""''
'='""'"'"°" '° ^^'^"'^"''- As surgeon in this

expedition he showed bnlliant capacity as a polar explorer.
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"Later on I had opportunity to speak with the young Norwegian, Eivind

Astrup, who was also with the Peary expedition on the sledge trip through the

inland ice of Greenland. From him 1 got a most distinct -mpress.on that the

expedition of Peary owed its good results to Cook in a very high degree.

"This was Cook's matriculation in polar exploration. Later on he made

other trips to polar regions, but it was not until six years later that I got to

know him more closely and concluded a friendship wh.ch should last for hfe^

This was in the Belgian expedition to the Antarctic on the Belg.ca. where he

was surgeon, anthropologist and photographer, and I was first officer. Thi, >^as

from 1897 to 1899.
. „,j

"The Belgian Antarctic expedition had as its purpose to seek down toward

South Victoria Land to ascertain more closely the conditions ex.stmg around

the magnetic South Pole. The plan was that a party of four men should be

left behind there while the ship returned to Melbourne.

"Cook and I were well equipped to take part in this party, which was to

snend the Winter there. When the expedition reached Punta Arenas, in

Magellan Straits, where the steamer should coal, the original plan was aban-

doned and the intention of searching the regions around Graham s Land, just

south from South America, was decided on. Before going there we made sev-

eral researches in less known parts of Terra del Fuego and much good work

was done by Dr. Cook among the natives there. He took an endless number of

photographs during the whole journey. „ • „ :^„

"On the first of March, 1898, we made our way southward on flowing ice

and we were stuck so fast in the ice that we were prisoners for a whole year on

*'
"He'reTlas that I learned to know Cook and learned to apprecfate him as

one of the ablest, most honest, most reliable men 1 have ever met. The Belgica

wasn't prepared for Wintering either with equipment or provisions.

"During the Winter scurvy broke out. At the same time several of the

party showed signs of mental trouble. In such circumstances it was veryjm-

^rtlnt to have a surgeon who was equal to the situation. That was just what

we had in Dr. Cook. Quietly he went from one to another, cheering them and

always trying to keep up their courage when it showed signs of fa;^.'"? them.

There wS only one who died and his death was owing to long standing weak-

ness All of Dr. Cook's patients recovered.

"But it was not only as a physician and friend I learned to appreciate him

,

it was also, and particularly, as a practical polar explorer. It was under very
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difficult circumstances tliat we had penetrated tlie ice, and still more difficult

wlien we tried to get out again. It was different from the floating ice of the
arctic regions, which seems to be kept always in movement by the current in

the ocean.

"This antarctic ice in which we were stuck seemed not to be influenced in

the slightest Ijy the movement in the ocean. The ice was immovable and seemed
to have taken a grip on the vessel which it would not let go.

"The situation seem"H critical. Our food would not be sufficient for another
Winter and it was fe. our mental condition would suffer very much if we
had to stand another \V i.iter here. What were we going to do ?

"Then it was that our doctor quietly stepped forward with his proposal to
get out of captivity, and his proposal was sanctioned by the highest authority.

We should try to saw ourselves out of the ice. It wasn't an easy task, badly
equipped as we were with tools, but what we needed in the shape of tools Dr.
Cook by his ingenuity and skill in one way or another devised and manufactured.
He thus helped us over our difiiculties. That the Belgian Antarctic expedition in

this way got out of the ice is due first and foremost to the skill, energy and
persistence of Dr. Cook.

"His ascent of Mount McKinley gave us again a good mity to

look a little further into his character. Quietly he came forwai

.

told us
that one of the greatest exploits which had ever been made in mountam climb-

ing was now accomplished. It didn't occur to him to beat a drum and blow
a trumpet to make this known to the world. If the world wouldn't acknowl-
edge his exploit without this it was all the same to him.

"'Reached the North Pole on the 21st of April, 1908. Discovered land
far northward.'

"It would not, indeed, have been necessary for him to sign his name under
this for my benefit. I should have understood all the time that it was from him
Nobody else could have taken it in such thoroughly fine and quietly noble
manner.

"It was a pity that Peary should besmirch his beautiful work. in throwing
out outrageous accusations against a competitor who had won the battle in

open field. Peary will prove his statement they say, but in which way, I

ask? Is it the evidence of Cook's two follower.= on which he re.'ts his accusa-

tions? Then I must confess it has a very weak founaation,

"When Peary accuses Cook of having taken his Eskimos, then this is non-
sense. The Eskimos, as we know, are free people like ourselves; n«y, to a

j(^-

i ,
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"Tliat Peary lost grip on his better judgment for the moment and sent

forth statements regarding his rival's honesty that will always come up to

plague him, seems to be beyond question, aUhough much must be allowed for

the misunderstanding of correspondents and perhaps even something for tele-

graphic slips. That, however, he has done, with respect to Cook's supplies or

records, anything dishonorable or underhanded, those who know him cannot

believe. It would seem, at this moment, that each might well cry: 'Deliver

me from my friends!' For it is the intemperate utterances of those that have

done most to cloud the atmosphere and eclipse the proverbial American spirit

of fair play.

"Since Peary's first cablegrams, all that we have had from him bearing

upon Cook's claims has been corroborative, rather than otherwise. Cook's

experiences with unusually propitious conditions near the pole were duplicated

by Peary. The former's remarkable speed on his dash northward has boon

exceeded by Peary on his return from his goal to Cape Columbia. The lacl of

adequate witnesses, so criticised by Peary's adherents when it became known

that Cook had but two Eskimo 'boys' with him, has been effectually met by

the fact that Peary had but one such with him under like circumstances. One

with far northern experience can see many more unmistakable signs of agree-

ment in the very inadequate present accounts of the two men. While Peary's

account is thus far devoid of longitudinal data, it is already plain why he

encountered no signs along Cbok's route. At their points of departure from

northern Grantland they were over 150 miles apart, and, as Cook's returning

route was still further to the west, there were only a very few miles in the

immediate neighborhood of the pole where by any possibility his tracks could

have been detected by Peary.

"Still further, it must be remembered that these men, in common with

everyone who has established a far north record, approached their tasks in

March and April, because of the upbreak of the ice in that great open polar

sea during the long continuous day of the summer, and, also, that one of these

long days had intervened between Cook's return and Peary's start, doubtless

breaking up every vestige of Cook's feverishly hurried stops and dissipating

any records in the ice he may have sought to leave behind."

"Then what proofs will the public ever have; how wrill these men prove

beyond doubt that they have been there?" the doctor was asked.

"Of absolute proofs, such as would be undeniable in a court of justice,

tiiere can be none. We will always be compelled to accept their words. The

k '
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talk of records of observations, that will support them beyond peradventure, is

the sheerest nonsense. Any man competent to take such observations would

be equally competent to coin them. There are no self-recording instruments

to automatically, mechanically uphold him or give him the lie. The statement

credi'ed to astronomers that an eclipse, occurring at the time that Cook was

beyond the 8oth degree of latitude, must have been observed by him and

would be contributory evidence, likewise means nothing. Those acquainted

with atmospheric and hydrographic conditions in the far north know that this

is buncombe. Then, too, were Cook the sort of man to manufacture records,

and we who know him believe him to be far above it, it would have been the

easiest possible thing to acquaint himself with future astronom. conditions

and be prepared to incorporate such observatio;is among his other manufac-

tured data.

"No, not until some one has firmly established an aerial stage line to the

north pole will we be in a position to contravert the claims of those hardy men

who find a certain delight in the frozen solitudes of the Arctic sea. As a

matter of fact, there is nothing inherently more difficult in reaching the upper

stretches of the fins' dash than have to be coped with in the preparatory

marches; perhaps nothing as terrible as Cook must have undergone in his

winter quarters in Ellesmereland, on his homeward journey."

"Can you state in a few words the practical value of the discovery or attain-

ment of the pole ?" the doctor was asked.

"By 'practical value' I understand you to take the usual utilitarian Amer-

ican view, and that you would shut out the gratification to American pride

and the possibility that this achievement will lead to our letting the north pole

rest in peace, which we will not. Then, with those rather doubtful advantages

set aside, it is possible to answer your question in four letters—none. That

certain observations could be taken at the pole, which, if repeated at the equator,

would enable us to very nearly arrive at the weight of our earth and to settle

some other certainties desired by physiographers, is well known. But these are

not possible on any dash to that region, and it is very unlikely that conditions

will ever allow either the transportation of cumbersome paraphernalia or the

prolonged sojourn necessary."

To the question as to whether some recent interviews were accurate in con-

sidering Cook and Peary the greatest explorers of all times, the doctor quoted

a long list from the roster of famed explorers, any one of which he regarded as

of greater eminence. Among these the names of Magellan, Von Humboldt,
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Livingstone, Wallace, Merrian, Bates, Whymper. Conway and Iledin are re

h..'l'?"r^'T?''T''""^
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us. we who are so greatly given over to half-baked and transient effort to
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CHAPTER XXVII.

COOK'S RETURN TO HIS HO^iE.

It was a great day in New York when Dr. Cook was welcomed back to his

native land. He was hailed as a conqueror; and though the crowd d.dnot

crush him and tear his clothing, as a mad rush of the cunous M m Copen-

hagen, enthusiasm in New York was no less lervid.

The steamer Oscar II, on which the explorer returned to Amer.<a^ had

arrived in the outer waters of New York harbor the evening of September 20

It was not docked, however, until the following mommg. smce its arr.va

before Tuesday would have disarranged the carefully U.d plans for a grand

'"dT Cook's arrival at New York went through progressive stages of en-

thusiasm as he moved from the lower bav , quarantine, thence to the tug on

which his wife and children were waitin- . give the first exchange of fan^.iy

Tn—ts, then to the steamer Gra. Republic,

*f
S^-"^ -"^f;,

,,000 enthusiastic friends and champio..s of the explorer and fin»"y. »'
^'

s;t foot on his native soil of Brooklyn and passed through cheermg throngs and

flower-arched streets, to his home in Bushwick avenue.

Evei^where he was met with the same clamorous shouts and demonstrative

aooroval, which swept aside any dissenting note if it existed,

^"or Cook bore his honors calmly and with dignity, smiling upon the crowd ,

-owing acknowledgr.ents to the oft-repeated cheers and grasping the out-

.etched hands of friends and strangers.
„,„,;„. ,t A

The steamer Oscar II. with Dr. Cook on board, reached q"'''»"«™
^*

'^

. m., and anchored to await inspection by the health officer of the port. Mean-

time several tugs loaded with passengers hung about the liner.

At lunrise fhe steamer was dressed with flags and preparations were made

to receive the explorer's wife and children, who were coming down in a tug,

andTomeefa recU" committee of city oflicials and friends of Dr. Cook, who

went down the harbor on the steamer Grand Republic.
..,,„„

Dr. Cook was standing amid a group of passengers on the saloon deck when

M8
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the health officer boarded the ship. The explorer's face was tinged with a

healthy bronze and his demeanor was modest and unassuming. He answered

questions freely, but declined to discuss the attitude of Commander Peary.

When asked about the controversy over the discovery of the pole, Dr.

Cook said

:

"I have deplored the whole controversy and feel that nothing should be

(aid. I shall leave the public to judge. I feel that the Danish people, who have

accepted me without question and have treated me so liberally, should be the

first to receive the evidences of my work.

"I want to see my wife and family, who, I understand, will come to u> lirst

in a revenue tug; then I do not care what comes."

Dr. Cook said that during the four months of his stay in Greenland he

went over all his notes and data and completed his book describing his trip

to the pole.

When he was informed that they were close at hand on board the tugboat

John Gilperson, his face beamed and he ran to the side of the deck and peered

through the mist.

Just then, the Gilperson loomed up through the light fog and the figures of

his wife and children began to assume definite shapes.

When Mrs. Cook and the children could be distinguished the explorer looked

down at the little woman, who had smiled unbelievingly when she received

reports that he was dead in the Arctic regions, who had wept for jo^ when the

first dispatches of his discovery of the north pole reached her, and who had

stood by him when Peary questioned his veracity.

He gazed for several seconds without displaying any emotion, save a slight

trembling of his hands. Then his eyes began to fill with tears.

He pulled off his Derby hat and waved it at his wife. She waved her hand-

kerchief—quickly, eagerly. At the same moment, the Gilperson blew three

blasts of its whistle. It was the nautical language for "Glad to see you back."

The deep, bass whistle of the Oscar H responded in kind.

Dr. Cook then turned to Captain Hempel of the steamship.

"I guess I'll go aboard the tugboat right away," he said.

The captain grasped his hand.

"All right, sir," he replied.

Then the captain turned and ordered his men to lower the rope ladders. It

had been understood that Dr. Cook was to board the Grand Republic, but it

was not yet in sight. Even if it had been. Dr. Cook would not have boarded it.

He had eyes only for his wife and little daughters, Helen and Ruth.
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"You are not timid about descending the rope ladder, are you?" the captain

of the Oscar II, laughing, asked Dr. Cook.

He smiled, but did not rep' . In descending, he unconsciously displayed his

great strength. Sometimes he held himself up by his arms like an acrobat hang-

ing from a trapr c. When he reached the bottom of the ladder he leaped lightly

to the deck oi ih? tugboat.

He turned with his arms outstretched, and his wife threw herself into them.

Never before had such a scene taken place on the grimy deck of the tucboat.

Here was a man who had received the homage of a King without displaying the

slightest trace of sentiment. But now, on seeing his wife, all of his reserve

gave way.

He was not Dr. Frederick A. Cook, discoverer of the North Pole. He was

merely a man who had been separated from his wife and children for more

than two years.

When he clasped his wife in his arms neither of them uttered a word for

some time. Then she murmured

:

"Oh, Fred," and that was all she could say.

Dr. Cook patted her affectionately, but he couldn't say anything.

Their two little girls broke the spell that kept their mother and father silent.

They rushed up and each seized one of Dr. Cook's hands.

"Hello, papa," cried Ruth, the youngest

Helen, the older, then chimed in with a greeting, and Dr. Cook picked Ruth

and then Helen up in his arms and kissed them.

Meantime the tugboat Gilperson had turned her nose toward New York and

started off at full speed. As she left, she gave the Oscar II a parting salute,

to which the liner replied.

At this time the steamship Monmouth was coming up the bay. She saluted

the Gilperson and scores of passengers crowded out on the decks and waved a

greeting to Dr. Cook.

Every craft in the bay then began saluting the tugboat. When it reached

Liberty statue it was met by the Grand Republic.

As the tug came up the bay, one man had stood in the background. He was

John R. Bradley, the man who financed Dr. Cook's expeditiou. When Dr. Cook

had greeted everyone else Mr. Bradley stepped forward.

The two men looked into each other's eyes for a moment and then each took

the other by the two hands. They stood that way for fully a minute. All llie

gratitude that Dr. Cook could express was in his eye«. "The words that came
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But the two men understood cacli
to his lips were merely conventia .,

other.

Keportcrs crowded around Dr. Cook, but he begged to be left alone with his
wife and children for a few minutei With his brothers. William and Joseph, the
party then went into the captain's cabin and remained there (or fifteen minutes.
By that t.me the Grand Republic, chartered by the Arctic Club of America, was
ready to take the Cook party aboard.

A companion ladder was lowered from the Grand Republic to the tue. and
Dr. Cook chmbed up. Mrs. Cook and her party remained on the tug, which
followed the Grand Republic as it proceeded up the bay, around the liatiery an,l
up the East River amid such a din of whistles, sirens and cheers as seldom has
been heard hereabouts.

"Bravo Cook I" "Welcome home I" "We're proud of you I" rang out across
the water. Then the words "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow" were sung in chorus
by Ur Cook s fellow passengers on the Oscar II as the tug left the ship's side.

The Oscar II immediately weighed anchor and continued up the river to
her dock, and Dr. Cook was transferred to the Grand Republic, which was lying
a quarter of a mile away. Cinematographs and cameras were turned on him
from every point of vamage as he went on board and passed through a guard of
honor of the 47th regiment to receive the greeting of the reception committee.

On board the Grand Republic Dr. Cook was greeted by the official reception
conmiittee and a wreath of roses was placed about the explorer's neck

Standing on the upper deck of the steamer Dr. Cook addressed the committee
and his friends as follows

:

"To a returning explorer there can be no greater pleasure than the apprecia-
tion of his own people. Your numbers and cheers make a demonstration that
makes me very happy and should fire the pride of all the world. I would have
preferred to return first to American shores, but this pleasure was denied me
Instead I came to Denmark and the result has come to you by wire

"I was a stranger in a strange land, but the Danes, with one voice, rose up
with enthusiasm and they have guaranteed to all other nations our conquest of
the pole,

"You have come forward in numbers with a voice appreciating still more
forcibly. I can only say that I accept this honor with a due appreciation of its
importance. I heartily thank you."

The steamer Grand Republic, with Dr. Cook, his wife and children and
members of the Arctic Qub on board, steamed up the North River from the bat-
tery to the foot of W«st 130th street, where a brief stop was made.

^r
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The trip up the river was a triumphal one. The Grand Republic was greeted

with the siren shrieks of hundreds of craft, small and large. Dr. Cook stood on

the upper deck.

The steamer after reaching the foot of West 130th street went up the North

River as far as Spuyten Duyvil and then retraced its course to the Battery an 1

proceeded up the East River to the foot of South 5th street, in Brooklyn, where

Dr. Cook was landed. u . .u

The ceremonies on the Grand Republic during the three hours that the

explorer and the reception party were aboard were necessarily mformal, owmg

to the crowd that pressed about Dr. Cook, all eager to shake his hand and

exchange words of greeting. The first person to greet him was Ida A. Lehmann,

a daughter of one of his old Brooklyn friends. Who had been delegated to decor-

ate the explorer with a wreath of roses, in accordance with a custom followed

at Copenhagen. As Miss Lehmann threw the garland about Dr. Cook s neck,

she said

:

. j i_ •

"You hero of the north, come to us, your friends, associates and busines.

acquaintances of your own neighborhood, Bushwick. Your record with us

was one of honor, character and conscience, and your word the synonym ot

truth. We believe you from the far north, and are here to proclaim you a

'gentleman of Bushwick!'

"

Dr Cook wore the garland during the rest of the reception ceremonies.

Bird S Coler borough president, welcomed the explorer aboard the steamer

on behal.f of the borough of Brooklyn. "I regret," he said, "that we have not

£ mayor as big as our town to receive you. You are not only a great explorer,

but a thorough American gentleman, and Mrs. Cook is a thorough American

lady
"

Speaking for the Arctic Qub of America, Capt. Bradley S. Osbon its

secretary read ^ letter from the president, Rear-Admiral Winfield Sco t

Schley in which the admiral expressed regret that his health made it impossible

to be present. "I hope you will carry to Dr. Cook," he said, "my congratula-

tions and abiding faith in the great achievement he has accomplished.

One of the first to greet Dr. Cook after the speechmaking was over was his

sister, Mrs. Joseph Y. Murphy of Tom's River, N. J. The bronzed explorer

took her in his arms and hugged and kissed her regardless of the cameras

trained upon him. After that he kissed his niece. Miss Lilyn Murphy, and

shook hands with Joseph Murphy, Ws brother-in-law.

It was a disheveled discoverer that finally retired to his cabin, where he
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remained (luring the rest of the voyage up and down the North River. Dr.

Cook did not appear on deck again until the steamer approached the pier at the

bottom of South jth street, Brooklyn, where the local reception committee was
gathered to receive him.

It was still half an hour before the time fixed for his landing, however, so

the Grand Republic kept on up the river, while the band on deck played "Auld
Lang Syne" and "Home, Sweet Home," and Dr. Cook with his family and

a few others stood in the pilot house, where they were in view of the thousands

gathered on the Brooklyn shore. The steamer turned and came back to land

the party at 11.35.

About 100 automobiles and 5,000 persons were on the pier and along South

5th street when Dr. Cook landed. There was a rush to see him and to form a

parade. After much confusion the police made a passage for an automobile

car-ying the explorer, and the other vehicles, headed by a band, fell into a line

a mile long. The parade passed through five miles of cheering, crowded

streets. At Dr. Cook's former home in Bushwick avenue the procession passed

under an arch bearing the inscription

:

"We believe in you."

Thousands of school children lined Bushwick avenue and cried "Cook!

Cook!" as the explorer passed on his way to the Bushwick club, where a

reception in his honor was held during the remainder of the day.

Dr. Cook gave out the following signed statement

:

"On Board the Oscar II.—After one of the most delightful trips of my
life across the Atlantic, I am indeed glad once more to see the shores of my
native land. I have come from the pole. I have brought my story and my
data with me. The public has already a tangible and a specific record of that

'

trip. In a short time, the narrative, with all the observations, will be published

and placed before the world for examination.

"It is as easy for you as for me to understand why I cannot, on the impulse

of the moment, read off a manuscript which covers the work of two years. As
said upon several occasions, all the charges, accusations and expressions of dis-

belief are based upon entire ignorance of the supplementary data which I

possess.

"No one who has spoken or written on the subject in opposition to my ciaim

knows of the facts with which such work of exploration is measured. All of

the criticisms have been based upon obvious errors in the reproductions of my
first dispatch or upon the discussions of petty side issues presented by unfair

critics.

p.-; »,(»
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"The expedition was private. It was started out without the Msual pub-

licity bombast. John R. Bradley furnished the money and I shaped the destiny

of the venture. For the time being it concerned us only, but the results were so

important that on returning I at once placed before the public a report contain-

ing the main outline of the work.

"I have not come home to enter into arguments with one man or with fifty

men, but I am here to present a clear record of a piece of work over which I

have a right to display a certain amount of pride. When scientists study the

detailed observations and the narrative in its consecutive order I am certain

that in the due course of events all will be compelled to admit the truth of my

statement.

"I am perfectly willing to abide by the final verdict of this record by com-

petent judges. That must be the last word in the discussion and that alone

can satisfy me and the public.

"Furthermore, no* only will my report be before you in black and white,

but I will also bring to America human witnesses to prove that I have been to

the pole. FREDERICK A. COOK."

"I shall await events," said Dr. Cook just before he left the deck of the

Oscar II to be taken to the city by the welcoming committee.

"When my material has been got together and put into shape it will be sub-

mitted in the first instance to the University of Copenhagen. After that it will

be laid before the geographical societies of the world. I will not consent to

submit any fragmentary portions of my observations or my records to any one.

The report and all the data connected with my trip must be examined in their

entirety, together with my instruments, some of which I have in my possession

now and others of which are on their way to America at the present moment.

These will all be properly controlled and tested before submission to the scien-

tific bodies."

Asked for what reason he did not immediately give full details of his

achievement, Dr. Cook said

:

"I have given to the public a concise account of my journey similar to that

always given by explorers on their return from a journey of exploration. For

the present no other details are necessary and, as a matter of fact, no further

specific evidences of my claim have been called for from any side It has never

been customary hitherto for explorers to make their full records public in such

haste. As a rale, scientific societies are not remarkable for their rapidity in

coming to cnndusions, and they are usually content to wait until complete data

are compiled."
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In regard to the full recognition of his feat by Denmark, Dr. Cook re-
marked:

"Daagaard-Jense, inspector of Danish North Greenland, after hearing Ras-
mussen and talking with Gov. Kraul of Upernavik, who has seen and read the
entire record, telegraphed to the Danish government in Copenhagen his assur-
ance of the truth of my declarations and guaranteeing them as authentic. The
Danish authorities in Greenland, who are in reality the advisers of the Danish
goveniment, have been for nearly four months in possession of all details of
my tnp^ The Damsh government and the University of Copenhagen, as well
as the Danish Geographical society, have, on their report, taken over the virtual
guaranty for the sincerity and authenticity of my records. They have stood up
for them, so to speak, before the world. They do not ask me to furnish any
further proofs or evidence of any kind, but in justice to Demnark, it is my
intention to place the first completed record of my polar journey at the disposal
of the University of Copenhagen."

On September 22 Dr. Cook cheerfully submitted to a gruelling cross exam-
ination by forty inquisitors of the daily and periodical press, and before the
interview came to a close he had converted even several arrant sceptics into
enthusiastic partisans of his right to the title of discoverer of the North Pole

It was an occasion for which there had been ample preparation, for the
questioners had been informed the day before that he . ould receive them and
they had meanwhile taxed their ingenuity with the dt ising of all manner of
interrogatories and with the aid of geographied experts had prepared test
questions. Every one present had framed inquiries which bore upon some
point m the accounts of the discovery, which was not quite clear to them
For an hour and a half this business of quizzing proceeded and, in parting, the
explorer was surrounded, not by analysis, but by eager converts, several, who
were commissioned by their editors to doubt, were wringing Dr. Cook by the
hand and expressing their unqualified personal belief in everything he had said

He referred quite casually to the writing of his experiences and at the
request of one of the reporters brought out one-third of the manuscript which
he had prepared prone upon the floor of a hut with a flat stone for his desk and
ablubber lamp for his light. He had with him three small memorandum
books, five by eight inches, containing two hundred leaves each. To these
he had committed his diary in pencil, for ink will not withstand the Arctic chill
When his enforced sojourn in the frozen North gave him time for litefary
tabors he had written loe.ooo words in these memoiandum boeks bttween the
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lines of what he had already jotted down. The chirography was almost micro-

scopic and often hundreds of words were crowded together like a multitude of

pigmies taking their morning walk on paper. The scarcity of pages had com-

pelled from the Arctic explorer an economy which caused him to rival the in-

genuity of those patient men who write the Decalogue on the back of penny

postage stamp.

"That's enough for me," said one hard headed Thotnas, who had leaved

over the record. "No man alive would sit up nights doing this kind of thing

for fun."

Dr. Cook entered the room, where the interviewers were assembled, ac-

companied by his secretary, Mr. Walter Lonsdale, of the American Legation in

Copenhagen and by his daughter Ruth. The child remained with him a few

minutes.

The explorer said he would prefer to have one man ask the questions, but

as all had something on their minds he addressed himself to each interrogator

in turn, lookiiig him squarely in the eye and speaking in incisive, clear cut

sentences.

"What was the reason," he was asked, "that you ijnposed secrecy upon

Mr. Harry Whitney and young Pritchard on your return from the pole ?"

"I do not think," he answered, "that I was bound to disclose to Mr. Peary

the nature of my work, and he might have found out about it on his arrival

at Etah. I told Mr. Whitney that he was at liberty to give to the world all

that he knew after I had given the announcement first to the world. I knew

Mr. Whitney would probably not be back to civilization before the middle of

October. The Jeanie, on which he is aboard, is now following out the pro-

gramme as I understood it. He told me he was going to the American side

and to Hudson Bay to hunt, and the understanding when I started for home

was that he was not to write anything which would get to civilization or to

Mr. Peary before I did."

"Why did you not wish Mr. Peary to know ?" was the question.

"Why should I," was the answer, "give to Mr. Peary any information

before I gave it to the worW ?"

"Did you think that Mr. Peary would make any improper use of it?" was

asked.

"I don't think so," was the reply.

Dr. Cook was asked if he had any comment to tnake on the fact that Com-

mander Peary had decided to accept no ditmer invitations until the "contro-
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v«rsy concerning the discovery of the Nnr.1. d i

•xplorer said that he had nevTr helrrt nf . ^ .""" ''"''^- "^^ »'°°"yn
™ake. He «.id there had ^ver ten > T' m"?''

"""^ "° consents to
himself.

^"^"^ "^^ »"y "-ouWe between Mr. Peary and

cnely "or';::;; i^JP^"^"" '^-' "--ider Corn^^„ p.,^ y<,„,

wrjsji^tS;:^^r::'d^-- «^^^ and „.., i

SOME OF THE QUESTIONS
^Her. are so™ of the .ore in^rtant questions with the t^Ues of Dr

y^f^i^iCoZZ^llX'Sl^f^ "«" 'ndi^ted that you feared for
A. No.

A.- ^tritrsirtrpe'^r ''^^*''^''-^- •^•'-^
"ot the dictator of my aff^rs Ld x d^ T "" "' "='°'^- ^'- ^^'^ 's

about him. ^ ^"' ""* ^ ''^ "« <=are to say anything further

.0 E^ah?""
""^ '"°"' ""' ^"""•^ -"» you had met him on your return

-w it u"!:;, theSS d'r"
*"' ' "' "^ •=^'=- "" -- -0 "'O not

? nI!rr„Ti ''^- ""-^ "=^ ^'"^ ^ -- "P at ..at time P

ent^sted^S: •rnl^rL'-h^S-'
-^O- <" Mr. Whitney that you

h4us.iLXiiircrrr "=" "°^' --^'^
^ - -'"•

I thought they would be less 1 a^e lo
" '"''™'~"'» '° bring back because

them ac^ ,^ers and Zl^^r.^^,Z^' ''" "^^^ "^^ '^ ' '-W

they had b^::'. i\S:;dr;rroreSt ™"
^° '" -^- ---

J^self. Henson. testin»n/i3"e"^:,7,^re^
- -d cross^„„,„„ „.^

0. ^-'^«-tashipwascomingnorththis"i^;LMr.
Whitney
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why did you not wait for that ship and come direct to New York instead of

mine to South Greenland and from there to Copenhagen?

A. I knew that the Danish government ship would get me home before

Whitney's ship.

DESCRIBES HIS INSTRUMENTS.

Q. What instruments did you have with you from Cape Thomas Hubbard

"^^Sextant, artificial horizon, three compasses, three chronometer watches,

thermometers, barometers and a pedometer.

Q. What kind of sextant did you have ai^d how many r

A. One sextant—a French apparatus.

Q. What kind of artificial horizon did you have?

Q. W^i kind of transit or theodolite did you have and how many?

A. We didn't use any.

Q What kind of compass did you have ?

A We had one liquid compass and one surveymg compass.

Q. What kind of compass did you use to determine your compass

variation? ,

A. Surveying compass; it had an azimuth attachment.

a! WeS, that dutnges every day. If you follow the course on a map you

•"T wr;rrer:ation of the pole solely by an observation of the

«m^'altitude or did you take observations of& •x.le star twelve hours apart,

rJ^'byrte^^-tionof thecelestialpolemi. - betw«n the two posmons

n, -.e the accuratv of your position on the tcrres. ilpole?

' I H^are you going to take an observation by the polar sur when you

have a c^LVsunf ^re is no night; you cannot have any stars; there

"
"^"tjJ^tother kind of observations did you make at the pole and how

muy? And what was the altitude of the sun?
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MADE NAUTICAL OBSERVATIONS.

ni

A. We have told that the altitude o{ the sun gave us our position*; that

is all there is to say about that. We made regular astronomical observations,

such as would be made by the compass and other instruments. We merely made
the nautical observations that a captain would have made aboaid a ship.

Q. Will you describe in detail any single observation taken by you at the

North Pole, with the exact figures of the results and the corrections applied?

A. Not at this present moment. We will describe every one of them in

detail when they go to the University of Copenhagen. They will go there

within two months. The entire records will be delivered to the imiversity, and

after that they will go to everybody that wants to examine them.

Q. In your original narrative you said :
—"The night of April 7 was made

notable by the swinging of the sun at midnight over the northern ice. Our ob-

servation on April 6 placed the camp in latitude 86.36, longitude 94.2." The
astronomers say that in the latitude you mention the midnight sun would have

been visible on April i and that if you really saw it for the first time on April 7
you must have been 550 miles from the pole instead of 234, as you suppoted.

Therefore to have reached the pole on April 21 you would have had to travel

thirty-nine miles daily. What is your explanation of the apparent discrepancy?

A. In the first place, that indicates the point I have taken; that nobody

can pronounce judgment on a matter of this kind until they get the complete

record. The northern horizon at midnight had been so obscure that we coukl

not tell whether the sun was below the horizon or above it. We were not mak-

ing observations at midnight. Therefore this statement is based on the fact

that we have said that it was possible to see the sun on midnight of that day.

I have not looked through the Herald's story, as it has been written out in full.

My impression is that we were absolutely unable to see the sun the midnight

before that The horizon was obscured.

Dr. Cook in reply to several questions said that he could not have gone

back to civilization any sooner than he did.

"Unless," he began, "I started through the ice for three hundred miles in an

open boat and went to— Well, no, just take that out; I cotUd not have got

back any sooner."

He described in detail his provisioning for the final journey. He had

started from Greenland with eleven sledges, 103 dogs and eleven Eskimos, and

had started on his last stage northward with two Eskimos and twenty-six dogs

and two sledges, on which were laden rations for eighty days. He had made
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T^mfridian. Dr. Cook said that it wa, mountatnou. on th. e«ten. coast.

He saw it at a distance of about forty miles

"Why didn't you explore it?" was one of the .nqu.nes.

••u 7h^A • he answered, "I should have never found the pole.

Mr. Whitney had come two miles to meet him. Ur. i,ook naa

• sledge. , . „,i,;.i, i, „,o said that doubt had

he was able to cross leads. ''"^ ''"'^* 7^^" Mr. Whitney relative to hi.

„d learned that he -»/^^"Xd ,«.^ <„t this paragraph for fear the

of Greenland, Dr. Cook explained,^^^i^^t^^JZ with the news

but he felt reasonably sure that »«^"'''^J^trMuX the boatswain of

quicker than any rumor could reach. As to wtet "^^ ^^^^

Sk Roo^velt, might be able to-—^*^',£^^W,^^ for

worthy could ndther read nor write and he knew wno paw
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1 think that on the whole," added Dr. Cook, "I have a right to announce

my own news."

Dr. Cook'i attention was called by one of the reporters to an assertion in

the first instalment of his narrative in the Herald, to which he had referred to

the secrecy of his preparations at Gloucester, which had been made even then

with the conquest of the pole in view, while in the second instalment he spoke

of his purpose to reach the pole as an after thought, occurring to him on the

shores of Greenland.

"Well," replied the explorer; "we prepared in New York. We did not ask

the government for funds ; we took no private subscriptions. We were, there-

fore, not responsible to any one and did not have to tell of our movements.

The business concerned us only. We prepared for every emergency when we

left here ; we arranged for a supply of provisions and for material with which

to make sleds and camp work. When you have done that you have done all

that was necessary for polar expeditions. As to the other part of the question,

we have told and told very completely why we started out for the pole at that

time. It was simply because we found a condition which was unusually favor-

able. The best natives and the best dogs were there within seven hundred

miles of the pole. It was a condition which I have never seen before nor since.

The Eskimos were ver;' unsuccessful at that point two years before and two

years since we have been there."

Still further light was thrown upon his trip by Dr. Cook in a q>eech at •

banquet tendered him September 23 by the Arctic Club of America.

Upon his claim the organization, composed of me- who have explored the

frigid seas, placed the imprimatur of its approval as the one who "first" was on

the "upper edge" of the earth. With them was a brilliant assemblage of the

men and the women of this city, who joined w'lh the veterans of polar en-

deavor in giving enthusiastic welcome to the re jrned explorer.

Twelve hundred persons, the second largest company ever assembled at a

public dinner within those walls, pressed about the man who had found the

hyperborean realm, after he had made his response to their greetings, and,

overwhehned him with expressions of confidence and good will. Side by side

with the men who guide the destinies of New York and with women of society

stood survivors of the Greely expedition and of the quest which Mr. Peary led.

With characteristic modesty Dr. Cook gave credit for his discovery to the

polar explorers who had gone before and by whose hard-won knowledge and

heart-breaking errors he had learned; to his friend and backer, John R. Brad-
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u, . to the CtuuiUn government, to the wild men of the North and lat of .11,

^cJl mention of hSLlf « the one who h.d «« U.t.ch.e«^ n.^ no

S^ of hi. quett. u he pUinly «id, and he .how«l a dm indifference to

"'•^e'r;:ll""about him were the f^ of hi. own «-- inten--* -'" '"'

ban^'Tuenmark-the country which had fir.t received h.m and approved

him a. the finder of the aitial terminus of the world.
-.„„.

ByL .ide »t Rear Admiral Schley, the reacuer of the Oree y exped. .on

befo« him were friend, and comrade, of the arctic circle and leader, of the

Sfic world and beyond, in a box at the center of the balcony, wa. the w,f.

whoae devotion had inspired his achievement.
^ . , •

. ,^„„j
Few and eloque,>t were the word, with which the rear «im.ral introduc d

Dr C~lc the fcmiote of which was that he regretted that controversy should

£:ve.~!^n conning » pllant a feat, and he repeated the woi^s which came

to him as from the past that there was "glory enough for both.
^ . . .

S "rs «^ thro^h the hall; men and women rose to their feet and joined

in tte "fraTn "For He I, a Jolly Good Fellow." as the explorer rose to h»

«t ^hlapplause lasted foJ seVeral minute,, and then, when his auditor,

caused for breath, Dr. Cook read his speech in a slow, even voice

^Dr Cook's s^ech was interrupted in the middle by his "fc^T" ° ^•

backer, John R. Bradley, who had gone from his place at the principal table to a

eroup of his friends on the floor.

"Bradley! Bradleyl" called many a voice. "Bradley, show yourself 1
And

finally he was obliged'to sta^l upon a chair and bow hi, acknowledgments to

the tumultuous cheers.
. c • u^

All that Dr. Cook aid carried with it conviction, and when he finiohM

with hi, tl«Ito the brave men who had gone before and his d.scla.mer o

^^re t4n his share of the glory the com^ny
"l^'^^ •jj^^-f./^^^X^U

of confidence. It was plain that they agreed with all that Rear Admiral bchley

"'''"^.^Jr:^helS"2""that there should have been any issue rai^

^L^^ in reaching that point in the frozen s«is which was « long the

nul of the cherished ambitions of mankind. ,^^
"&,trtndare inconceivable hardship, under t^"«f orcumstances. Tta«

two™nr^ the pol^-men wiUing to venture into fields of prolific danger

,
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men who were strong and able to penetrate the farthett north and to bring bock

«• you the story of what they have seen ; all honor to them both. And, my dear

iriends, I now have ' he honor to introduce to you the man who first discovered

the north pole."

Dr. Cook in his address said

:

"This is otip of ilic highest honors I ever hope to receive. You represent

most of the frigid explorers of Europe and nearly alt of the Arctic explorers in

America. Your wcicome is the explorer's guarantee to the world—coming as

it does from fellow wt.fke s l-r m men who know and have gone through the

same expericnci-— ji is ;.j ipprcciation and a victory the highest which could

fall to the lot of any r-tu ning Taveler.

"The key to frigid tni^iairr is sub-itstetKe. There is nothing in the entire

realm of the Arctic which is impossible vo man. If the animal fires are supplied

with adequate fuel there is no cold too severe and no obstacli- too j^^at to sur-

mount. No important expedition las ever returned Ui?'j-^: oi i..iscalable

barriers or impossible weather. The exhausted food • jjpV' iv.'.'.'itsiii- from a

limited means of transportation has turrid every a:, wi frc.T, h^- ,:;oal. In

the ages of the polar quest much ha.$ been tried ar<! i-mch h.t'; U ' r. ijamed.

The most important lesson is that civilized man, if im wr! 'wati^. ii?i, t bend

to the savage simplicity necessary.

"The problem belongs to mortem nan, but for its ex'ii i- ,i ... irL:», iic.^n

with the food and the means of transportation of the wild miu,. . i. this must
be reduced and simplified to fit the new environment. With Uuc icspect to the

complimentary eloquence of the chairman and others, candor compels me to

say that the effort of getting to the pole is not one of physical endurance, nor is

it fair to call it bravery ; but a proper understanding of the needs of the stomach

and a knowledge of the limits of the brute force of the motive power, be that

man or beast.

"Our conquest was only possible with the accumulated lessons of early ages

of experience. The failures of our less successful predecessors were stepping

stones to ultimate success. The real pathfinders of the pole were the early

Danish, the Dutch, the English and the Norse, Italian and American explorers.

With these worthy forerunners we must therefore share the good fruits which

your chairman has put into my basket.

"A similar obligation is due to the wild man. The twin families of wild

"oBt, the Eskimo and the Indicn, were important factors to us.

"The use of pemmican and the snowshoe, which makes the penetration of
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Eskimo. To savage man, theretore, wno luu "o -s-

^''•To 'joh'nt: Bradley-the man who paid the biU^longs at least one-

''".°T^eWan government sent its expedition under Captain Bemier .,000

shriveled
^''•"/f,"f^^f„7,^'nhe reception with open arms by fellow

^::^r^toM ank'"X« this^et of good things which the

chairman has placed on my shoulder.

EXPLAINS T. /-K OF LICENSE.

..Nothing would suit- ^xrgi«ir::r:':2rd:ta"'ris

a geographic license to start for *« I»^^ '^ '^^^^^^ .^at no explorer can

that may be a mystery, but y"" «*o »-"°''

^ny good men have tried before;

start and say that he w.n reach the t"'^. 3^°^„„„ ^^at success is but

^"r ''^Jlt:^'^-:£^^^r^^TU^. disomy

.^tl^^For the ^^^Z'^S--Z!:\^'J.X'^t
rier'tnrr;'r arh:::To.nigh. Mr. Brad^ is here, and I am

here We have come together to celebrate that vcto^r.
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ing. A big ship is no advantage. An army of white men, who at best are
novices, is a distinct hindrance, while a cumbersome luxury of equipment is

fatal to progress. We chose to live a life as simple as that of Adam, and we
forced the strands of human endurance to scientific limits. If you will reach
the pole there is no other way. For our simple needs Mr. Bradley furnished
sufficient funds. We were not overburdened with the usual aids to pleasure
and comfort, but I did not start for that purpose.

"Now, as to the excitement of the press to force things of their own picking
from important records into print. In reply to this I have taken the stand
that I have already given a tangible account of our journey. It is as complete
as the preliminary reports of any previous explorer.

TO DELIVER COMPLETE DATA.

"The data, the observations, the record, are of exactly the same character.
Heretofore such evidence has been taken with faith and the complete record
was not expected to appear for years, whereas we agree to deliver all within a
few months.

"Now, gentlemen, about the pole. We arrived April 21, 1908. We discov-
ered new land along the I02d meridian between the eighty-fourth and the
eighty-fifth parallel. Beyond this there was absolutely no life and no land.
The ice was in large, heavy fields with few pressure lines. The drift was
south of east, the wind was south of west. Clear weather gave good regular
observations nearly every day. These observations, combined with those at
the pole on the 21st and 22d of April, are sufficient to guarantee our claim.
When taken in connection with the general record, you do not require this.

"I cannot sit down without acknowledging to you, and to the living Arctic
explorers, my debt of gratitude for their valuable assistance. The report of
this polar success has come with a sudden force, but in the present enthusiasm
we must not forget the fathers of the art of polar travel. There is glory enough
for all. There is enough to go to the graves of the dead and to the heads
of the living."

^
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

PEARY WELCOMED HOME.

While Dr. Cook was being greeted by his frknds and '^""j'^^

Sata consul at Sydney.
Roosevelt outside a sailor on the yacht

A. the Sh«lah drew 'donp.de tV^Roo^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^,

C^n'Xrth:"- red his .o^h hat and called to then, to co.e

°"
1:t words of welcome were exchange. -''^^^^,;^^^!:;t.

Mr. Peary. Miss Pea^ and
'•^^•"^.'^=;;.-r^t:^ l^'Lt and were

went over the side of the Sheelah, took their P'*^" '"
„der Pe»T had retired

dub. ^
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The American flag waving at the peak of the ^>anker gaff of the Roose-
velt attracted much attention. It bore a diagonal white band on which were
the words, "North pole," in black letters.

A newspaper correspondent boarded the Roosevelt at North Sydney and
received from Commander Peary a new version of the dispute regarding Dr.
Cook's supplies at Aimotook. The explorer's attention was called to a state-

ment received by wireless telegraphy from Dr. Frederick A. Cook, on board the

steamer Oscar II, declaring that the Eskimos at Annotook had informed Peary
that Cook was long since dead. Peary was asked if he entertained this opinion,

and said no. On the contrary, he had left supplies at Etah in case, as might
well happen. Dr. Cook should return there without food.

Meanwhile the news that the Roosevelt was only twenty miles away spread

quickly, and groups of people gathered at the water front to take part in the

welcome. The day was , .-rfect and the harbor presented a beautiful spectacle,

as all manner of water craft, yachts, sailboats and motor boats, displaying their

colors, made their way down the bay to escort the Roosevelt to her dock.

The tug C. M. Winch conveyed the official welcoming party down the bay.

This party included the mayor of Sydney, Wallace Richardson; the heads of
the various city departments, and other prominent officials.

As the morning advanced business in Sydney came to an end. Stores were
closed, the hotels were emptied of their guests, and the crowd on the water
front increased rapidly.

Commander Peary's trip up Sydney harbor was one continual ovation.

When the Roosevelt turned the point oflF the city the whistles of the steel works,
all the steam vessels in port and the colliers united in one immense and sus-

tained volume of sound, and the crowds that filled the esplanade and wharves
cheered continuously as the arctic steaner swept slowly along. A fleet of tugs
accompanied the Roosevelt up the bay and scores of carriages that had gone
down to the point were driven hastily back to town and discharged their occu-

pants, who hurried to the water front.

Consul KeM boarded the Roosevelt down the bay and welcomed Com-
mander Peary on behalf of the American government and the American resi-

dents of Sydney. There were no important officials of the Dominion govern-
ment pfcMOt to greet the explorer.

The Roosevelt proceeded direct to the ferry wharf, where 2,000 school
diiWrea ha^ tee^ assemtil i; ;}. Each carried an .American Sag and the emblenis

were waved in uiusin the DMoent the ej^lorer stepped ashore. A delegation

1
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„f t«. school eirk dressed in white then went forward and while Cwmmnder

pZ «^afa«ent.on before then, M.ss Naomi Kehl. daughter of theAn^r-

i^J^. recited a short address of welcome and presented the commander

"*
m^rth*:^" emted carriages and were driven to their hotel T^

poli« haTro'clear a way for them through the crowd of xo.000 peop^ th

Sw trsquare. At the hotel Commander Peary was welcomed by the city

""^'^c hotel Commander Peary was soon holding
--^'^^^'^J^f^;^

SumLg on the steps of his carriage, he shcK* hands with scores o^peop'' **>"

st^S to «ach\m. Rismg in his carnage, Mayor
^^^^^r^J^STof welcome from the citizens of Sydney congratulating Con^mnde^

P^ on his success in reaching the pole and his safe return and w.*mg h.m

and the members of his family good health and a long he.

Commander Peary expressed his appreciation of the *"^<=°«^ °™^^
him Eleven times, he said, he had sailed from Sydney for the north, once he

^„^" with "farthest north" and now he came back with^^pole^
At the conclusion of the handshaking and greetings Commander Peary

"''^;R^seThad passed the previous day at St. ^^'^^^^^
J-^.

sis't-Txrtn.eu *d?r:f'MX™:ery\t;:iroi^^

Hstidete ontl tVon as his guests were in his house Mr. Campbell

•"^N^wTn",tis island is yours; what is the first thing you want-

Without a moment's hesitation and in unison Capt. Bartlett and Prof. MeM.l-

Ian replied

:

*;^J^'::r'pl::''rur ^ving Sydney, made . kind of triumphal tour

through Maine on a railroad train.
, c„,,„h,r 21 Peary was given an

On his arrival in Portland the evemng of September 23,

^^J^J^^f ^^^

enthusiastic welcome by a large portion of the popula .on. H^wa' -t
^^ ^^.

station by Mayor T^ghton and the reception committee in carnages

Auditorium were Uned with people, ihoosanu^ .heerca .,- -.—

-
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After the reception Commander Peary was banquetted by the cities of

Portland and Sooth Portland. At this function he was vociferously applauded

by the diners and complimented by half a dozen speakers, including Gov. Fer-

nald and President William Dewitt Hyde of Bowdoin college.

It was midnight before the dinner was over and the speechmaking began.

The last speaker was the explorer himself. When he arose he was generously

acclaimed.

"You know, as do I, today has been a white letter day for me," said Peary.

"The splendid demonstration in this city, every foot of which I knew in my
boyhood days; this splendid gathering here, that striking loyalty from the gov-

ernor straight from the shoulder, the fine tribute from Mayor Leighton to Mrs.

Peary, who has endured as much as I in this effort, have touched my heart as

they will touch hers.

"I have been asked, 'What is the scientific value of the discovery of the

north pole?' There are some things about it that are a great deal greater than

the gathering of a few additional data about the earth. As long as there was
a part of the earth undiscovered is was a reproach on humanity and a challenge

to civilization. Another thing, it has accredited to the United States another

milestone in history.

"Another fact is the satisfaction that at last a man, in spite of every obstacle,

has made good."

During the journey through eastern Maine Commander and Mrs. Peary,

with their children and newspaper men, occupied the chair car of the St. John
express and overflowed into other coaclies. Along the 350 mile route Peary

was cordial and appreciative, although he appeared tired. At every station

there was a cheering crowd.

At Old Town the first big demonstration on this side of the border was
made. At Bangor the explorer was welcomed by thousands, and when he walked
into the concourse from the train shed was given a succession of cheers. Mayor
Woodman escorted him to a carriage, and, with Gen. Hubbard and members
of the city council in other carriages, he was driven to a hotel, where he was
entertained at luncheon. He was presented with a large silver loving cup.

Commander Peary left Bangor at 3 140 p. m. on the Bar Harbor-New York
express, after a Siop of three hours. At Waterville he was officially welcomed.

Members of the city government in carriages, over 1,000 school children on
foot, headed by a band and escorted by a company of the national guard,

marched to til* aisfiof!- where .a stand had been erert«d

f •i
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about the sund. with *e ^^^'^'T^flT^ s««al thoa«»d i«nons

statid the children cheered and waved then- flap. 3e«™

joined in the cheering.
Rn<«evelt through the frozen

Captain Robert Bart«t^j*opa^.d*eRo^^^

North, told at Sydney how Commander J-eary lura

Hesaid: _.„ ™, hack until I had reached the dghty-

"I really didn't think I would have
'"f

.•«*"*"^
he h«i decided

eighth parallel. The commander then said I must go back

to take Matt Henson.
.^„^t i mt ulJ early the nest monring

"I-well. it was a bitter^-^'^^ \Z^\ J, k«.w, perhaps I

while the rest were asleep and sUrt^ ~r* atone
^ ^^^^^^^

cried a little. I guess, perhaps, I was J»^ »j^' Tinned sa near.

perhaps I could walk on the rest °« ** ^T^a^Twi^a Uttle over a hun-

"Here I had come thousands of mdet, ana it was omy

dred more to the pole.
.^-h,. more and it seemed as if I

..commander Peary ^l^^^^^^^^T^C or anything.

""'^•S's::SV:";!
'alt:g";X .Les"^ so. and then I cam. to my

senses and knew I must go back ^^ j,^„ „i„d

::fif^or» long I had rather d^'^,^^.'^.^ U was r-Sy true at

..When I -carted on the back ^1 I ~^ »
,„„ e«^ te.d we crossed

^' "^ ' "1' °* ^ttl':^^ a"d III aU^ce on the trip up.

^ •« «o,- fer
7.«r^^,„'^t remember anything about co»ng

ta, as 1 th-ght of It »ft^^j„\°r_rt
oj poor Marvin, and almost env.ed

^-^tir;:::::^--"^-—
'^""^^-^'^

gating the Ro««»* tk-^^h the MX.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

PREVIOUS GREAT CONTROVERSIES OF EXPLORERS.

The Cook-Peary controversy, though it bids fair to be the most famous
of the great contests of history, because of the startling facts at issue, has
aroused no greater bitterness than did several previous agitations of the kind.
Fifty years ago something similar aroused all those interested in exploration.
It lasted for years, with ever-increasing bitterness of feeling on both sides, and
was not definitely settled until long after one of the principals had died.

This was the famous dispute between Sir Richard Francis Burton and Capt.
John Hanning Speke as to the source of the river Nile. Burton claimed that the
great stream rose in Lake Tanganyika, of which he was the discoverer. Speke,
on the other hand, declared that Lake Victoria Nyanza, which he had first

seen, was the river's source.

Speke was right. After most acrimonious disputing, the question, already
half decided in his favor, was answered onto for all by Henry M. Stanley, who,
having thoroughly explored the shores oi Tanganyika, showed that it was
connected, not with the Nile, but with the Congo system.

When Speke first came out in open contradiction to Burton, it womii' as
if he had undertaken a hopeless job. He was merely a young of.-rFv, xUiU:
Burton was already making himself known as one of the most daring, o.igin^l,
and versatile men that ever lived. Before his journey to Lake Tangi ^vMm i,

had won world-wide fame by one of the most audacious exploits ever reic; c. ;.

Profiting by his remarkable knowledge of Oriental languages, he had, botne
years before, disguised as an Afgnan doctor, penetrated to the sacred Moha.n-
medan cities of Mecca and Medina, where detection by the Mohammedan pi!

grims would have meant instant assassination.

This Mecca pilgrimage took place in 1855, when Burton was 34 years old.
In October, 1856, having succeeded in interesting influential Englishmen in the
exploration of unknown portions of Africa, Burton, then a captain in the
British army, sailed fmm home for Zanzibar with Speke, whom he had first
met as an officer of the Anglo-Indian troops garrisoning Aden, on the Red Sea. * sM''
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Spcke WM 30 ,«« oU, lud .«» KTvic. in IndU. « 1-d Barton. «Kl w« .

tettddrdwTF^.inS«t«liland. Already their h«d, were fiUed w,th

S^t^.^ of theT-eriou. great lake, in the interior; al.e«ly Burt™, .«1

T^^ rhav. entertai^ rheir contradictory opimon. « to «h^ o£

^JTrt^^rce of the NUe. Wh«. the expedUion got to Fnga the auda-

r nir;;:^:^ hy'^r:?oo.Tn\e eyerTtbe Sultan, hopele,. of being

^I^^Burlind^S^'Srtiger. Eventually they cached

I^TBurton? offer to him of the position of second in command on the

SnS "rip w^ -ii'tinctly welcome. Already bad blood «em, to have

IXTUween the two adventurers. Speke thought that, instead of ad-

!S Ar^rfTwiland, Burton should have taken another route toward

rZt Awt. la^ H; attributed much of the ill success of the prehm-

l«,^Wrto Burton's management, and seems even to have considered

that the latter showed evidences of tunidity.
T.™„nvil«

However on Tune a6. 1857, they departed from Zanzibar for Tan^nyika
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.

'• ««o. 'or aU the riding asses died But Burton, in spite of hU Ownw«™», found time to held a raid agiinit some Arib store traders, whom he
defeated, thus freeing a number of captives who wen being dngsed away
from their homes.

^" '

After traversing a land where a great part of the natives were dying oi
•niaUpox, the expedition reached a beautiful country, over which great herds of
lebras and antelopes roamed. This, however, did not last long. Beyond it
were dreaiy swamps. The Zaniibar mercenaries grew mutinous. Time and
«««m. when aU else failed, Burton used a star sapphire which he carried a*
an amulet, to enforce obedience from the superstitious negroes. In spite of
the awe that he inspired in them, they plotted to kUI him. While hunting one
day. followed by two negroes, who were not aware that he spoke their dialect,
he overheard them arranging to take his life. Without a word, without even
turning, he thrast his daggtr backward, stabbing one to death. The other
falling on his knees, begged for meicy.

'

On another occasion some more pkjtters, having made their pbns around
a wood fire, went away to gether. more wood. Burton, stealing up, put a
canister of powder among the embers. When the assassins returned and kin-
died the fire anew "there weren't any assassins," as one of Burton's biographers
succintly puts it. Both these stories, i.hough not printed in any of Burton's
works, were told by him to intimate friends on his return from Africa.

After passing through a reahn where no self-rei?)ecting man. from King
down, was sober after midday, and where obesity and beauty were synonymous
teim regarding women, the explorers on Feb. 13, 1858. saw "a lonjr streak
of light."

"

"Led:, master, k)ok!" shouted the Arab guide, "behold the great waterr
It was Lake Tanganyika.

The two Ei^ishmen set about the exploration of the great lake's shores,
but were net very thorough. While in a boat they were caught ia a terrible
•torm, during which they despaired of ever reaching land agaia

They set out from Tanganyika for the coast on May 26, 1858. Burton
and Spdce were both suffering severely from malaria and complications: in
fact, part of the time the former was nearly paralzyed, the latter abnost blind.

When they reached Kazeh Speke announced to his chief that he desired
to look for another lake, which he understood from the natives was somewherem the neighboriiood. Whether owing to iOness or other reasons. Burton re-
waed to iccompiny apdce on this side trip. Moreover, he seems to have made
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288 PREVIOUS GREAT CONTROVERSIES

himself disagreeable regarding guides and supplies. But eventuUy Speke set

out. He made Burton a promise that he would return to Kazeh within a

certain time and resume the march to the coast.

After a difficult advance Speke, like "stout Cortes" of Keats sormet, ascend-

ed a hiU, and beheld before him a great sheet of water. He described his first

imaressions in these words: jj . , „„

"The vast expanse of the pale-blue waters of the Nyanza burst suddenly on

my gaze. It was early morning. The distant sea line of the north honzo.i was

defiSd in the calm atmosphere, between the north and west ?»'<;'» °f*»«=

compass, but even this did not afford me any idea of the breadth of the lake

asanarchipelago of islands, each consisting of a single h.U. rising to a h^ght

o£ 200 or 30) feet above water, intersected the linS of vision to the left, while

on the right the west horn of the Ukerewe Island cut off any further view of

the distant water to the eastward of north."
. ,. „,

Speke in fact, seems never to have had an accurate idea of the vastness of

the STtJhe d scovered. However, as he contemplated it he felt absolutely

^^ ttt, after centuries of conjecture, the source of the NUe was at last no

"He stayed about the lake, which he called Victoria Nyanza in honor of the

Queen of England, for some time, gathering a great deal of lore abojU the

mtives as wi his wont, and much other valuable data. Then remembenng

S"m^*^Burton, he retraced his steps, arriving at Kazeh about six weeks

"'ne'told Burton that he felt convinced that Uke Victoria Nyanza was the

««,« of the Nile. Burton promptly ridiculed this idea. To Lake Tanganyika

Ssted, belonged the honor. The two explorers got into bitter d-^pute. Ail

rt^e way to the cSt they were distant and unfriendly to each other; the aff«-

tionTte "Dick" and "Jack" of their previous intercourse were now replaced

^ m« S'mched the coast Burton lingered to wind up *« expedirion's

.ff,^ tmt SMke-unfairly, as Burton and his friends maintained, hurried to

S^;.d,^*'^l:nrsofi:is discovery of Victoria

ftwas the long-sought Nfle source. He arrived in England May 9, i859.

S^tdy^s statements aroused immense enthusiasm. Sir Roderick Mur-

ZTp^sidetrt of the Royal Geographical Society, accepted them withou^

SnT^dia many other well-known men. Burton's discovery otLake

?S^;ite was entiU overshadowed. On all .Me, Sf-We w^»rged to

«^t; Africa «,d make certain his theories about Victoria Nyanza.
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Burton came back to England on May 22, two weeks later than Speke. He
found the "ground cut from under his feet," says his biographer. Already
Speke was lecturing "vaingloriously" at Burlington House and writing articles
for Blackwood's Magazine. Burton los no time in getting into the fight. He
vigorously championed his view that Tanganyika was the true Nile aouice.
The controversy was fairly under way.

In i860 =• -ke set forth anew from England to prove the v.'Orth of his
contentions. With him this time went Capt. James Augustus Grant, "a man
after Speke's own heart," described by another explorer, who knew him weU,
as "one of the most loyal and charming creatures in the world."

The two reached Lake Victoria Nyanza and made careful explorations of its
shores. In the course of these Grant broke down. Speke was compelled to
continue his investigations alone. On July 17, i86z, having followed the Nile
northward from Victoria Nyanza, he arrived at the first great cataract from
its source, which he called the Ripon Falls, after Lord de Grey and Ripon.
His theory was now practically proved to be correct.

Picking up Grant again, Speke descended the Nile, but crossed it at Karuna
Falls to avoid the territory of Kamurasi, a local King, who had shown signs of
hostility. Though they did not know it, the two explorers were only fifty
miles from the junction of the Victoria Nyanza with the undiscovered Lake
Albert. If they had but kept to the river for only a few marches more they
would have found the latter lake, the second great source of the Nile.

As it was, they arrived, on Feb. 15, 1863, at Gondokoro, the highest point
on the Nile to which explorers had arrived before them, and there found
Samuel Baker. Speke handed over to the latter all the notes that he had taken,
and by their aid Baker soon after discovered Lake Albert Nyanza.

On his return from this momentous expedition the only reward received by
Speke from the British government was the permission to add to the supJ
porters of his coat-of-arms a hippopotamus and a crocodile.

On his return to England Speke at once set about showing that he had
definitely settled the great question regarding the headwaters of the Nile.
Even those who admire him admit that his attitude toward Burton, though
never unfair, was hard and pitiless. On the Somaliland and Tanganyika expe-
ditions, he seems to have acquired a dislike for his famous companion from
which he never freed himself. Fresh attacks by Burton on Speke began to
thicken about four years after Speke's return from his second expedition. Thejt
were heated enough, but lacked the younger officer's incisiveness.
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290 PREVIOUS GREAT CONTROVERSIES

Burton's main object, of course, was to belittle Speke's discovery of Vic-

toria Nyanza. He tried to show that that lake was of no special importance,

merely a network of swamps and small lakes, and was overjoyed when Samuel

Baker, on returning from his explorations subsequent to those of Speke and

Grant,' claimed that the Victoria Nyanza was the ultimate source of the White

Nile, not of the main river. Burton maintained that the Rusizi River flowed

out of the northern end of Lake Tanganyika, instead of into that lake, hoping

thus to prove that connection existed between Tanganyika and Lake Albert.

If successful, he realized that his would materially reduce the importance of the

discovery of Victoria Nyanza. He even published a map to illustrate his

theory, and worked hard to make geographers agree with him.

The argument in print finally became so fierce that a joint debate between

the two rivals was arranged, to take place at Bath, Sept. 15, 1864. Instead of

the debate, Bath saw an astonishing and impressive scene of quite a different

sort. ... J
"The great day arrived," says Thomas Wright, Burton's biographer, and

no melodramatic author could have contrived a more startling, a more shocking

denouement. Burton, notes in ha.nd, stood on the platform, facing the great

audience, his brain heavy with arguments, bursting with sesquipedalian and

sledge-hammer words, to pulverize his exasperating opponent.

"The Council and othei- speakers filed in. The audience waited expectant.

To Burton's surprise, Speke wab not there.

"Silence having been obtained, the pr;sident advanced and made the thrill-

ing announcement that Speke was uead. He had accidentally shot himself

that very morning while out rabbiting.

"Burton sank into his chair, the working of nis face revealing the terrible

emotion he was controlling, and the shock he had received. When he got

home he wept like a child."

Burton's emotion was not deep or lasting enough, however, to prevent him

from hinting that Speke had committed suicide, fearing to face him and his

arguments. He had absolutely no justification for such an assumption. His

very biographer, avowedly his partisan, wherever possible remarks, that "it

was eminently characteristic of Burton to make statements resting on insuffi-

cient evidence."

But it was aU useless. Speke was right and Burton wrong. In 1870,

Stanley terminated successfully his worid-famous search for Livingstone by

finding the latter at Ujiji, in the Tanganyika regioa Together the two ex-
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ptorers voyag:ed along the northern shore of the great lake which Burton had
discovered, and proved conclusively that it had no outlet connecting with the
Nile basui.

In March, 1873, Lieut. Cameron, heading another Livingstone relief expe-
dition, met foUowers of the latter bearing Livingstone's body to the coast
Cameron, however, continued on his way, explored the shores of Tanganyika
and not only corroborated Stanley and Livingstone regarding the non-exist-
ence of an outlet toward the Nile, but advanced the opinion that the great lake
was a part of the Congo system. This was made absolutely certain in 1874
when Stanley made his celebrated journey from Bagamoyo to Victoria Nyanza
and Tanganyika, thence by Nyangwe, on the Lualaba, down the Congo to the
sea, verifying all that Cameron had conjectured.

Thereupon no more was heard from Burton as to the Lake Tanganyika's
being the source of the Nile.

Farther back in history are records of other explorers failing to convince
the world of their deeds.

It is the irony of fate that though Columbus discovered America this con-
tinent should be called not after him but after Amerigo Vespucci. According
to the latter's own story, whir"^ the only authority the world has for the
assertion, Vespucci was the firs .j discover the mainland of North America,
having reached here in 1497, several months before either the Cabots or
Columbus. Columbus's discovery was v.hat started Amerigo Vespucci to voy-
age westward. Tlie firm in which he was a partner fitted out Columbus's later
expeditions and it was with one of these that Vespucci sailed, just as it was
with Peary that Cook first sailed to the Arctic. However, this continent is
named America and not Columbus.

Another notable instance of a real discoverer losing credit for his achieve-
ment is that of Verrazzano. That he really discovered the Hudson River in
1524 is a historical fact, proved by his log and by letters of his which are still

extant. How far up the river he sailed is a matter of doubt, but it is certain
that he sailed into New York Bay sufficiently far to see and describe Manhattan
Island. Husdon explored the river that bears his name eighty-five years later,
in 1609. The reason that Hudson received the credit for it is to found in the
fact that the early settlers were Dutch and English. They knew aU about
Hudson; few if any of them had ever heard of Verrazzano. Eager to daim
credit for a man of their own race, historians dismissed Verrazzano with a
line, while they told the full story of Hudson's discovery.
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CHAPTER XXX.

VALUABLE ANIMALS OF THE ARCTIC.

The North Pole discovery is bringing a new discription of the dog. In

an earlier chapter were described some of the queer traits of Eskimo canines

—

the animals to which, more than to anything else, perhaps, Dr. Cook owes

his success. Further details of the habits and uses of these animals may here

be given.

The dog has probably reached the highest point in his personal, economical

and ethical value to man individually, humanity as a whole and the world's

progress by the part he has played in polar expeditions. Whether to the South

or the North Pole, no vc yage has been planned withof t counting upon the dog as

an important if not vital factor, and no explorer has ever returned from his

trip into the regions of eternal ice without paying a tribute to the value and

devotion of the dog.

Dr. Fridtjof Nansen is especially enthusiastic in his references to the

importance of the dogs in polar expeditions, and in his "Farthest North" is

to be found this reference to them, showing not only his appreciation of them

as helpers, but his fondness for them as companions:

"I kept an anxious eye upon the dogs, for fear anything should happen

to them, and also to see that they continue in good condition, for all my hopes

centered in them. ... I wrote in my diary : 'In the afternoon one of the

black and white puppies had an attack of madness. . . . This makes the

fourth that has had a similar attack.' . . . Later I wrote: 'Another of

the puppies died in the forenoon from one of these mysterious attacks, and

I cannot conceal from myself that I take it greatly to heart, and feel low spirited

about it, I have been so used to these small polar creatures living their sorrow-

less life on deck, romping and playing around us from morning to evening,

and a little of the tught as well. 1 can watch them with ple>.sure by the

hour together, or play with them as with little children, have a game at hide

and seek with them around the skylight, the while they are beside themselves

with glee.
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about and nabbing hi.«,,aJs:L!rdt4%::^^^ -'^ P'^^'"^

-rLve.d;He^^^k""f^^"^^^
upon the polar ice bnTro^e oHh- ^^ '"'™ °' ''™"' ""'''' °' ''°«^

dog's admirable devotion .0 it!1st '
'"' '' "" ^""^ '™^ '"^ <'°'"«'-

civiZtt'a"
'° '"^ '"= ™"'^^' ''"^"' °^ -'- -• 'he wannest breath of

"As a draught animal it surpasses all other breeds if .

unc ot the great advantages of the Eskimo H^o. ,,„ i

.J..

abUit, to eat an^hing fnd ..^^^Tr^^ ^crp'.llreS

«:ch'big andL'Tials'and""' "
'^''°"f

°"^ ^""^ '^ "^ ^""^ '-
be in itLf the7ant~Lffi ie"^

"""" "^
^'f"^

'"e food „.y
rectify matters by gettL his nm,X nff

'^ ' .^^"""^'S"'™ had tried to

pnated those of his^om^antnsXt ^^t r^ff^atd'tfen'''^"
=""'™-

..aritrrirre^ar;- t:r: ^^r^
-•- -

nivoro„i'i^ff:^rb,uC^r,rsr„t;'^^^^^^^^ '>"' '"^ '"^
'-

-^-
to be found all along thei™ ,o it^i' ' ^" °"™* °''-^°'^ '^' ''»

Ms fellow.
^ '^ '° "" P°''' °' he can feed on the carcass of

His tractable character and the combined strength of an obedient pack, to-
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eether with his auto solution of the food problem, render him the obvious,

simplest and practically only answer to the question of polar transportation.

The Eskimos have used the dogs for transportation s.nce the eathest days.

Martin Frobisher reports their use by the Eskimos in the sixteenth century.

The Ruians made use of the dogs in the seventeenth and eighteenth centun^

in charting the coast of Siberia. Many dogs and few men has always >ieen the

Dolicy of Arctic explorers. u .j.i,:„.^
Dr Nansen owed the success of his expedition to his dogs. The haid h,ps

of his memorable journey with Johansen would have b«™
'"'""^""t^^

without his canine companions. The journey was severe upon the dog
i,
and

many of them had to be killed to provide food for their feUow^ Dr. Nan-

""
"On Wednesday evening Haren was killed. Poor beast, he was not^

for much latterly. But he had been a first rate dog. and it was hard. I fancy,

o Johan en to part with him. He looked so sorrowfully at the amrru^l before

UwenUoTts happy hunting grounds or wherever it may be where good draught

do^^to! perhaps to pl=^es where there are plains of level ice and no ndges

"
'Dr'Nansen's dogs were mostly of the white or white and black Samoyede

breed WHh its poLd muzzle and sharply erect ears, its strong bushy tail

and short U> th^dog is obviously of the Spitz type, but the wolf r^ture ,s

always more orless apparent and the white Arctic wolf undoubtedly contributed

'""Se Eitimo^og is larger and more nearly alBed to the -»„ ««
!f^^^^;

well boned, has a long, snipy muzzle and
"^''"^'^^^:r^J^^'^Zng

obliquely like those of a wolf, and the jaw is formidable and [^l °« *""5'

whUe K.inted teeth. He has a strong, arched neck, a broad chest and mus-

i^rq^artSand is apparently made for .ork. having an^o^ .«^-

Tndurance. His tail is long and bushy and his coat is <»««• ^^ "«»J«P'

especially on the back, where it may be from two to four inches de^ w. h a

woollv undercoat, which resists the penetrating snow and coW In color it is

rlrasThat ^f the woH, black or rusty black, with «ghte.^™y.sh^n«rk^

ings on the chest and tail. Often there is a pure white aog. In all there are

the characteristic light spots over the eyes.
wa k„„,

The Eskimo dog does not habitually bark, but has a weird, wolfish ho«^,

and U thTelh anddestructive. He leaves the bones of a fish as clean « v^
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Th« arr.""
"""«"• *"' "'•"'"y '"e most unscrupulous bully ami tyrant

Lins orth?zr^f
'" """

r^T^'
''"'• *"'"'-- -"• thirlsrdations on the part of an outs.de dog results immediately in a fight to the

anhmfr^lf'™'
^^ ''" •*"" ' "^ °* '«*" hundred pound, seven mile, in

^1^ H X.*'"
''"''^ '"' ""™ '"'"'''"I """» «^e rate of fifty «ve"m.les a day. The record speed of dogs pulling a load was attained in the c^of the rescue of a sailor in Lieutenant Schwatka's expedition

nightS^reir '^V^^^^^Z ^e D:^ .f^ 7 ^"T"
^^- ^^ »'

inv.ve.s death from frost}^rL:\^^^^

wrnoTton T ™' """" ""^ "^"^ "'^' ™eht lose his footing for ,re«

sideld'l^f
""^"^ '' '"^"' "'"• '" "'' Northwest, but a halfbreed Is con-.dered better. Many are a cross between the Eskimo and the wolf but «^superlative dog for hauling is the offspring of the Eskimo and wZ is knownn Canada as the staghound. For speed, strength and staying pTwe he^ ar^

Zll"°''l ^^''r^' '"'""" "^ ^'"P'°^'''- i-'udK p« el^ewoundland, which .s too heavy and clumsy for winter traveling. The Ha«
a^d Sn"l " ^'" '^- ""' '°"™^'^ ""'' -<' -- 'he greZn"

The "huskies," so frequently referred to in Jack London's "Call of theW Id, are of the Eskimo and wolf cross, and the "gedc.s" are of like oririnbred specially by the Indiars for hauling purposes. These last are wSworkers, declares "The New Book of the DogTbut vicious b™tes ^h^S

In the Hudson Bay territory four huskies are harnessed to the sled inan em order the harness consistingof saddles, collars and traces^ei^
who IT "r '^'•'""' '"' "'''"^" "' ~""^ ^' "^ *-d f™™ 'he driverwho, whatever h>s nationality, speaks to his team in the patois of the NorthHu!" and "choic!" anglicized to "you!" and "chaw!" are the words n^^sary ,o turn the foregoer to the right or left. The team is started by'»"
s.«;Z'°",°J T ^""^T^"

"™"='«='' "•-•""? "-narch." TTie sCor
loot long sled away from any obstacle.

ll^^

^.J!;'i:.
f • .li^'-i-t

• •,^*'
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So™ofth.ln<.an,anu Eskimos havca^^-^^^^^^

enables the team to spread out '»"«'«
"^^^^^^^^^ ,„, ^i and .alety.

U™l journeys the tandem team
'^-=°^'^"f^^'^' f, „^^^^ i.^^ten decorated

In the Northwest the harness is made of moose »'"'""
^ ^^ ^^^^

them are kept at Wainwnght, Alaska.
^^^ ,,^j„,y

An encouraging feature of the work '««•«" ^""^
^^^ ,^ that the

,hut out from any considerable -"'='^
^^" Ĵ.^^'^^eT^

'p^„^^^^^^^^ of the

»Uve is slowly ^ut c-a.n^—^^^^^^^^^^ ^^as many native,

rp^':i;rariTtere?:::tr^^^^^^^^^^^^
-- - - -•

theVwners of deer are still a very small rnmor.^
^_^.^^^ ^^^

,.?rrtrdeS:r^rK—«-~---^

-^, ^reh^^I^V^^^rr^^
with the tattooed chm. These wise y s

^^^^ ^^^ jj^^^^.

deer carries with it as a usual th.ng thr« or t^r y
^^^^^^ ^^^^^

r..2,ss.s='-n,ss"^—

—

not been favored by the Government ^.^

If the moss is poor the deer may f< ^ '°r s.x hou's a the e
^^

they are driven bad: to the v-mty o, h -rn^-'^^allow^
^^e Government

until the next feedmg time, while **•*

^^^«^°^"f ^^^ „„ „„ the ships for the

r°' trU^LiriXXn'orlrSIhe
shipload, of supplies

:ra.::::ifinfthrway to the remdeer camps of Alaska.
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True there k other work to be done. Every jprii.' along comej fawniw
season and the deer herders have to stand wa'ch day and r ight by turns. Now
and then the long, wild note of the Arctic wolf is hev.d through the midwinter
gloom and a constant watch must be kept by well anned men. The repeati.ig
rifle made wolves so scarce, however, that dogs are by far the greatest source
of danger.

It seems utterly impossible to train the malamoot dog to herd deer. At
sight of a deer the tamest malamoot becomes as uncontrollable as though he
had never known hu^ian restraint and were once more a plain wolf.

Besides guarding the herd occasionally from these dangers there are sled
deer tn be traintd, and every June there is a kind of roundup, wh.m the young
fawns are n.^rkcd, along with all deer that have changed owners during the
year. In the ear of each Government deer a little aluminum button is riveted
securely, but all private owners a.id herders have a mark which must be reg-
istered with the local superintendent and also at Washington. This mark is
made by cutting the ear.

So far the native in the Far North has made almost no use of the wonder-
fuUy rich milk ^f the reindeer. Th! . milk, which is as white as the Arctic
snows, is at least 90 per cent cream. In fact it is practically all a rich, snow
white, sugary cream. It is the most nourishing milk in the worid, but the
Government has so far supplied the camps with condensed milk, and the herders
have preferred opening cans to milking deer.

UnUke the Laplander, the Eskimo does not make a pet of his favorite deer.
When he wants to milk her she is lassoed and thrown down. When her legs
are carefully tied with walrus skin strii.„ a:;d her horns are safely held by
some stout friend the process of milking begins. When the last drop is ex-
tracted the highly indignant animal is unlashed and allowed to get up and
goabo' 't business.

Sometimes s horn is knocked oflf or a leg broken before the struggling rein-
deer understands that she is to be milked and not branded or butchered. Under
the circu ances the dairying feature of Arctic life is not very prominent and
the milkmaid's song is not welcomed by the wise ii.th animals ihat have under-
gone the torture of one milking.

As only a limited number can be appointed apprentices every year i-nd thus
draw Government rations, many are now trying to get deer from other natives
without waiting for Government favors. In this few have succeeded, for the
owners, recognizing their great value, are runni.ig the price of female rein-

.la
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deer skyward. With the de«truction of the country's game and the rising

standard of life among the natives the population will come more and morf

•o depend upon the reindeer industry, which wUl doubtless develop rapidly.

Living in a savage state of society with no other domestic animal than the

half tamed malamoot dog, the process of teaching the Eskimo here how to

take care of deer has been slow. Severe measures have had to be resorted

to in many cases to compel the natives to keep their dogs from the deer camp.

Also it has been found difficult to prevent th>so who have no deer from

shooting the unfortunate animals that stray away fron: the herd. These are

considered legitimate prey and until recently were hunted the same as caribou

This year, however, a great many of these stray deer have been picked up and

put back into the herds which they had deserted.

It has thus been found necessary to put the native herder through a course

of training. Those who get their deer directly from the Government serve

an apprenticeship of four years. They are bound by a written contract the

strict terms of which they cannot violate without peril of losing their annual

allotment of reindeer and suffering discharge from the service.

During the first thr« years of their apprenticeship they receive in addition

to the reindeer a generous supply of food free of charge. Cloth, clothing, traps,

guns and ammunition are also given to the fortunate appremice, who soon be-

comes a person of consequence in the community. For these Governmental

favors the apprentice is supposed to take care of his own deer and to assist in

caring for the Government deer.

The work of the herder in a reindeer camp is not arduous and seems to be

especially attractive to the carefree native. Ordinarily the deer have a way

of taking care of themselves that suits the native. Every day an apprentice

drives the herd to some feeding ground where they feed while the herder

saunters about or hunts pUtmigan or other game near at hand.

1
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CHAPTER XXI.

MARVELS OF THE YEAR 1909.

u HJ* ^l .'^ *" "*"'' °" ''" "* P^e* °f histories yet to be written ai
the Year of Marvels." Some ,. as deeds glow with a luster that fairly dims
the eye. Records have been broken in many fields of enterprise. Invention has
reached its higher level.

All aviation records were broken at Rheims in August, 1909 although they
do not discount Louis Bleriot's achievement in H- 'ng across the British Channel
and the records of the Wright Brothers in Amer . Henry Farman. the French
aviator, flew the greatest distance ever coven uuring a continuous flight in
an aeroplane. This memorable flight, which is officially recorded as 11806
miles was made August 23 last, in the remarkable time of three hours four
minutes and 56 2-3 seconds. The actual distance of the flight wever was
140 miles. This world-beating record won for I'arman the $1 00 prize of-
fered by the Champagne district syndicate for the aviator who could cover the
greatest distance in the air.

Glenn H. Curtiss, the sole American contestant, holds the world's record
for the fastest flight. He covered 18 3-5 miles in 23 minutes and 29 ,-5 seconds
or at a speed of nearly fifty miles an hour. This record won for him the In-
ternational Cup and $4,000.

Louis Bleriot covered the course of 6 1-5 miles in 7 minutes and 47 4-e
seconds and Hubert Latham reached the greatest height—490 feet.

These records beat the records of Orville and Wilbur Wright but slightly
Orville Wnght remained aloft more than an hour on three differem occasions
at Fort Myer while Wilbur Wright made a hundred miles in two hours and
eighteen minutes. Orville has met the United States Government's require-
ments by flying five miles and back in his aeroplane, carrying a passenger at
an estimated speed of 42 miles an hour. For this achievement made on July

fl^l.*"*'
*"" """"""^ ""' P*''' *'"'" 530,000, the Governmem having ot-

tered ?25,ooo for an aeroplane that would carry a passenger at the rate of forty
miles an hour and a bonus of 10 per cent for each mile in adlition to the
forty.

li*^
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300 MAKVEIS OF THE YEAR 1909

The greatest record for dirigible balloons was made by Count Zeppelin,

who covered 450 miles in the Zeppelin III.

Close on the heels of the splendid achievement of the discovery of the

North Pole came an achievement in many respeAs as wonderful—a four day

boat across the Atlantic. The giant Cunard steamship Lusitania, which arrived

in New York Sept. 3, 1909, made the course from Daunts's Rock Lightship to

the Ambrose Channel Lightship—over which all ocean records are computed—

in four days, 11 hours and 42 minutes. This time clipped three hours and

10 minutes from the previous best record which vas made by the MaureUnia,

her siiter ship. Throughout the entire trip the Lusitania averaged 25.85 knots

—another record in itself. ,

Less than a hundred years ago it took at least thirty days to cross the

Atlantic Frequently it required two months. It was not until 1885 that a

ten day boat was a reaUty. From that time the steamship lines have reduced

the passage hour by hour and day by day until 1907 when the first five day

boat appeared.

WhUe records were being broken on land and sea and air, other records were

being made below the surface of the water.
,^ , ...

The Octopus, a submarine built for the United States Navy, broke the

world's record on May 22 last by reaching the remarkable speed of more than

eleven knots an hour under water. According to the official report made to the

Secretary of the Navy, the Octopus covered a mile at the rate of 11.6 knots,

the best previous record being 8.5 knots, made by a British submarine last

vear In the diving test she went down at an angle of eight degrees to a depth

oTtwenty-six feet in a fraction less than forty seconds. The best previous

record for such diving was forty-six seconds, made by the Fulton, of the

Octopus type. In addition, the Octopus, while going at full speed on the sur-

face dived to a depth of twenty feet in four minutes and twenty seconds, the

best previous time being eleven minutes.

A world's record for depth of submergence with a crew aboard was made

by the Lake, also a United States submarine, on May 23, when she went down

135 feet. The best record previous to this was 130 feet, made by a French

submarine. . „
Thus it will be seen that the United States Government has submannes

that are superior to any others in the world and there are now i^ it. ad.»

commission in the several navies and one hundred more
»f

•"'•omedor

building It is predicted that within two years submannes with a submerged
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month. He demonstrated that it wT po!^ 'e to et^tl' a h"''"

'".'

submarine by being shot through the torpedo tute
^ ""^"^'^

Mountain climbing records were hrnt^r, .„ , •

Mount Goodwm-Austen is the second hiehest neak in fh ,^ ./
Everest is the highest-20 002 feet h,,,,

^ \ """''''• '^°""'

accompanied by the Rev A A K-in,r,n^ r \T ^ " Munnich,

pushed the 3,000 mile journey in loj days broke all previous records.

' t
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Great strides were made in wireless telegraphy during »*>« ye". Only

between Cape Breton and Cornwall Durmg the year ' S
^^

flashed across the Atlantic, steamsh.ps at ^^
J"!™^^^^ „ere

-r^:^rri^-^^^-------- ^
-"

other ships were saved in the same way^
^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^_j

Wireless messages c^n now be ^^^^H ^.^^^^^ ^^^^^,, „ere sent

sran!"*rsr:x::"^---- -- -- -^ °'

"t'^icability of wireless telephony has been demonstrated and the^wa-

sbip!« nUs are now equipped

-^^l;;';^^^^^:^^^^'^.^'^^
States Navy was the first to

'f^"^'^ m^t v^ the^ a^^^^^^^^ that messages

between our battleships
^'^^J^^'^^'^J^^^J^. messages were sent

could be transmitted, but m March iW^.r'es^^^^
j^^^^i,,,^, , distance

by Dr. L- DeF-esa^^ Towe^- Pa^^^

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

S^TvJ<^l^^n:Zr inveLrs, and they predict that the t.me .s not

Kt^ whenitwillbepossibletotelephoneacrossthe
Alant.c.

'"?ryear was the greatest -Y-^^tr^^yitS^

Soec^nTb^^^^^S^rrnSninemilesanhour. Thi.

This record was made December 6 at Clayton, N. J., by B.iec.
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028, belonging to the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad and
known as the Jamestown Exposition engine.

It has been demonstrated that trains can be run with safety at a speed of
ninety miles an hour, although it takes three or four times longer to stop a
train going at that speed than one going sixty miles an hour.

A new record was made in August, 1909, in pulling heavy loads by rail.
An engine on the Virginia Railroad pulled ninety cars, each laden with Hfty
tons of coal, a distance of 243 miles, breaking all previous records for heavy
hauls.

World's records went to smash in August at the new motor speedway at
Indianapolis. Lewis Strang won the fastest 100-mile race ever held, in i hour
38 minutes 48 4-10 seconds. Strang made a new twenty-five-mile record, going
that distance in 23 minutes ;o seconds. A new ten-mile record was made by
Zengell in 8 minutes 56J4 seconds.

Ever since the opening of this century scientists have been indulging in most
hopeful "peeps ahead" at probable future achievements.

William Marconi, the inventor of wireless telegraphy, predicts that all rapid
transit will be made by airships within the next fifty years, and that the storage
battery will take the place of coal and fire and water.

"Within the next fifty years," he declares, "coal will cease to be our only
source of energy. It may be that helium, which Prof. Onnes has succeeded in
liquefying at the incredible temperature of 455 degrees below zero, may lead
the way to an unsuspected source of energy and heat.

"Personally, I believe the harnessing of the sun's rays will be the next big
scientific achievement. In every land men of science are patiently studying the
problem of utilizing the energy of the sun—stormg it, in fact—so that the
generation of electric force may be cheapened by its use to a point where the
storage battery on a large scale will be an economic as well as an academic
possibility. The wasted energy in coal, as now used, may in the interval, be
brought to do its work and so bring about the monster storage battery sooner
than we now expect. But sooner or later we shall enslave the sun's rays to
our uses."

Thomas A. Edison shares Marconi's belief that scientists will some day con-
trol the energy stored in coal without waste.

"Ninety per cent of the energy stored in coal is now lost," he said recently.
"It goes off in heat from the chimneys, and is especially wasted in the process of
converting water into steam. However, I predict that means will be devised

'fit
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304 MARVELS OF THE YEAR 1909

bv which this enormous waste will be saved. When it is done the production of

Swer will be revolutionized. The result will have an incalculable mfluence upon

nre iarprogress of civilization. It will enable an ocean hner to cro^ the

"L three dfys with an expenditure of about one-tenth the a>nount of fuel

"°"S:'a few years electricity will run the world^ It is b^nd to do s.

The greatest enterprises to-day are those on an electrical basis. Electricity and

"°'S:;:^:;:;u^^riirR:^t.o.ichurchpredictsthatwe

will soon be able to talk with spirits as we now talk with material persons.

"Why is an established fact," declarts the Bishop, "and stich str de

have be n made in the explanation of psychic phenomena in the past few year

thatSn the next few years we will be able to converse with the spirits of

Slnld friends and relatLs. Their state will be -de k"Own
-J^^^^^^^^

the science of 'immortalism,' which is spiritualism with the fakes lef out.

immrtalism will be studied by the masses just as .hey -.«
^f™

^^^^at
;

arithmetic, geography or grammar. All the great discoveries of the future are

going to be made along the lines of mental telepathy.

Dr Tames H Hyslop, secretary of the American Society of Psychical Ke

search isTnTy one of ma;y distin^ished scientists that have expressed a firm

rnn^^ckon that before the close of the present century the psychic nddle will

Tavetn soWed a!^ psychic knowledge and tests will have been reduced to an

'"^ri: g^ing to keep us busy collecting facts for a long time." Dr. Hysbp

declare ^fny more years may elapse before we succeed in proving our

theories as to the nature and uses of the spirit forces surrounding us.

"a worid beyond the senses is already a settled fact

'^

J-' -f*^J°
by scientific investigation and without appeal ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
conviction is reinforced by the phenomena of X-ray. wireless telegrapny

"'';tXir"opatho,^^ win soon be occupied for both philanthropic

and lien'fic work.' An institute for psychic research wU P-'jeJor^^^

^s:s^rr::o^a:rS^si;=^-S^^
made to yieM to hypnotic suggestion."

Teleetams telephones and letters no longer necessary, better health and

ton^fl" defined before birth, and the development of a race of

i'
! ^
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geniuses-that these and many others will be the practical results of the
psychological research now being conducted throughout the world is the asser-
tion of Hoyd Wilson, a psychologist and occultist of New York Mr Wil-
son, who IS the author of several important works on psychology and amember of both the New York and London Societies for Psychological Re-
search, believes that the psychic age is at hand and that it is only a question of
a few years until practical results will be demonstrated.

"The time is not far distant," says Mr. Wilson, "when telegrams, tele-
phones and letters will be a thing of the past. Mental telepathy will take
their place. At the present time a comparatively few people are able to
transmit their thoughts to each other in this manner, but it is within the
possibilities of every one. When we know more about it, as we assuredly
shall. It will not be necessary to transmit our thoughts by physical means.
Mental telepathy will supolant all foims of present communication.

And when you stop to consider it, memal telepathy is no more wonderful
than wireless telegraphy or wireless telephony. The principle is practically
the same—space is annihilated and without physical connection.

"That our health will be better and our lease on life longer in the years
to come goes without saying. Poor health, to a great extent, is due to a con-
dition of mind. By thinking health people will keep in good health, and by
dettrmining to remain young, or at least by determining to keep from getting
old, old age may be staved off many years. Of course, people will get sick
and die, just as they do to-day, but illness will be less prevalent and death
will be postponed longer."

Dr. Ue F. De Forrest, in the current number of The Scrap Book, writes-
It IS now possible to say we will soon be able to talk across the ocean and

over still greater distances. In fact, I think I can predict, without too great a
strain on the imagination, that in the future, and not so far off, we will be
able to talk around the world—in relays, perhaps, but so arranged as to be
almost instantaneous. It is as sure as arithmetic that within the next few
years every vessel of a few hundred tons will carry the wireless telephone.
From recent experiments, I feel certain that within a short time we shall be
able to be in wireless communication between our station, atop the Metro-
politan Tower in New York and the Eiffel Tower in Paris."
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CHAPTER XXXII.

AMUNDSEN'S DISCOVERY OF THE NORTHWEST
PASSAGE.

A modest Norseman, Roald Amundsen by name, performed in 1905 one

of the few remaining great feats of Arctic exploration by sa.lmg a ^h.p for the

first time in history through the northwest passage and chartmg new land ,n

the region where the gallant Franklin and his companions lost the.r Uves. Others

had crossed on sledges the archipelago that lies to 'the north of the American

continent, and so brWged the gulf between the two oceans; but Amundsen was

the first to sail a boat from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Amundsen was one of those Norwegians who, as soon as the.r boyhood

mentaTy begins to dawn, feel their blood stirred by the c^l of the sea He

was a student of the Franklin tragedy, and his latter-day hero was Fndtjo

NaLen He tells of his enthusiasm when he saw Nansen returning triumphant

from his march across Greenland. And it was Nansen who wa, l-gely -nstru-

memal in enabling Amundsen to venture on the trip that was to succeed where

Sin Parry, Sir John Ross and others had failed. Amundsen also r^e.ved

fhema e^ialaTd moril aid of the king of Norway. By this powerful backing he

was ab e to get a ship, and he gathered around him six sturdy Norwegian 1
ke

Tmself The small but compact and sympathetic band of explorers started

Tu" 6 .903, from Christiania in the motor-yacht Gjoa, a tmy vessel of 47

ons li «™d -l^o^' - ">y ^•^P- ^^''^" ' "'""' '° "T '""'
n riding

s^oLs, but its very smallness no doubt had much to do with its success m nd.ng

r, pr shoals and escaping ice complications.
"

A qutk trip was ma'de from Norway around the lower coast of G«enland

=,nd throueh Davis Strait to Godhavn. This point was reached July 5, 1903.

and *ores'of all kinds were taken in. Then the Gjoa pushed ttorthward in

Baffin Bav making for Cape York, which -vas the northernmost po,r^ to be

fefhedt'ih^t pa 'of the e^dition. Cape York was ^j''-^ ^ugu^'^n

not till after dangerous ice had been encountered m Melville Bay, often a

perilous spot for explorers.

Telling of this ice, Amundsen says:

306
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"To the east the whole interior of Melville Bay lay before us. Right in-
side, in the farthest background, we could see several mountain tops. An im-
penetrable mass of ice filled the bay; mighty icebergs rose here and there from
out of the mass of ice. When we at last looked back, we saw the fog out of
which we suddenly slipped, lying thick like a wall behind us. Such a sight is

one of those wonders only to be seen in the never-to-be-forgotten seas of ice."

Melville Bay was not to be a sticking-point for this lucky party, however,
and Cape York was made with ease. There Amundsen met members of the
so-called Danish Literary Expedition to Greenland, led by Mylius Ericksen,
and including Knad Rasmussen, one of the strongest supporters of Dr. Fred-
erick A. Cook. Felicitations and advice were exchanged, and the Amundsen
party proceeded through Lancaster Sound to Beechey Island, which was the
point where Sir John Franklin had his last comfortable winter quarters.
Amundsen, always an ad--<irer of Franklin, gives vent, in his account of the
trip, to his feelings on their putting in at the spot where the sturdy Britisher
quartered himself while still in health and hope. It was there that the scurvy,
which was to scourge the crews of the Erebus and Terror most fearfully, first

made its appearance.

After a short stay the Gjoa was turned south in Franklin Strait and plunged
into a region of mysteries and possible perils. As the point of the magnetic
pole was approached, the compass began to show signs of being in a strange
country. It vacillated furiously, and before the eyes of the anxious mariners
veered gradually until it pointed southwest. The magnetic pole was at hand.

What lay before the party, with the ice accumulations always a danger, and
with a "nervous" compass, they could not foretell. But they sailed the Gjoa
on along Somerset Island. Between that island and Prince of Wales Land
Amundsen encountered what he feared was the long-dreaded ice-barrier. They
saw what they took, he says, in the mirror-like glitter of the calm sea, to be a
compact mass of ice extending from shore to shore. "It seemed evident to me
that we had now reached the point whence our predecessors had been compelled
to return—the border of solid unbroken ice. Happily we were mistaken, as,

in fact, we were several times afterward under similar circumstances. With
the sunlight on the glassy surface of the sea, with pieces of ice scattered over,
these may easily present the appearance of one solid, continuous mass. This
optical illusion is also enhanced by the 'ice blink' constantly occurring in the

Arctic sea. This ice blink magnifies and exaggerates a small block of ice to

such an extent that it looks like an iceberg; especially when looking at it

' 'is
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through a telescope at short range you may easily imagine you are facing a

huge ice-pack. But on the Arctic sea you can never rely on what you fancy

you 'see,' however distinct it may appear."

And now the compass failed them altogether. Off Prescott Island m Frank-

lin Strait, Amundsen says, "ihe needle of the compass, which had been gradu-

ally losing its capacity for self-adjustment, now absolutely declmed to act. We

were thus reduced to steering by the stars, like our forefathers the vikings. This

mode of navigation is of doubtful security even in ordinary waters, but it is

worse here, where the sky, for two-thirds of the time, is veiled in impenetrable

fog However, we were lucky enoujh to start in clear weather."

Next day all Amundsen's fears for the time being were dissipating m a

manner he describes graphically as follows:

"I was walking up and down the deck in the afternoon, enjoyinf the sun-

shine whenever it broke through the fo?. • * * Aslwalkedlfeltsomethirg

like an irregular lurching motion, and I stopped in surprise. The sea all aroimd

was smooth and calm.
* ' • I continued my promenade, but had not (tone

nany steps before the sensation came again, and this time so distinctly that I

could not be mistaken; -here was a slight irregular motion in the ship. I would

not have cold this slight motion for any amount of money. It was a swell

under the boat, a swell-a message from the open sea. The water to the south

was open; the wall of ice was not there."
., r> „ .i,.

Winter was now approaching, and the Gjoa was hard put to it Once the

little ship was nearly burned when a quantity of petroleum, used as fuel for the

motor, took fire ; but the courage and coolness of Amundsen and his men averted

a disaster. Another time the Gjoa ran aground, and was floated only by throw-

ing ovrboard all the stores that were piled on deck. But King WiUmm s Land

was reached in safety, and on the southeastern part of the island the Gjoa

made port in what one of the party described as "the finest little harbor mth.

world" This was ninety miles south of the magnetic pole as located by Ross.

The whole party now entered upon a long period of investigation-the work

for which they really had come, rather than to navigate unknown seas. Their

duty was to observe the region of the magnetic pole, to observe ,ts vanations

and make a study of the magnetism of the earth.

The magnetic pole is very little understood. Many suppose the north pole

to be the point toward which the compass points. Not so.

As Amundsen describes it, "if we fit up a magnetic needle so that .t «in

revolve on a horizontal axis passing through .ts center of gravity (exactly lie
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a grind-stone) the needle will, of its own accord, assume a slanting position if
Its plane of rotation coincides with the direction indicated by the compass • • •
At the magnetic north pole, the dipping needle will assume a vertical position,
with Its .1.1 a point directed downwards; at the magnetic south pole it will
stand vcr ally with its south point downwards."

The Gjoa as anchored in th^ "fine little harbor," which they named Gjoa-
havn September 12, 1903, and remained there until August 13, 1905 A house
was built, in which two of the party pursued scientific observations, acquaintance
was made with the Eskimos of the region, and much exploratory work was .loneA trip was made to Boothia, where the magnetic pole is situated, and two of
Amundsen's men made a sledge journey along the eastern coast to Victoria
Land, charting much new land, and traveling 800 miles. But these pursuits
came to an tnd, and when the season for propitious travel was fairlv on the
Gjoa was headed westward for the climax of the journey. She was man-
euvered successfully through the narrowest portion of the passage, south of King
William's Und, and pushed .n into channels whose navigability was yet to
be tested. On through Deas Strait and Coronation Gulf the little motor-vessel
held her course, and scarcely a mishap marred the successful journey.

Describing the most "ticklish" part of the trip, Amundsen says:
"The channel now ceased and branched off in the shape of a narrow sound

between some small rocks. The current had probably formed this .channel The
passage was not very inviting, but it was our only one, and forward we must go.

"As we turned westward, the soundings became more alarming, the figures
jumped from seventeen to five fathoms, and vice versa. From an even, sandy
bottom we came to a ragged, stony one. We were in the midst of a most discon-
certing chaos

;
sharp stones faced us on every side, low-lying rocks of all shapes

and we bungled through zigzag, as if drunk. The lead flew up and down, down
and up, and the man at the helm had to pay very close attention and keep his
eye on the lookout man, who jumped about in the crow's nest like a maniac
throwing his anns about for starboard and port respectively, keeping on the
move all the time to watch the track. Now I see a big shallow extending from
one islet right over to the other. We must get up ^o it and see. The anchors
were clear to drop, should the water be too s! , nd we proceeded at a
very slow rate. I was at the helm, and kept s .ii .g my feet out of sheer
nervousness. We barely managed to scrape over. In the afternoon things got
worse than ever; there was such a lot of stones that it was just like sailing
through an uncleared field. Though chary of doing so, I was now compeil, d to

m
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lower a boat and take joumlingj ahead of us. This required all handi oti deck,

and it was anything but pleasant to have to do without the five hours' sleep

obtainable under normal conditions. But it could not be helped. We crawled

along in this nanner, and by 6 p. m., we had reached Victoria Strait, leaving

the crov ^f islands behind us."

On .vo^ust 17 they anchored off Cape Colborne. after having sailed the

Gjoa "thr^gh the hitherto unsolved link in the northwest passage."

On August ..6 at 8 a. m., Capt. Amundsen was asleep below, whu.i he heard

a rushing to and fro on deck. A few minutes later came the cry "A 3ail!" It

was a whaling vessel, and it meant that the Gjoa had reached navigable waters

in the western side of the passage.

Says Amundsen: "The northwest passage had been accomplished—my

dream from childhood. I had a peculiar sensation in my throat; I was some-

what overworked and tired, and I suppose it was weakness on my part, but I

could feel tears coming to my eyes. 'Vessel in sight!' The words were

magical. My home and those dear to me there at once appeared to me as if

stretching out their hands. 'Vessel in sight!'

"

The Gjoa rea hed King Point August 29, 1905, after a journey of only

sUt. ;n days from King William's Land, and there made a second winter quar-

ter). That winter was saddened 'jy the death of one of the members of the

party, the scientist Wiik. The rest pushed on to the end, and arrived in Nome,

Alaska, September 3, 1906.

Amund5.;n was established at once as one of the great explorers of the

world, and none received with greater enthusiasm the news of the north pole

discovery than did he.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

HENRY HUDSON HONORED IN NEW YORK FETE

He was born—no one knows where or when He elin—nn i,

(M^i"^ ""''"'!; 1''''"' '"•" ^"™ =" " '»""''. was before the publid for

He was born somewhere in England, some time in the sixteenth centuryH,s name was Henry Ho<isson, and his Dt,.ch employers later twisted t^eEnghsh phraseology into "Hendrik Hudson." His'falher and gonTflhe'
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of his voyage as set forth in his own notes;
, T„r11n

"

"To discover the North Pole and to sail across .t to Chma or nd,

The voyage was probably of Hudson's own choosmg. F°^;"
'^ "J^

Hfehewas^Lslav-ofoneidea and^H.^^^^^^^^^^^^

'T^ThU wo -rr s^t c^ f^r lurop'e's trade whh the east. To
north. This ^°"''' '";;"/'

Hudson devoted all his powers and risked

sr^he^ rd\=:sw^^^^
t this passage he d,d-^ to co^^^

„^^,,,_,
Sailing on *' «°P-'"

'"^^^f
j' ^^North Pole and discovering Spitzber-

penetrating to within lo degrees ot the iNortn
returned

tract from Hudson's notebook for this
™^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

"On this day ^u-
^J^^J;

™
^ip's side, looking earnestly upward

'

"^Hu" wo ulcclstvoyages inU of the passage across the poe

dis^:;^: the M-vy contpany wi« -- ^t,
::^^trri:>"S^rsrrt:::hancrofhislife-acha.ethatn,ade

-rhrt:::;i::.'::^-:^-cashbet^.^^^^^

command of the venture. Moon with a crew of

He was o^^le-d to se^ out in t^^^^^^^^^^^^ _„ ,,

twenty men, and to proceed in seari-i
^^ services, according

northern extremity of Nova Zembla
'°J"^- f^^'^^j^ "his outfit as

.0 a contract's terms.
^^^^^^^^JT^H'::;,:::,,... "In case he do

for the support of his wife and ctiiwren.

:it 1
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::^zr„MS;SS"
'''^™"'-'"^ ''''-''"' ''^' ^"^'"^ ^^^ - "'' "^'^

Thus it was that in the early spring of 1609 Hudson put to sea for NovaZambia. A second ship, the Good Hope, we7along with the h" f MoTn aconsort, but soon turned back.

ril Jh*"
'

mT''
''''" ","'''°" ^™"' ''"'^'''"S: Nova Zembla. His crew, in coun-c ady,sed h,n, to try the impossible passage of Davis straits into India Somehistorians say he refused; others that a great storm blew the Half Moon f"

hmself off the North Atlantic coast of America. Then he made known to his

sTc oZ?:: 1", "a"'
"°'™'' "^"'^'^' •" ^--- -' -'-'' ^^aU o

Pacific VTf
^""""" ™""™"' ^™"' "^^ A"^'""'^ «'^='" to thePacific. To tins msane plan we owe the <liscovery of the Hudson river

i-apt. John Smith—a most marvelous liar as well as a solenrlirl «nl,r;»r „f
fortune-had once told Hudson that a strait or inland s ut'tle kI,!;

'
mer.can comment m half, from east to west, and that its Atlanti inlet asTts"north of Vrgmia. Failing to find a passage across the Xorth Pole to ndioccurred to Hudson that the discovery of this inland sea between \ Ian 'c andP cific might help atone for his Cher failure. For, by coming to Ameica"tall, he was disobeying his employers' orders.

'America at

So down the Atlantic coast from the north sailed the little Half MoonShe touched at Cape Cod (that had already been discovee ^ Go vdd
j

'

1602), found no '•inland sea," then put further offshore and nexfsilted andat Chesapeake bay Hudson cruised in the Chesapeake only long enough tofind It was not the "strait" he sought. Then he ran north, along fhe coa^t ,0Delaware bay, where he made another hopeless search ior the "stra t
"
^ndagam skirted the coast to the northward. Everv oneninc- !„ ,h. Mr

sho. line must be carefully explored, for each mTg^™ Z ^^ th^lS
Thus, on Sept.

3, 1609, Hendrik Hudson sailed inside Sandy Hook and

m r. ,: ;; 'T",""'^
''"'' ""' ''^°'" "^^ -- of "-bay ft feemed tohjm that he had at last found the mythical "straif " Ti, •

think Hudson was the first man to en^ N^v York bay Ma;L"r: T" '°

eral countries claimed to have been there be ore h~ Andrea dTv ''"

ether k-,H."^V" •"^'f'
'"" ^° °" '" ^'"^"^ '•"«"d a"" Newport. He waseither killed by Spaniards or roasted at the stake by savages

For ten days the Half Moon rode at anchor in the lo^^rbay while Hud

''','

.^,.,^
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son parleyed with the natives, whose canoes swarmed about his ship, and sent

out little exploring parties in boats. In one of these *''Pl°^='"°"V ]= ";;'

crew had a fight with Indians, and John Coleman, a seaman, was shot through

TeThroat by an arrow. The first white man to die in New York was bur.ed

on a sandy strip of ground known thereafter as "Cotaan s Pomt. On Sept

12 the Half Moon sailed up the bay to Manhattan island and anchored off wha

is now the battery. One historian writes that at this spot Hudson g^^ a

f*^'
feast to the Indians and offered them the fir.t liquor they had ever tasted A

drunken orgy followed, and the Delawares, in contempt, named the island

"Man-hatta°nink"-meaning "place of general intoxication/' Hudson was

delighted with the beauty of Manhattan island and wrote in his report:

"It is a very good land to fall in with and a pleasant land to see

!

Thence up the broad river he sailed, certain that he had at last found the

"strait
" Friendly natives fed his crew on grain and game during this journey

and received in return not only such trinkets as savages love, but liquor as

well. Says the journal of Juet, Hudson's mate: "When they were drunk i

was strange to them; for they could not tell how to take it." At the presen

city of Hudson the captain and officers went ashore, and, according to the

note, were there feasted by the local chiefs on "a goodly store of P>g'°"^
f
"<» =>

fat dog" Hudson plied the chiefs with drink "to learn if they had an>

treachery in their hearts toward us." When he discovered that the salt water

of the lower bay was turning fresh he began to doubt if he were really in the

""
Yet'he kept on, until, on Sept. 22, at a point just above Albany, he found

fhe river was no longer navigable. This was a terrific blow. Hudson had

failed to reach the North Pole, he had disobeyed orders in coming to America

and now he knew at last that there was no inland sea leading from New York

'°
'Hi~e had failed. He was heartbroken. The fact that he had dis-

covered one of the greatest rivers on earth counted for nothing. That whi e

earching for a "strait" which did not exist he had opened New York to civil-

a *n a'nd had thrown wi.le the gates to a rich wonder-world-aU this mean

nothing to him. He had failed. His fellow-navigators would sneer at him.

His employers would reprimand—perhaps discharge him

To soften the Dutch East India company's wrath he began to collect rare

woods and furs to show how vaUnble a land this might be from a trade v.ew-

noint Indeed, it was the news o' these products-espec.a ly the furs-that

faur led the Dutch to settle New York. Thus, even in his "failure," Hudson.
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On O^ .Tw »^Ji'
'" " "" ''""'• ""^ "^"^'^ *^™ killed.

I«v? h? port of NetW r ^f;" ";"""•' '' ^- '"^ fi"« vessel to

trouble awX hiS 1^1 S"hadr '"
^T""- ""<'"" ""^ "«"

heldcanHv* Af 1 7u ^
""^ "'"""'^ ">« returned mariners were

Hudson did nXT^kh thr IH !?
'° '''' ""^ ^"'P '° Amsterdam,

company (an^ atTis dtl.
'''~''/' '°°- "'=" ">= ^"^^ East India

deem':dySe;'dtha'::;rhr "
"""^ ""** <''^^^'^<' ^' -"- ""=y

.osecureLmSofr^XntrThe";""'"' '"T."^'
'^^'"^ ="'^=''^

of the supposed ^ssageCTslfto lndil''""°''"'°'
'''= '^^°^''' ''°'-"''

i3^Sr.^n;£=-7^r:^--us captains,

^ere^^Hoiri^r^^s^srr—;^--
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north.^rn "passage." Tnis new vessel, the Discovery-seventy tons-was

manned by Hudson, his i8-year-old son John and twenty-two other ad-

venturers. She sailed from England on April 17, 1610. In July she entered

what was afterward known as Hudson's straits, and on Aug. 2 entered Hud-

son's bay. For three months Hudson explored that vast body of water. Then

in November he and his men went into winter quarters on its south shore.

Hudson was a great and fearless navigator. But he was not a born ruler

of men This had earlier been shown by the mutinous behavior of his crews

Now, camped on the frozen coast of a northern bay, short of food, fearful of

dying in that bleak wilderness, his men again broke into furious mutiny.

Hudson tried to pacify them by argument and emreaty, instead of enforc-

ing his authority. He also divided among them the last fragments of the ship s

provisions. He even wept loudly and publicly over their mutinous conduct.

AH this served to make the crew the more contemptuous of Hudson s authority.

Illness starvation and mutiny wore away the long northern winter. When

spring at last arrived the men clamored to start for Europe Hudson deemed

the ship too badly provisioned and the ice floes too thick for a safe passage

so early in the season. Whereat the mutineers seized Hudson on the morn-

ing of June 21, 161 1, as he came on deck from his cabin, bound him and

threw him into a sm=>.;i boat. They thrust his son John into the boat after

him and then proceeded to throw seven of the weakest, sickest sailors over

the side of the ship into the cranky little craft to keep the fallen hero company.

While almost the whole crew had mutinied, yet those who found them-

selves condemned by their stronger brethren to share their commander s fate

resisted fiercely. In the free fight that ensued up and down the deck four

men were killed.

At last the boat with its nine helpless occupants -as cut loose from the

shio A kettle, a gun, some ammunition and a little food were tossed to the

fugitives, and the Discovery sailed away for England, leaving Hudson and

his sick fellow outcasts floating helpless upon th? water in a fra: boat. Ihe

mutineers fought among themselves on the way home All ringleaders were

killed or died of hunger and disease. Of the
'"'"^^''"^'^"^I'b' ^fs

land, only eight returned alive. In the Discovery, in 1616, Baffin s Bay was

discovered. ,. . , ,

What became .f Hudson and his eight men? A -elief expedition found

no trace of them. Did they perish, or-as old traditions say-were they

adopted into some Indian tribe? Hudson's fate is as mysterious as his origin.
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v?nird"fn.o the Ur„<^r
""" °'""^''^' -"'"'"•^''^<' "'' "'« wo., and

The most spectacular features of the Tvi..., v™i 1 l .

par.de. a ,and pageant and a 6^Xo^l^.ZZ'"''
""'""°" "'^^ ^ "^^^'

ties'tr'nrdX the :;: r-"^ °' '^'"- -^ ^-^^ ^ ^^^ ^< -^^^

...^.asse^e^-^-^:--z4r:;f;fS

.he sisTeTJSdVtlSr^r"
""'T ^"" ^'^^^^^ "^= -> -'-en

sides the Cunarder Caronii „,i ,vi,
"^>^.

"''"''=''
'°''B smce passed. Be-

to stern in its honor The f";^^^^^^^^^^
^'"'"^ """ "^^^ f™- ^tem

fact, it was con,pIe,eirblank«fd ' '™' ''"""'' ""'^'^^'^ ="-«• I"

day^';^ :S ir^;-"'S.e •

'^^ '^" ^°™ ''^^'-^ «-'«^''

what it stood for
"^ "" '" ""'^^ '° ""= "=>'' Moon and

Can^S:!:: ^n:;'^;^1 "t/"^
^^'^" ^'--'- --^hed .o

house close to St. George. The Half Mnnn h, iT f
^^ ^"'^

and was footing it in grfat shane nnL.T ,
" ™" '"" "' ""= "™

wind proved too mucffor In f•

°'!
°l''"™''

''"' "^^ '-"'^ l^""'

preven't it the vessTborfdl r,:nV"v" C,:'^ ""T'
,"'" '°

t smartly on the port side amidships ^ ^ '"'"°"* ""'I "PP^^

bay]:;: a';^S^l^ ^l^t-^^ro^te""™';^ "^ ^^^'^' °' '^^

aownintotL^in L :ed:v,:ror:f ^^di ;;TnrXr
"^^

hi^ v s wide in astomshment. ^ ""'^'°" °P«"
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Not far from the Stapleton shore the crash took place. The Dutch prod-

uct of the sixteenth century had traveled a short distance from Constable

Hook in tow, but the wind was so inviting it parted from its convoy and put

out sail. When the sailors on the Half Moon saw that a colhsion was in-

evitable they hastily lowered the canvas, which retarded the Half Moon s

speed considerably. All the same, the sixteenth century and the mneteenth

came in contact with force enough to set the pewter plates on the Dutch-

""
NelillTvessel was much damaged. Part of the railing of the Qermont

was splintered and the Half Moon had its nose bruised, figuratively speaking,

for the bowsprit was bent a bit, but it was not necessary for the vessels to

drop out of the line and they joined in the parade as briskly as if nothing at

'"
TheSfn; was under its own steam at the time, just as the Half Moon

was under sail. The tug Frederick B. Dalzeli had taken the Half Moon 200

yards. A breeze was kl king the bay into whitecaps, but as the quaint vessel

Lead its white wings and the sails bellied out, it rounded Staten island

ifke an American cup champion. It wasn't on the cards that it should go as

fast, but the crowd on shore was delighted and let out a cry of aPP™vaL

kt the same time the cloud of steam issued from the tall stack of Clermont,

but its gait was more methodical. When the crew saw the Half Moon up on

it, however, the vessel got a move on in earnest and tried to get out of the

way. It couldn't quite make clear water in time.

In the wake of the Half Moon trailed the official boats, tugs yachts and

other craft. Five submarines stole into the channel and went along closely

convoying the Half Moon. Then the big show might fairly be said to be on.

The head line of the naval parade, with the Half Moon leading, was off

South Brooklyn shortly before I o'clock.
, . . , „ „f

The excursion boats were all heavily crowded and the bay «ras full of

decorated vessels of aU sorts-tugs, steam lighters, and other craft dartmg

hither and thither. The outward bound liners were all decorated as they

passed the parade on their way down the bay. The boats moved up the Hud-

son in a double line at a speed of about eight miles an hour, but such was the

number of participants and the distance necessary to be maintained between

them that the head of the procession had reached the turmng point at Spuyten

Duyvil and was part way back before the last upward bound vessd pa. ed

the Battery. Strung out thus, the column proved to be nearly fifteen miles

long.
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Where all the crowd came from and how it eot settleH ;„,. „i •

marvel past telline- The «,„ ^i:~i,- , ^ settled into place is a

into bunting- it lookeH Hnll! >

** '^°''*" '"'° * "^^ <"• Panteduuiiiing, u looked down also upon two rivers a harhor ,„j 1, < •

dancing with vessels of everv sort tr^^ ^ ,
'
^""^ ""^y *""'>'™ ..hts. .t ferr;,^?^:^:;,^^- -- «::^- Sa:;t

SLt:;:7°Jt^;i-t^rst;irr^^
nation and other nations; all metal and J^nace an'd migh7
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i"
"'
rlf6^rot:l«k'Xl city hall and all the borough hall, of

the ««\1u; the'bi^Eat^it^^^^^^
skyscrapers, hotels, and every-

iSetl^; forth.^r firs.

^-^^Ifr.!:" ro7rHuld«^ a'd

of the fleet. Every siren for miles was tied down. The hoarse calls of battle-

shiDS liners, and other boats added to the din.

of ieht from the clustered searchlights far up the r.ver, wh.ch had

made a playground of the darkness. s
^^ ^^^ ^.^^

the curtain of s'-m that s.zled a «-
•^"J«^

/«
^ ^,^ ^^^^^,,^^,, ^.^

The steam would b.Uow out '" <^''
'^™';^^'j^,^ [^^ „, ^ „ould come out in

illuminate these in gaudy colors, Ike a peacock
s
tau
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000,000 candle power The Lhi
'"''""°' ''="' "" '"""'^'^ °f SO,-

out in a hard brilliance oTfoou""^ """" ^^"^ '^=" ^^ "^^^ht

'nw tlw Phlladclphlk Inqnl

THE RACE FROM THE NORTH POLE HOME
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This was the end of the day's festivitie^and it had been a crowded day.

The historical pageant on Sept. 27. really represented the supreme effort

of the commission. For several months 300 artists, can^nters »"d W.er-

mache manipulators had been at work prepanng the *°°<» ,''"<•, l''!''!V^KU";

which decorated the fifty-four floats in the procession. Nearly 20,000 men,

women and children, representing every national and I»«"°'-'=« •" 'he

city, posed as historic personages on these floats or marched bes.de them.

The cost of the spectacle was $300,000.
, ti,-

Guests of the commission and the city numbered several thousand. The

former occupied an immense stand in front of the new pubhc l.brary at 5th

avenue. 40th and 42d streets. This was the reviewmg stand.

The storv unfolded by the floats and their costumed characters dealt w.th

the history of New York and the country surrounding it m four penods-

he Indian, the Dutch, the colonial and the modern. The last named, how-

ever carrid the tale no farther than the first Erie canal boat and the mtro-

duction of wa..r from the Croton reservoir. Leading the Pageant were

offices ofthe city and the commission. The Irish societies led the first d,v.s^n,S in line about 400 Friendly Sons of St. Patrick -<» ^,000 number,

of the Ancient Order of Hibernians; while after them marched 1.500 from

°he Italfan organisations, 1,500 Bohemians, 250 Poles and 250 Hungarians

all in costume The title car "New York," which led the floats was foUowed

ty iso Norwegians. A number of Iroquois Indians took part m the tableaux

on the Indian floats that followed.
. , ,^ f„™

After 1,000 additional members of the Italian societies and 1,000 from

Ireland came floats picturing scenes in the early Dutch colonies including

representations of the Half Moon and the "Fate of Henry Hudson. One

tSrattracted attention was the car "St. Nicholas." attended by 250 children

That the youngsters might not be wearied by the long march they served m

"'Twed^^hlndTrUh societies, including 1,500 members of the Clan-na-Gael,

preceded the floats of the colonial period and members of various patriotic

societies escorted the cars of the modern or United States period, which com-

posed the last division. "The reception to LaFayette," however, was accom-

Sd by 20O members of the French societies, and the car "Ganbald. was

eLorted by members of the Italian societies, including ten veterans who had

served under the Italian liberator.
. ^^ . ti„„ ^jii

And thus Henry Hudson was honored. It may be asked: How wih

the American nation do homage to Peary and Cook m 2009

.
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lubber-hewn traioff"rtn
" "", ««P"°"''"y well-informed land-

then, .enti'C^rsuZ: ""'"''' ="""' '-••"^' -" 'o-^-'^e. and

and wrdc^Ultrr '' ""^ ""^ "'""'="' •"- ^-- W"'" '^ =« -tan.

.hanonelli^/h^tTyTb^ i^^outMT/l^tf"^"™^^^^
one wholly silvered an'd one sXtr^d o e. ha i.r sur^faT a^ IT i^'"""'

eraduaied !„?. ^ '
*" "" ^^°"^ ""^ circumference of the seCor

Lecky points out his well-known "Wrinkle in Pracical NaviJI on 'Mf th'possessor of a sextan, will look at the arc. he wfll find ou. that^CeJe alone
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U a UMfter of fact, it consists only of the sixth part of a circle. The optical

principle upon which the instrument is founded (that of double reflection)

permits of half a degree of the arc being numbered and considered as a whole

degree. Thus, in the sextant what is really only an arc of 6o degrees is

divided into 120 equal parts, each of which does duty as a degree.

The optical principle upon which the sextant is founded is thus ex-

pressed in scientific language: "If a ray of light suiters two successive re-

flections in the same plane by two plane mirrors, the angle between the first

and last direction of the ray is twice the angle of the mirror."

What the sextant does, expressed differently, is to solve the astronomical

triangle, one point of which is the pole, the second the observed heavenly body,

which is the sun, and the third the zenith, which is the point directly over

the head of the observer. What the observer seeks to find out from his read-

ings of the sextant is the sun's altitude. Once he gets that he can get all the

other necessary data from the so-called "Nautical Almanac," a government

publication, revised lor each year, which is among the most treasured posses-

sions of every navigator and explorer.

By latitude is meant the angular distance between the horizon and the

level of the observer. In making observations at sea the actual horizon

—

that is, where the sky and the water meet—is used. On shore, however, ob-

servers make use of an artificial horizon. Ordinarily this consists of a cast-

iron trough, containing pure mercury, which is protected from disturbances

from the wind by an angular glass roof. A form of artificial horizon more

suitable for the needs of explorers is that known as Capt. George's, since it

is more compact and more easily carried. In place of mercury, molasses, crude

oil and other substances may be used in the artificial horizon.

What is known as the "meridian altitude," or the sun's position at noon,

is the best for getting the latitude, hence it is that observations are usually

taken when the chronometer of the explorer or navigator tells him that it is

noon. At that time the error which an observer is likely to make in deter-

mining the longitude is a matter of small importance.

The two things that an observer must know in order to get his latitude

are the altitude of the sun, which he gets by means of his sextant, and the decli-

nation of the sun, which he gets from his Nautical Almanac. By declination

of the sun is meant its angular distance north or south of the celestial equator

i. e., a circle reaching to the heavens which is in the same plane as the

equator of the earlb.

if-

'
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order to know JuratdyThe d.clfnT,'in„ '.',; "'" ''"^ '" ''"y' '° """ '"

or after noon at Greenwich the obseta ion :LC ThiT"" "r"!"'""

clination of theTun ^ """ '""" "'« »'™™'= 'he de-

of ability on the part of the observer hL^lT T., ? " "'" ''"* '° '=«=''

error- which can^ractit .rre^^'^fJ,':,^'""''
" '"e "instrttmental

obtainable of instruments.
'^""""="«''

''X "s.i-tr che very highest grade

But the most serious error of all is that due to refraction.

ALLOWANCE FOR REFRACTION

of alar« m,^Z \ u
^ tabulated refraction is mean nr avcra-elarge nun.ber of observations to determine what the refraction is.
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H.1

The pole, by the way, is the very best point at which to take observations,

for the reason that there the error due to refraction is likely to be less than

at any other point on earth.

COST OF POLAR EXPEDITIONS.

A writer named Walter Leon Sawyer has quite interesting facts about the

cost of polar expeditions. He says

:

The "promoter," of the vulgar sort, he of the sordid imagination, who

demands from every outlay a return of profit, has not had much to do with

modern expeditions to the Arctic, though in earlier times his trail was over

them all. Then, while the northwest passage to India, not the North Pole,

was the goal of ambition, the discovery of such a route seeming to insure

commercial supremacy, kings turned speculators and hard-headed merchants

made ventures that must have figured oddly in matter-of-fact account books,

Walter Leon Sawyer says in the Boston Transcript.

Yet the first polar expedition, after the interregnum that followed Norse

colonization of Iceland and discovery of Greenland, was discreetly accounted

for by Henry VIII, who ordered it. "For discoverie even to the North Pole,

two faire ships well manned and victualled, having in them divers cunning

men to seek strange regions," set out in 1527 ; but one was lost north of New-

foundland, and the other, having discovered nothing went home.

Sebastian Cabot, a little later, revived interest in Arctic enterprise and

prompted the sending of Sir Hugh Willoughby and Richard Chancellor "for

the search and discovery of the northern parts of the world, to open a way

and passage to our men, for travel to new and unknown kingdoms." Wil-

loughby died, Chancellor found Archangel and opened a trade with Russia.

And, following Chancellor's success Elizabeth instigated the Muscovy com-

pany in 157s to license Sir Martin Frobisher, who sought the northwest

passage, found some mica schist which he took for gold, and wasted two sub-

sequent voyages in gathering more. In 1580, the Company of Merchant

Adventurers fitted out an expedition of two ships, one of which was lost; in

1594 and again in 1596 Willem Barentz of Holland made two attempts at

the northwest passage, the latter being financed by the city of Amsterdam; and

in the later years of the sixteenth century John Davys and Thomas Jaiies,

Englishmen both, south the north, James being backed by the government.

It was at one time "an association of English gentlemen" and at another time

the Dutch East India Company that assisted Henry Hudson's ill-fated en-
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restore Denmark's 4^ ::^C.^^ '"^ '°« =°'°"'« "f Greenland and

undS:^'::::H r::::;^t^ iz-'t^-^ -—- -^
purposes seems, however, to have liehtedth.v

!'"""-=""& of scientific

grave, who was ordered ;orth by he bI 1 T^" °^ "" '''=°"'^ ^^^°" "ul-
forward the spark of enthusiaL ro„, ^^ u"™"' '" '773

;

and thence-
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'" ^ ''^''^ «=""^-

Par^ and Franklin and CsXT^yV:il^ ''! ^'^'^"^ °f C-'' ^"^
Sir John Fra,Alin-s fate wrought on the mind of ^'V'

'"' "^^'^^^ °'
terest to the problem of the Am c

"
new tl.^ of

"'" "'""5 ^ <»'«-"' "
field-the rich man who had no tlfitr^*^

Promoter" appeared in the

Franklin's expedition was r^eived I^ITI^ "^™, ^"^ '-' -"' of
nine expeditions of relief and d^o"; tre snTl"

' f '"' "'' "^'"'^-

approximating $2,000,000; and, thou^ thl^^^ '
'" ^Sg^^Sate cost

ously active, while our own wa by no mea„s^ert f
7"™'"' ™' ^^""-

was provided by private individuals ' "^* P"" °^ "«= ^^

na.iitcztd^rs:rrf^ "^'^^rf"'
°^ "-^ «--", a

in; in t853, together with ^eP^ 1^1 f^"" '?'* '°^ ''^-'-

commanded by Kane, who had accompantdSeHa^ •:?««:'
'"^

T"'"'™pedition organized by Kane's surgeon Dr I I hIv
'

. '
''""*'' "'^ '^-

1871 helped to meet the expense of H,ir ^
'

^""^
'" '^' '864 and

comparatively a day of smaU th ni h .T^"' '' '^ ^"'^ "^^' "-at was
voted to ArcHc expkr t on eprZmed ^1: T'°^'

*'"' ''" ''"""^" ^^-

Kane to write the book thatTnsred P /^' ^°"""'- ^""^ ' '^-^ D^-

highest north attaineTrn hi d"y-a„<,IrtWs" ^""t'
"^" '" ^^-"^ "«=

preserves a name which is rightfuli; honored
'"'"" "'' ''"™^" '^^'"

aur?orb;tir;rFSKe
^ead

"• ^^^
"r-^^" -^ ^'^ ""^^ Mc-

-ght have been som'e ct:r;:r,*".yt7;°s
fi:;^ rr^\"'"«Gordon Bennett of the Ne. York Herafd Vl^: '^, "^X^T.
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pole as with the aid of Henry M. Stanley, he had just conquered Africa "r.

Bennett was then under 40. Lieutenant Commander George W. DeLong,

whom he chose, and whom the government commissioned, to command the

Jeannette, was younger still; Commander DeLong had a sound theory, that

of taking advantage of the polar drift, Mr. Bennett had money, both men had

the enthusiasm of youth. Mr. Bennett devoted some $60,000 to the^ enter-

prise Could the Jeannette hai'e survived the terrible ice pressure off the New

Siberian islands-it will be remembered that she made her attack from the

Pacific side—one sees no reason why it should not have succeeded.

Previous to this modified co-operation with Mr. Bennett the United States

covernment had shown no urgent interest in Arctic exploration, though to

be sure, it provided Capt. Hall with the Polaris for his third trip. But iri_i88i

the project of establishing international observation stations appealed to prac-

tical' iriinds at Washington, and the attainment of the highest north by mem-

bers of Commander Greely's party, in the following year, may have emplanted

in the official bosom a feeling of willingness that this nation should contmue

to hold the record. Commander Peary has found no great difficulty m secur-

ing leaves of absence. For so much we have to be grateful. Meanwhile, m

the last fifteen years, the Norwegian government has assisted with real

money" Hansen, gainer in his turn of the highest north, whose expedition in

theFram cost $120,000; the Italian government has speeded to a later highest

north the D'Abruzzi expedition, which cost nearly $200,000; Canada, aided

by England, has promoted Capt. Bernier's venture; Sweden sent out Nathorst

in 1809; Denmark gave official godspeed to Amdrup in the same year and

Russia authorized Admiral Makaroff to expend on his ice-crushmg ship, the

Ermack, all the money that he needed.

William Ziegler of Brooklyn in 1901-2 financed the expedition led by

Evelyn Briggs Baldwin and, when it failed, sent out in 1903 another expedi-

tion led by Anthony Fiala. Mr. Ziegler was a hearty whole-souled, loud-

voiced sweet-tempered man who had made a fortune in baking powder. Like

every other successful business men, he knew that it is needful to spend money

in order to "get returns," and he appropriated $1,000,000 to take the pole

by storm. To list the supplies that were carried on the three ships of the ex-

pedition would remind the reader of a delicatessen store.

But events move swiftly sometimes, and these expeditions seem already

ancient. Let us cnme to the present. As to Dr. Cook's sponsor, John R.

Bradley, a current story pictures "the best outfit ever carried by an expedition.
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the year 1204; he returned afterward to Europe, and subsequently ba* to the

holy land, where he wrote his work entitled "Historia Orientalis," as nearly

as can be determined, between the years 1215 and 1220. In chapter 91 of

that work he has this singular passage: "The iron needle, after contact with

the lodestone, constantly turns to the north star, which, as the axis of the firina-

ment, remains immovable while the others revolve, and hence it is essentially

necessary to those navigating on the ocean."

These words are as explicit as they are extraordinary, they state a fact

and announce a use. The thing, therefore, which essentially constitutes the

compass must have been known long before the birth of Giola. In addition

to this fact, there is another equally fatal to his claim as the original discov-

erer It is now settled beyond a doubt that the Chinese were acquainted with

the compass long before the Europeans. It is certain that there are aUus.onito

the magnetic ne.-dle in the traditionary period of Chinese history about 2,600

years before Christ, and a still more credible account of it is found in the reign

of Chingwang of the Chow dynasty, before Christ, J 114. All this

however may be granted without in the least impairing the just claims of Giola

to the gratitude of mankind. The truth appears to be that the position of

Giola in relation to the compass was precisely that of Watt in relation to the

steam engine- the element existed; he augmented its utility The compass

used by marines in the Mediterranean during the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies was a ^ery uncertain and unsatisfactory apparatus. It consisted only o

a magnetic needle floating in a vase or basin by means of two straws on a bit

of cork supporting it on the surface of the water.

The compass used by the Arabians in the thirteenth century was an instru-

ment of exactly the same description. Now the inconvenience and inefficiency

of such an apparatus are obvious-thc agitation of the ocean ""^ the to^mg

of the vessel might render it useless in a moment. But ^jola P a ed the
™^^^^^

netized needle on a pivot, which permits it to turn to all

^'f";'^"
''"'^^

afterward it was attached to a card, divided into 32 points, called rose de ven s,

and then the box containing it was suspended in such a manner that, how

ever the vessel might be tossed, it would always remain homontal.

w
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334 SrOJfK OF HARRY WHITNEY

him of Peary's taking over of his house and stores, but declared that he had

suffered no unfairness.

There were two houses on the Greenland shore, one at Annotooli, holding

Cook's stores, and another at Etah, holding Peary's stores. The three white

men, Whitney, Murphy and Pritchard, Peary's steward, sometimes occupied

one and sometimes the other" of these houses. Murphy was in charge of both

houses. He is not able to read or write. He had written instructions from

Peary which Whitney, at Peary's request read over to him from time to time.

These instructions were stringent. They directed Murphy to use Cook's

stores first and Peary's afterward. Murphy was told in them that he was

to give Dr. Cook every help if he came along in a needy condition, and further-

more the instructions implied that Murphy was to organize an expedition to

search for Dr. Cook, but, according to M.r. Whitney, this part of the in-

structions was worded very ambiguously. Mr. Whitney said that Cook had

a copy of these instructions. Murphy treated Cook very civilly and Cook

suffered no discourtesy.

When Dr Cook and his Eskimos arrived at the house they had no sledge;

being too tired to drag it over the rough ice, they left it twenty miles from

Etah. The following day some other Eskimos wem out, recovered the sledge

and brought it in. On it were Dr. Cook's instruments, clotl#s and food.

After passing two days at Annatook, where Cook first met Whitney, Cook

started for Etah. Whitney accompanied him. Cook remained for three days

at Etah, organizing for his trip south to Upernavik. The doctor had figured

out rightly the date that he would likely get to Upernavik and when the Dundee

whalers or the Danish store ships would reach there, and he argued that

he had no time to lose. He planned originally to take two Eskimos and

two sledges, but one Eskimo fell sick and this made it necessary for him to cut

down the luggage he could take with him south. He consequently ask-d W hit-

ney to take charge of the instruments with which he had made his observ.i-

tions at the pole.

There were three cases, one containing a sextant, another an artificial hori-

zon and the third an instrument which Mr. Whitney said he could not recall.

It hight have been a chronometer. Cook left no written records with Whu-

ney that Whitney was aware of. There may have been some records, hov.-

ever in the other boxes in which Cook packed his clothes and his persona,

effects but Cook did not tell Whitney especially that he was leaving a.n

written records with him. Mr. Whitney was very positive about this.
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he personally had seen that these things had been left in a cache and had told

the Eskimos that they had been left there for Cook.

"I also told the Eskimos that they were to leave the cache undisturbed

and that they were not to break up Cook's sledge. Later I heard the report

that the instruments were the ones that Cook had used during his sledge

journey, but I gave the report no credence, as I could not conceive of a man

leaving instruments of that kind out of his own sight or in the hands of

a stranger.

"Still later, after leaving Eskimo land entirely, and during the voyage

home, I heard a report that Cook also had left with Whitney a flag he had

carried with him on his sledge journey. No one seemed to know anything

definite about this, and I paid no attention to the report for the same reason

as before. After getting in contact with the world I learned that Cook was

reported to have said that he left records of his sledge journey for Whitney to

bring home. I never had heard anything of the kind and discredited this re-

port as well.

"While knowing nothing of the matter, I do not believe Cook left either

his records or his instruments or flags with Whitney. I cannot conceive it

possible for a man under those circumstances to have left such priceless things

out of his sight for an instant. As he went across Melville bay to Danish

Greenland with three or four sledges and teams of dogs, his instruments, his

records, and his flags scarcely would have added a featherweight to his burden.

"ROBERT E. PEARY."

Peary had more to say, too. He pointed out that Dr. Cook alleged he in

one sledging season had covered twenty-five degrees, or 1,700 miles, of Arctic

ice, when no previous explorer, notwithstanding vastly better equipment, ever

had covered more than eleven degrees of that most difiicult going on the

universe.

"It is well known," said Peary, scoring what his bitterest enemy must

regard as a staggering blow to Cook's case, "what my equipment was when I

started north from Cape Columbia. The world has read of my equipment and

the world knows what my experience was in the Arctic field. Yet I did not

make quite fourteen degrees in my last and only successful dash to the pole."

Peary pointed out with a smile that showed every one of his gleaming

teeth and ruffled the bristles of his great sandy mustache that Dr. Cook had

taken one sledge on his 1,700 mile journey over Arctic ice. This was the

sledge that Cook left behind him at Etah.
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were sewn to me ; fastened to me ; and would have gone to the bottom of the

Arctic with me before I would have turned them over to a soul."

Aside from his scanty equiptment, his lack of experience, the condition

of liis sledge when I saw it at Etah," continued Peary, "aside from the clumsy

and poorly made snowshoes that afterwards were allf^red to have traveled

over 1,700 miles of Arctic ice; aside from the fact that 11 other explorer ever

had negotiated more than eleven degrees, I have further information from

all the Eskimos to back me up in my assumption that Cook has not gone over

the sea 1. 'he pole."

"What is your strongest line of proof that Dr. Cook was not at the North

Pole?"

"One of my main points will be the strongest that has been advanced in

Arctic txploration ever since the first great expedition was sent there—that

is, the recognized custom of .m explorer, when reaching a point attained by

an explorer previously, to nial.' ; copy of th; records in the cairn there, put h

in place of the original, and bring the original back with him. Dr. Cook did

not do this.

"At Cape Thomas Hubbard I left a record in 1906. Dr. Cook declares

after he left Annotok he went to Cape Thomas Hubbard with his large party

of Eskimos. Although he had men enough to make a thorough search he did

not do so. He passed the cape twice to the pole as he outlines it, but neither

time did he say that he had looked for the cairn. My record is still there. If

he can show that record I will accept it as positive proof that he was at Cape

Thomas Hubbard.

"It was at Indian Harbor that I received a message saying that Cook

was at Copenhagen, and that he was making the claim he had reached the pole.

"It was then that I sent my message saying that I knew Cook had not gone

far from land. The two Eskimos wlio had been his compa;iy had assured mc
of this, and their statements had been corroborattd by other Eskimos. I hail

seen every one of every tribe all the way from Cape Columbia to Cape York.

I had visited every settlement in Eskimo land, and had complete corrobora-

tive evidence from all as to what the first two had said."

Shortly after this talk, the Peary charges against Cook were lined up as a

sort of formal indictment, the "counts" in which ran as follows

:

"i. Mr. Peary and Matt Henson, either individually or together, talked

with every member of the Smith Sound tribe of '"-kimos and obtained testi-

mony that corroborates that of E-tuck-a-shoe and /\-pel-lah, the Eskimos who

accompanied Dr. Cook, that Dr. Cook had not been out of sight of land.

!'.
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time to go back to Etah and get the articles he must have known were valu-

able to Dr. Cook.

"14. If Dr. Cook did leave such priceless articles at the Eskimo village,

Mr. Whitney would have been anxious to have rushed them to the United

States."

Dr Cook, while this broadside was being issued, was delivering the first

of his lectures. After it he replied to some of the Peary charges, saying:

"The only sledge Commander Peary saw was half a one, which I had given

to Mr. Whitney as a souvenir. The remainder of it had been used to make

bows and arrows.

"As to my reasons for leaving my instruments with Mr. Whitney, he had

told me that the Eric was coming to Etah and would take him over to the

American side to hunt big game and would come back latf.r to Annotook. The

distance from Annotook to Upernavik by the route which I was compelled to

follow was nearly 700 miles. In that journey I had to travel over high land

in two places, with glaciers and difficult places. The ice was extremely rough

and there was a good deal of water to be expected th.-it would have subjected

the instruments to a risk which was entirely unnecessary, when Mr. Whitney

awaited a ship to go to Etah for him upon which he expected to return direct

to America.

"By going to Upernavik I hoped to get back by the end of July or the

middle of August, while Mr. Whitney did not expect to get back before

October.

"As to the charge that I had not found traces of Commander Peary's

records ; i Cape Thomas Hubbard : The point which Commander Peary would

call CapL Thomas Hubbard is a round promontory, and it would be dif cult to

find any distinct point which could be positively recognized as Cape Thomas

Hubbard. From Commander Peary's map I am absolutely unable to locate

Cape Thomas Hubbard. We did not search for any cairn where records might

be deposited. In fact, I did not know that Commander Peary had left any

record there.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

WONDERS OF THE ANTARCTIC WORLD

The Pole .s on a tableland about ,0,000 feet in heiirht Thr.i c ,

Mount Erebus lies within sight of Cape Royds, now the favorite ,hl„ h. 1quarters o Antarctic explorers. It was discover d by Sir fame C ark Rotwho led a famous expedition to the Antarctic regions'in ,843 Thetcent o^Mount Erebus to >ts summit was regarde.l as almost impossfble but hioneof the first feats accomplished by Shackleton's expedftion
''"'

t..x men made the ascent. On the third day. at an altitude of 8 700 feetthey were caught m a blizzard so terrific that it blew the gloves off o'ne of the
341
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party, Sir Philip Brocklehurst. The next day they camped on the rim of an

old crater and explored its floor. Their attention was attracted to some curi-

ous mounds dotted over the snow plain. They found that they were funia-

roles, or smoke holes, which in ordinary climates may be detected by the thin

cloud of steam above them. The fumaroles of Erebus have their steam

converted into ice as soon as it reaches the surface of the snow plain, and the

result has been the creation of the remarkably shaped mounds. The ice was

colored yellow on account of the sulphur.

On the sixth day they reached the edge of the active crater and found

themselves on the lip of a vast abyss filled with a rising cloud of steam.

"After a continuous loud, hissing sound," writes Lieutenant Shackleton.

"lasting for some minutes, there would come from below a big dull boom,

and immediately great globular masses of steam would rush upward to swell

the volume of the cloud which swayed over the crater. The air was filled with

the fumes of burning sulphur. Presently a light breeze fanned away the steam

cloud and at once the crater stood revealed in all its vast extent and depth.

It v/as between 8oo and goo feet deep with a maximum width of half a mile,

and at the bottom could be seen three well-like openings from which the steam

proceeded. On the wall of the crater opposite to the party beds of dark pumice

alternated with white patches of snow, and in one place the presence of scores

of steam jets suggested that the snow was lying on hot rock."

The descent was rapid, tor the party dropped down 5,000 feet in four

hours by sliding down the long ice slopes.

The explorers ascertained the height of the mountain to be 13,350 feet.

It is prob-ble that the South Pole itself is buried beneath as much as 5,000

vertical feet of everlasting ice. For this reason, on account of the altitude

above the sea, its neighborhood may be expected to be colder than that of the

North Pole. Then again, because there is no water to render the climate

milder, it may be supposed that the temperature at the southern end of the

earth's axis is lower than at the northern end.

It is deemed not at all impossible that somewhere in the neighborhood of the

South Pole there may be a comparatively warm patch—a sort of oasis in the

midst of the icy desert, like Whale Sound in the far north. In such an oasis,

if it exists, may be found strange forms of life, of which we know nothing.

There might even be people there—human beings unlike any we are ac-

quainted with, who, for uncounted centuries, have been shut away from cnm-

muniration with the rest of the world.
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Liemenant Shackleton, Captain Scott and others were puzzled bv the occur-rence of a wind blowing from the South Pole considerably warmer than theprevious temperature for this point. Captain Scott writes •

"The warm snow bearing southerly winds, which we experienced, havenm ye been explamed. Even in the depth of winter this wind had a tempera-
ture 01 ten to nfteen degrees.

This alone suggests that there may be comparativelv warm valleys orregions somewhere in the Antarctic continent.
'

It is a most extraordinary fact that vast as is the accumulation of ice in tie

Lieutenrnt^t"!.?;''
"/''!"'" " ""'' '° "=' ^"^ '^ S^=«'"="'y diminishing.

Lieutenant Shackleton found traces of glaciers on Mount Erebus i 000 feetabove the sea level. As the adjacent sea is 1,800 feet deep, the ice sheet at onetime must have been 2,800 feet thick.

Most of the glaciers in Antarctica are dying, that is to say, decreasing in
size and not flowing. Strange to say, meteorologists argue that the dimL-
tion of ice indicates that the climate was formerly milder than now. Ice andsnow only accumulate where there is occasional warmth with moisture and va-
riations of temperature. A continuously dry cold does not favor the accumu-
lation of ice and snow.

Geological conditions indicate that Antarctica was once linked bv land toSou h America and Australia and that it then possessed vegetation and abun-dant human and animal life.

Little is kriown of the interior of Antarctica. Shackleton has made a dash
into It so rapid that he had no time for careful research, while other explorershave merely scratched the edges of the land. No fossils have been brought
back and very few geological specimens of any value. These are points towhich the next explorers will devote their attention.

Nunataks are a curious feature of the Antarctic landscape. They are sharp
black rocks which stick up out of the snow and are very prominent in Summer
Sastrugus is the nan.^ given to curious hillocks of snow that also form in Sum-

It was at Cape Adare, where there is a break in the environing ice cliffs,
that Ross, in 1842, with his two little sailing ships, the Erebus and the Terrormade his way as far to the south as latitude -8 degrees 10 minutes.

This place is remarkable because the temperature at the base of the high
cliffs is unusually warm-sometimes up to 50 degrees in summer-and much
curious Antarctic vegetation is found there.
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Although a great continent exists at the South Pole, there are no land main-

mals, properly so-called. There are no South Polar bears, there are no Ant-

arctic foxes, there are no large mammals of any kind save whales, which live

entirely in the water, and seals, which spend more than half their time there.

To make up for these deficiencies the seals are the largest found anywhere,

and the birds are most extraordinary. All the animals—whales, seals, birds

and fish—are very different from those found in the Arctic circle or other parts

of the world.

The Antarctic continent has a vegetation that consists almost entirely of

moss and lichen and the land animal life, properly so-called, seems to be limited

to a primitive form of wingless insect. The birds live to some extent on land,

making their nests in the moraines and rocky cliffs of the shores, but they find

their food entirely in the ocean.

Seals and whales are extremely abundant in Antarctic waters. Seven dif-

ferent species of whales and dolphins have been found in Ross Sea, a great

body of water running into the Antarctic continent. In this sea five different

kinds of seals were found and twelve different species of bird.

The most remarkable whales of the Antarctic seas are the terrible killers or

Orca whales, which scour the seas and the pack-ice in hundreds to the terror of

seals and penguins. The killer whale is one of the most ferocious animals in

existence and is far more savage and destructive than tiger or shark. Naturally

the few men who reach the Antarctic circle rarely indulge in ocean bathing

there, but if they did they would run a terrible danger from the killer whales.

The killer is a powerful piebald whale some twenty feet in length. It hunts

in large packs of a score or many score. No sooner does the ice break up than

the killers appear in the newly formed leads of water, and the penguins show

that they appreciate the fact by their unwillingness to leave the melting ice floes.

From the middle of September to the end of March these whales swarm in

McMurdo Strait, and the scars they leave on the seals, more particularly on

the crab eating seal of the pack ice, afford abundant testimony to their vicious

habits. Not one in five of the pack ice seals is free from the marks of the

killer's teeth, and even the sea leopard, which is the most powerful seal of the

Antarctic Ocean, has been found with fearful lacerations. Only the Weddell

seal is more or less secure because it avoids the open sea.

Beak whales are also seen in schools from time to time, and Lieutenant

Shackleton saw a whole school of ten "breeching" in McMurdo's Strait.

Every now and then one would leap clean out of the water and fall back with a

resounding smash.
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The most remarkable animals of the Antarctic region are the .eals There

d n sill1 " r'^'
"' "^"""'"^ "^ """^ '^'"'he Ross ea L Wedell seal, the sea leopard and the sea elephant. Of these the fir h

Only one speomen has been found in recent polar e.xpedi.ions^nd he was .

zz:t;:^r
'--'

'" ''"^'- -'"• ^ ^'^'^ °^ - •- -- -^^^^ -de:

It ru?,',nT
'7'!" " "?"'" ""'" ""= =^^ ^•'P''^"'- • " ""^h more ferocious

ItsZd T '
'
'" ""^"' ""'' ''^^ => S""' •"="^"'' "^e flippers of s x fee

'

te th h ,•

"^'
"1 """"^ °" •" "^ '"''^' ="" ' "^ - terrible array oshlrpteeth. It ,s ver>. long and snake-like, and moves like lightning through the

times other seals. I has ten three-pronged canine teeth, made for tearing flesh

riTisiht^km^r,!^^^
°"'^ '- '-^ '° '-- - '"^ ^"--"";

The crabeater seal lives entirely upon a shrimp-like crustacean, which it collectsm large numbers in mud ana grave, by groping along the bo'ttom of shal-

>u I!'L^°T
^^ ^' ""^ astonishing power of withdrawing its head withinthe blubber-laden skin of the neck till its face is almost lost. Ihe tee h of ,^e

"

seals are extremely interesting to naturalists, for the after canine tee.h anhe process of disappearing, showing that the conditions of life in the Antarctic«gK>ns have greatly changed since earlier ages. The front teeth also haveb^en developed m.o curved hooks for dealing with such slippery prey as jeXfish and squids, which apparently form their food.
' ^

Among the many Antarctic birds is the giant petrel, which lives on carrionrefuse about the penguin rookeries. It is often to be seen squatted in t e "e"floes, gorged by a full meal of blubber from a dead seal, and finding itself pur-sued ,t win deliberately disgorge before it attempts to fly, knowing from ex-

s"h firtt.
"" " """' ™" "'" "°' ^-""'^ " '° "" ""'- '' -P"«"»

^.o,?^ rT'f'

^"^. '"'"'' '*'"' ""y ^'"e^ "^^''" f<"- flyi"? purposes, arepeculiar to the Antarctic regions. They always stand upright, and ,^h .^r"twhite bodies and black heads, they look like very fat colored men wearing wh m
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waistcoats. There are two species of them in the Antarctic circle—the Adelie

penguins and the Emperor penguins.

The penguins are declared to be the most amusing creatures in e.\istence.

When annoyed by an explorer the cock bird ranges up and down in front of his

wife, his eyes flashing anger, and his feathers erect in a ruffle round his head.

He stands there for a minute or two breathing out threats and then putting his

head down dashes for the man and rains blows upon him with his flippers.

When making love he waves his flippers to and fro and gazes heavenward, as

if he were reciting the most exquisite poetry.

The greatest re :ries of the Emperor penguins are on Ross Island. This

bird stands f i-r feet high and weighs from eighty to ninety pounds. It hatches

its eggs in a. -olute darkness in August, during' the coldest month of the Ant-

arctic year, wiien the temperature often falls to 68 degrees below zero. The

Emperor penguin carries its single egg, and later its chick in a place between

its right foot and its abdomen.

To return to the Arctic region, many remarkable facts have lately been

learned, and it is said that the Eskimo, though gradually becoming civilized,

does not welcome the white man's coming. Beside his igloo he sits and listens

to the tribal rumors of the coming events. He hears the weird, garbled tale of

how a "civilized man," a "kabhena," has reached the north pole. He hears that

other white men will come after him. And he sits and grieves for his people;

for the advance of the white man means to him only what it has meant to all

the primitive people who thus have been "discovered"—extermination.

"Civilization of your kind we do not want," says the Eskimo to the ex-

plorer or missionary. "It is good, perhaps, for you and for your countries. It

is not good here in the north. We cannot live under it. As we live now so

must we live if we are to exist. It is our life ; and life is good here among these

ice cliffs when it is lived in our own way. We are content. So have our fore-

fathers lived from time immemorial. And so will we live as long as we remain

on earth. Force us to live as you live, make us accept your civilization, and

we perish. We have seen it. We know what it does to us. It kills the Es-

kimo. Leave us to our ways, leave us to our country, or the Eskimo will be

wiped off the face of the earth."

Such is the Eskimo's reception of the great news. It is something like a

shock to our self-sa' 'sfaction and opinion that our civilization is best for all

people, whether they like it or not. How can those poor people up there in the

frozen north spurn the benefits that civilization holds forth to them? How can
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they fail to realize that ci- ilization will make their ha^sh life easier, more
pleasant, more happy? Ihe questions come naturally at the idea. It seems
preposterous. But when one comes to examine the mode of living of the winter
bound Eskimo, along with the conditions under which he is forced to exist it
seems not so astonishing that the Eskimos should say: "We wire a happy
people until the explorers came. The explorers brought their civilization and
that IS not well."

Living in a land so bairen and harsli that nowhere else on earth is its du-
plicate .„ be found inhabited, the Eskimo through -nturies of struggle has
adopted the only mode of living that makes his e. nee possible. The lan<l
which other people despise, the conditions under wh.ch no other people could
live he has learned to love. They are his world, and without them he could
not live.

Resources such as the world looks upon as necessary to the maintenance ofMe the country has none. It is a barren of never changing ice and snow
btones, pieces of driftwood, reindeer, birds, dogs, fishes, and, most of all, seals
—these are the things that are given the Eskimo to live on. The stones sticks
and bones furnish him with weapons. The weapons furnish him with meat'
I- or his house there is the stone, the ice, and snow, nothing more For six
months of the year his world is in darkness. Yet he lives and is happy umil the
explorers come.

As told to some extent earlier in this chapter, the winter house of the Es-
kimo—the igloo—is perhaps the most striking illustration of how bitter is the
fight to maintain life in the killing cold of the arctic circle. It is built of ice
and snow mainly, though in some cases stones and blocks of frozen earth are
used, and its floor is sunk far below the level of the earth or ice upon which it-
is erected. A narrow passage dug in the earth, lower than the lloor, serves as
the only means of entrance and exit, and the Eskimo goes into his house on his
hands and knees.

Along one wall is the "sleeping bench," about six feet wide, which serves
for a bed for the entire family. In the center of the room is the lamp, which
often serves ?s a stove as well. This is the sum total of the Eskimo's household
furniture.

In order to economize the life saving heat several families dwell together in
one hut. In the winter house so excessive is the heat that the thick fur gar-
ments of outdoor use are discorded upon entrance. Among some tribes men,
women, and children dwell together in a complete state of nudity, in others a
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small loin cloth is used for indoor wear. Night and day the stone lamps filled

with train oil burn in the huts. The Eskimo is superstitious of all things. The

long arctic night has driven the fear of darkness into his soul, and he will not

even sleep without a light burning before his eyes.

The lamps are so constructed as to burn brightly all night. When they

begin to grow dim the Eskimo woman knows that it is morning and time to get

up. Cheerless as such a home may seem, it is declared to be quite the opposite.

The woman who wakes first in the morning calls out to her neighbor a chal-

m THE NORTH POLE FOUND.
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lenge for a race in dressing and goins oia after the morning meal of fish which
is cached in the ice outside. The challenge is accepted. The women dress and
rush out laughing, break off great armfuls of the frozen provender and come
back laughing to their still sleeping companions. The fish aie thrown on the
floor until they have thawed from hard as stone to a mere frozen condition.
Then the two women who are dressed pass the food around to the others, and
soon the whole houseful are gnawing away at their fish breakfast.

It doesn't sound appetizing, but even the explorers who have wintered on
this food declare that there are worse things to eat in the morning than a frozen
fish—after you get used to it.

"The eating is not the trouble," says the returned adventurers, "it is the
getting of it that gives the Eskimo a problem."

"The getting of it," the procuring of food in the waste of snow and frozen
waters, is more of a battle for the native than the problem of housing himself
agamst the wintry blasts. Hunting is his one means of living, whether it be
hunting reindeer, ptarmigan, seal, or fish. As a consequence the hunter is the
"great man" in the economy of Eskimo life, and the importance of a man is
reckoned by his ability to kill seals. The best hunter in a village is the king.
He has his pick of the women, and he exercises it with a freedom rather start-
ling to conver... jnal ideas of matrimony.

"Without hunters a tribe cannot exist," is the Eskimo's point of view, and
the tribes that have perished are the ones in which there were no strong,' able
men to kill game for food.

Armed with the most primitive of weapons, a piece of sharpened stone fitted
in a stick of wood to make a lance, the Eskimo hunts and slays the animals ol
his country, from the swift flying ptarmigan to the ferocious polar bear. The
sea is where he must look for most of his subsistence, for the sea holds the seal,

and without the seal the Eskimo could not live. The seal furnishes him food
and clothing; its fat provides the oil which lights his lamps and cooks his food,
and its bones and skins make the boat in which the tireless native paddles over
the stormy seas in search of his prey.

The Eskimo boat, the "kaiak," is his greatest invention, and the only small
paddle boat so constructed that it can live in the roughest sea. It is shaped
like a canoe, pointed at both ends, its decks covered with the exception of the
hole in which the hunter sits, which is large enough only to admit his body.
With his paddle in his hands, his harpoon slung across his shoulders, and the
prayers of his women following him, the hunter sets fonh in the teeth of a
gale to slay a seal that has been sighted a mile off shore.
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lie rides up and down the sides of mountainous waves like a sled upon a

hill. He laughs at the efforts of the storm to swamp him. He comes within

sight of his prey ; the seal ducks ; the Eskimo, knowing his custom, paddles

swiftly in the direction of the dive. When the seal comes up for air he is within

easy striking distance. The bone harpoon goes home with a thud; and the

hunter turns his boat for shor He has made his kill.

In the summer time tents take the place of houses. As soon as the sun be-

gins to appear, sometimes in April, the Eskimo comes out of his hibernation,

gets ready his "woman boat," and his camping outfit, and goes roaming. The

"woman boat" is a large rowboat, capable of carrying a score or more people,

and has its name from the fact that it is rowed by the women. In such a boat

the Eskimo sets forth and rows until a favored camping ground is found. Then

the whole party disembarks, tents are set up, and the camp remains so long as

the hunting is good. When that is gone, into the boats again and on to

another hunting ground.

Of the kindness and catholic hospitality of the Eskimo there is but one

verdict—they are the kindest and most hospitable people in the world. Even

wrecked explorers whose coming means only that they will consume a certain

amount of the common store of food, are haiM with the greatest delight, the

best is set forth before them, and they are invited to make themselves at home

for as long as they please. In one instance an explorer relates that a murderer

was taken in, fed, housed, and cared for through a hard winter by the family

of his victim!

"Do some people in your land starve and shiver while others eat much and

are warmly clad ?" was one of the questions that the shocked Eskimos put to

an explorer when he expressed surprise at their charity. "Why, then, do you

call yourself civilized ?"

It was a puzzling question. The explorer was forced to admit that "some

did."

"Then why do you ask us to accept your civilization ?" demanded the Eski-

mos. "Here that never happens."

So ths "poor, frozen native of the north" does not yearn for the civilization

that threatens him. He is satisfied as he is. He eats his fish, kills the seal,

sings his peculiar songs, and asks only one thing from the civilized world—that

he be left alone. And that is the one thing which probably will not be granted

him.
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HOW THE DUKE OF ABRUZZI. WHO NEARLYFOUND THE POLE. CLIMBED THE HIMALAYAS.
Details of the Himalayan trip in 1909 of the Duke of Abnizzl, whose ro-

TZ:tf" ^'"" "" ""'' "''•^" °' '" 9°«' ^"ows this our™"to have been the greatest mountaineering feat of the times. He reached .height of 24.500 feet above sea level,_this after a dangerous and tl rintjourney at the head of a !arge party.
"innin},

=,„hI5"a''"!"
'"'', ^'''"'^ ^'" '"^"'"g'"»''^<' fT his moumaineering work

sou?h't\f \"P'r'?' '' """• ""= ''''°"^= " "^^ f-"' -">< of 'hose whosought the north pole. In 1900 he led an e.xpedition to latitude 86 degrees «m-nutes, breakmg Nansen's record by about 23 miles. Abru^zi establLed' hi^

tt Pole H^n.™ '^; "°^"-''°- "f F""^ Jo-'P'- Land, 480 miles fron,

fronule b,^e
^ Tl " "" ^'" "^''^ '" '^ '"'y^- ^he party started

LrTh t T u™''^
-'5' '^- ^'°'^"' ^'"''^ ^"'l bitter cold proved a

hick . JT '" '"' "'"'^ f"™«^"^- °" '*"^'' ^^' '"^^^ t"^" w"e sentback to establish communication with the base of supplies; but these men were

n« ofT'"H . f'"• ?" """^'"^ ""'"''^ ^ ^^^^'="' 33 "linutes, a short-age of food and the condition of the men made it necessary ,0 turn back.Abruzzi left a cylinder containing a record of the expedition at this point, the
farthest north up to that time.

Details of the duke's adventurous trip to the Himalaya Mountains, during
which he reached the greatest height ever attained on this earth by man. were
published m the Corrie.e della Sera of Milan. Thev were obtained by a rep-
resentative of that paper, who boarded the steamer on which the duke was re-
turning to Italy at Port Said, proceeding from there with the roval mountaineer
and his companions to Marseilles. Abruzzi himself gave no description of the
momentous trip. Though always courteous, according to the Italian newspa-
per inan, his silence is absolutely impenetrable. But from his comrades the lat-
ter obtained an interesting narrative of tlie expedition, irom its beginning last
spring to the accomplishment of the record-breaking feat of its intrepid leader
on Bride Peak, in the Himalayas, on July 17, 1909.
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LEFT MARSEILLES IN MARCH.

The expedition started from Marseilles on March 26 on Ae same Penin-

sular and Oriental steamer that brought it back two wee'. ; before to that port.

In addition to the duke himself, it consisted of Marquis Negrotto-Cambiaso,

Abraizi's aide; Vittorio Sella, a well-known photographer; Doctor De Filippi,

and several Swiss guides, who had already been the companions of the duke

on former mountain-staling exploits. Negrotto, never having had any expe-

rience in mountain climbing, feared at first that he would be more of a hin-

drance than a help, but Abruzzi, who knew him evidently better than he knew

himself, insisted that he form part of the expedition.

Sella, on the other hand, had been accustomed since early manhood to brav-

ing all sorts of perils in quest of photographs of mountain scenes. He was

already acquainted, not only with the Alps and the Caucasus, but with the Him-

alayas themselves, the goal of Abruzzi's efforts. De Filippi, likewise, was al-

ready an expert Alpine climber.

EQUIPMENT OF THE BEST.

Fully two months before starting for India the duke had busied "imself

making complete preparations. He had made tvo trips to England for • pur-

pose of providing all the necessary equipment. As a result of this fori ght the

equipment was of the very best, including, among other things, thre» different

kinds of tents—those used in tropical countries, large and comfortable, but

rather difficult to transport; Whymper tents, holding three people, and Mum-

mery tents, very small, holding one person. There were al!» 60 cases, each

containing all the necessaries for one day for 12 perspiis—everything, from

tobacco to marmalade, from preserv-d 1 .eat to a stock of oil for the special

stoves provided by Abruzzi similar to those used on polar expeditions. The

members of the expedition -re also provided with sleeping bags, of three

thicknesses each; the first of goatskin, the second of feathers, the third, or out-

side one, of camel's fur.

On April 9 the expedition arrived at Bombay, proceeding on that same day

by rail to Rawalpindi, which was reached on the 12th.

ESCORTED BY YOUNGHUSBAND.

There an entire day was spent in getting the impedimenta of the party in

traveling order. The Utter was sent on to Shrinagar in queer two-wheeled
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native vehicl« drawn by pon!« ami called "ekka.." The duke and hi. com-
paraon, preceded these in European landaus, the local authorities having ad-

™?,!?^, M™"" '^S
""""""'y ""^ '"' P^"*"?" tmnsportation. un-

2ni
'"*;"«"'' ^"''^^ °' 'he house of Savoy. But it wol have been

almost as well for the duke to have gone ,0 Shrinagar on foot, as the old ve-
hides made the journey very slowly and with such extreme difficulty that they

pulce b "ro
^""*^" '" ' P'"'*"' '=°"''"i°n. with some of their wheels held in

At Shrinagar the Italians waited from April 17 until the 23d. the delay
being caused by the ekkas containing the baggage, which too-c their time on
tne road from Rawalpindi.

Finally they embarked in boats on one of the canals which have given Shrin-
agar the name of the "Venice of India," and proceeded to a village at the head
of navigation of the canal, being escorted to that point by Sir Francis Young-
husband, British Resident of Cashmere, famous as the man who entered the
sacred Tibetan city of Lhassa at the head of British troops some years ago In
addition to this he had traversed the Himalayas twice and made several jour-
neys through lands unknown before to white men, hence his interest in Abruz-a s contemplated feats was of the keenest.

AN ARMY OF 250.

After the farewells on April 24 to Sir Francis and to the wife of Dr De
Filippi, who turned back to await her husband's return at Shrinagar the'dif-
ficult.es of the expedition began. The Italians were now accompanied by long
hues of native porters carrying the baggage. Some of this was loaded on
pomes, too, but many of the latter had to be abandoned along the way. In
their place additional porters, natives of Cashmere, were collected from the
neighboring valleys, until finally their total number of natives was 250 At the
head of this small army marched the duke and his companions

As they traversed the valley of the Sind they encoumered deep snow every-
where, which, being frtsli, made the danger of avalanches imminent The ex-
ped'tion could advance with safety only early in the morning, or late at night,
by the light of lanterns. After several days of this arduous marching the duke
and his comrades reached the junction of the Dras and the Indus, proceedine
from there to Skardo. the capital of Baltistan.

TTiey were already at an altitude of 6,500 feet. Leaving Skardo on May
9 and following the valley of Braldon. partly on foot, partly on ponies, they
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arrived on the :4th at Askole, last inhabited village of the valley nearly 10,000

feet above the sea.

Hereabouts was the easiest part of the journey. The valley was free from

snow, covered with flowering trees, filled with pretty fields. Nevertheless, it

had some difficult paths, traversed by rivers and mountain orrents, over which

the expedition had often to pass on primitive rope bridges, some extremely long

It frequently took two or three hours to <'.i< ilii- entire expedition over one of

the bridges, as the construction is so frail a. u, allow at most two or three men

to cross at a time.

THE B.\SE ESTABLISHED.

The first experie, j on a bridge of this sort. Marquis Njgrotto told the

Italian reporter, i.« not pleasant. To begin with, it oscillates frightfully. The

water brnepth. i.e added, seems to be motionless, while the traveler, on the

other ham .; ;ems to be flying through the air, driven along by the wind in an

impetuoua and fantastic career.

Of these wild scenes the intrepid Sella took many photographs, climbing

frequently in order to take them to all sorts of perilous vantage points.

At Askole about 100 additional porters joined the expedition for the pur-

pose of carrying the provisions for the other porters and of driving to the ex-

pedition's base at the head of tlie Baltoro glacier a small herd of cattle and

sheep in order that fresh meat and milk might be available.

On May 18 the base was established at Rdokass, on a grassy spur extend-

ing over iht glacier at a height of 13,000 feet. From that time on it served as

a supply station for the duke in his advance over the glacier to the lofty peaks

which he had resolved to scale.

K 2 IN ITS M.-\JESTY.

On the 2 1 St he set out from Rdokass, leaving behind the majority of the na-

tives to act as guards over the greater part of the provisions and baggage,

which were in charge of an Englishman. Abruzzi and his companions marched

for four days through the imposing solitude of the glacier, crossing spur after

spur, until, on the 25th, after having averaged nearly 10 miles a day, they

found themselves at the foot of the immense peak known as K 2, where they

encamped and rested all night.

Here the work began in earnest.

The 26th of May dawned, livid with dense fog, which floated over the grim

t >
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rocks and over the fields of snow, on which no human being had c , footThe thermometer registered to below «ro. Now ami .hen the sh. ,. .; ,,, mistwould be blown as,de, revealing immense piles of rock, buried in e.ernllT
«e.iimg y stretchmg upward i,„o the infinite. Already the <luke was at an al-

Itahan Alps. He and h>s brave troop, standing i„ silence at the foot of thePgantic mountam, waited for the mists to clear an<l reveal to them the coveted

At last, after several hours of waiting, the mist disappeared. K 2 appearedm all ,ts majesty. Abru.zi decided to devote some time exploring the^ky
baseof the mountain. Its slopes, he surmised, were so steep as to renderTva'
lanches wellnigh inevitable.

The expedition was split up into small parties, which began to explore the

acked. Wtth two gu.des the duke left his companions and spent four days^mg to discover a way up the huge mountain. In the course of his inves.l
g^tiot^s he scaled two ne.ghboring peaks, both about 20,000 feet high andvstted the western part of the great glacier, hitherto unexplored, and theeastern part visited previously by Guilermood.

The result of his four days' work was to convince him absolutely that K 2

Z^T'h '.rfL"°
"'"" ^^^' """''' •"= "•Kht P"t forth .0 attain its

su.nm,t. Hence the duke retraced his steps ,0 the base of supplies at the headof the glacier, where, throughout the month of June, the members of the ex-
pedition devoted themselves to topographical and photographic work around
the mountain and the adjacent country.

ASCENT OF THE PEAK.
At the end of June the little troop again took the road along the glacier

«nd climbed to the summit of the Windigab, 20,000 feet above the sea in order
10 learn from there whether it would be possible to work downward into Little
Thibet, where there are regions little known or entirely unexplored. They
found that such 3 descent would be possible only without baggage hence itwould be merely a hunting trip, which the duke resolved not to make

Instead he turned his attention to the Cho^olisa or Bride Peak Disao
pointed in his desire to ascend K 2, he made up his mind that he would not be
foiled a second time.

The weather was very variable; perfectly clear days alternating with the
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thickest mists. The marches became extremely arduous. Already the thin at-

mosphere which the members of the expedition had been breathing for many
days began to show its depressing effects. Work which under other conditions

would have been quite normal was accomplished now with three times the

amount of effort that would ordinarily have been expended on it. The duke's

companions began to lose their appetites, to feel disgust at the unchanging diet

of canned meat, to snatch only brief and troubled naps. Abruzzi himself, how-

ever, seemed to keep all his powers intact. At meals his appetite was unim-

paired ; his periods of sleep continued to be long and refreshing.

The duke and his three companions. Marquis Negrotto, Sella and De Fi-

lippi, reached the foot of Bride Peak together. Negrotto and De Filippi re-

mained there in order to make botanical investigations in the neighborhood

and do topographical work. Sella, after a little climbing, turned back toward

Rokass in order to take a panoramic view of the Mustag chain of mountains.

HIS SUPREME EFFORT.

As for the duke himself, he began with his three guides the ascent of the

mountain, choosing as his starting point a camp located at a height of about

21,000 feet high.

The weather, which was very cloudy, compelled him to stay there for

several days; but just as soon as the mists began to clear he ascended in two
successive days' marches to a point nearly 2,000 feet higher up. From there

some of the guides who had followed him thus far and who had been aWe to

carry with them tents and provisions sufficient only for four persons returned

to the camp situated near the base of the mountain.

The duke remained where he was one whole day. At dawn of the next, July

17, he began his ascent once again toward the peak.

He was making his supreme effort.

At II in the morning he had managed to get somewhere more than 1,200

feet higher. He now stood 24,000 feet above the sea. With him were three

guides—Petigax and two named Brocherel. The mist had become so dense

that further progress seemed out of the question. The four men, exposed at

any instant to annihilation from falling masses of snow, shut themselves up in

their shelters, waiting patiently on the perilous slope.

They waited until 3 in the afternoon. The mist became constantly thicker

and thicker. The three mountaineers, without a word, turned their eyes on

the duke.

It.' 1
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Once more he gazed upward at the peak, which seemed to be eluding him
as It lay m his very grasp. Then he took counsel with the three guides.

To climb any higher was impossible, they maintained. A few steps away
not a thmg was visible. The entire mountain seemed enveloped in gray cold
air. Man was obliged to yield before the invincible hostility, the insurmount-
able veto of nature.

For the last time the duke looked toward the peak.
"Let us descend," he then said, in a quiet voice.

A single march brought the four men to the camp established over 3 000
feet below. They were still four days' march distant from Footstool, at' the
base of Bride Peak, where the other Italians were encamped.

There, ten days after he had departed, the latter saw the duke unexpectedly
reappear with hib hree guides.

"Well, your Highness?" they asked eagerly.
"Three hundred and eight, jy the barometer," he replied.
That was equivalent, according to the calculations made with the instru-

ments which he had taken with him, to 7,500 meters, or about 24,565 feet
Luigil Amedo of Savoy, Duke of the Abruza, had broken the world's

record for mountain climbing.

PREPARATIONS FOR RETURN.

At once preparations were made for the return of the expedition On
August 12 it was already back at Shrinagar, having taken from Askoue a route
different from that chosen before. It led the duke and his companions over the
Skoro, where, after so many miles of grim snow-covered rocks, they saw again
a beautiful flowery valley which seemed to them the abode of eternal spring

It was like a return to life. As they descended this valley, headed once
more toward Skardo, not only De Filippi, the botanist of the party, but all of
Its other members were soon carrying, in their buttonholes and in their hands,
great bouquets of myosotis, gentians, edelweiss, arfd other flowers.

From Skardo, instead of again traversing the Zoji-la, by which he had
traveled previously, the duke headed for the valley of the Geosai, through
which the expedition made its way back to Shrinagar. There they were met by
Sir Francis Younghusband once more, and De Filippi found his wife, who had
awaited him thjough all the weeks that he had been lost in the snowy fastnesses
of the Himalayas. For two days the British Resident entertained Abruzzi and
his companions at his summer home of Gulmarg. Then, after short visits to

^11 .:
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Delhi and Agra, where he saw the old ruins of the time of the Moguls, they

reached Bombay on August 25. On the 28th the P. & O. liner Oceana bore

them out of Bombay harbor toward Europe.

All this was told to the Italian newspaper man mainly by the Marquis Ne-

grotto and Sella, the photographer. As for the taciturn duke, he spent most

of the days of the sea journey writing in the music room of the steamer, or

else stretched out on his deck chair. Even when he took a walk on deck with

the Marquis or another of his friends, he scarcely spoke at all. His eyes, says

the Italian, see-ned fixed on something far away, as if planning new expeditions

to remote parts of the world.

FRUITS OF THE EXPEDITION.

According to Marquis Negrotto, the duke will be occupied for some time in

getting into shape the great mass of scientific and other data collected during

the course of their journey by himself and those who accompanied him. The

most important part of these are the combined topographical and photographic

records, in which both the duke and Negrotto were much interested before

their departure. At that time they elaborated the combination of photographic

and topographical work under the direction of Signor Paganini, of the Geo-

graphical Military Institute of Florence, the inventor of the photographic the-

odolite, who was the first, by means of this system, to obtain exact descriptions

of Monte Rosa, Mont Cenis and other Alpine peaks. The system, however,

h.id never been used before at such altitudes as those attained by the Abruzzi

on his Himalayan journey.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

MARVELS OF THE NORTH. AS TOLD BY NANSEN.
In an earlier chapter some account was given of Fridtinf v=„.. •

drifting expedition in 1891. Since Dr nJZ PJ '*" ' ^"^^

evening, but we do not fpcl it ,-nM -r„j . .

ucgrees ot irost this

nopar^^iar <iriHrZu:Xllt'oi:':T^^^^^^^ ''-"

latitude. I wandered about over the floe to^Trds even
" '"f1'°

""•"

wonderfully beautiful can exist than the ArctS IM H , J"^
"""'

music, a far-away, long-drawn-out melody oT muted strines is "tl T°'beauty high, and delicate, and pure like this niJhV? r . u T '"'^ '

and it is no longer so beautiful The skvill,
^"^^'" ~'"-

the zenith <,hJ:^r. A
' "' '"y '5 '''e an enormous cupola, blue at

edges '

^ '"'° ^''*"' ^"^ "'^" '"'° 'i'^'= and violet at thi
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'T'^f'
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back-ground. Presently the aurora borealis shakes over the vault of heaven
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its veil of glittering silver—changing now to yellow, now to green, now to

red. It spreads, it contracts again, in restless change; next it breaks into

waving, many-folded bands of shining silver, over which shoot billows of

glittering rays, and then the glory vanishes. Presently it shimmers in tongues

of flame over the very zenith, and then again it shoots a bright ray right up
from the horizon, until the whole melts away in the moonlight, and it is as

though one heard the sigh of a departing spirit. Here and there are left a

few waving streamers of light, vague as a foreboding—they are the dust

from the aurora's glittering cloak. But row it is growing again ; now light-

nings shoot, and the endless game begins afresh. And all the time this utter

stillness, impressive as the symphony of infinitude. I have never been able to

grasp the fact that this earth will some day be spent and desolate and empty.

To what end, in that case, all this beauty, with not a creature to rejoice in it ?

Now I begin to divine it. This is the coming earth—here are beauty and
death. But to what purpose? Ah, what is the purpose of all these spheres?

Read the answer, if you can, in the starry blue firmament."

At another point Nansen's journal says:

AURORA BOREALIS BY DAY.

%•'

"Thursday, November 2d. The temperature keeps at about 22 degrees

below zero (—30 degrees C. ) now ; but it does not feel very cold, the air is

so still. We can see the aurora borealis in the day-time too. I saw a very

remarkable display ot it about 3 this afternoon. On the southwestern horizon

lay the glow of the sun ; in front of it light clouds were swept together—like

a cloud of dust rising above a distant troop of riders. Then dark streamers

of gauze seemed to stretch from the dust-cloud up over the sky, as if it came
from the sun, or perhaps rather as if the sun were sucking it in to itself from

the whole sky. It was only in the southwest. that these streamers were dark;

a little higher up, farther from the sun-glow, they grew white and shining,

like fine, glistening silver gauze. They spread over the vault of heaven above

us, and right away towards the north. They certainly resembled aurora

borealis; but perhaps they might be only light vapors hovering high up in the

sky and catching the sunlight? I stood long looking at them. They were

singularly still, but they were northern lights, changing gradually in the south-

west into dark cloud-streamers, and ending in the dust-cloud over the sun.

Hansen saw them too, later, when it was dark. There was no doubt of
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their nature. His impression was thai the aurora borealis sprea.l fn,n, the

ro™;."'
"*°"^ ™"" °' ''"™" ""^-^ ""-• -^'I^^ "" the'inner skiu of

A RACE THAT FAILED.

^TrrJlf ""^ '"'"'"'"•'• '""'<^'' °f' ""<• '''=^«"'e'l with flass

,n sir TH
""""'' "' P"-^-^^^-. ""-t^-d and properly grad ate 1n s,ze. The expectation was great; but it turned out that, from excess etranmg dunng the few last days, the whole crew were so stiff in he 1 ^

ir, hr '.7,?,"°' f^'
'° ""'™- ^' ^°' "" P"-' •"' 'he same. 0™e manwasblmd olded, and he decided who was to have each cake as it was ^im dat. This just arrangement met with general approbation, and we all thouehtt a_P>easanter way of getting the prizes than running h;if a mile for it

.I,- 1, '! ^ ^^ ™" ™''^- "°*^ "^^ ''='y^ ''•'-'g past! I work read
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"TreaTofi- Ht' r""^ " '' " '"^ '™* °^ ^ "'^^'^ «-" 'o « 'as streams of hght through the dark blue of heaven-never at peace rest-

by the dream-glow yonder m the west, where the moon's thin, pale, silver

riow II IT"^ "' T' T ""= '''°°''' ="" "> ^o"' '^ •'0™-= beyond theglow to the sun, so far off now-and to the home-coming! Our task ac-comphshed, we are making our way up the fjord as fast as sail and steam

a'^nd ZI T . *T ^'1" °' "^ "" ''™^'='"'' "" -'""^ - <he sun;

riJ^ .. •
-l^'

f"ffermgs of a thousand days and hours melt into

7 » 'nexpresstble joy. Ugh ! that was a bitter gust-I jump up and
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"", '

t'""'"'
="""' '" '" >'" '""" ""= g°al-hu„drcdsand hundreds of miles between us, ice and land and ice again. And we aredriftmg round and round in a ring, bewildered, attaining nothing onlywaitmg, always waiting, for what? ^' ^
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" '1 dreamt I lay on a grassy bank,

And the sun shone warm and clear;

I wakened on a desert isle,

And the sky was black and drear.'

"One more look at the star of home, the one that stood that evening
over Cape Chelyuskin, and I creep on board, where the windmill is turning
in the cold wind, and electric light is streaming out from the skylight upon
the icy desolation of the Arctic night."

Other poetic descriptive passages are these:

MATCHLESS BEAUTY OF NORTHERN LIGHTS.

"I went on deck this evening in rather a gloomy frame of mind, but was
nailed to the spot the moment I got outside. There is the supernatural for
you—the northern lights flashing in matchless power and beauty over the
sky in all the colors of the rainbow I Seldom or never have I seen the colors
so brilliant. The prevailing one at first was yellow, but that gradually
flickered over into green, and then a sparkling ruby-red began to show at
the bottom of the rays on the under side of the arch, soon spreading over
the whole arch. And now from the far-away western horizon a fiery serpent
writhed itself up over the sky, shining brighter and brighter as it came.
It split into three, all brilliantly glittering. Then the colors changed. The
serpent to the south turned almost ruby-red, with spots of yellow; the one
in the middle, yellow; and the one to the north, greenish-white. Sheaves of
rays swept along the side of the serpents driven through the ether-like waves
before a storm-wind. They sway backward and forward, now strong, now
fainter again. The serpents reached and passed the zenith. Though I was
thinly dressed and shivering with cold, I could not tear myself away till the
spectacle was over, and only a faintly glowing fiery serpent near the western
horizon showed where it had begun. When I came on deck later the masses
of light had passed northward and spread themselves in complete arches over
the northern sky. If one wants to read mystic meanings into the phenomena
of nature, here, surely, is the opportunity.

THE WHOLE SKY ABLAZE.

"Later in the evening Hansen came down to give notice of what really
was a remarkable appearance of aurora borealis. The deck was brightly
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wide open to the spring air and sun, and the dust of winter is blown away;
a time when one can no longer sit still, but must perforce go out-of-doors to

iniiale the perfume of wood and field and fresh-Uug earth, and behold the

fjord, free from ice, sparkling in the sunlight. What an inexhaustible fund

of the awakening joys of nature does that worJ April contain 1 But here

—

here that is not to be found. True, the sun shines long and bright, but its

beams fall not on forest or mountain or meadow, but only on the dazzling

whiteness of the fresh-fallen snow. Scarcely docs it entice one out from

one's winter retreat. This is not the time of revolutions here. If they come
at all, they will come much later. The days roll on uniformly and monot-

onously; here I sit, and feel no touch of the restless longings of the spriiig,

and shut myself up in the snail-shell of my studies.

"Day after day I dive down into the world of the microscope, forgetful

of time and surroundings. Now and then, indeed, I may make a little excur-

sion from darkness to light—the day beams around me, and my soul opens

a tiny loophole for light and courage to enter in—and then down, down into

the darkness, and to work once more. Before turning in for the night I

must go on deck. A little while ago the daylight would by this time have

vanished, a few solitary stars would have been faintly twinkling, while the

pale moon shone over the ice. But now even this has come to an end. The
sun no longer sinks beneath the icy horizon ; it is continual day. I gaze into

the far distance, far over the barren plain of snow, a boundless, silent, and
lifeless mass of ice in imperceptible motion. No sound can be heard save the

faint murmur of the air through the rigging, or per!nps far away the low
rumble of racking ice. In the midst of this empty waste of white there

is but one little dark spot, and that is the Fram.

"But beneath this crust, hundreds of fathoms down, there teems a wor'

of checkered life in all its changing forms, a world of the same compositioi

IS ours, with the same instinct- the same sorrows, and also, no doubt, the

same joys; everywhere the same struggle for existence. So it ever is. If

we penetrate within even the hardest shell we come upon the pulsations of

life, however thick tht crust may be.

THE HARMONIES OF NATURE.

"I seem to be sitting here in solitude listening to the music of one of

Nature's mighty harp-strings. Her grand symphonies peal forth through

the endless ages of the universe, now in the tumultuous whirl of busy life,
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no easy matter to get it out ngain. After pondering over it for several days,

I have finally discovered that the intiucnce of the moon on the sea must
be sufficient to cause a shifting of the Pole to the extent of one minute in

800,000 years. In order to account for the European Glacial Age, which
was my main object, I must shift the Pole at least ten or twenty degrees.

This leaves an uncomfortably wide interval of time since that period, and
shows that the human race must have attained a respectable age. Of course,

it is all nonsense. But while I am indefa'igably tramping the deck in a
brown study, imagining myself no end of a great thinker, I suddenly dis-

cover that my thoughts are at home, where all is summer and loveliness, and
those I have left are busy building castles in the air for the day when I shall

return. Yes, yes. I spend rather too much time on this sort of thing; but

the drift goes as slowly as ever, and the wind, the all-powerful wind, is still

the same. The first thing my eyes look for when I set foot on deck in the

morning is the weather-cock on the mizzen-top, to see how the wind lies;

thither they are forever straying during the whole day, and there again they

rest the last thing before I turn in. But it ever points in the same direction,'

west and southwest, and we drift now quicker, now more slowly westward,
and only a little to the north. I have no doubt now about the success of the

expedition, and my miscalculation was not so great, after all; but I scarcely

think we shall drift higher than 85 degrees, even if we do that. It will

depend on how far Franz Josef Land extends to the north. In that case it

will be hard to give up reaching the Pole ; it is in reality a mere matter of
vanity, merely child's play, in comparison with what >ve are doing and hoping
to do; and yet I must confess that I am foolish enough to want to take in

the Pole while I am about it, and shall probably have a try at it if we get

into its neighborhood within any reasonable time.

FCXJS AND HOAR-FROST.

"This is a mild May; the temperature has been about zero several times
of late, and one can walk up and down and almost imagine one's self at home.
There is seldom more than a few degrees of cold; but the summer fogs are

beginning, with occasional hoar-frost. As a rule, however, the sky, with its

light, fleeting clouds, is almost like a spring .sky in the south.

"We notice, too, that it has become milder on board; we no longer need
to light a fire in the stove to make ourselves warm and cozy ; though, indeed,

we have never indulged in much luxury in this respect. In the store-room
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Ihe rime frost an.l ice tliat Im.l settled on the ceiling and walls arc beginning
to melt; and in the compartments astern of the saluun, and in ihe hold ivc
have been obliged t,. ^il about a grand cleaning-up, .craping off and snxep-
mgaway the ice and rime, to save our provisions from taking harm, through
the damp pcnetratmg the wrappings and rusting holes in the .in cases We
have, moreover, for a long time kept the hatchways in the hold open, so that
there has been a th.)rough draught through it. and a good deal of the rime
has evaporate.1. It is remarkal)le how little damp we have on teard No
doubt this IS due to the Fram's solid construction, and to the deck over the
hol<l lH.-,ng paneled on the under side. I am getting fonder and fonder of
this ship

MYSTERY OF THE 1 ROZEX XORTH.
"Sunday, November nth. I am pursuing my studies as usual day after

day; and they lure me, too, deeper and deeper into the insoluble mystery
that lies behind all these inqniries. X.-,y! why keep revolving i„ ihis fruit-
less circuit of thought? Belter go out into the winter night. The moon is
up, great and yellow and placid; the stars are twinkling overhead through
the drifting snow-,lust. . . . \\|,y not n.ck yourself into a winter
night's dream filled with memories of summer?

"Ugh, no! The wind is howling loo shrillv over the barren ice-plains'
there arc 33 degrees of cold, and summer, with its (lowers, is far. far away'
I would give a year of my life to hold thti.i in my embrace; they loom so
far off in the distance, as if 1 should never come Irack to them.

"But lie northern ligliis. with their elcrnallv shifting loveliness flame
over the heavens each day and each night. Look at them ; drink Jan and
drmk hope from them; they are even as the aspiring soul of man Rest-
less as it. they will wreathe the whole vault of heaven with their glitterin-
fleeting light, surpassing all else in ihcir wild loveliness, fairer than even the
blush of dawn; but. whirling idly thr.uigh empty space. Ihey Ixar no mes-
sage of a coming day. The sailor steers Iiis course by a star Could you but
concentrate yourselves, you too, O northern lights, might lend vour aid to
guide the wildered wanderer! But dance on, and let me cnjny you ; stretch a
bridge across the gulf between the present and the lime to come, and let me
dream far, far ahead into the future.

"O thou mysterious radiance! what an thou, nnd whence comest tho«?
Yet why ask? Is it not enough to admire thy beauty and pause there?

Sf
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Can we at best get beyond the outward show of thinps? What would it

profit even if we could say that it is an electric discharge or currents of
electricity through the upper regions of the air, and were able to describe in
minutest detail how it all came to lie? It wouKl be mere words. We know
no more what an electric current really is than what the aurora borealis is.

Happy is the child. . . . We, with all our views and theories, are not iti

the last analysis a hair's-breadth nearer the truth than it.

ROAR OF PACKING ICE.

"Tuesday, November 13th. Thermometer —38 degrees C, (—36.4
degrees Fahr.). The ice is packing in several quarters during the day, and
the roar is pretty loud, now that the ice has become colder. It can be heard
from afar—a strange roar, which would sound uncanny to any one who did
not know what it was.

"A delightful snow-shoe run in the light of the full moon. Is life a
vale of tears ? Is it such a deplorable fate to dash off like the wind, with all

the dogs skipping around one, over tile Iwundlcss e.\panse of ice, through
a night like this, in the fresh, crackling frost, while the snow-shoes glide
over the smooth surface, so that you scarcely know you are torching the
earth, and the stars hang high in tlie blue vault above? This is more, in-

deed, than one has any right to expect of life; it is a fairy tale from another
world, from a life to come.

"And then to return home to one's cozy study-cabin, kindle the stove,
light the lamp, fill a pipe, stretch one's self on the sofa, and send dreams out
into the world with the curling clouds of smoke—is that a dire infliction?

Thus I catch myself sitting staring at the fire for hours together, dreaming
myself away—a useful way of employing the time. But a; least it makes it

slip unnoticed by, until the dreams are swept away in an ice-blast of reality,

and I sit here in the midst of desolation, and nervously set to work again.
"Wednesday, November 14th. How marvelous are those snow-shoe

runs through this silent nature I The ice-fields stretch all around, bathed in
the silver moonlight; here and there dark cold shadows project from the
hummocks, whose sides faintly reflect the twilight. Far, far out a dark line

marks the horizon, formed by the packed-up ice, over it a shimmer of silvery
vapor, and above all the boundless deep-blue, starry sky, where the full moon
sails through the ether. But in the south is a faint glimmer of day low down
of a dark, glowing red hue, and higher up a clear yellow and pale-green
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airh, that loses itself in the hh.c alx.vc. The whrl. „ -Its into a pure har-
mony, one ami in.lcscribnhlc. At times one longs i„ bo able to translate
iuch scenes into music. What mighty chords one would require to interpret
them I

*^

'i'i 'i
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OLD GLORY NAILED TO THE POLE.

"Silent, oh, so silent
!
You can hear the vibrations of your own nerves.

I seem as if I v.e-e gliding over and over tliese plains into infinite space.
Is this not an imajre of what is to come? Eternity and ptace are here.
Nirvana must be cold and bright as such an eternal star-night. What are all
our research and u 'i-rstanding in the midst of this infinity?"

nm
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

DR. NANSEN AS A MIGHTY NIMROD.

Some of the most grapliic stories of hunting in the Arctic are from Dr.
Hansen's pen. He himself was the best shot and the most tireless game-
stalker of those on the Frjm; and he could write about it afterward with the
touch of an artist.

Describing the pursuit and bagging of some reindeer, he writes

:

"On Sunday, August 20th, we had, for us, uncommonly fine weather-
blue sea. brilliant sunshine, and light wind, still from the northeast. In the
afternoon we ran into the Kjellman Islands. These we could recognize from
their position on Nordenskiold's map, but south of them we found many
Islands, like rocks that have been ground smooth by the glaciers of the Ice
unknown ones. They all had smoothly rounded forms, these Kjellman
Age. The Fram anchored on the north side of the largest of them, and
while the boiler was being refitted, some of us went a ^ ; in the evening
for some shooting. We had not left the ship when the ma:e, from the crow's
nest, caught hi^.A of reindeer. At once we were all agog; ev.-ry one wanted
logo ashore, and the mate was quite beside l-.imself with the hunter's fever,
his eyes as big as saucers, and hisjiands trembling as though he were drunk!
Not until we were in the boat had we time to look seriously for the mate's
reindeer. We looked in vain—not a living thing was to be seen in any
direction. Yes—when we were close inshore we at last described a large
flock of geese waddling upward from the beach. We were base enough to
let a conjecture escape us that these were the mate'.s reindeer—a suspicion
which he at fiist rejected with contempt. Gradually, hovtver. his confidence
oozed away. But it is possible to do an injustice even to a mate. The first

thing I saw when I sprang ashore was old reindeer tracks. The mate had
now the laugli on his side, ran from track to track, and swore that it was
the reindeer he had seen.

GETTING TO LEEWARD OF THE DEER.

"When we got up on to the first height we sa'v several reindeer on flat

ground to the south of us; but, the wind being from the north, we had to
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go back and make our way south along the shore till we got to leeward of
them. The only one who did not approve of this plan was the mate, who was
in a state of feverish eagerness to rush straight at some reindeer he thought
he had seen to the east, which, of course, was an absolutely certain way to
clear the field of every one of them. He asked and received permission to
remain behind with Hansen, who was to take a magnetic observation; but
had to promise not to move till he got the order.

"On the way along the shore we passed one great flock of geese after
another; they stretched their necks and waddled aside a little until we were
quite near, and only then took flight; but we had no time to waste on such
small game. A little farther on we caught sight of one or two reindeer we
had not noticed before. We could easily have stalked them, but were afraid
of getting to windward of the others, which were farther south. At last
we got to leeward of these latter also, but they were grazing on fiat ground,
and it was anything but easy to stalk them—not a hillock, not a stone to hide
behind. The only thing was to form a long line, advance as best we could,
and, if possible, outflank them. In the meantime we had caught sight of
another herd of reindeer farther to the north, but suddenly, to our astonish-
ment, saw them tear o(if across the plain eastward, in all probability startled
by the mate, who had not been able to keep quiet any longer.

THE SEA, QUIET AND BEAUTIFUL.

"A little to the north of the reindeer nearest m there was a hollow,
opening from the shore, from it seemed that it might be possible to get a
shot at them. I went back to try this, while the others kept their places in
the line. As I went down again towards the shore I had the sea before me,
quiet and beautiful. The sun had gone down behind it not long before, and
the sky was glowing in the clear, light night. I had to stand still for a
minute. In the midst of all this beauty, man was doing the work of a beast
of prey! At this moment I saw to the north a dark speck move down the
height where the mate and Hansen ought to be. It divided into two, and
the one moved east, just to the windward of the animals I was to stalk.
They would get the scent immediately and be off. There was nothing for
it but to hurry on, while I rained anything but good wishes on these fellows'
heads. The gully was not so deep as I had expected. Its sides were just
high enough to hide me when I crept on all fours. In the middle were
large stones and clayey gravel, with a little runnel soaking through them.
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The reindeer were still grazing quietly, only now and then raising their

heads to look around. My "cover" got lower and lower, and to the north

I heard the mate. He would presently succeed in setting off my game.
It was imperative to get on quickly, but there was no longer cover enough
for me to advance on hands and knees. My only chance was to wriggle

forward like a snake on my stomach. But in this soft clay—in the bed of

the stream? Yes—meat is too precious on board, and the beast of prey

is too strong in a man. My clothes must be sacrificed; on I crept on my
stomach through the mud. But -^non there was hardly cover enough even for

this. I squeezed myself flat among the stones aii'I ploughed forward like a
drain-cutting machine. And I did make way, if not quickly nd comfortably,

still surely.

"All this time the sky was turning darker and darker red behind' me, and
it was getting more and more dirficult to u-c the sight? of my gun. not to

mention the trouble I had in t-eeping the clay from them and from the muzzle.

The reindeer still grazed quietly on. When they raise'' their head'i to look

round i had to lie as quie' as a mouse, feeling the water trickling (jently

under my stomach; when they began to nibble the moss igain. off i .vent

through the mud. Presently I made the disagreeable (lis. ivery that they

were moving away fr(,m me about as fast as I could move forward, and I

iiad to redouble my exertions. But the darkness was getting worse and worse,
and I had the mate to the north of me, and presently he would start them off.

The outlook was anything but bright eiftieT morally or physically. The
hollow was getting shallower and shallower, so that I iras hardly covered at

all. I squeezed myself stdl deeper into the mud. A turn in the ground
helped me forward tn tile next little height; and now they were right in

front of me, within wnat I should have called easy range if it had been day-
light. I tried to take aan, but could not see the bead on my gun.

THi: PREY MOVE ON AHEAD.

"Man's fate is sometimes hard to bear. My clothes were dripping with
wet clay, and after what seemed to me most meritorious exertions, here I

was at the goal, unable to take advantage of my position. But now the

reinileer moved down into a small depression, I crept forward a little wav
farther as quickly as I could. I was in a splendid position, so far as I could
tell in the dark, but I could not see the bead any better than before. It was
impossible to get nearer, for there was only a smooth slope between us.
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There was no sense in thinking of waiting for light to shoot by. It was not
midnight, and I had that terrible mate to the north of me: besides, the wind
was not to be trusted. I held the rifle up against liie sky to see the bead
clearly, and then lowered it on the reindeer. I did this once, twice thrice
The bead was still far from clear, but, all the same. I thought I might hit
and pulled the trigger. The two deer gave a sudden start, looked round iii

astonishment, and bolted off a little way south. There they stood still again
and at this moment were joined by a third deer, which had been standing
rather farther north. I fired off all the cartridges in tlie m.isazme, and all to
the same good purpose. The creatures started and moved off a little at each
shot and then trotted farther south. Presently they made another halt to
take a long careful look at me; and I dashed off westward as hard as I could
run, to turn them. Now they were off straight in the direction where some
of my comrades ought to be. I expected every moment to hear shots and see;
one or two of the animals fall: but away they ambled southward quite un-
checked. At last, far to the south, crack went a rifle. I could see by the
smoke that it was at too low a range: so iiigh dudgeon I shouldered my
rifle and lounged in the direction of the shot. It was pleasant to see such a
good result for all one's trouble.

"No one was to be seen anywhere. At length I met Sverdrup; it was
he who had fired. Soon Blessing joined us, but all the others had long since
left their posts. While Blessing went b.ack to the boat and his botanizing
box, Sverdrup and I went on to try our luck once more. A little farther
south we came to a valley stretching right across the island. On the farther
side of It we saw a man standing on a hillock, and not far from him a herd
of five or six reindeer. As it never occurred to us to doubt that the man
was m the act of stalking these, we avoided going in that <lircction, and soon
he and his reindeer disappeared to the west. I heard afterwards that he
had never seen the deer. As it was evident that when the reindeer to the
.south of us were startled they would have to come back across this valley,
and as the island at this part was so narrow that we commanded the whole
of It. we determined to take up our posts here and wait. We accordingly
got in the lee of some great boulders, out nf the wind. In front ot Sverdrup
wan a large flock of geese, near the mouth of the stream, close down by the
*ore They kep* up an incessant gahble. and the temptation to have a shot
at them was very great

:
but, considering llie reindeer, we thought it best

to leave them in peace. They gabbled and waddled away down through the
mud and soon took wing.
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WAITING FOR THE QUARRY.
"The time seemed long. At first we listened with all our ears—the rein-

deer must come very soon—and our eyes wandered incessantly backward and
forward along the slope on the other side of the valley. But no reindeei

came, and soon we were having a struggle to keep our eyes open and our

heads up—we had not had much sleep the last few days. They must be com-

ing! We shook ourselves awake, and gave another look along the bank, till

again the eyes softly closed and the heads began to nod. while the chill wind

blew through our wet clothes, and I shivered with cold. This sort of thing

went on for an hour or two, until the sport began to pall on me, and I

scrambled from my shelter along towards Sverdrup, who was enjoying it

about as much as I was. We climbed the slope on the other side of the v.illey,

and were hardly at the top before we saw the horns of six splendid reindeer

on a height in front of us. They were restless, scenting westward, trotting

round in a circle, and then snifiting again. They could not have noticed us

as yet, as the wind was blowing at right angles to the line between them and

us. We stood a long time watching their maneuvers, and waiting their

choice of a direction, but they had apparently great difficulty in making it.

At last off they swung south and east, and off «e went southeast as hard as

we could go, to get across their course before they got scent of us. Sverdrup

had got well ahead, and I saw liim rushing across a flat piece of ground

;

presently he would be at the right place to meet them, I stopped, to be in

readiness to cut them off on the other side if they should face about and make
off northward again. There were six splendid animals, a big buck in front.

They were heading straight for Sverrtnip. who was now crouching down on

the slope. I expected every moment to see the foremost fall. A shot rang

out ! Round wheeled the whole flock like lightning, and back they came at

a gallop. It was my turn now to run with all my might, and off I went over

the stones, down towards the valley we had come from. I only stopped once

or twice to take breath, and to make surf the animals were coming in tin-

direction I had reckoned on—then off again. We were getting near each

other now; they were coming on just where I li.i'l calculated; the thing now
was to be in time for them. T made my long legs go their fastest over the

boulders, and took leaps from stone to stone that would have surprised my-
self at a more sober moment. More than once my foot slipped, and I went

down head first among the boulders, gun and all. But the wild Ijeas* in me
had the upper hand now. The passion of the chase vibrated through every

fibre of my body.
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BULLETS WHISTLE THROUGH AIR.
"We reached the slam of the valley almost at the same time—a leap or

two to get up on some big boulders, and the moment had come— I must
slioot, though the .sliot was a lonj; one When the smoke cleare.l auay I
saw the big buck trailing a broken liind leg. When their leader slopped, tlie
whole flock turned and ran in a ring round tlie poor animal. Thev could not
understand what was happening, and strayed about wildly .vitii the balls
whistlmg round them. Then off they went down the side of the valley
agam, leaving another of their number behind witli a broken leg. I tore
after them, across the valley and up on the other side, in the hope of getting
another shot, but gave that up and turned back to make sure of tlie two
wounded ones. At the bottom of the valley stood one of the victims await-mg Its fate. It looked imploringly at me, and then, just as I was going for-
ward to shoot it, made off much quicker than I could Iiave thought possible
for an ammal on three legs to go. Sure of my shot, of course I missed- and
now began a chase, which ended in the poor beast, blocked in every other
direction, rushing down towards the sea an.l wading into a small lagoon on
the shore, whence I feared it might get right out into the sea. At last it got
Its quietus there in the water. The other one was not far off, and a ball
soon put an end to its sufferings also. As I was proceeding to rip it up Hen-
nksen and Johansen appeared; they had just shot a bear a little farther
south."

Hunting the mighty walrus is described by Dr. Naiisen thus:
"Thursday, September 12th. Henriksen awoke me this morning at 6

with the information that there were several walruses lying on a floe quite
close to us. 'By Jove!' Up I jumped and bad my clothes on in a trice It
was a lovely morning-fine, still weather; the walruses' guffaw sounded over
to us along the clear ice surface. They were lying crowded together on a
floe a httle to landward from us, blue mountains glittering behind them in
the sun. At last the harpoons were sharpcncti, guns and cartridges ready
and Henriksen, Juell, and I set off. There seemed to be a slight breeze from'
the south, so we rowed to the north side of the floe, to get to leeward of the
animals. From time to time their sentry rai.sed his head, but apparently did
not see us. We advanced slowly, and soon we were so near that we had
to row very cautiously. Juell kept us going, while Henrik,sen was ready in
the bow with a harpoon, and I behind !::„i with a gun. The moment the
sentry raised his head the oars stopped, and we stood motionless: when he
sunk \\ again, a few more stroke? hrou^-ht n-: nenrfr

m
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ENORMOUS MASSES OF FLESH.

"Body to body they lay close—packed on a small floe, old and youngs ones
mixed. Enormous masses of flesh they were! Now and again one of the
ladies fanned herself by moving one of her flappers backward and forward
over her body ; then she lay quiet jgain on her back or side. 'Good gracious

!

what a lot of meat I' said Juell, who was cook. More and more cautiously we
drew near. While I sat ready with the gun, Henriksen took a good grip
of the harpoon shaft, and as the boat touched the floe he rose, and off flew

the harpoon. But it struck too high, glanced off the tough hide, and skipped
over the backs of the animals. Now there was a pretty to do! Ten or
twelve great weird faces glared upon us at once ; the colossal creatures twisted

themselves round with incredible celerity, and came waddling with lifted

heads and hollow bellowings to the edge of the ice where we lay. It was
undeniably an imposing sight : but I laid my gun to my shoulder and fired

at one of the biggest heads. The animal staggered, and then fell head fore-

most into the water. Now a ball into another head ; this creature fell too,

but was able to fling itself into the sea. And now the whole herd dashed in,

and we as well as they were hidden in spray. It had all happened in a few
seconds. But up they came again immediately round the boat, the one head
bigger and uglier than the other, their young ones close beside them. They
stood up in the water, bellowed and roared till the air trembled, threw them-
selves forward towards us, then rose up again, and new bellowings filled

the air. Then they rolled over and disappeared with a splash, then bobbed
up again. The water foamed and boiled for yards around—the ice-world

that had been so still before seemed in a moment to have been transformed
into a raging bedlam. Any moment we might e.xpect to have a walrus tusk
of two through the boat, or to be beared up ami capMzed. Something of this

kind was the very least that could happen lifter such a terrible commotion,
But the hurly-burly went on and nuininR came of it. I again ptckeil out my
victims. Tlicy went on Mlowing and grunting like the others, but with
blood streafning from their raomhs and noses, AiKitlier ball, and one tumbled
oyer and f^ T«ed on the water now a ball tn the second, and it did the same.
Henriksen •a? re*h- with the harpoons, and secured them both. One more
was shot: hii: ire r.. n< more harpcM>n>. ami had to strike a seal-hook into

it to liok' ; -n, Tr-t hook slipped, hiiwever. and the animal sank before we
cooM MVT it. Whik we were r wing iiur booty to an ice-floe we were still.

ir-. y&n --^ ihs trssi rd leas. <iUrrOuncfe; by vvairuscs; but there wan no nx
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in shooting any more, for wc had no means of cariying them off. The Fram

alo^^"'"^"^v'
""' °"' '™° °" *"""• -<• - were soon going al^dalong the coast. We saw many walruses in this part. We shot two othersm the anernoon, and could have got m,ny more if we had had time to !par

s^n iJdl'"
""' ™8'"»'hood that Nordenskiold also saw one or'two

HUNTING THE POLAR BEAR.
Bear were ptatifaf in most of the region through which the Fram payed

^riv:^ -•
'" '"' ''-' "'^"«= '^^^- °^ ^--^ '^ '^- ^-iL •

;

n.n""^'
Sverdrap. JuelL and I were sitting in the chart-room in the after-noon sphnng rope ,.,r th. «unding-line. Peter rushed .„ shouting. "A b'a .

a bear! I snatched up my rifle and tore out. 'Where is i.
?' 'There near

t::7ZT ^"^'"="'' '"' " '-'"' ''-'" * '" ' -" '"^^ ="-'To:

"And there it was. big and yellow, snuffing awnv at the tent gear Han-sen, Blessmg. and Johansen were running a. the .Jp „f ,he,r sp^d iowalhe slup. Onto the .e I jumped, and off I wen,, broke through. stuXd
Ir^^M T."*""- , I'"

'^'' '" "" '"^»"'™'^ ^'i ''"™ »"« >g. and tadprobably detemtmed that an iron spade, an ice-staff, an a.xe, some tent-pegand a canvas tent were too indigestible food even for a bear's stomach Anv-how ,t was fo lowmg with mighty strides in the track of the fugitives Itcaugh s,ght of me and Mopped, astonished, as if it were thinking, 'Wha»rt of .nseet can ,k„ be?' T wen, on to w„hin easy range; i, stood si
r.h7 t w"r-

'• '="" " '"^"^'' "^ ''^^ ' «'- -d I gave it a b in the neck. Wuhout moring a limb, it sank slowly to the ict. I now letloose some of the dogs to accustom them to this sort of sport, but they showeda amentab^want of interest in it; and 'Kvik.' on whom all our h^pe nl
very slowly and carefully, with her tail between her legs-a sorry spectacle

ance first. Hansen had today begun to se, up his observatory tent I littleahead of the sh,p on the starboard bow. In the afternoon he got Bless gand Johansen to help him. While they were hard a, work they Lght sigh^of the bear not far from them, just off the bow of the Fram
_

Hush! k^p nuiet. in <-a,. ^e frighten him,' ^s Hansen,
ves, yes. And they crouch together and look at him.
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" 'I think I'd better try to slip on board and announce him,' says Blessing.
" 'I think you should,' says Hansen.

"And off steals Blessing on tiptoe, so as not to frighten the bear. By this

time Bruin has seen and scented them, and comes jogging along, following

his nose, towards them.

BEAR CHASES A HUNTER.

"Hansen now began to ^.et over his fear of startling him. The bear
caught sight of Blessing slinking off to the ship and set after him. Blessing

also was now much less concerned than he had been as to the bear's nerves.

He stopped, uncertain what to do; but a moment's reflection brought him
to the conclusion tliat it was pleasanter to be three than one just then, and
he went back to the others faster than he had gone from them. The bear

followed at a good rate. Hansen did not like the look of things, and thought

the time had come to try a dodge he had seen recommended in a book. He
raised himself to his full height, flung his arms about, and yelled with all the

power of his lungs, ably assisted by the others. But the bear came on quite

undisturbed. The situation was becoming critical. Each snatched up his

weapon—Hansen an ice-staff, Johansen an axe, and Blessing nothing. They
screamed with all their strength, 'Bear! bear!' and set off for the ship as

hard as they could tear. But the bear held on his steady course to the tent,

and examined everything there before (as we have seen) he went after

them.

"It was a lean he-bear. The only thing that was found in its stomach

when it w;is opened was a piece of paper, with the names 'Lutkin and Mohn.'

This was the wrapping paper of a 'ski' light, and had been left by one of us

somewhere on the ice. After this day some of the members of the expedi-

tion would hardly leave the ship without being armed to the teeth."

'Ji-

^'fc-m.*



CHAPTER XL.

DR. HAYES' TERRIBLE BOAT TRIP.

bv nIZ ""'T"'"'"^ '!"= 'oniP^^ive comfort and pleasure experiencedby Nansen anu Ins men, the reader is again directed to the grim horrors ofArcfc trave which after all are the characteristics features, modern method
notwithstandtng^ For peril and the exhibition of fortitude, no history sur

chllt One f .h''"'
™"°^'^.^^P«=''"'™ -- P"tly described in an ea2r

ric ^nrferH? K
^^ """""^ '^''""^ "' "'^' «I«dition was a boat

kL-s shL Th' IT' ""'" °'- ''"'' "^^"' ^"^^°" of 'he Advance,Kanes st«p. The boat journey was for the purpose of getting aid for themen on board the Advance, which was fast in .he ice in the rfgion of lati!

Hon?n„'"ti°"™^.''Tu"
'" ^"^''' '^54. on a small craft called theHope, on which a sa.l had been rigged. The li.tle vessel made fjood progress

after roundmg Cape Hatherton, near Ly.tle.on Island, and the crew we"m fine spints. "when," says Dr. Hayes, "the look-out crie.', 'ice ahead i'

u"u
;' ™''f ""°"S''- ="«"' a ""' before us-a long, wh.te line, againstwhich the surf was breaking.

"Sainsi

we 'Z\ Tfi f"^",
1""!-" ^ ''""'*" °^ ' ""^ °' "• ''°P'"e =>" fh^ 'i™ thatwe should find a lead; but no opening could anywhere be seen The nackwas jammed tight together, and against the southern shore of the bay and

Lyttleton Island and the main land.

"The course of the boat was changed to .he west, and. although the windwas increasing, we determined to run outside the i.and and endeavor toreach the cove from the south; but here, again, «e were headed off; a tongueof the pack stretched up to the north as far as we could -ce. To haul closeon the wind and run up the edge of the ice was out of the question With aless heavily laden boat this could easiL. have been accomplished; but alreadvwe were shipping much water, with the wind on the quarter. Two pointsmore around must swamp us. .\ sea breaking over ll,o gunwale convinced
us of the danger of the attempt, and again the boat was headed south
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"It became now evident that we were in great jeopardy. We had run

down into a bight, with a lee-shore to the east, and ice to the south and west.

We were in tlie bend of a great horseshoe.

"There was no time to get out the oars and pull up to windward; the

boat could not have lived long enough to get her head around to the waves.

The cargo was piled upon the thwarts, and a quarter of an hour would

scarcely have sufficed to clear them. Something must be done and that

quickly. The wind increased in violence, the waves rolled higher and higher.

We could only run down upon the ice and trust to luck. Choosing a point

to the southwest, where the pack looked weakest, we brailed up the mainsail,

took a hasty reef in the foresail, hauled in the jib, and ran for it. John took

the steering oar, Petersen conned the boat from the forecastle, Stephenson

held the sheet, Bonsall stood by the brail of the foresail, and the rest of

us took whatever of boat-hooks and poles we could lay hands on, to 'fend off.'

The boat bounded away.
" 'See any opening, Petersen?' 'No, sir!' An anxious five minutes fol-

lowed. 'I see what looks like a lead: we must try for it.' 'Give the word,

Petersen.' On flew the boat. 'Let her fall off a little—off!—Ease off the

sheet—so—steady!—A little more off—so!—Steady there—steady, as she

goes !' Our skilful pilot was running us through a narrow lead which termi-

nated in a little bight, where the water was, fortunately smooth. We were

beginning to hope that it would carry us through the pack, when he cried

out, 'It's a blind lead!' 'Tight everywhere?' 'I see no opening!' 'There's a

crack to windward.' 'Can't make it—Let go the sheet—brail up—fend

off!' Thump, crash, push. The stem struck fair, and the force of the blow

was broken by the poles. In an instant all hands sprang out upon the floe.

The boat did not appear to have been seriously damaged."

The boat was hauled upon the floe and the party prepared for a terrible

night. They determined, in th"; face of storm and cold, to go to Lyttleton

Island, and they did reach it, only to suffer more tortures. The temperature

was 22 below.

"The water," says Dr. Hayes, "was freezing upon our clothes. We must

either land on the island, or run before the wind down under Cape Ohlsen,

five miles south. This last would carry us too far from our comrades of the

Hope, and we determined to land on the island if possible. Our metallic boat

would stand a good deal of thumping. There were no breakers; but the

swell, which came in from the west, made the sea anything but smooth. With

a wooden boat it would have been dangerous to approach the rocks.
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"The shore Hns steep, almost perpendicular: and it was some time before
we found a place which oflfered the least chance for executing our intention
At length we d.-covered a little cove, or rather a cleft in the rock alH,ul
twenty feet in width and twice as deep. The rocks to the right and behind
were vertical; but the cleft ran off to the left, and tlicre the rcwk slopi.l
gradually upward. If we could strike this inclined plane, by a forliinatc turn
of the boat after entering, we should be landed in safety. The h. ,t was
headed square for the opening, the men gave way on their oars, and we rodem on the top of a swell which, as it retreated, left us high and <lry Next
moment all hands sprang out, and. seizini,' the boat by the gunwale, hauled
her out of danger.

"As we came across the ice. John had discovere.l a wounded duck sitting
behind a hummock, and secured her with an oar. \ fire was kinilled in 1

crevice in the rock; the saucepan was half filled with sea-water, and the four
quarters of the unfortmiale eider were soon toiling in it. The head was
knocked out of the bread-barrel, and eight biscuits were added to the con-
tents of the pot.

"We were too cold and too nearly famisheil to wait wiili much patience,
and the stew was speedily pronounce<l done. Tlates an<l spoons we had none]
so each one handled his share of the duck, and then we took turns with the
lid for the soup.

"This hoi meal warmed us up a little, but with it vanisliod our stock of
comforts. With a cup of coflfee, or e^en tea, we should have made out
very well.

"There was a gloomy prospect fi •• the night, \owhere could we find
protection against the wind, which not only swept in from the sea, but came
furiously down upon us through the rocky gorges. We had not as much as
a blanket to cover us, and the cold gusts blew most cruelly through our water-
soaked cloth coats and canvas pantaloons. We clambered about in the dark-
ness along the rocky ledge, uii.' r a great black wall, hunting in vain for a
lea

;
but no sooner had we found a place whidi seemed to offer us protection,

than the wind shifted. Indeed, -it seemed to blow. 'in one and the same min-
ute, from every quarter of the heavens, north, sinith, east, and west; and
when it could not get at us from either of these directions, it rolled down over
the cliffs and fell upon us like an avalanche. We returned to the place where
we had landed, and erected :\n extempore tent. One end of an oar was
thrust into a crack in tiie rock, ihe otiier end was .supported upon the barrel.

.'i'i

'^;l
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Over this was spread the sail. After securing ihe comers with heavy stones
we crawled in, but we thus obtained only a sorry protection. The wind
came in on every side."

Some of the men found sleep, but Dr. Hayes could not do so. He started
to explore the island for a more protected spot, only to lose sight of the belt
as d^ a comrade who foUowed him. Then two others joined them. Says
Ur. Hayes: '

"I communicated to them my fears respectin,- he party. I sent Godfrey
to watch sea,vard. Bonsall went to the north cape, and I remained in my
old position. The night wore on; daylight came slowly back; the wind died
away to a fresh breeze; the sea was going down; the spray leapt less wildly
yet nothing could we see of the boat.

'

"At length a change of tide brought a change of scene; the ice was setm motion; the pack, which had so closely hugged the land, was loosened-
and It stretched its long amis out over the water to the westward. Broad
leads ran through the body of it. Bonsall's quick eye first detected something
dark moving upon the water. 'I see the boat,' he shouted to me—'Whereaway?'—'Coming down through the in-shore lead.' There she was, with all
sail set bearing directly for the island. By eight o'clock her party brought
up on the south side of our encampment. I counted them as they floated by-
one, two, three, four, five—John was there.

'

"The swell was still too high to permit them to touch the rocks with
their frail boat; we therefore launched the metallic boat, and following them
under oars, pulled around behind Cape Ohlsen. Here was found a snug little
harbor with a shingly beach. The cargo was unshipped, and the boats were
hauled up at half-past eleven o'clock. The sun's slanting rays shone directly
in upon us from tht south; the mercury went up to 28°. Not a breath of air
rippled the water. No surf beat upon the shore. What a contrast to the
tumultuous scenes of yesterdayl From a little stream of melted snow which
trickled down the mountain side, we filled our kettles; the lamp was fired

-

and in an hour and a half the cook had ready for us a good pot of coffee'
and a stew of the young eiders which were left from the day before- to
which were added some pieces of pork, and a young burgomaster gull which
had been shot on the way from Lyttleton Island. While this substantial
breakfast was being eaten, we interchanged our stories of the night's ad-
ventures.

,

"Our friends had had a fearful night. Bad as had been our fortune

m
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theirs was incomparably worse. Soon after wp l^ft tt,,,^ .u
«oes to the north shiJd the.r position; at^fr:: Ih t ^ u'„

H ZT^ubs,ded they were frightfully exposed. Tl,e waves rolled in ul Zfrequently breaking over the floe on which they were, while the sTav flewover them continually. They wrapped the bread-bag in a ,^e e of I„d arubber cloth, and thus kept them tolerably dry; but everythingele becamethorough y soaked,-<lo.hes, buffaloes, and blankets, especlly Thev

fhemlf"Tb"' :"• V™' '°r
'°'"' '"'• "" '"^ -'^^ very soon droLe^

lamn Thev ^ !> T' """' '""''' ""' '^' ^P'^^ exfinguished theiramp. They were th.rty hours without water to drink, and during all tba..rne they tasted nothing warm, their sole provision being cold ^ k andbread. The.r suffermg was great, and our tale sounded tamely eno^h after

tn 7 '^TJT^t^" '"^^ ^' ''"'* '° ''=*'"^'y ^"Po^'-l hi^ We; he 'wantedto ee what had become of them.' He did not see them when he srar^d

After this te-rible experience the Hope once more put to sea, and theparty was lucky enough to find another boat, called "Lnsides," deser edby Kane the year before. The party divided into two crews
"We pulled out from under the land," says the narrator, <'to catch thewmd wh,ch sfl blew lightly from the northeast; and spread ng our ca„va!we gave hree lusty cheers for Upernavik, and stood away for CapeXanier, wh.ch was fourteen miles distant. A watch was set in each boatPeterson took the steering oar of the Hope, John that of the IronsWes andthe rest of the crews crawled under their blankets and buffalo robes

n.
?°°" ^fter our starting, an ominous cloud was observed creeping up theno hern sky. As >t spread itself overhead, the wind freshened and af e

nn d WV H™"^' ! ^''"^"•J""^'^
'"'^ « heavy blow. The white-caps muh"phed behmd us, and everythmg looked suspicious; but whatever might be ourm,sg,vmgs as to the fortune in store for us, out at sea in a storm with ourfraflheavly laden boats, we could do nothing but hold our course, and takethe r,sks._ To run back under the land which we had just left, die not at allaccord with our tastes, nor with the nature of our undertaking. Off the lar-board bow lay a long line of iron-bound coast which offered no sign of aharbor. Come what might, we must keep on, and sink or swim off Cape
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"To be at sea in a snug ship with a decl< under your feet, the wind roar-
ing and the waves breaking about you, is a pleasure, and as the vessel bounds,
forward one scarcely feels that he is not in th-; most secure place in the world-
but It IS qutte a dififerent affair in an open boat twenty feet long

"As we ran out from the land, we obtaine<l a fine view of Hartstene BavThe coast winch bounds it to the north is high and precipitous, trending a
htt e to the north of east, an<l terminating in a large glacier, about twelve
mdes east of CaiK: Ohlsen. The face of this glacier, dimly traceable in the
distance, appeared to be about three miles in extent, sloping backward into an
extenstve mer dc glace. To the south of the glacier the land trends nearly
parallel w.th the north shore for three or four miles, when it falls off to the
south, terminating in another glacier larger than the first, which like it
sweeps back around the base of the mountains into the same glassy sek From
the southern extremity of this glacier the coast runs southwest, presenting
an almost straight line of high vertical, jagged rocks, which end in the noble
headland for which we were steering.

"Although closely watching the sheet, while John steered and Bonsall
and Godfrey slept, I was yet at leisure to enjoy the magnificent scene which
spread itself before me as we approached the cape. A parhelion - in thesky on my right hand, preseming a perfect image of the sun abc.e and a
famt pomt of light on either side. On my left lay the beforementioned line
of coast, Its dark front contrasting grandly with the white sheet of ice a few
miles further back, which seemed to be in the act of pouring down into the sea
from some great inland reservoir.

"In a little while, owing to an accident to the rudder, the boat, no longer
tinder Its control, broached to. The next wave broke amidships and filled usThe air-chambers, which had hitherto made the boat so crank, now saved usfrom sinking. The steersman was knocked down from his seat, and before
he could regain his oar, and bring the boat imo the wind, sea after sea had
broken over us.

"Finding that they were not absolutely drowned, and that nothing worse
could happen than a good ducking, the men returned to their posts, and in
a few minutes the sail was reefed and set, and the boat righted The in-
creased load which she now carried sank her lower in the water, and in spite
of all our efforts, there remained an unwelcome cargo; for, as fast as we
bailed out one portion, another poured in. Discouraged at length by our
fruitless efforts to get her free, we gave up the attempt; and being now sn-
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isfied that the life-boat would not go clown, we held on to the mast and eun-wa e to prevent the seas from washing us overboard, and in this manner
drifted around the cape. Here we were met by orr consort. Her crew
fearful that we had swamped, were gallantly beating up in smoother water
to our assistance.

"It was dead calm under the ,,e After bailing out some of the water
we took m the sails, unshipped the mast, and pulled over to Sutherland Island
in search o a harbor. This little rock lies about three miles to the southeast
of Cape Alexander. It was found to be precipitous on its northern and
eastern sides, and unprotected to the south and west from the winds and
waves which eddied around the cape. No harbor was found here, but a little
farther on one was discovered.

^

"We were soon ashore
;
and as we looked out from the rocks on the foam-mg sea, and listened to the moaning wind as it fell over the cliffs above us

and to the breakers thundering against the coast, we had .eason to be thankfu'
that we were once again on terra firma. The Ironsides was haiiled upon the
beach and capsized, to free her of her load of water. Petersen anchored the
Hope with a couple of heavy stones. Having no dry clothing to put on w"
ran about until we were a little warmc.1 and dried: and then, pitching the
tent, we spread over us our water-soaked buffalo, and slept aww fatigue and
disappointment.

"Everything in the Ironsides was thoroughly wet. Among the articles of
food were a two-barrel bag of bread and our large bag of coffee. The cargo
of the Hope was as dry as when put on board at Cape Ohlsen. She had be-
haved admirably, and had weathered the gale quite comfortably. She
shipped more water through her leaky sides than over her gunwale.

"The wind lulled a little in the night, but rose in the morning, and in-
creased again to a gale. The storm was too heavy to allow us to put to sea.
The wind had hauled around to the north, and the swell came into our harbor.
The anchorage of the Hope being thus rendered insecure, she also was dragged
upon the beach. Our wet cargo was spread out upon the stones to dry; and
we awaited with nuch anxiety the breaking of the gale."

On the 6th of September they broke camp, and finally reached Northum-
berland Island, where from a high hill they viewed the country. Says
Hayes

:

"Before us, to our right, and to our left was ice, ice, ice. We could see
full forty miles

;
and, aUhough not able to determine positively the condition
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of the water for more than twenty, yet what we saw assured us that a prob-
ably impenetrable pack lay in our way. To the southwest, towards the Carey
Islands, whose tops were dimly visible, the sky indicated open water, which
=eemed to run in toward Saunders Island, whose long, flat, white roof, sup-
ported by a dark vertical wall, appeared above the horizon to the south.
Under Cape Parry was a large open area, from which diverged several nar-
row leads, like the fingers of an outspread hand, toward Northumberland.
One of these leads came up within four or five miles of our camp- but inside
of It all was tightly closed. Below Cape Parry several small leads appeared,
and much open water seemed to lie along the land.

"Although this pack was in fact the same that had baffled Dr. Kane in
July and August, yet its existence here surprised me as it had him. It had
never been noted before. Our track had been traversed by Baffin and Bylot
in August, 1616; by Sir John Ross, between August 7th and 30th, i8i8-
by Capt. Inglefield, August 28th, 1852; and by Dr. Kane, in the Advance,
August 7th, 1853

;
and by none of them had any considerable quantity of ice

been seen north of Melville Bay. I was not prepared for such a rebuff at this
part of our voyage.

"Could we pass it? would it open? was there any hope for us? I confess
that, as these questions came in succession to my mind, I could only meet
them by gloomy doubting The ice was more firm and secure than we had
anticipated finding, even in Melville Bay. All of our bright dreams of succor
and safety seemed to be ending.

"I was still not wholly without hope. There were yet twenty days of Sep-
tember; and, although signs of winter had been about us ever since we left
the brig, yet it was now much warmer here than at Rensselaer Harbor a
month earlier. Altogether, September promised more of summer than of
winter.

"It was with mingled feelings of hope and discouragement that I started
to return.

The party, however, when the issue was put to a vote, determined on an
advance. One man made a speech. Says Dr. Hayes

:

"I give it as nearly as I can remember it: 'The ice can't remain long—
I II bet It opens to-morrow. The winter is a long way off yet. If we have
such luck as we have had since leaving Cape Alexander, we'll be in Uper-
navik in a couple of weeks. You say it is not more than six hundred miles
there in a straight line. We have food for that time, and fuel for a week.

,l,if
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Before that's gone we'll shoot a seal.' It was a right gallant and hopeful
little speech, and 'Long George' (as his messmates always called him)
looked quiie the hero. It reflected the spirit of the party; and it is one of the
plc:.iante5t recollections of my life that, notwithstanding nineteen day« of
danger and suffering, during which they had been wet, cold, and often half
famished, the men who were my companions did not quail at this crisis.

"In order that the nature of our situt.iion might be more fr.My under-
stood, Mr. Sonmag brought out his charti : and after we had carefully dis-
cussed together the difficulties and dangers on every hand; the possible
chances of our success, and the probable chances of our being caught in the
ice; aid having all arrived at a full comprehension of the uncertainties which
were before us, and our facilities for availing ourselves of the temporary
security which was behind us, a formal vote was then taken upon the ques-
tion, 'Whether we should go back, or wait and go on with the slightest onen-
ing.'

'

"There was but one voice in the company—'Upernavik or nothing, then
It is I' That's what I mean!'—'and so do II' were the prompt responses.—
The thing was settled.

Hayes' diary for a few days graphically describes the situation:
"September nth. The ice drifts rapidly out of the sound, opening wider

the leads toward Cape Parry and the southwest; but it is closing up more
tightly against the southeast corner of the island. The floes have left the
shore opposite our camp, and we could put to sea and make some headway
toward the Carey Islands; but this is not the course we have determined
upon pursuing. We could not advance more than half a mile in the direc-
tion of the main land. Godfrey has shot a fox, and he reports having seen
several others among the mountains. Petersen brought down a young raven

;

It is not good, but we must eat it and save our pork. The sky is overcast,'
and the temperature has gone down to 25°. The air remains calm.

"September 13th. No change in the ice. This state of inactivity greatly
affects our spirits. Every hour is precious, and it is hard to be kept thus
closely imprisoned.

"It is wonderful how the fine weather holds; nothing like it was ever
experienced at Rensselaer Harbor, even in midsummer. The people amuse
themselves in wandering about the green, in plucking and eating cochlearia,
or in lounging about the camp, smoking their pipes; sometimes relieving the
monotony with a game of (vhist, or in sewing up the rents in their dilapidated

Mil
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clotliing; casting now and tlien vvislfnl glances on the sea, and wondering
impatiently 'when the ice will cipen?' I'ettrsen shot a fox and a young bur-

gomaster-gull; the former was secured, but the latter fell into the sea and
floated a.vay with the tide. Although the men suffer morally, they improve
physically. The cochlearia has driven from their systems every trace of

scurvy: .nd the few good meals of fresh animal food which we have eaten

have built l.p all of us and filled out our cadaverous cheeks.

The ice opened at last, and the party put to sea, only to be caught in the

ice, and to crift for hours on a floe.

"That we should feel despondent under the circimistances was, perhaps,

quite natural; but now, uS on other occasions, there was exhibited in the

party a courage which triumphed over the distressing fortunes of the day.

Stories, such as sailors alone can tell, followed the coffee, and interrupted

the monotonous chattering of teeth; and Godfrey, who had a penchant for

negro melodies, broke out from time to time with scraps from 'Uncle Ned,"

in all its variations, 'Susannah,' and 'I'm off to Charlestown, a little while

to stay.' Petersen recited some chapters from his boy-life in Copenhagen
and Iceland; John gave us some insight into a 'runner's' life in San Fran-

cisco and Macao ; Whipple told some horrors of the forecastle of a Liverpool

packet; but Bonsall drew the chief applause, by 'Who wouldn't sell a farm
and go to sea?'

".\ strange mixture of men crowded tlie tent on that little frozen raft, in

that dark stormy night of the Arctic Sea ! There were a German astronomer,

a Baltimore seaman, a Pennsylvania farmer, a Greenland cooper, a Hull

sailor, an East River boatman, an Irish patriot, and a Philadelphia student

of medicine; and it was a lingular jumble of human experience and adven-

ture which they related.

"We were near beiuf,- precipitated into the water during the night. An
angle of the raft on which rested one of the tent poles, split off; two of the

men viio lay in that corner were carried down, and their weight was almost

suflic, jnt to drag the others overboard. Fortunately the bottom and sides

of the tent were fast together, or two of us at least would have gone into

the sea.

"September 15th. The air cleared a little as the morning dawned; and,

although it continued to snow violently, we were conscious of being near

some large object, which loomed high through the thick atmosphere. Whether

it was land or an iceberg we could not make out. We were soon in the boats,

J-l
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and pulling towards it thro.igh the thin ice an,I shtdgc. Defore it, characterbecame clear, we were within a hun.lred yanU of a L san y e ch

^
v.th boulder. Two b«rgon,..,er.gnlls flew overhead while we we 1^ Jng through the young ,ce along the .shore; an.l they were brougl , lo tv

g::a.rK"
°' '"'"^"- ^""^ ^""p"^" -^ -" f-"- °' -"i^" - stoid

"The boats were drawn up above the tide; and we piled the cargo to-gether on the rocks, and covered it with one of the saL. The tern w'aspuched near by; and with another sail an awning was spread in mm 'oshelter the cook atjd to protect the lamp. This precaution was we time f:?

w-hT 'f^^"'° ''"?''"' '"" "-^ ^°"""^"'' 'h^ -'"" being accZ, t^dwh had. We brought our clothes-bags under the awning, nnd chang d ourwet garments before retiring to the tent.

uMngeu our

"We had not tasted food for more than four and twenty hours. Whilewe were engage.l w,th our meal, our tent was almost blown over. Some
t me elapsed before everything could be made safe. An additional guy wasplaced on the wntdward side, and those at the ends were fastened to heav^e
stones. The awnmg was also tightened; and everything l«i„g ,hu, ren-dered apparently secure, we once more drew our heads under cover Wecould do nothmg for our brave cook but give him some dry clothi. -. the bestplace in the tent, and our thanks.

"'

"It was still snowing hard; the wind had increased to a gale and as itwent .noanmg al»ve the plain, it carried up into the air great white clou.ls,and pelted mercilessly the s,de of our tent with sleet and hail. I put my headout of the door; I could not see fifty yards. The boats were nearly covered
by a great drift, and our cargo was almost buried out of sight. It was notdue to ourselves that we were not at sea in that fearful storm. Wo knew
not even where we were. We came by no will of our own. There .as aProvidence in it.

"I was too much fatigued to make the circuit of the island; and I am
therefore, not able to add anything to the chart of Captain Inglefield w- J
in the .ittle steamer Isabella, ran up the channel in August, 185 . The cliffs
above us were composed of sandstone and slate, resting on primitive rock
which was visible near our camp. About a quarter of a mile above us were
discovered two well built Eskimo huts, which appeared to have been recently
occupied. •'

"Hoping that fortune would continue to favor our efifort. we retired

"^i
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a(piin to our tent, and awoke on the following morning to find tli.t tli-j wind
had liaidcd aromul to tlie 'lortlicast, and tliat tilt clouds were breaking away.
By one o'clock, p. m., it was ijuite clear. The thermometer went up to tw.
degrees above the freezing point; the ice was giving way, and long leads

were opening through it, in every direction. .\ narrow belt of heavy Hoes
joi '?d together by youni,' ice, unfortunately lay close along the shore: other-
wise we could have launched our boats at two o'cliKk. To break through this

belt would have occupied us until night ; and deeming it imprudent again to

trust ourselvet in the darkness to an uncertain channel we concluded to

remain where we were, and to start fresh with the e'rly morn.
'The morn broke upon us bright, clear, calm, and summer-like. The

young ice, neither strong enough ti. !jcar nor frail enough to yield easily,

seemed fo a time likely to baffle us; but by breaking it up with onr boat-

hooks and poles, we finally succeeded in effecting our escape; not, however,
until an hour after the sun had passed the meridian. The way appeared to

be free toward the mainland, for which we pulled. After we had been under
oars a couple of hours, a light breeze sprang up 'rom east-northeast; once
more our canvas was spread, and our ears were again gladdened by the

music of gurgling waters as the boats ru.shed ciward through the rip,.led sea.

"We struck the coast at about twenty miles almve Cape Parry. I'assing

under the north cape of Burden Bay, we were surprised to hear human voices

on the shore. That they were Eskimos we knew from the peculiar 'HukI
Huk! Huk'—their hailing cry."

.
'•».
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FURTHER EXPERIENCES OF DR. HAYES.

of D? H.t'"'"Tv"
"" '"' '" ^"'' ^'''- ""<= "'" "•» l-'t "• 'l>e .roubles

ta }^'^'Y
•"' """• "^''""Sh n^r an Eskimo se.llen.en, they "omthemselves almost withou. food. The Eskimos themselves we e hut ^

^ hut to t".h'" r 'f
"' " '

'""^^ ""'' ''^'-•- ''"^y ^'-^-J . e b"ii5 of

r; "ii£;:'^;;x^^- ::- 1:? - -- .o .he so.,

ne foxes had been caught.

"All this was discouraging. It seemed omi,io„s n
early day. Our provisions were running very low • «.•
of pork left, and of bread only a small '.n-.ntiiv

'

brought from the Life-boat depot, of which a sma
suriied. There remained a little of the meat-biscuit a;
and flour. Altogether we had not enough to furni,!
durmg a smgle week, and we were trying to make our

J rlaily; but hitherto

!ta'vation at a very
' only a fc« pounds

" in t'le 'iarr»l

had been con-

^ pounds of lit**

with fuil rations

longei^ nerio<r Al,-7'r"'
'" """" "^"*' '" """"^ °'" "^"^ '""'« f"r alonger perio<l. Alre.dy we were upon the shortest ,;.,i llo„;,nce whichou labors perm.tted. Men working during twelve or U. "w o" tttvventy-four, m a temperature not much above zero re, ,ir,

of food to sustain them. We were becoming ^hin and weak
stantly hungry

"To appease the gnawing pains of hunger bv at least filling u,we reported to an expedient which I remembered of Sir Tohn
h.s memorable expedition to the Cop, r-mine, in 1819. This

8M

5r^e a "jun'

"re con-
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the rock-liclicn, (Irife ilc roclic), which our party called 'stone mou.' When

at its maximum growth, it is about an inch in (lianictcr, and of the thickness

of a wafer. It is black externally, but when broken the interior appears

while. When boiled it makes a glutinous lluid, vvhich is slightly nutrition

Although in lome places it grows very abundantly, yet in our locality it,

like the game, was scarce. Most of the rocks had none upon them; and

there were very few from which we coulil collect as much as ? quart. The

difficulty of gathering it was much augmented by its crispness. id the firm-

ness of its attachment.

'Tor this plant, poor though it was, we were compelled to dig. The

rocks in every case were to be cleared from snow, and often our pains went

unrewarded. The first time this food was tried it seemed to answer well ; it

at least filled the stomach, and thus kept off the horrid sensation of hunger

until we got to sleep. Beside the unpleasant effects, fragments of gravel

which were mixed with the moss, tried our teeth. We picked the plants from

the rock with our knives, or a piece of hoop-iron; and we could not avoid

breaking off some particles of the stone.

"The hut proved somewhat of a failure when the heavy snow came in

October. The morning of the 3rd there was a severe storm, and to our

sorrow the hut was half filled with snow, feathery streams of which came

pouring in through the cracks around the roof. These fine particles filled

the air, and made everything so damp that it was with much difficulty that

the fire was kindled. Leaving Godfrey engaged in this delicate operation,

I took the kettle, determined to get if possible some water from the lake.

The fuel which must otherwise be used for melting snow, might thus be

saved for roasting coffee, the want of which was greatly felt by all of us.

"Clambering up through the hole in the roof, I turned to the right

around the base of a pile of rocks, and then beat up diagonally against the

gale. The drift was almost blinding, and my face grew so cold that I was

frequently forced to turn my back to the wind to recover breath and warmth.

It was with great difficulty that I picked a passage among the boulders and

drifts; but, growing warmer as the exercise heated my blood, I at length

came directly upon the lake. This was an unexpected piece of good fortune

;

for, as I had guessed my way, I could not have even hoped to come exactly

to the right spot.

"Pieces of ice which lay scattered around the well, had formed a center

for the accumulation of a large drift ; and I was therefore compelled to dig
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another holo Selecting a spot wl,ich il,e wind had swept clear, I set .lili-

lound ,t The ,ce » jwrfectly transparent, and i could see every stoneand pebble on the •• .„, shining very brightly, and seennng ,o ne e Zn warmth and .,n,et,-strikingly in cn.ras, with the confusion and od

r;,rll
'"'

r™'""'
"'' "' '"" 'l"«-'l»--r.crs of an honr; hnt atengh the ,ron bar plnnged through; and u,K,n withdrawing it a crys.a

toTern.^"'
out ,nto the frost. My kettle was soon filled.^and I l^out

"My tracks were covered over, and again I was obliged to steer by thew,nd r was getting on very well, havinj, now the storm partially ,^ 1
back,^but my good fortune forsook me when I had reached about half-wayIn the act of cbmbtng over a rock, in order to shorten the <lislance, 1 missedmy footing, and fell upon my face. The kettle slipped from my gk.sp andbng ,ts precons contents, went flying across the plain. With a philosonh-
.

res,g„at,on which I had the modesty afterwards'to think quite con.mend-
a:.,e, m the ciraimstances, I followed the retreating pot, and overtaking-
.. at length where it had brought up against an elev.^io'^, I reined to hflake and refnied. This time I was more careful, and I reached ll campwnhout further accident, except that I ca„,e upon the sea some clistance
above the hut; thus considerably increasing the length of my walk; and that
too, m the very teeth of the storm.

"A party of the Eskimos came upon the hut one day, together with adrove of hunf,ry dogs.

"The dogs were fastened by their long traces: each team being tied to a
separate stake. They were howling piteously. Having been exposed to allthe fury of the storm, with no ability to nm about, they bad grown cold- and
as thetr masters told us. having ha. nothing to eat during thirty-six hours,
hey must have been savagely hungry. One of them had already eaten his
trace; but we came out, fortunately, at the proper moment to prevent an
attack upon the sledges.

Tu 'Trf^".'"^
""* '"'"'"' '" '°°'' a"*"" •'!«' «^3'"s, I returned to the hut

Ihc blinding snow which battered my face, made me insensible to everything
except the idea of getting out of it: and thinking of no danger I was in the
act of stooping to enter the doorway, when a sudden noise behind me caused

Ml
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me to look around, and there, close at my heels, was the whole pack of thir-

teen hungry dogs, snarling, snapping, and showing their sharp teeth like a

drove of ravenous wolves. It was fortunate that I had not got down upon

my knees, or they would have been upon my back. In fact, so impetuous

was their attack, that one of them had already sprung when I faced round.

I caught him on my arm and kicked him clown the hill. The others were

for the moment intimidated by the suddenness of my movement, and at

seeing the summary manner in which their leader had been dealt with ; and

they were in the act of sneaking away, when they perceived that I was power-

less to do them any harm, having nothing in my '^and. Again they assumed

the offensive ; they were .^'' around me ; an instant more and I should be torn

to pieces.

"I had faced death in several shapes before, but never had I felt as then;

my blood fairly curdled in my veins. Death down the red throats of a pack

of wolfish dogs had something about it peculiarly unpleasant. Conscious of

my weakness, they were preparing for a spring; I had not time even to halloo

for help—to run would be the readiest means of bringing the wretches

upon me. My eye swept round the group and caught something lying half

buried in the snow, about ten feet distant. Quick as a flash I sprang, as I

never sprang before or since, over the back of a huge fellow who stood

before me; and the next instant I was whirling about me the lash of a long

whip, cutting to right and left. The dogs retreated before my blows and

the fury of my onset, and then sullenly skulked behind the rocks."

In a desperate effort to get supplies one of the party, John Petersen,

offered to journey with the Eskimos to a settlement called Netlih, and bring

food. Two others, John, the cook, and a Mr. Sonntag, made a similar jour-

ney in another direction.

"On the evening of the si.^th of November, Mr. Sonntag and John came

back to us. Their arrival was most opportune, for we had eaten every ounce

of meat which was on hand when they left us. They were brought by two
Eskimos, whose sledges carried a supply of food sufficient to last us for sev-

eral days. They bad a part of two bear's legs, several other small pieces of

meat, and a bear's liver. This Inst the Eskimos will not eat, but we were

glad enough to get it. There were, besides, some pieces of blubber, about

two dozens of lumme and burgomaster-gulls, and as many dried auks. All

this provision had been purchased for fifty needles and a sheath-knife,—^a

smnll price where the.se implements are abundant, but an exorbitant one in
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the estimation of our Eskimos. Tliese nativp fr;.„^
Jews in tlieir bareainin^ H.o >

' ""* «^"''"S *" •« very

."res the few p^ hL " Zh ^h" T 1" ""' ^"""^^ ""^ ^' "-
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produced a temporary bewilderment of mind, and the sleep which followed

was troubled and restless. Their frequent starts, groans, cries, and mutter-

ings, told of the fearful dreams of cold, starvation, thirst, and murder by

which they were distressed.

"It was not until the following morning that we obtained the full par-

ticulars of their journey; but Petersen told us, while he drank his coffee,

what it was necessary that we should know at once. They had walked all

the way from Netlik, where an attempt had been made to murder them. The
Eskimos were in pursuit, and if not watched would attack our hut.

"The idea at once suggested itself, that, with a combination of forty or

fifty persons, and an effort well directed, they might surprise us; and, dash-

ing in a body from the rocks above upon the slender roof of our hut, they

might bury us beneath the ruins, and harpoon us if we should attempt to

escape. We did not fear a direct attack.

"A watch was accordingly set and kept up during the night. The sen-

tinel was armed with Bonsall's rifle, and was relieved every hour. The re-

mainder of our fire-arms were hung upon their usual pegs, in the passage,

having been previously discharged and carefully reloaded. The iron boat

was drawn up in front of the hut.

"The night wore away. Mr. Petersen and Godfrey awoke, ate again,

and fell back into their sleep. The sentry marched to and fro along the level

plain, a few rods to the eastward of the hut ; and the creak, creak of his foot-

steps was distinctly heard as he trod over the frozen snow. Inside the hut

all was quiet, save now and then a low whisper, the heavy breathing and

occasional delirious outcries of the returned travelers, and the noise made by

the periodical changing of the watch. Scarcely an eye except those of Peter-

sen and Godfrey was closed in sleep. We were all too busy with our

thoughts, and too much agitated by our anxieties."

The Eskimos did not attack, though it was plain they had intended to

murder Petersen. In his sleep he had heard them plotting. He heard them

say, says Hayes, that "the hut was to be surprised before Mr. Sonntag and

John could return from Akbat. In both cases Sip-su (one of Petersen's

Eskimos) was to lead the assault, and Kalutunah was to act as his second

in Command.

"Sip-su was just beginning to put into execution the first part of the

plan of operations, by instituting a search for Petersen's pistol, when Godfrey

came to the window and hallooed to his chief, to know if he was alive. He
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vvas satisfied, from what he had seen and heard in the other hut, that foul
play was intended.

"Petersen awoke from his sham sleep, and, having exchanged words
with Godfrey, made some excuse and went out. He found a crowd of menwomen and boys around his rifle. It was fortunate that he had impressed
upon them the idea that it was dangerous to touch it. Seeing them assembled
about the gun, he called to them to know why they were not afraid to eo so
near; and they all withdrew.

r u""*"f5
"^"""^ '''' ""*' •'' '°''* "'*'" 'l'^' he intended to go in hunt

of bears (Nannook)
;
and drawing from his pocket a handful of balls he

remarked, as he dropped them one by one into his other haand, that each ofthem was sufficient to kill a bear, or a man, or any other animal. They would
have persuaded him to stay; but he had already had enough of their treach-
ery, and he resolved to walk to Booth Bay. This, although a dangerous ex-
periment, was clearly more safe than to remaia

"Conscious that their guilty intentions were rightly interpreted the Es-
kimos clustered around him, declaring, with suspicious eagerness, that they
would not hurt him," that 'nobody meant him any harm,'

"It was late when, with Godfrey, he started toward our party The niVht
was clear and calm, but the cold was terribly intense. At our hut the tem-
perature was forty-two degrees below zero. The distance to be traveled bythem would have been, by the most direct line, forty miles; but more nearly
fifty by the crooked path which they must follow. Even the three days of
feasting at the Eskimo settlement had not restored the physical strength of
which they had been deprived by their course of life at the hut; and reduced
as they were in flesh, it seemed to them scarcely probable that they couldmake the exertion necessary to enable them to rejoin us.

"The Eskimos sullenly watched them from the shore as they moved off-
and when they had gone about two miles, the former hitched their teams'
and leaving the settlement, were soon in full pursuit. The wild, savage cries
of the men, and the sharp snarl of the dogs, sounded upon the ears of our
I)oor comrades like a death-knell. In their previous anxieties, they had not
looked forward to this new danger. The ice-plain was everywhere smooth-
there was not in sight, for their encouragement, a single hummock behind
which they might hope to shelter themselves.

"On came the noisy pack,—half a hundred wolfish dogs. Against such
an onset, what could be done by two weak men, armed with a single rifle?

Ml
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The dogs and the harpoons of their drivers must soon finish the murderous

work. Petersen was, however, resolved that Sip-su or Kalutunah should

pay the penalty of his treachery, if at any moment within range of the rifle."

It proved, however, ihat the Eskimos were not brave enough to make the

assault, so Petersen and Godfrey escaped.

I^ter, Dr. Hayes writes:

"November loth. Again the Eskimos appear to us more as our goo<l

angels than as our enemies. Under extraordinary temptation, and, doubt-

less, at the evil instigation of a bad leader, these poor savages had proposed

the death of Petersen and his companion ; but this day two of them, Kalutunah

and another hunter, came to us, and threw at our feet a large piece of walrus-

beef and a piece of liver. The latter was not yet frozen; and the animal from

which it was taken had, therefore, been recently caught.

"We were talking about them, in no spirit of love, when they arrived;

and, as they came up the hill, various were the expressions -! opinion as to

what ought to be done with them. One said that we should detain them,

and hold them as hostages until their people should have performed their

promises; and that their dogs should be seized, and used in the interval; but,

apart from any consideration of justice, such a proceeding would scarcely

have been safe. Another hinted that fourteen dogs would save us from

starvation; for, if we should not succeed with them in the hunt, we could

kill and eat them. Again, apart from any question how far our necessities

overruled the old law of meum and iuum, it was certain that such a step,

whatever its immedi.ite advantages, would bring us ultimately into open,

and probably, to our party, fatal hostility with the entire tribe. Perhaps, as

the present of food seemed to indicate, we had not exhausted all of our means

of negotiation; and, until driven to the last resort, we could not justifiably

use the strong hand upon our neighbors' property. Great allowances were

obviously to be made for the tribe, upon whom we had no claims except upon

grounds of humanity too general for their uninstructed minds."

It was through these savages that Dr. Hayes and his comrades were able

at last to return to the ship, for the food they furnished made new men of

the party. They started back late in November.

"Our movements," says Dr. Hayes, "were like those of men returning

from a long journey rather than beginning one. The insufficient food upon

which we had been subsisting during the last few days, had so much reduced

us that, at the end of the first hour, many of us were more fatigued than we

,Mf^
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r.f«: rht;:^ v-^
"^'^ '=°"^-"<'- ^^'- •" la z

IXft^L hl^ ^ !, /
""'^ "'"'*'"""" "'''='''• The thermometer, whenwe left the hut ,„<l,cated forty-four degrees below zero. The air was fTtunately qu,e calm; and the moon, shining with an intensity irh ifcanexh,b,t only m an Arctic atmosphere, gave us sufficient light The snowcrowned rnountams of Northumberland Island were dimly visible atove the

rcrour'':;:;:^erl':LtTd
''- '''-'' -'---^ --i -:^:

return m a body to the hut, and fall back upon our origiJ p an oTsendTn^

nZ7l "t ;""" "f ''* ^'^''^- S-^™^" °f - -« already se'erdy

sTi'Vey had"'
^"^ ^" '"' '"^"'^^'-^ '° "^ -'"^ "P""^ -"^ '^''e

"The cargo was re-stowed; the invalid, wrapped in blankets was nlaced

shX; 'P °" v'"'"?"'^
'^"^ "'^' turned sruthward,Toward ourS

A nle nfT'
''

: "^T "'" =''"^y^ •''^"' " ™' now w.rse than everA pile of frozen sods and snow was heaped upon the floor. Pnd the cold airwas streaming ,„ through the orifice from which these had been t^ef

bers""^/ rvfoften"" , T T" ' ''°'''" '' '"' °™ °' "^ "'^"""'y^—

-

prTart™r^!^:-i—-,!--
then another, and another of the party fell behindf and it was at Wt anhour after the sledge had reached the hut before the last one. no longer ableto stand upright came crawling over the plain, upon his hands anfkneeMore than one of us thus finished the journey; and it has always appeared t»

"tULd"""''"''
''^'''"'°" °' '"' '"^'-' °f '"= ««'' - toKTo

:

Svt T™T'^ '^™ °^ '^"^'- Stephenson's fainting fit evi-dently saved us; for, had we gone two miles fauher and then tamed back
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or had we still gone forward, there was perhaps not one o' us who would
not, unconscious of the risk, have stopped by the way for a short nap, through
which we would have passed into the sleep which knows no waking.

"We had just sense enough left to enable us to appreciate each other's

wants, and to give assistance, tl.c stronger to the weaker; to close up tem-
porarily the hole in the roof; to carry in our frosted blankets, and to spread
them upon the breck underneath those which we had left behind. We knew
when we awoke next day that these things had been done; but none of us
retained more than the most vague impression as to the manner of their

execution. The intense cold, operating upon our feeble and overtaxed bodies,

had made wild work with our mental faculties.

^
"We lay down in the darkness ; and, through hours uncounted, slept and

shivered away the effects of our unfortunate journey."

The next start was made with better sledges and dogs, and was suc-
cessful. They reached the ship, badly frost-bitten and aln- .,t dead.

"We were soon upon the land-ice under Cape Grinnell. The dogs, ex-
cited by the unceasing cracking of the merciless whips, galloped at the top
of their speed. It was a race of life and death.

"The hull of the dismantled brig at length burst into view; and a few
minutes afterward we were at its side. So much were my senses blunted by
tiie cold that I remember scarcely any incident of our going on board, ex-
cept that Dr. Kane met us at the gangway, and, grasping me warmly by the
hand, led us into the fireless, frost-coated cabin. It was in the middle of the
night, and all hands except the vatch were sleeping. Ohlsen was the first

to catch the sound of our coming; and springing from his cot as I entered
the door, he folded me in his arms ; and, after kissing me with Scandinavian
heartiness, he threw me into the warm bed which he had just vacated."

And so ended one of the most desperate of the ventures made in the land
conquered by Cook and Psaiy,

m f >



CHAPTER XLII.

ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC REGIONS.

circll^ree'fvt"' f^"' "r"'^"^'
'™"' "'^ '^'^'"^ •"'• Antarcticcircles, .n 66 32 N. and S., to the north and south poles, the circles beine

,408 geographical miles fron, the poles. The intense cold and he difficuTt.es of .ce navigation have madt t:,e discovery and examination of The".regions a slow and hazardous task. Millions of square miles ar still en 'r^unknown. Notwithstanding, the discovery of the North Pole by" andPeao% this vast area must still remain unexplored
The Arctic circle is a ring running a little south of the north.-n shoresof America, Asia and Europe, so that those shores form a fringe with nth

-tL ofthe N r:': '°""'f^
•" ""= ^°'"''' ^^«P' "'^' 'hree openi gthose of the North Atlantic, of Davis Strait, and of Bering's Strait.Ihe width of the approach to this region by the Atlantic Ocean in itsnarrowest par. is 660 miles, from the Norwegian Islands of Lofoten to Cape

7fiZ-i \ "!7°"''" P'"''' ""^''^ '" "^''y °" 'h^ Arctic circle, is

riniof« fi! ,

'?' "' ^"'"^ ^'™* ''^ « ""- Tims out of the whole

ov"! wate'r "" " °"'' " " "' ^"'" ""'^ P''"^' ^l^"' ^oo miles is

bv J^L^T'h Ji,"""" f'^""'
""'*' ""= """'"" ^^S'™' '^ "'"'»' -coveredby ocean, and the only extensive land being far to the south. It was of

Europe, although a theory prevailed among geographers that a great conti-nent existed around the South Pole; the "Terra Australis Incognito." It is
believed that the Antarctic Regions will be very much more difficult to explorethan the Arctic Regions.

'^

THE HEMISPHERE.
The Hemisphere is one of the halves into which the earth may be sud-posed to be divided. It is common to speak of the Eastern Hemisphere and
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the Western Hemisphere, the former, also called the Old World, comprising
Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia, the latter, North and South America.

The boundary between the two is quite arbitrary, and a more natural

division of the earth is into the North and Southern Hemisphere, the divid-
ing tine being the equator.

THE EQUATOR.

The Equator is the great circle of our globe every point of which is 90°
from the poles. All places /hich are on it have invariably equal days and
nights. From this circle is reckoned the latitude of placi s both north and
south. There is also a corresponding celestial equator in the plane of the

terrestrial, an imaginary great circle in the heavens the plane of which is

perpendicular to the axis of the earth. It is everywhere 90° distant from
the celestial poles, which coincide with the extremities of the earth's axis,

supposed to be produced to meet ihe heavens. During the apparent yearly
course the sun is twice in the celestial, and vertically over the terrestrial

equator, at the beginning of spring and of autumn. Then the day rnd night
are equal all over the earth, wli :ice the name equinox. The magnetic equator
is a line which pretty nearly coincides with the geographical equator, and at

every point of which the vertical component of the earth's magnetic attraction
is zero

;
that is to say, a dipping needle carried alonj; the magnetic equator

remains horizontal. It is hence also called the aclinic line,

MERIDIANS.

Greenwich is within a few miles of London, England, and a great astro-
nomical observatory is located there. Time in all parts of the world is meas-
ured according to meridian east or west of Greenwich. There are in all 180
meridians east and 180 meridians west of Greenwich, total 360. It is plain
then that the meridians begin to number in both directions from Greenwich.

The Meridian 01 Green ,vich extends half way around the worid from
the North Pole to the South Pole. Beyond the poles, however, on the oppo-
site side of the world from that covered by the Meridian of Greenwich, it is

the i8oth meridian, also extending from pole to pole; the Meridian of Green-
wich and the i8oth meridian being the exact antipodes of each other.

Since the earth's rotation around the sun makes the sun pass 15 meridians
each hour, if you will divide the total number of meridians, 360, by 15, you
have 24, the number of hours in a day. Roughly speaking, the i8oth meridian
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LATITUDE.

lOVV A DAY IS LOST JR GAINED

gether upon .ho scene M^iZcl^^'^Z^TT^""^ "^^"'^ '°-

tions. As a matter of fact thu
"7™"'' 5="''' 'h^ S'obe "i opposite direc-

oegins at noon and ends-^t^rfn^ o^ ifrZ^hit '"t^

"^^

"Ca^rr:f^ t-
^^''

;-' -^ - --i:tr™
we move, say, over a soace of ^hllT begmnmg of Monday
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Similarly, if we repeat this eastward movement, Wednesday will begin two
hours too soon

; and so on, until, when our starting point is reached, we sh

in count of days, be just twenty-four hours ahead in our reckoning. The
result will be that, instead of ending the journey in twenty-four days (as we
seem to do) and on a Wednesilay, we shall actually complete it in twenty-
three days, and on Tuesday. On the other li id, if we move westward in

this way the reverse will happen; our days, :i measured from noon to noon,
will be twenty-five hours lonjf, and we shall actually complete tha trip in

twenty-five days and on Thursday. For the stay-at-home, and for travelers

returning thus from the east and from the west, there will, accordingly, if

no correction is made in the reckoning, be for each day three distinct da'»s,

each perfectly correct by diary nr log; and each day of the week, not Sun-
day simply, will be repeated thrice,

EASTWARD AND WESTWARD CURRENTS OF CIVILIZATION
MEET.

This shifting of dates is, of course, the same in the end whether the

journey about the earth be made in a month or in a thousand years ; and, in

reality, it has become of practical interest principally in connection with move-
ments of population which have extended through centuries. From Europe
as a center the leaders of modern exploration advanced toward both the west
and the east ; and in their footsteps colonists have followed establishing new
centers of civiHzation, whose commercial intercourse with Europe has in

general been maintained along the routes of the earliest exodus. But the
colonists carried their European dates with them ; and it has thus happened
that at all the points—chiefly in the islands of the Pacific Ocean—where the
eastward has met the westward current of colonization and commerce, there
has arisen a conflict of dates identical with that just explained. On the one
hand lies regions where the time reckoning has lagged behind ; on the other,

regions where it has shot ahead. An imaginary line drawn upon the surface
of the globe separating the regions where this difference in dates prevails is

a date-line; and i; is clear that the difference of reckoning marked by each
line is, in general, one day, for when two circumnavigators, starting in oppo-
site directions from one place, meet one another in the journey, one will have
lost just that part of a day which the other has not yet gained. On the
eastern side of the line, namely, the date will be one day earlier than on the

western side
;
that is, if it is Sunday on the former it will be Monday on the
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tetter. It 18 charactfristic, also, on ouch a line that if on crossing it from the
west a day is added to the reckoning, or on crossing it from the east a day
IS omitted, the shifting of the dates will be corrected. This correction is acommon item in the diaries of travelers and the log-books of mariners.

Lives Lost in Polar Exploeations.

The following is a complete and accurate list of the deaths among r.
of the parties of polar travelers

:

Year. Explorer. Lost. Causer
t5S3-Sir Hugh Willoughby 6. „,j ,„j „ .
•554—Richard Cancellor g
'578—Sir Martin Frobisher 40. . .

.

'58" —Capt. Davis 14

-til.

.cold

cold ar j si

starvation.

1594—Barents 35-

arning

... colli

tion, drownint^, scur^ '.

cold
1606—Johrf Knight 3
1607—Henry Hudson 10.

1612—Sir Thomas Button 14.
.
— •

>

i6i^Jens Munk 62..'. Icold', stamtlon,' scuV
'

.lrow^°„(
1631—Thomas James 14

,

7633-Isle of Jan Mayen settlers. 7^
"

.'

^ i ! ! !

.'

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! col... starvail,';
634-IsIe of Jan Mayen settlers. 7 cold, starva' ..

i.H8-peslmeff 70 starvation, drowning, . , ,w

starvation, drowp-'ng. • ikj

cold, drowning

cold

1719—James Knight 50
1728—Bering ,0

•735—Pronchistcheff 2

1735—Lassinius
53

1739—Charlton Laptier 12

1742—Bering 3,
1773—Lord Mulgrave 8
1776—Capt. Cook 4.
1818—Parry, first voyage i

.

1819—Franklin, first voyage 2 accident
1821—Parry, second voyage 7
'825—Franklin, second voyage. .

.

4

1829—John Ross 4
1838—Pease and Simpson 5

,

scurvy, starvation, cold

cold, starvation

starvation, cold, scurvy

cold and starvation

drowning

cold

cold

cold

cold and starvation

cold

£ Jl
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Lost. Cause of Death.
Year. Explorer.

1845—Franklin, third voyage. ... 135 starvation, scurvy, exposure
1848—J. C. Ross, search expedition i unknown
1849—North Star expedition 5

1849—Plover and Herald 3

1853—Rae 6
1853—Kane expedition 3
i86o^Isaac Hayes i

18G0— I,ill, fir.st voyage 2
18(14—Hall, second voyage 3.

1870—Hall, last voyage 2
187J—Pegetthoff 2,

1872—B. Leigh Smith 2,

875—English ixpedilion 4.

1878—Jeanette (De Long) 23.
1881—Greely 20.

1896—Andree (balloc 3.

1900—.\bruzzi 2.

1908—Cook none.
1909—Peary 1

.

cold, starvation

cold, starvation

cold, starvation

accident, cold

cold

cold

cold

cold and starvation

cold

cold

cold

.starvation, cold, scurvy

starvation

unknown

cold

drowning

Total •756

I* < '

!^%|:.j

> ' 1

1

M
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CHAPTER XLIII.

REMARKABLE DISCOVERIES OF A YOUNG ARMY
OFFICER.

While all the world knows of the discovery of the north pole, not one
person m .0,000, it is safe to say, knows that in 1899 a young Americanarmy officer, actmg under orders of the Secretary of War. proceeded .0
Alaska, where he made a lour of exploration that resulte,. in the discovery of
a safe overland route from the Pacific Ocean to the goi.en-laden fields of
the Nome country.

.. A?' r'^d''*
"''• °'^'" '"''°'" "'" """'''ff"! natural roadway through

the AIask.in Mountams known as Simpson Pass, but he also discovered the
second hifc'hest peak in Alaska, and he brought back to Washington the best
descnpfon of the Alaskan country and some of the finest maps ever made of
>nat far northern country.

The man who did all this and the record of whose achievements have been
filed away m the archives of the War Department all these years is Captain
Joseph H. Herron of the Second United States Cavalry, now adjutant of the
United States Military Academy at West Point.

EXPLORER STILL IN HIS THIRTIES.
Captain Herron, who was a young lieutenant not long out of W-st Pointwhen he made his wonderful journey of exploration, never refers to his

achievements in Alaska, and were it not for the fact that a few copies of the
report were ordered primed for the use of the United States Senate this
story could not be told, for Herron would never tell it-at least for publica-
tion.

*^

The route to the Yukon and Nome countries explored and mapped out by
Captain Herron is officially recorded in the War Department as the "

\11
American Overland Route From Cook Inlet, Pacific Ocean to the Yukon "

,. I^""™'^ f°"°^" "'^ Yentna and Keechatno rivers, an.l breaks through
the To-Toy-Lon Mountains in the Fleischmami glacier region of the Tateno
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DISCOVERIES OF ARMY OFFICER

River country. This break is known as Simpson Pass, and is the gateway
that leads to the gold fields beyond.

"This report," Captain Herron said in his official report of his expedition,
"represents the earnest efforts of a small party in unknown regions, against
extraordmary obstacles, deserted by guides, caught by winter, deprived of
transportation, and hampered by scarcity of food.

COMMENDS AIDS IN HIS TRIP.

"I take pleasure in commending to the adjutant general the men of my
expedition. Acting Assistant Surgeon Henry R. Carter, U. S. A., a young
physician of ability and attainments, who, in addition to conscientious pro-
fessional work, did duty at all other tasks assigned to him with pluck, zeal
and energy, and contributed much to the success of the expedition. Privates
Sam L. Jones and Gilbert DiUinger, Fourteenth United States Infantry,
proved themselves on every occasion magnificent soldiers in every respect.
Packers E. M. Webster and George Brown contributed greatly to the success
of the expedition by their ability as horsemen and packers, a:, well as by their
faithful, energetic and intrepid services throughout."

The explorations that were to result in the discovery of the overland
route started at noon on June 30, 1899, at which time Captain Herron, in
his report, says that "the steamboat left us, six white men and two red men,
camped in a fringe of alder and spruce timber on the north bank of the
Keechatno Piver. The fifteen pack horses were fed their last ration of oats,
and oyer 3,000 pounds of our rations and impedimenta were piled up on the
ground."

RECITES HARDSHIPS OF TRAVEL.
The country where the route begins Captain Herron describes as wild and

overgrown; one that exacted from those in the expedition extraordinary
labor at every step.

During the summer months. Captain Herron briefly recites, the daily
routine of his command was "a reconnoissance for the best route for the day's
march; a search for fords, crossings, detours around or passages through
ravines, swamps and other obstacles; the construction of a pack-train trail
by chopping out timber and brash in dense forests, blazing in open forests and
corduroying in soft mud and tundras; fording or swimming the pack train
over the rivers; the building of spar bridges where mud-bottom creeks inter-
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tomed to ford and too w,de to .mmp; investigation for wood, water grass and
^

poss,ble, a breezy location for camp, wind, as an additiomd re^fs te miim.z,ng the mosquitoes, gnats, horseflies and mooseflies
"

mnef V H ? ! ' ' ""'' "* '"'"™°"' P^'"'^ »"d f'^^ie" about seveniymie w,de extendmg across Alaska and constituting the chief barrier ""hentenor. I consumed the month of July exploring through these mountains

MARCH THROUGH DENSE TIMBER.
"The first day's march-forty-three miles-was through dense timber

ses^fXrihe?^
""'^ """ ''^^^^' "^^ '='^" ™^^S -d !;:norses troUcsome. The transportation stampeded back on the trail at evervopportunity, raced through the woods, knocked off packs"pIunS inioU

sht' ma^h
•'''""' ''"' " ^^"'"^ "'=™" """^^ of ^tie;t'toil'to'r,:rhat

After this day's march and until July lo, Captain Herron reported good

lot ih.^^
"''

<="

"''""^ "' To-Toy-Lon Mountains, and though he^not then know ,t, Simpson Pass, was not far away. The Indian gufdes who

Thisc t:T-
'"'' '"" "" '"" '''' "'^' ' -""^ •«

^'^
get his hor e over the mountains, that the pass was over vertical rock cliffsand that ,j.,en the Indians cros.,ed they had to use their hands in Ling
to'he pass " '' "'' """'"'' ''=""="" "^"''" '"-°--' '"e entrancf

that't'^""^
""

[P"r'"^,^''=
d^y^." he writes, "the Indians informed me

he ton f T'' ^'""^ '"' """"y "° f"^''"- I P^PO^ed chmbingTohe op of the mountains for a reconnoissance, and devoted the aft "noon ofthe 6th to doing so. The Indians .„ill wanted to go back, repeatedly warned

the t^;.

"°""' ™°" ' "" '"'"'' ''"''' '^* '^y '° P*"-"^ - toXdon

POUNDED ON ROCKS IN RIVER.
"July 17 I went into camp after a short day's march to make a fire and

earned off and pounded on the rocks by the swift current. The IndianStepan rescued him from a disagreeable situation. We were neari.^ the
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head waters of the Keechatno when, on the 19th, the monotony was reUeved
by the discovery oi the pass over the divide.

"The formation, locality and game trails of antiquity all indicated that
I had found the pass I sought. I asked my Indians for their opinion, but I
received a reply of 'No savey.' I camped in the last -V-mp of trees our
elevat.on now being at the timber line, and prepared to . moiter the pass

"Stepan shot, about a mile from this car , a huge bull jose. The animal
was not far from twenty hands high and very fat, the antlers in velvet state
The fresh meat was welcome after a diet of bacon. The Indians consider the
soft outer edge of the horns a great delicacy, likewise the nose, the sole of
the hoof, the intestines and the marrow of the bones.— Leaving three men and the horses at camp, I took the Indians and
UiUmger and explored the pass for nearly ten miles, found it wide through-
out, of slight grade, safe from snowslides, free from glaciers, the elevation on
the crest taken with barometer and psychrometer 3,600 feet above sea level
and practicable for trails, roads or railroads. There was no need for the
pick or shovels.

ATTACK ON TWO GRIZZLY BEARS.
"While in this pass I came upon two enormous brown bears asleep

(sometimes called the glacier bear, or the grizzly). Led by the Indian S'inkta
I crawled around to the leeward and then approached them, too r I
thought to myself, as I had a poor gun, only a few cartridges, and the nearest
tree was five miles away. Slinkta whistled and awoke the bears while I
fired and shot the larger one in the head, but only staggered him He arose
and passed a swinging right harder at the other bear, but missed him Thev
got away. •'

"The same day Jones and Webster were chased by a brown bear, near the
glacier at the head of the Keechatno. Four or five shots in the bear turned
him, but did not kill him. He took to the brush.

"The 22d of July I crossed the crest of the divide and started down the
other side of the watershed. East of the divide the drainage is into the
Pacific Ocean; west of it into the Bering Sea. Bering Sea is closed by ice in
winter, while the Pacific Ocean is open. Hence routes into the interior must
connect with the latter.

"In the vicinity of camp, July 23, on the Tateno, were hundreds of moun-
tam sheep, high up near the summits. Jones, Carter and Slinkta climbed the
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DESERTED BY INDIAN GUIDES.

™t i,T ,1 ,
' *^'<P'°rat.on of the overland route was made without gutdes, the explorers traveling by conipass and the sun.

„Ju /•"T "'"''' '" ^"S"'' ""^ expedition had a hard time Cao-

and fell on him m a mudhole, but he kept on. On August 2, two of his

seveT: Zi::fT'^ ""''' '"*•' '^ ^"^^^"S- -'"=- sept mbe 3 :severe earthquake further upset his plans.
"^

SVom tba PhUtdelDhla Ininbw

CAN DR. COOK SILEXCE THE SKEPTICS!
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CHAPTER XLIV.

HUDSON HONORED IN NEW YORK.

On September 30 was held a great military parade, one of the largest ever
seen in America. Twenty-^-e thousand men of anns marched past the
massed representatives and special envoys of thirty-seven nations, while
2,000,000 citizens, seated in grand stands or standing along Fifth avenue,
shouted themselves hoarse in cheers.

Although there were tremendous outbursts for each body of American
troops, and unstinted applause in overwhelming volume for the British sailors,
the most conspicuous reception of the day went to the sailors of the German
fleet, a picked body of magnificent men, who, as they reached the reviewing
stand, fell into the formal slapslap of the parade goose step and burst into
"My Country, 'Tis of Thee," with an overwhelming volume of brasses and a
fervor which took away the breath of the listeners.

The occupants of the benches sat silent for a moment, and then, rising
bareheaded to their feet, cheered, and cheered, and cheered again, until the
voices gave way and they could only wave hats and handkerchiefs in a long
echo of applause.

GREAT DAY FOR WEEHAWKEN, ETC.

For the first time during the celebration all the small towns within strik-
ing distance of New York suspended business today to watch the parade of
the sailors and mariners of seven visiting nations, the regular soldiers, the
blue jackets, the national guard, and the naval milif'-. of the United States,
and the police of New York City.

So many men representing so many branches of the war department of
the world have not been seen on American streets befo' many wearing
American colors have not been seen since the days ,ivil w. . The
total count of those in line today outnumbered the enlistc aI of the Ameri-
can regular army before the Spanish-. ..ii^.ican war. Forty-four hundred

41>
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police kept the crowd in line and at the .same time, by a special system ofplatoon rehefs the regular and reserve force of every precinctTn the dy wasmamtamed at its full working capacity.
^

PARADE IN ORDER OF PRECEDENCE.
The parade followed strictly the order of official precedence First came

British flee then the Germans, and, following, the men of the Netherlandsa„d_^d,e Itahan midshipmen in company front, with their sailors Sj'

^

Then came the representatives of the United States, the coast artillerycarrytng the new service Springfields for the first time the Un ted Sta J^Marme band of the Atlantic fleet in scarlet and gold, with a sp^^tling cFd>p,no mus,c,ans blowing bravely; the marine corps; the saLrs 7thevanous sh.ps of the fleet in division front; the nav^ militia he natln^guard; and lastly, the drab garbed regulars. The cadets of he ArTerne

rh"f nt:; mibtir
""'""• '-' ' ''-' ^'- '^^ An^erican^sar:

As if to contrast the wonders of 1909 with those of i8o<>-no longerwonders now-\Vdbur Wright and Glenn H. Curtiss, on SepteX .8 maJe

ofTi^ty ' ^' '" *"" ""'''"""-
^"-^ f"™- «^- --"d 'he Smue

Miss Liberty, on Bedlow's Island, has seen maany ships from many landsm her fme. and has welcomed all yisitors with a dignified e"uan^ fom.ny years. She never saw a ship of the air, though, until that morningIt was aln,ost enough to knock her oflf her pedestal for Wilbur Wright to ca!ion her m his flying machine.
*

Of eyes saw him do so. And then he came back to Governor's Island aeain

trrs't^r-"^
^^'"' ''^ '"^ "^^^ "'-^-^ - -"^ ^^"-"e ^e?;:

The first official visit to the famous Lady of Liberty and Light by the

or arrdr'"" T''"'
""^ " ""^'" "^ ^"-ed^from the thraM mOf earth had been seen by a multitude

belielThJ'!^r°f t '^''i!"^"'

'"''''"'"''"'' °f *''' ^^"'"' °* Wilbur Wright,

first flight was around the island, oyer water at heights of 150 to 250 feet
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and was begun at 9:15 o'clock in the morning. The last was, perhaps, the

most daring, the machine fluttering and diving in a strong easterly wind like

a wounded seagull, while the setting sun was aglow with excitement, and

was begun at 5 123 p. m.

On this trip Mr. Wright did not fly high nor attempt to leave the new

part of the island used as the aeroplane starting field. But the bravery of the

exploit, the flashes the spectators saw of the aviator's rigid face, the tooting

of watercraft whose wheels were stopped in midstream, caused men, women

and children visitors to the island to cheer ecstatically. Officers and soldiers

waved their hats, shouted, and clapped one another on the back.

WRIGHT UNMOVED, AS USUAL.

Mr. Wright blinked the cobwebs of the sky from out his eyes, brushed

the cloud dust from his lapel and walked across the darkening sands to his

shed. Serene, modestly confident, if he took note of the excitement that his

feat had produced on land and water, he smothered any reflection of it within

himself. He and Miss Liberty are both self-contained and immovable. It is

believed that he is a man after her own heart.

Curtiss made a short flight of about four hundred yards at 7 a. nri. He
slept the night before on the island. The machine had never been tried,

which was also true of Mr. Wright's aeroplane, and Mr. Curtiss did not

make a further attempt yesterday. The first test indicated to him that he

might do better with a four-bladed propeller instead of one of two blades.

The former was put in position, but the machine was not again taken out of

the shed.

Mr. Wright arrived at the island shortly before 9 o'clock. The machine

was taken to the center of the sandplot and placed, facing due west, on the

monorail. A small crowd had assembled. Mr. Wright and Mr. Taylor, his

chief mechanician, turned the two propellers until the motor caught the spark.

Soldiers stood at a respectful distance. The aeroplanist, wearing his familiar

Scotch plaid cap, walked deliberately to the front of the machine, listened a

moment to the rhythm of his motor, then took his seat. At 9:15 o'clock the

machine was in motion, and in an instant more the aviator was soaring.

Two circles were cut over the starting grounds, and then he swung out

over Buttermilk Channel to the end, turned west at the northern end of Gov-

ernor's Island and came back to the starting point. He completely circled

the island, having involuntarily dipped a little when saluted by the whistles
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of the tugs steamboats and factories. A distance of about two mile, was

sZds '"tI'^''^:!.«'^'"-
"': WH^ht was in the air seven mi.nUesSZseconds The landmg seemed a little rough, but no damage was <lone Inmakmg h,s last turn the aviator rose atx,ut twenty-five feet alK.ve Cas.lvV I-hams. From a httle distance the passing appeared dangerous.

A STARTLED MISS LIBERTY.
Word was sent out to the reporters that Mr. W ight would soon a^in

• mount h.s paradise bird of the air. Each boat fro. sfanhatt b^^f:"cHed visitors. Several hundred persons grew tense when, at 10.17 o' o^tUie propellers were started, and only a few of the spectators kne tha Mr'ZTnTt h'"^

"^'" °' '-"""^- ^"-^ ^-"^- condhio,; wereIdeal. A soft steady bree« came from the west. Directly into this the

:::S^; t^zt^ "°" '"' •"—
"•

-"^ '^^^^
T iJi"'^*" t'"""!

"' ^" "'""^ "" ^'"^^ of ^V"''"'- fle^^' to the Statue of

i;f?L\" '"" ' """"^ '^^^^- ^'"= "°-'' -''^ '°° engrossed to dl"but stood tiptoe mstead. Only then was the intention of thf avia.u p ce

d

and understood by all present. A thousan.l whistles seemed to make
™

of ih^ ?^V ""^ '"'''""'^ "^' "'" ""= ^« ^^«"- """ 'he "total toof'

tttu'ol;'™r ""'" '''' -'-' ''' -' °^ '-—"« '^--y.

As the aeroplane flew across the Upper Bay a seagull, bewildered bv thenou>e of the new intruder, fluttered back and forth amM the roar of the propellers, and at last settled down on the top of a wave
^

Suddenly there appeared beyond the curve of Castle Williams the bowof the Lusitama, bound for Liverpool. It was as if she had rsen ffom^

P fw,I '• ' '^'" "'"' """*'' f^'"' '^<"^ fl"'-"!"? ''"OSS the wa erBut Wdbur kept steadily on his virgin way. As an Irishman who 'L p^e^

"Wright is now where the hand of man has never set a foot."
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COULD HAVE TOUCHED GODDESS'S HAND.
He would keep inviolate his appointment with Miss Liberty, and at 10:23

ocloclc It was that the most unusual visitor she had ever received began to
show her what a man from Ohio could do "when put to it."

It was then be waltzed around her, his wing tips palpitating exultantly
as he safely made the turn. He went high enough in the air to touch, if he
had had the time, the upraised hand of the goddess. He returned at once to
the island, havmg been away less than five minutes.

Miss Liberty was reticent and Mr. Wright the same as to what, if any
pleasamries were exchanged, so the truth may never be known. But theaowd on the island was glad to see him back, and, after flying a half circle,
Mr. Wright seemed to pick out a particular spot for landing, and ended a
splendid, graduated descent by almost swimming into the sand. There was
no jar; the machine lighted squarely, but when the soldiers were pulling the
aeroplane back to the monorail one of the biplanes was broken

Ferryboats, a Sandy Hook boat and various nervous tugs around the
island stopped all progress during the flight.

Shortly before i o'clock Mr. W.ight and William J. Hammer, secretary
of the aeronautics committee of the Hudson-Fulton Commission, left the
island for luncheon at the Singer Building. Mr. Wright, whom thousands
at the Eattery were waiting to see in the air, passed unnoticed under his
tightly drawn bl.ick derby hat through the surging mob. In his wake, though
unconsciously, were three well fed, curious farmers.

. ?i

..|H ".

i.:M''-j'!i

A BUCOLIC DISCUSSION.

"I tell you the flag on the steeple is blowin', and 'hat means they'H be
flyin to-day," said one.

'

"It's the Norwegian Consul's flag that I see-over on that tower there "
said No 2, pointing to the identical spot, near by, where it was proper for
that emblem to be exhibited.

^

••h„7 T'' ^r^^ ""f
*"'" "^'^ "'' '"°=' ^''^^'y °f 'he three, pipingly,

but where ,s the place for us to get tickets for the balloon ascensions?"

Iv2l\ ^"^ T nfi
^'; ^"S"' '-^''"^ '° fly "P 'he Hudson River short-

ly after 30 clock. OW as he was. the last speaker said he would wait for theshow to begin, and, his knees trembling with excitement, he started ofT with
his companions m search of a vantage point.
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During luncheon Mr. Wright was asked how fast his machine was goingon Its way bacl< from Bedlow's Island.

"I made no particular observations," he answered. "The wind was at my
back. I was probably going at the rate of a little over fifty miles an hour

"

Uo you expect to go some distance up the river this afternoon?" hewas asked.

"Oh, I think I will make a flight up the river—maybe about 4 o'clock,"
ne said.

That was sufficient to arouse the visitors to the island to the highest state
Of expectation. Flags hung limp about the harbor. Persons wno had never
seen a flymg machine before but had read in newspapers the disadvantages
that lurk m wmds grew eloquent in pointing out that at last idea! conditions
were at hand.

AND WRIGHT ATE PIE.

"How long will it take Mr. Wright to reach Albany?" became a-i oft-
repeated question by these enthusiasts, who were most seriously in earnest

Meanwhile Mr. Wright sat calmly lingering over his favorite dessert-

'"*Tf,?.
'"°'"«"'o"s <:o™"n of the high-keyed spectators Prew apace.

When he says 4 he means 4," maintained the faithful.
He came on time, but there rose in a few minutes a gusty breeze of per-

haps twelve miles velocity that made the flags stand out straight to the west
and caused the flight to Albany to be omitted from casual talk. The wind
did not die down, but became more rapid and more uncertain. When 4 30o clock came the aeroplane was seen to leave the shed. Oldtimers at aero-
nautic cariivals here and abroad said: "He does not mean to risk himself
in this wind."

Soldiers were busy clearing the one hundred acres of field of all except
a dozen spectators. Reporters and photographers were dri* back to the
edge of the sand plot, while other soldiers pulled the aeroplane auout a quar-
ter of a mile to the monorail.

Nothing further was done until 5:19 o'clock, when, to the amazement of
those who understood what the existing weather conditions meant to the
aviator, and to the delight of those who didn't, the propellers were again
started.

Wright was o« in another moment or two, and, whil- not so spectacular
as his former ones, the flight showed an ability to meet unwelcome conditions
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that those who know said marked the last flight as one of the great exhibi-

tions thus far made in the science of aviation.

The Hudson celebration became more definitely linked with the north

pole discovery when, on October :, Commander Robert E. Peary, his wife,

and every member of the crew that accompanied him on his quest of the north

pole aboard, and the steamer Roosevelt, just back from the region of eternal

ice, formed salient features of a naval parade up the lower Hudson to meet
the Half Moon and the Clermont at Newburgh.

Mr. and Mrs. Peary arrivd in New York early from Portland, Me. The
Roosevelt was coming up the harbor amid the salutes of other shipping when
the commander arrived. The Roisevelt's progress from quarantine to the

dock at West Forty-second street was marked by a continuous blast of

whistles. When it came off Riverside drive, where the crowd was gathered,

and started on the way up the river, the salute was taken up by thousands of

cheering voices.

NAVAL PARADE CATCHES THRONG.

The naval parade was the principal incident of the Hudson-Fulton cele-

bration of the day in so far as Manhattan was concerned. In Brooklyn the

historical pageant of the previous Tuesday was repeated, and there was
everywhere the usual expectation of aeroplane flights, but the great majority

of sightseers flocked to the banks of the Hudson. There they saw, in addi-

tion to Peary's vessel, a g'iat fleet of excursion steamers, steam tugs, yachts,

motorboats, and other craft which rendezvoused between Fort Lee and Spuy-
ten Duyvil and about 10 o'clock fell into line for the fifty-mile journey to

Newburgh.

The nucleus of the "lower Hudson" fleet that started to meet the Half

Moon and Clermont and the other craft coming down the river was a squad-

ron composed of one small United States cruiser, twelve torpedo boats and
four submarines. The Castine, the parent boat of the submarine squadron,

and four other submarines acted as escort to the Hnlf Moon and Clermont,

making twenty-two American warships in the di. .mstration. The other

members of the American war fleet and the foreign men-o'-war remained

at their anchorages in the Hudson.

The Half Moon and the Clermont passe'T the ni,''^t at Ossining, and had

a comparatively short run to reach Newburgh.

Newburgh, a quaint little city that dates from early Dutch colonial times.
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REDSKINS GREET HALF MOON

a welcome from Palmer's park
'
"''"'' «^"' "^o"'"'

CleltV'^e'Zfm.rr'''"^ '"^ '"-f" "f "^«= H="f Moon a„<.

FEW AT DEPOT TO MEET PEARY

sons were at the station. He and Mrs PeiVv »,!
^ "^ "^ '*'" '^''

bert L. Bridgman. secretary of tht Pe^r;::;^.,;:;:^™'^
''''''' "^ "-

pea^trrf:^- rterf::\rf::.--^ *: t;
^°"'"'^""-

mander and Mrs Pearv left inT. '''f
'*'","• ^f" breakfast tlic coni-tu ivirs. i-eary lett m a taxicab for the o er to hnarM .1,. d

Pearj!
'"" "°' '"' ^° "'°"^'" '^e words of Chimmie Fadden," replied

Then his eyes turned to the Roosevelt. "She does not In„i, i-i,imposn? shin does cshp?" !,„ • „r>
^™ "oes not look hke 3 very

tbir. afd thLt^elLsth^the
1 id-;;i^i^^the way she. Utilt. The round of the how prevfntt^tr^ .eTii:;^
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of her wlitn she is squeezed, and slie bobs up when the ice crushes together."

The north pole flag which the steamer bore was the usual American en-

sign with a stripe of white bearing the words "North Pole" in black letters

running diagonally from the upper corner of the horizontal stripes to a
corner under the stars. Commander Peary explained its origin as follows:

"I -vanted a piece of the silk flag I flew at the pole to bury at that point

with my records, so I cut a diagonal strip out of it. Then, to preserve the

flag, I sewed a strip of white silk into the cut when I returned to the Roose-
velt. The design seemed so appropriate that we lettered this strip and adopted
it as the north pole ensign."

Mr. and Mrs. Peary had stepped on a tug and were on the way to the

Roosevelt before the crowd realized who they were. Then there was a burst

of cheering. Handkerchiefs and hats were waved, and the whistles renewed
their blasts.

Capt. Bartlett and the crew of nineteen men were on the Roosevelt in

the garments they had chosen for their rough trip to the Arctic, flannel

shirts, fur boots and picturesque sea togs.

The Re i vcit lay at anchor answering salutes of vessels while most of
the ships intending to take part in the parade passed. It then dropped into

the line and brought up the rear of the procession.

I-ater the following dispatch was sent to The .\s50ciated Press by Harry
Whitney:

"Stephenville Crossing, N. F.. Sept. 29.

"So many questions are being asked of me by different papers that I de-
sire to make the following statement

:

"My reasons for not going back to Etah after Dr. Cook's things were
that the engine in the Jeanie, one of the smallest boats that ever went to the
North Arctic, was not working satisfactorily, and we were depending partly

on sails, which later we had to do entirely. There was no reason why the

Jeanie could not have gone back, but, not knowing that Dr. Cook's things
left with me were of such importance as they have since turned out to be, I

did not return. In addition, I had promised the Eskimos who were with me
after musk oxen in Ellesmere Land certain things which I expected on the
ship coming for me, but they were not, aboard the Jeanie, and I did not want
to return and disappoint the men. Another reason was that I wanted to
prolong my hunting trip, which I was able to do by not going back, but by
cutting across Smith Sound from North Star Bay and following the edge
of the ice south.
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"I do not believe that either Dr. Cook or Commander Peary if olacedm my po„.,on, would have done any differemly ,han I d < . n" wou d .hefhavmp «,„ed «,„,h for civilisation, have turne.1 back. had nTv te'ri

North Pole, and I was pledged no, to reveal this fact to Commander Pean'but I could «y that he had gone further north than Peary in .^
^'

what hTlTe'L?"^;
'° T 'r^^'^*'

''""^ ••"'-'"'«'> "°^nB aboutwnat nad twen left wuli me by Dr. Cook etc,,-., ^h,. r _, .•
s.""""'

a«ert.on hat he ascen.led Mount McKinley in ,906 ,he truthfulnesT „which had been repeatedly and publicly called intoC, ion Th. >
•

Xh't^l
="*" ^"^ '"'"'' •^"'""^ "•^'—-"

h hoJr th™which finally passed the resolution standine ; to 1 Th. .

'™ ™"=

dominant faction was suggested by the comLnt of'prolesso Trsh: HSavdle, who as acting president, in the absence of CommanTer Pearv wa^o appoint the investigating committee. When asked wheThe" he
'

la,' coltroversy was also discussed. Professor Saville said-
^

There is no polar controversy. It takes two ,0 make a controversy As

forma, action and Cook has made a reply, r.hrr^Jl^^if̂ '^

Mn7'l'M"''T'
''"^ ''''"'^ •""'' ''=''"^"''= '«)"'"« ^^'ative to Dr Cool-Mount Mc.„ ley trip by correspondence and personal interview and it wn,said that they had obtained information concerning it whi h ha

1

'noUii her,been made public. All the affairs of the club excepting.h el ^ L^of o^^^^^are managed by the directors, and the action of 'heLrd in any Ittfinal as an expression of the stand of the organization
The resolution which was passed first rehearses the fact that questions
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of the genuineness of Dr. Cook's mountain ascent had aris n "iti the puM •_

mind," and that these questions bore upon the standing of ic ciub of wh ;h

he is a member. It then directed the acting president to appu u » cc;r;mi<tee

to investigate the charges and make a report to the club.

An interesting development of the discussion was that Professor Herschel
C. Parker, of Columbia, who headed the e.tpedition with which Dr. Cook
approached Mount ilcKinley, and who twice issued voluntary statements to

newspapers calling attention to the doubtfulness of Dr. Cook's claim to the

ascent, was one of the three directors who voted against the resolution. The
eight members of the board who were present at the meeting were Professor
Marshall H. Saville, acting president ; Henry C. Walsh, secretary ; Professor
Herschel C. Parker, Caspar Whitney, W. G. Clark, Herbert L. Bridgman,
Frederick Ober and F. S. Dellenbaugh.

WAS COOK "UNETHICAL"?

The stand of the club on the point raised by Commander Peary, as to
whether an explorer commits an unethical act in using preparations made by
another explorer, was first stated for publication by Professor Saville. Com-
mander Peary requested the club to make a definite statement on this point
after the departure of Dr. Cook for the north, and included in his communi-
cation a doctrine that, by prior exploration and by taking precautions look-
ing to further work, an explorer "preempts" the field to the exclusion of other
men. The Explorers' Club, Professor Saville said, officially recognized Com-
mander Peary's position in the matter soon after he made his request, that

is, while Dr. Cook was still absent on his attempt to reach the pole.

An interesting aspect of the question was touched on by the magazine,
"The Bench and Bar," which published an editorial on the legal proof of the
discovery of the North Pole. The editorial lamented the fact that neither
Dr. Cook or Commander Peary was willing to share his discovery of the
pole with white comrades, for in order to establish a claim at law corrobor-
ative evidence must be introduced in the shape of credible witnesses who will

testify to the truth of a story or the telling of a story with such a degree of
circumstantiality that scientists will be convinced of the truthfulness of it.

The two CO' -oborating Eskimo witnesses of Cook and the negro witness
of Peary could be disbelieved by a jury, said the editor, first because they are
ignorant and would know whether they had been at the pole only as 'old so
by an intelligent man, and secondly, they occupied the position of employes.

m.m
yil.
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BOTH MUST SHOW PROOF.
"The Bench and Bar" said •

for truth and veracty may be. Nor need we, under accepted rules of lawgve concIus,ve weight to the unsupported testimony of ei her of the ex'plorcrs, as each is an interested witness.
"Even if he were to produce these witnesses and they were able to corrob-orate h,s story fully, their testimony would still be liable'.o be weighedTth^l.ght of certam max.ms of the law of evidence. In the first place they proluva e devo,d of the scientific knowledge that would enable t!^m to XeSgent and va uable testimony on such a subject as that unde-. mvestillt on and

hable to the .nfluence of parties of superior intelligence and craft If DrCook wishes to corroborate his story by circumstantial evidence, the law andcommon sense both agree that the circumstances to which he eitmes mustnot be mconststent with known scientific facts. And this observation is o

ZTe'r^,!?"''"'"""'
'° ''"' '""'"°"^ "'''^'' -^ ^ ^•™" by C^m

», ^''^^/f7'"5.
in*f«ting comparison of the deeds of Cook and Pearywas published while the controversy was at its height:
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Dr. Cook.

Before leaving land party traveled

over 400 miles of land and soumls.

Fittest of men and dogs chosen.

Commander Peary.

Before starting from Roosevelt

winter was .spent in hunting tripa and
sledging supplies. Best men and dogs

chosen.

Over circumpolar ice Cook traveled O . er circumpolar ice Peary trav-

with light equipment. Had one sup- eled with a large expedition. Had
porting party, which returned three four supporting parties, which re-

days out from land. turned after fourteen, nineteen, twen-

ty-four and thirty-five days, respec-

tively.

Cook's dash party consisted of Dr.

Cook, two Eskimos, with two sleds,

two teams of thirteen dogs at start.

Peary's dash party consisted of Mr.
Peary, Henson, four Eskimos, five'

sleds, live teams of eight dogs each.

Two men out of three marched
with sledges.

Five men out of ::-• marched with

sledges.

Cook carried a canvas folding boat. Peary had no boat or bayak.

Cook started from land March 18,

1908, seventeen days later in season

than Peary, but one year previous.

Peary started from land March i,

1909.

Cook left land 520 miles from pole, Peary left land 413 miles from pole,

near the ninety-third meridian. near the seventy-first meridian.

Cook took thirty-four days to cover

these 520 miles.

Peary took thirty-six and a half

days to cover these 413 miles. He
was held up by leads six whole days

and was actually traveling thirty and

a half days.

Cook crossed big lead without ile-

lay on morning following night of

arrival.

Peary was held up at big lead for

six whole days.
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Dr. Cook.

Cook's average per clay from land
to the pole was 15.3 miles.

425

Commander Peary.
Teary's average per day from land

to pole was 11.3 miles.

Peary's average per traveling day
from land to the pole was 14.5 miles.

Cook's average per day before siip-

portmg party turned back was 21
miles.

Peary's average per day before last
supportmg party turned back was 9.7
miles; average per traveling day, 11.7
miles.

Cook's average per day to the p<Me
after supporting party returned was
14-7 miles.

Cook arrived at the pole April 21,
1908, fifteen days later in the season
than Peary, but one year previous.

Peary's average per day to p„ie
after the last supporting party turned
back was 29.3 miles, or 132 miles in
four and a half days.

Peary arrived at pole April 6, 1909.

Cook left pole April 23 and reached
eighty-fourth parallel on May 24.

Peary left pole April 7 and reached
Cape Columbia (83 degrees 7 min-
utes) .^pril 23.

Between pole and Cape Columbia
Peary traveled 413 miles in sixteen
V^y^' ^' average of 25.8 miles a day.

Cook failed to make base and caches Pearv kent tnil n,,^ . \

fromwhichhestartedbecauseofopen BartJs t:!!,^it^etr-gM
to base.

Between pole and 84 degrees Cook
traveled 360 miles in thirty-one days,
at an average of 1 1.6 miles a day.

water and impossible small ice.

Cook's failure to make base ren-
dered necessary long course of travel,
another winter in the Arctic and
many risks and privations. Return
to civilization impossible for a year.

Peary reached supplies at base and
was able to return to civilization in
same year in which he reached the
pole.
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While t!ie claims of the rivals were being debated, by the average citizen,

students of international law took up with vigor the question of ownership
of the north pole.

A prominent oflficial at Washington declared that the land belonged to Dr.
Cook and to nobody else, and added that the government was unwilling and
also unable to maintain its claim.

The voice of international law has to be heard on what may prove a vexed
problem. Either Russia or Canada might claim the country (if country there

be) lying on the confines of their respective dominions.

Denmark, as possessor of Greenland, might prefer claims that could not

be entirely overlooked.

The ownership of the north pole, or for that matter the south pole, will

depend upon dry land being found there. If the spots at 90 degrees latitude

be covered with sea or with ice (as Dr. Cook's statements suggest they are)

they will belong to no particular nation. They will be treated like any other

part of the high seas and belong to all the world. Should there be dry land,

the first discoverers may have the honor of taking formal possession in the

name of the nationality represented, and for the time a staff with a hoisted

flag might display the nationality of the discoverer.

IIM
1

.!l-l!'

!.:i:J'V
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RIGHTS OF DISCOVERERS.

The law of nations now steps in to say something on this matter of the

rights of discoverers.

It is not always the simple thing of "first come, first served." Many parts

of the world were discovered by British navigators and explorers that were
never taken into possession. One authority tells us that "all mankind have
an equal right to things that have not yet fallen into the possession of any one,

and these t;.:"j;s belong to the persons who first take possession of them."
This seems clear enough. The practical application comes next. "When,

therefore, a nation finds a country uninhabited and without an owner it may
lawfully take possession thereof, and after it has sufficiently made known its

will in this respect it cannot be deprived of it by another nation."

What if there be, however, in the newly discovered land aboriginal dwell-

ers whom the discoverer chooses to call barbarians or semibarbarians? Might
there not be inhabitants in the country around the north pole? This question

should not be overlooked nor too hastily dismissed from consideration.

The portion of land that Dr. Cook would travel over mus. bear a very small
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FILIBUSTERS AND ADVENTURERS.
It is worthy of note that fihbusters and adventurers cannot hold the owner-

ships and sovereignty of any new lands they may discover. They must work
for some state or power recognized by other nations, else they may at any
time be dislodged.

As has been laid down, "navigators going on a voyage of discovery, fur-
nished with a commission from their sovereign and meeting with islands or
lands in a desert state, may take possession of them in the name of their
nation." And this title has been usually respected, provided it was soon after

followed by a real possession.

Was Dr. Cook a commissioned explorer or was he, to use a common phrase,
"out on his own." And what, after all, is meant by "real possession?" The
country that desires to maintain a claim of ownership of the north pole and
take a "real possession" is not likely to find another nation to quarrel with.

These not very eligible properties—the north and south poles—will presum-
ably lie in the public market. Expeditions will continue to be sent out and
the interest attached to them will be based upon far higher considerations than
the ownership of a (possible) patch of sterile land,
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